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Preface

l'his book is about identity. More precisely, it is about identity construction of
immigrant minority pupils in two multicultural primary school classrooms in
Flanders and the Netherlands respectively. The drive that pushed me to write this
book comes from two reasons. These reasons - even though both related to the
field of multilingual education - stem from a personal and a conceptual standpoint.
Firstly, as a primary school teacher who stood in front of several multicultural
school classrooms in the urban London area while reading for an MA in Applied
Linguistics,  I  felt a sort of pervading but yet fake equity insinuating underneath the
skin of the educational system I was part of. Such (in)equity came across as merely
the product of those requirements set by governmental agencies that were then
counteracted by the multicultural realities I was experiencing in the class. The more
my practice went further, the more I came to realise that pupils coming from
immigrant minority groups and myself, given my Italian origin, had to put up with
something that so-called natives think to be only a minority priority. This was the
hidden but yet omnipresent enemy of a national standard language and a mode of
use of such language  that had to be reached, at least if we were to stand the chance
within the field of education. During the time I spent in front of the classroom,
though, I also came to realise that my situation differed immensely from the
situation of those pupils I was teaching. While my rnigration was pushed by a
personal deliberate and somewhat elitist choice to leave Italy and study abroad,
these pupils were the product of either post-colonial or labour-provoked migratory
fluxes which have contributed to shape current urban realities across (Western)
industrialised Europe. After coming to the Netherlands in the winter of 2001, I was
glad to be back on the 'continent' so as the Brits would put it. While going through
a second migration, I had the naive thought to have left behind issues of
belongings, standard language and the like. I said to myself'oh well, the Dutch are
quite a liberal and permissive bunch'. Furthermore, the Netherlands is a small
country with a language, Dutch, that does neither fruits nor suffer from the mixed
blessing of being a world hngua »nca. However,  I found myself yet  in  a  new
situation that triggered my interest in identity, standard language and (primary)
education even further. In the year 2000, after a first meeting with Guus Extra,
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director of Babylon and now one of my supervisors, I was for the first time
addressed as the 'assertive English gentleman' Wonderful I thought but I then
wondered whether my language and my doing away with my Italian identity did the
trick. Was I finally to be seen as 'English' and not as a 'WOP' or an 'ITA'? Where
did the negatively stigmatised part of my Italian identity, that was so prominent in
the British context, go?

It is in the light of all these vicissitudes that the idea for this research  sparked
off and brought me to investigate how immigrant minority pupils jointly with their
Dutch-speaking teachers are engaged in developing identities in two multicultural
primary school classrooms. Where do their identities' roots come from, where do
the paths of development of these pupils' identities lay and, most importantly, how
does all this identity doing stand in relation to the world outside the classrooms'
walls? In this adventure, two multicultural schools, their staff members, two of
their upper )unior primary classrooms and with them two class teachers and their
pupils got involved. I thank them all for having welcomed me in their classrooms.

Further, I am thankful to .\d Backus for having defended my case when I ex-
pressed the wish to spend a (then short) period of time at Babylon as a visiting re-
searcher. I am also indebted to my supervisors Slaak Kroon and Guus Extra at the
Department of Language and Culture Studies for believing in this project and for
having invested in something that had no guarantee to succeed. Many thanks also
go to Cristina, Guust and Rita at the Language Centre of Tilburg University for
understanding the pressure I went through during the last academic year and to
Karin Berkhout at Babylon for her editorial help.

A special mentioning also goes to Alarjolein. You have enjoyed reading this
book, at least I hope, as much as I have enjoyed writing every single word of it.
Indeed in these last very busy months you have put up with a PhD student engaged
in finishing off a manuscript and that is worth an award too, for you this time. lin
ja, bet is *lukt ook dankjjou,je steun,je begrip enje liefde.

A last word of thanks goes to mamma Lorenza and papi Giancarlo. Molte cose
sono cambiate da quando partii. In tutte queste vicissitudini il vostro supporto ed il
vostro amore sono stati un punto costante della mia vita e della mia seppur breve
carnera, e nulla li pu6 sostituire. Spero, con questo libro, di avervi reso orgogliosi.

Vi voglio bene.

Tilburg, August 148,2007
Massimiliano Spotti
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CHAPTERl

Introduction

1.1  Background

The separation of people from their culture of origin through physical dislocation
as happens with refugees, immigrant guest workers and expatriates, as well as the
dissolution of colonisation processes have been formative experiences of the last
centun for many Western European nation-states. The Netherlands and Belgium,
and more specifically to this study Flanders, are no exception. These countries'
decolonisation processes brought significant inflows of migrants during the early
fifties and the mid-seventies. On top of that, their attractive foreign labour policies
issued during the late sixties and early seventies played a prominent role in attract-
ing 'guest' workers from the Mediterranean basin. Although it was expected that
these workers would have eventually returned to their countries of origin, a large

part of them - in particular Turkish and Moroccan immigrant minority group
members - settled in permanently. Subsequently to that, family reunions and mar-
riages with spouses from the countries of origin led to a new immigration flow.  In
addition, there has been a fluctuating number of refugees from across the world
who have continued to seek asylum in both Belgium and the Netherlands. The
consequences of the last century's immigration experiences still continue to be part
and parcel of the current globalised Flemish and Dutch urban realities of the
twenty-first century.

In 2002, the year in which the Flemish case study in this book was carried out, it
was  estimated that out o f a total Belgian population of slightly more  than 10 million
people, 850 thousand were residents not holding a Belgian passport. It was further
estimated that, out of this group, approximately 275 thousand people were settled
in Flanders (cf. NIS, 2003). In 2005, the year in which the Dutch case study was
carried out, it was estimated  that out of a total population of slightly more  than  16
million inhabitants, 3.1 million had at least one parent born outside the Nether-
lands (CBS, 2006a).

The last century's immigration phenomena are not only tangible through num-
bers but also in the current Fletnish and Dutch public discourses. On the one hand,
we find immigrant minority group members addressed as westerse allocbtonen (western
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allochtonous people) who are thought to share a common European history and a
'European' identity (cf. Davies, 1997). On the other hand, there are immigrant mi-
nority group members addressed as niet-westerse allocbtonen (non-western alloch-
tonous people) mostly Turks, Moroccans and new arnvals from other countries
(Van den Tillart et al, 2000) who are presented as people in need of societal and
linguistic integration. From these two examples, it appears that the public discourse
in both Flanders and the Netherlands is armoured with a 'largon of minorities'
(Extra & Gorter, 2001:5) through which immigrant minority group members and
their languages hit the headlines. This jargon essentially presents them and their
descendants as 'other' than the malority group and their languages as 'other' than
the malority language (cf Extra & Yagmur, 2006; Kroon, 2003:40). Any dwelling
upon the public discourse's largon pales when compared with the recent Flemish
and Dutch educational discourses about immigrant minority pupils and the lack of
curricular position held by immigrant minority languages. Even though endemic
condition to other Western European countries (cf. Martin-jones & Heller, 2001),
the Flemish and Dutch education systems find themselves caught between a call
for immigrant minority pupils' emancipation and an emphasis put on learning and
using the ma ority language, i.e., Dutch. In that, the language of the majority does
not just serve as a language of instruction but also as a conveyor of cultural (and
therefore national) content. As a consequence, the recent emphasis on immigrant
minority pupils' need for societal integration and the language disadvantage which
they are associated with, are both factors that may form a possible obstacle for
these pupils' start, developing chances and success in mainstream primary educa-
tion (cf. Kroon & Vallen, 2006). It is against this background, that this book
reports on two ethnographic case studies conducted in two multicultural primary
school classrooms, one located in Flanders and one in the Netherlands. At the
heart of both cases, there is a close examination of how immigrant minority pupils'
identities are constructed through the discourses that populate these two multi-
cultural classrooms, their key figures and the interactions among them.

1.2    Focus

It was the purpose of this study to illustrate and shed light on how immigrant mi-
nority pupils' identities are constructed in a Flemish and a Dutch multicultural
classroom. To do so, the study has focused on the discourse of two Dutch-medium
primary school teachers constructing the ascribed identities of their immigrant mi-
nority pupils. Further, this study has focused on the discourse of these immigrant
minority pupils in terms of their subscribed cultural, ethnic, linguistic and religious
identity belongings as well as on the discourses contained in the verbal exchanges
that take place during classroom interactions. Ultimately, the study's focus is to
unravel what it means to be an immigrant minority pupil in each of the two class-
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rooms under investigation taking into consideration also the meso- and macro-edu-
cational discourses in which these two classrooms are placed. This research focus
has triggered the formulation of the following guiding research questions:

1. What ascribed identities are constructed in the discourses of two Dutch-
medium primary school teachers, in a multicultural classroom in Flanders and
the Netherlands respectively, in terms of their immigrant minority pupils'
cultural, ethnic, linguistic and religious belongings?

2. What subscribed identities are constructed in the discourses held by the immi-
grant minority pupils of these two classrooms in terms of their own cultural,
ethnic, linguistic and religious belongings?

3. What identities are constructed, negotiated or challenged during teacher-pupils
classroom interactions?

4. How can the identities constructed in the teachers' and pupils' discourses as
well as in their Interactions be understood in relation to the meso-discourses
held at school level and the Flemish and Dutch macro-discourses of cultural,
ethnic, linguistic and religious otherness?

The first question concerns the ascribed identities of immigrant minority pupils as
reconstructed in the discourse of the two Dutch-medium primary school teachers.
The second question concerns immigrant minority pupils' own subscribed under-
standings of their identity belongings. The third question refers to the search for an
interpretation of observed everyday classroom practices leading to identity con-
struction during teacher-pupil interactions. The fourth question explores two
things. First, how the identities reconstructed from these two case studles can be
linked with the meso-institutional discourses authored within each of the investi-
gated schools. Second, how these identities can be linked with the macro-
discourses about cultural, ethnic, linguistic and religious otherness present in
Flanders and the Netherlands. While these guiding questions were present from the
outset of this investigation, particular  foci and patterns of attention emerged as the
data were collected. The two case studies can both be referred to as metonymies in
their respective countries. In other words, they constitute epitomes that have the
potential to shed light on the practice of identity construction in culturally and
linguistically heterogeneous classrooms.

1.3    Relevance

Immigrant minority pupils' identities and the measures adopted for their nurturing
and maintenance are often explicitly mentioned in both Flemish and Dutch institu-
tional and educational discourses. Although identities are mentioned, the processes
which lie beneath their construction are often presented as common sense hap-
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penings embedded in rhetoric of belonging and of social cohesion. However, the
multicultural primary school classrooms where the identities of immigrant minority
pupils will be investigated here, are no institutional norm free spaces. In the course
of the nineteenth centun· schools have come under state control in order to ac-
complish states' agendas, i.e., in terms of constructing nation-states and the na-
tional identities of their citizens. This study is therefore relevant m that it fits within
the interplay between nation, schooling and the construction of a canon for (na-
tional) identity. A nation's government, its civil servants, its schools - with their
school heads, deputy heads, primary school teachers and pupils - all contribute
with their written and spoken discourses to the identity enterprise that constructs a
school's clientele as part of a nation. This identity enterprise though is embedded
within power relations. At a macro-educational level, an example of the interplay
among the construction of a national canon, schooling, and power relations is to be
found in the written and spoken discourses that lead to the formulation of policy
documents that deal with immigrant minority language teaching (see Kroon &
Sturm, 2003). A policy that proposes its abolition may indicate the existence of a
discourse that constructs immigrant minority pupils' as having to integrate in the
linguistic mainstream. As a consequence of this need, these pupils receive instruc-
tion in no language other than Dutch. Another example of the aforementioned
interplay - this time at a micro-level - can be found when an indigenous primary
school teacher, teaching in a multicultural primary classroom, ratifies certain lin-
guistic resources rather than others, where this ratification happens on the basis of
the language beliefs held by the teacher in terms of what should be taught in a
standard language classroom (Bezemer & Kroon, 2007).

This study is also relevant in the light of the advancement that it brings to the
content of the last two decades of educational research on classroom multilingual-
ism (Baker, 2006). Ethnographic research in the field of immigrant minority pupils'
identity construction has already given ample attention to intercultural education
classes in both Flanders and the Netherlands (Leeman, 1994; Saharso, 1992; Verlot
& Sierens, 1997). Even so, little is known about what goes on during the actual
process of immigrant minority pupils' identity construction dunng everyday class-
room interactions. Still, in terms of content, the relevance of this study lies in the
fact that it expands the more general Flemish and Dutch ethnographic landscape
which, up until now, has shown only limited interest in the discourses that sur-
round immigrant minority pupils' identity construction. Recent Flemish and Dutch
ethnographic case studies focus mostly either on the practice of Dutch-medium
teachers and on these teachers' approach to classroom multilingualism (Bezemer,
2003; Delrue, 2004a, 2004b; Kroon & Sturm, 1996) or on the analysis of class-
rooms' verbal exchanges on culturally sensitive topics (Hanson, 2002; Koole &
Hanson, 2002). There are only a limited number of ethnographic studies, instead,
which have concentrated on immigrant minority pupils' discourse and have ex-
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plored it in terms of the meaning that pupils themselves attach to their identity be-
longings (Hanson & Boogard, 1999; Jaspers, 2005; Van der Leil, 1990;
Vanbeselaere et al, 2003). None of the above, though, try to reconstruct the
identities of immigrant minority pupils by triangulating teacher and pupils' dis-
courses and insert them within larger meso- and macro-discourses of national be-

longing and of cultural otherness.
Furthermore, this study is relevant in terms of the method it takes to the study

of identity construction. In fact, it employs a heuristics - relatively new to the
Flemish and Dutch ethnographic landscape of studies of multicultural educational
settings  - that falls within the realm of sociolinguistic ethnography (Heller,  2001;
Rampton et al, 2004). This growing paradigm aims - among other things - to
disentangle identity construction from the shade of 'normality' that covers its
everyday classroom dynamics in multicultural classrooms. To fulfil this operation,
the present study has combined socio-culturally oriented discourse analysis (cf.

Gee, 1999, 2005), grounded theory (cf. Corbin & Strauss, 1990) and the key
incident approach (cf. Kroon & Sturm, 2000).

Finally, the comparative component of these two cross-national ethnographic
case studies makes them salient also for theoretical, political and applied reasons.

For theoretical reasons, the comparative component of these two case studies en-
hances the understanding of the construction of immigrant minority pupils' identi-
ties in comparable educational systems that share a common majority language that
is also the language of instruction, i.e., Dutch. Furthermore, this comparative com-
ponent contributes to further the understanding of (Flenlish and Dutch) teachers'
and pupils' 'discourse models' (Gee, 1999:43), i.e., explanatory theories that may
deal with the language someone speaks, what someone does and how someone
does what he or she does. While partly idiosyncratic and partly shared through
cultural transmission, discourse models are formed by people throughout their lives

and are used to make sense of the world around them. In other words, discourse
models are lived out in socio-cultural spaces and constitute the parameters that
people use to draw judgements of appropriacy about what someone does or says
and whether these doings fall within a certain category. Discourse models are the
basis on which people ascribe others and subscribe themselves to certain identities
rather than others. For political reasons, these two case studies are consequential
for the contemporary debate articulated in public and institutional discourses about
immigrant minority pupils and about their integration within mainstream society.
Lastly the task of shedding light on the construction of pupils' identities is poten-
tially applicable in that it calls upon the 'voices' of schools and classroom agents. It
is hoped that the people who were involved in these case studies will find their
willingness to cooperate beneficial in that they were given the chance to reflect on
those dynamics of identity construction that lay beneath their discourses and their

everyday practices.
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1.4 Terminology

Both the Flernish and the Dutch public discourse make wide use of the term ailocb-
tonen to distinguish a subgroup of individuals within the respective nation-states
who have at least one parent born outside Belgian or Dutch territory. This sub-
group is distinguished from Belgian or Dutch natives who are usually referred to as
autoebtonen (cf. Extra & Yagmur, 2004:216). This distinction is also common in edu-
cation where terms such as alloebtone leerlingen (allochtonous pupils) and autocbtone
leerlingen (autochtonous pupils) are widely employed. Alternatively, an opposition is
commonly drawn between buitenlandse kerlingen (foreign pupils) and Beldscbe   of
1 7aamse leerbngen (Belgian or Flemish pupils) for Flanders and Nederlandse leerlingen
(Dutch pupils) for the Netherlands. At times, the opposition between allocbtone leer-

lin#n (allochtonous pupils) and Nederlandse kerlingen (Dutch pupils) is used too in
Dutch educational discourse. In both educational contexts, when referring to the
Dutch of these pupils, a term frequently employed in place of allocbtone leerlinten is
NT2-leerlingen (pupils with Dutch   as a second language). Further,   in the official
documents issued by the Ministry of the Flemish Community one comes across the
terrn doelimepleerlinMn (target group pupils), i.e., pupils with specific (language and
social) needs that for this very reason belong to the target groups of the Flemish
government's policy (see Chapter 4). Lastly,   in official documents issued   by   the
Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science we encounter the term cumt-

kerlingen, i.e., cultural minority pupils. Also, we encounter the term /.90 leerlingen.
i. e., cultural minority pupils whose breadwinner parent is rated as a manual labourer
and who are therefore given a weight of 1.90 instead of the 'normal' 1.0, as a basis

for providing a certain number of teaching hours (see Chapter 5).
Even though both theoretically and empirically disputable, I will make use of the

loosely descriptive terminology present in the public debate in Flanders and in the
Netherlands. The term alloebtone leerlin en, translated as 'ininitgrant minority pupils'
is used in that it best combines the aspects of originally being from an immigrant
community - whether born on Belgian or Dutch soil or in a foreign count:n' - and
of belonging to a minority group that is sociologically perceived as disadvantaged.
Instead, when a transcript deals with the Dutch of these pupils, the term leerlingen
met Xederlands alr tweede taal 'pupils with Dutch as second language' will be em-
ployed. The term autoebtone leerlingen will be translated as 'native Dutch pupils' or
'native Flemish pupils' accordingly to the context of the study being reported. In
this book, immigrant minority pupils' languages of origin are not addressed solely
as 'immigrant minority languages' given that this term reflects the mainstream per-
spective Rather, at times in which pupils address them, these languages are referred
to as 'home languages' or 'community languages'. The first indicates the presence in
the home of one or more languages alongside Dutch, either in its standard form or
in its regional variety. The second term is used because the pupils of these two case
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studies are either first- or second-generation immigrants and therefore the immi-
grant minority languages that they speak are not anymore the languages of immi-
grants as such but the languages of a community settled in the host country.

Another terminological distinction drawn in this study concerns the terms

'mother tongue' and 'mother tongue teaching' Depending on whether these terms

are tackled from a minority or a majority perspective, they may assume different
meanings (see Kroon, 2003 for an extensive review). For current purposes, the use
o f these two terms is, where possible, avoided. Rather 'Dutch language' and 'Dutch
language teaching' are used in referring to the (varieties of) Dutch used in Flanders
and the Netherlands and to their teaching in the mainstream classroom. The term
'teaching of someone's own language and culture', also known under the acronym
OETC (Onden«s in Ii<gen Taal en Cultum), is commonly used for the Flemish edu-
canon context alone. The term 'immigrant minority language teaching' is used
when referring to the teaching of the pupils' home or community languages in the
Netherlands. The term 'teaching in non-indigenous living languages; instead, is
used only when examining official documents issued by the Dutch Ministry of
Education where it is referred to as Ondenv#s in Allocbtone Levende 72,len, also known

under the acronym OALT.

1.5  Outline

'1'his book consists of six chapters. It starts with spelling out the problem that de-
fines this study (Chapter 1) and it continues with the conceptual framework
((Zhapter 2) and the research design (Chapter 3). Further, the reader encounters the
Flemish case study (Chapter 4) and the Dutch case study (Chapter 5), then moving
on to the conclusions and discussion drawn from the two cases and across them

(Chapter 6)
In  Chapter  1,  the  reader  is  introduced  to the context of this study,  to  the  re-

search questions that drive the study's focus as well as to its relevance. The chapter
concludes with an overview of the terminology adopted in the Flemish and Dutch
public discourse and it explains the reasoning and rationale underlying the termi-
nology adopted in this book.

In Chapter 2 the study's conceptual framework is presented. It starts with the
sensitising concepts that are used in this study and that have been encountered
during the gathering of the two ethnographic corpora. The chapter examines how
the process of categorisation leads to identity ascription and subscription and it
addresses how discourse models allow the categorisation process to take place in a

community of practice. The chapter concludes with illustrating sociolinguistic
ethnography as the Way IntO the study o f identity construction.

In Chapter 3, the research design and the questions of this study are spelled out
in greater detail. Here it is stated what I want to know, how I aim at finding the
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answers, what types of answers have been retrieved, and how these answers have
been analysed and interpreted. The ethnographic approach employed as well as the
heuristic methodology used when gathering, analysing and interpreting the data of
this study are also explained. So is the rationale behind the choices made for cities,
schools, classrooms and informants. The delicate process of establishing contact
with school and classroom key figures is also dealt with and the tools employed in
the elicitation of data are illustrated. The chapter concludes by dealing with how the
data analysis was approached, i.e., through socio-culturally informed discourse
analysis, grounded theory and the key incident approach.

The Flemish case study is presented in Chapter 4 and the Dutch case study is
presented in Chapter 5. Both chapters follow the same structure. First, they illus-
trate the modality of data collection then they both move on to illustrating the
organisation and the semantics of the Flemish and the Dutch education systems.
Furthermore, they offer an analysis of the milestones issued in the last three
decades of Flemish and Dutch institutional discourse and illustrate how this
discourse positions the identities of immigrant minority group members and of
their descendants in each of the two countries. A fter that, both chapters present an
analysis of the meso-institutional discourse in which the two classrooms are
located, i.e., the policy documents issued by each municipality, the available school
plan and school guide, the discourse of the Flemish school's head and of the Dutch
school's deputy head. The analysis of the meso-institutional discourse is followed
by a description of the classroom, the teacher and the pupils. Further, it presents
the reconstructed discourse models from the analysis of the class teacher's
discourse. These are followed by an analysis of the selected episodes recorded
during the period spent as an observer in the classroom. Lastly, each chapter
presents an analysis of the pupils' discourse in terms of their own understanding of
their identity belongings. Both chapters conclude with a summary of the 'story'
reconstructed in each case study and in doing so, they both highlight the processes
of identity construction in progress.

Finally, it is in Chapter 6 that the two case studies are compared and that lines of
interpretation are advanced across and within the different layers of discourse
gathered in the ethnographic corpora. Conclusions are drawn in relation to the
anticipated research questions introduced in this opening chapter.



CHAPTER 2

Conceptual framework

2.1 Introduction

From the outset of this work, it was felt that in the study of immigrant minority
pupils' identity construction in multicultural primary school classrooms, three is-
sues had to be tackled. First, there was the question of what types of identities
should be investigated, second the question of how people actually go out and
about in constructing their identities, and third the search for a viable approach
through which the construction of identities could be studied. The endeavour of
coming to grips with these three issues is spelled out in this chapter.

The chapter begins by a general introduction about the concept of identity and it
reviews the sensitising concepts (Blumer, 1954) encountered from the outset of this
study. First, it deals with the concepts of nationality and national identity followed
by ethnicity and ethnic identity. Next, it introduces the concepts of transnationality
Mind transnational identities as well as diaspora and diasporic identities. The chapter
then moves on to examine the process of identity construction. More specifically, it
deals with how categorisation takes place in the discourse which institutions and
individuals produce. Further, it shows that for categorisation to take place through
discourse, institutions and individuals have to hold parameters, referred to as 'dis-
course models' (Gee, 1999:43), through which they can order the world around
them. Given though, that the process of categorisation does not happen in a socio-
cultural vacuum, the concept of 'community of practice' is introduced (cf. Lave &
Wenger, 1991; Meyerhoff, 2005a). The chapter closes with how to proceed into the
study of identities' construction in a community of practice, as  for our case a multi-
cultural primary school classroom. To do so, it proposes a sociolinguistic ethno-
graphic approach.

2.2 Identities

As shown in recent anthologies from different research fields (cf. Androutsopolos
& Georgakopoulou, 2003; Block, 2006a; Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2004), probably
not many concepts have reached the same popularity as identity. This popularity
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that makes identit:y the talk of town (cf. Bauman, 2001:16), is in a mixed blessing
due to the different treatments it has received according to the disciplines that have
studied it. The division between personal and collective related aspects of identity
have already been recognised in the theorisation of the 'I' as individual sublect and
the 'me' as social object by, among others, George Herbert Mead in the nineteen
thirties (see Mead & Morris, 1934). From a socio-psychological approach starting
from social identity theory (Talfel, 1974, 1981) and further developed by accultura-
tion theory (Berry, 1980; Berry et al, 1989), the division between personal and
group related identity started to be understood more as a sense of oneself in rela-
tion to others. Recent research in the field of second language acquisition (Block,
2006b; Norton-Pierce, 2000) has shown that identities are more complex matters
that cannot be reduced to bipolar dichotomies. The consequent up thrust brought
by positioning theory (Davies & Harr6, 1990; Harrd & Langenhove, 1999) pre-
sented identity as constructed through discourse. Further, it suggested that there
exist socially available possibilities for selfhood on which people draw in different
ways and in different situations so to construct multiple positional identities that
are inextricably linked to power, status and rank with the intermingling of dis-
courses at macro-, meso- and micro-level.

From the above, it is clear that identity cannot be object of an empirical study
that would neither recognise its subjectivity nor its multiple layers, nor its highly
politicised content. The different understandings of identity lust encountered
together with those that emerged from the data and those that derived from the
reading done around identity, all served as sensitising concepts. These are initial
hunches

"[...1  in thinking about a class  of data of which the social researcher has no definite idea

and provide an initial guide to her research. Such concepts usually are provisional and
may be dropped as more viable and definite concepts emerge in the course of her re-
search." (Van den Hoonaard, 1997:2)

While definitive concepts provide prescriptions of what to see, sensitising concepts
like those that will be illustrated in the coming sections merely make the researcher
alert to the direction in which to look when gathering, analysing and interpreting
data. The concepts that will be introduced in the following sections are 'sensitising'
in that they do not reflect any ready-made conception prior to data collection, nor
are they intended to constitute an exhaustive review of the literature available in the
field. Rather, they form a retrospective reflexive account of both the conceptual
and factual knowledge that were formed in the course of this study.

2.2.1 Identity, nation and migration
The concept of identity (see Barbour, 2000; Barbour & Carmichael, 2000) appears
to go hand in hand with the concept of nation, product of the German romantic
movement of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. These two concepts
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rely on a common identity that the members of a nation are supposed to share.

This sense of community, though, is 'imagined' (Anderson, 1991:83). Even the
members of the smallest nation will never know all their fellow nationals, meet
them, or even hear of them. The nation enterprise relies on a vast semiotic reper-
toire that feeds this communal but yet imagined identity. A national anthem, a na-
tional faith or a national football team are all valid examples of this politicised
identity enterprise. Language is no exception for two reasons. Not only does it
bring people to the nation by giving them a common official national language. It
also brings the nation to the people because they are fellow nationals, or else, on
the basis of the language that they use. 7'he (official) language of a nation therefore
does not only have an instrumental value, i. e., to guarantee the possibility for fellow
nationals to communicate. It also holds a cultural and a political load: it contributes
to gather all the people living within a nation under the umbrella term of fellow
nationals and excludes those who do not speak the national language from this
equation Gee Blackledge, 2004 for the British case; Blommaert, 2006a). National
identities are, at the same time, political objects and objects of political action. Lan-
guage, in fact, is intrinsically mated with the notion of nation and together with it,
identity comes to constltute the missing link in the chain that associates one lan-
guage to one nation and consequently to its people (Blommaert & Verschueren,
1998; Heller, 1999).

In globalised urban realities, as those investigated in this study, the relationship
between language, identity and nation is not as straightforward as the above equa-
tion would wish us to see it. At a conceptual level, a common language may seem
favourable because of the coherence that it gives to the idea of nation and national
identity. At a phenomenological level, however, the chance of circumscribing a
national language as clearly distinct from the language of its neighbouring nations is

extremely low. Further economically, socially and politically motivated regional and
transnational immigration fluxes (cf. Extra & Gorter, 2001), with the latter
strengthened by family reunification processes, have led to the construction of or-
ganised immigrant minority communities that have caused a crisis in the nation
enterprise. It is against this background, that the notions of ethnicity and of ethnic

identity come into play.

2.2.2 Identity, ethnicity and migration
As it has happened to the concept of identity, also the concepts of ethnicity and
ethnic identity have undergone a number of conceptual changes in the last four
decades (see Harris & Rampton, 2003; Verkuyten, 1999, 2005). Such changes -
particularly originating from social anthropology (cf. Barth, 1969) - have permitted
the concept of ethnicity to move away from being considered as an immutable
bundle of traits defining someone as belonging to group X rather than group Y on
the basis of fixed terms and criteria. The concept of ethnicity advanced even fur-
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ther through its understanding as the product of both 'subjective' and 'objective'
traits (Ross, 1979), where objective traits were seen as an 'accident of birth' and
subjective ones reflected a willed group attachment. Among these traits the lan-
guages of immigrant minority groups play a strong role. Large-scale studies that
have investigated home language repertoires of immigrant minority pupils in multi-
cultural Dutch primary and secondary school classroom show that the identlfica-
tion of these pupils cannot be easily drawn in terms of fixed ethnic traits or self-
categorisation alone (Extra et al, 2002). Rather, in situations of ethno-linguistic
contact brought by ongoing migraton movements, these pupils' home languages

acquire a strong role in defining someone's ethnic identity.
Although traditionally defined as a list of ascriptive characteristics, ethnicity ap-

pears to gather elements of self-perception together with a sense o f shared values at
group level. In 1 more general sense, ethnicity is here embraced as 'a diversity of
features such as ancestn·, territoriality, language and physiognomic features'
(Hamers & Blanc, 2000:201) and ethnic identity is understood as:

"I...1   allegiance   to a group - large or small,   socially   dominant   or   sul,ordinate   -   with
which one has ancestral links. There is no necessity for a continuation, over generations,
of the same socialisation or cultural patterns, but some sense of a group boundary must
persist. This can be sustained by shared objective characteristics (language, religion, etc.),
or by more subicctive contributions to a sense of'groupness', or 1,y some combination of
both." (Edwards, 1985:10)

Even though distinctions have to be drawn due to their respective historical paths
of development in foreign worker policies, North-Western European nation-states
that have been object of labour migratory movements are now faced with a claim
of belonging advanced by the descendants of immigrant minority community
members. In response to this claim, these nations have brought ethnicity to the
fore as a political and an ideological concept through their public, institutional and
educational discourse (cf. Reid, 1998) and have proposed immigrant minority
groups as forming a coherent all 0so.facto, i.e., immigrant minority group members
are other than the mainstream majority group. Instances of this political and ideo-
logical use of ethnicity are the concepts of ms Soli (the right of the soil) versus ilis

sang'tinis (the right of the blood) (Extra & Yagmur, 2004:20; Stevenson, 2006), the
supposed affiliation of immigrant minority pupils to a non territorially bound lan-
guage (Leung et al, 1 997) and/or to a religion that does not belong to the State (cf
Bauman & Sunier, 1995:1-9). By way of contrast, majorities do not perceive ethnic-
ity as relevant once confronted with their own ethnic affiliation (cf. Extra, 2005:7;
Stead-Sellers, 2003; Verkuyten & Jochem, 2004). Accordingly, the validity of their
languages, their cultural habits, their faith and/or their secular thinking, is author-
ised by being born on national soil from parents who are both nationals and who
speak at least one of the varieties of the (official) language of the nation.
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2.2.3 Identity, transnationality and migration
At the supranational level, the current official discourse of the European Union
advocates for transnationality as a key feature to be owned, or at least nurtured, by
every citizen as a basic requirement of a European identity (Extra, 2005:9). Trans-
nationality and Europe appear to go hand in hand. Seen from a historical perspec-
tive, the diverse peoples of Europe have been combined through proximity and
diversity. Nowadays these traits are sold to the people of Europe through discourse
of shared individual and collective experiences (Davies, 1997:8-9) and the Euro-
pean Union is their tangible product. Taken from a geopolitical point of view,
Europe's boundaries remain uncertain and underpinned by a considerable degree
of cultural unity of which, paradoxically, diversity has been and still is the main
constituent part (cf. Jansen, 1999). Although the emphasis on diversity, and more
recently transnationality, are present in the European Union official discourse, it
still remains an open question as to whether this transnationality is actually inclu-
sive of immigrant minority groups. On the one hand, research carried out on
Turkish and Moroccan immigrants in Brussels, shows that it is through multiplicity
of citizenship that active participation in the national context of residence is com-
bined with enduring ethno-religious identification with the country of origin (Phalet
& Swyngedouw, 2002:1). On the other hand, transnationality may hinder the inclu-
sion of immigrant minority group members by giving way to new localised forms
of collective identification together with global ones, e.g., I am from (the Dutch or
Belgian province of) I.imburg and I am European (cf. De Bot et al, 2001). Fur-
thermore, transnationality bears two major consequences on the construction of
immigrants' identities. At the European level immigrant minority group members
and  their languages,  as  shown  by  their exclusion  from  the 1992 European  Charter for
Regional or Minon-4 languages (European Charter, 1993; Skutnabb-Kangas, 1996:16-

17), are either addressed as non-indigenous or non-European, and therefore as not
belonging to the territory. At the national level, immigrant minority languages are

commonly seen as a source o f social disadvantage, as an educational obstacle and as
a lack of linguistic integration because not fitting into the language and nation
equation. Opposed to Europe's call for transnational ties for all its citizens, nation-
states seem to react through a localisation response. The identities of immigrant
minority group members and their descendants are seen as yet another threat to
national belonging (cf. Blotnmaert, 1996; Blommaert & Verschueren, 1998 for the
Flemish case). It results that iminigrant minority group members experience two
reiections. They receive neither the trophy of transnationality's role models within
the official European Union's discourse, nor are they included in the nation, lan-
guage, and identity equation. Rather, national and supranational discourses address
the linguistic and cultural heterogeneity of immigrants and of their descendants as
an instance of the transnationality of the beggars. rhat is to say that when looking
at their transnationality, European and national discourses construct the immigrant
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as other than indigenous majority and indigenous minority group members (see
Blommaert et al, 2000)

2.2.4 Identity, diaspora and migration
In the light o f the ambiguities emerging from ethnicity and transnationality, also the
concepts of diaspora and diasporic identities have been taken on board. This is
because they appeared to match best the conditions in which the identities of im-
migrants are constructed. Diaspora formation can occur

"as a result of steady gradual routine migration which maybe a matter of choice or strat-
egy on the part of migrating households and communities."  an Hear, 1998:47)

Fllether due to economic or historical reasons, factors such as power, choice and
agency of the migrant have to be considered. The result is that defining diaspora
solely in terms of the binary opposition between willed or unwilled migration
movements is extremely difficult, as every individual who faces migration is con-
fronted with compulsion and choices. Consequently, there has been considerable
debate as to whether diaspora, and with it diasporic identities, should only apply to
those groups of migrants who have been forced into exile in massive numbers and
were unable to return, e.g., deported Jews and African slaves or deported peoples
in Siberia, or whether diaspora should also apply to any migrant group forced to
leave due to unfavourable socio-economic circumstances in their home country.

Following Gilroy (1995:126), diasporas problematise the issue of origin and ac-
centuate the idea of ethnicity as a never-ending process of identity construction.
Therefore, whether applied to the case o f immigrants from Europe or to any other
group (see Giampapa, 2004), diaspora results as a pre-condition for the process of
identity construction called 'hybridisation'. Following Bhabha (1990), whose atten-
tion focuses mainly on the production of'hybrid' identities as the aftermath of the
colonisation process, the 'hybrid' is a cultural product where the discourse of the
coloniser attempts to construct the colonised, through mimicry (Childs & Williams,
1997:134). That is where the coloniser tries to construct the colonised as 'less than
one', 1.e., less than himself, and 'double' in that he holds signs of the colonised
culture that are also signs of cultural difference from his own. In globalised urban
realities, like the two investigated here, immigration gives way to new conditions
for the construction of hybrid identities. Immigrant minority group members are
perceived by the mainstream through the lens of'melancholic' affiliations with the
cultural/ethnic/religious and linguistic past (Harris, 2003:3). Such melancholy does
not pay justice to the actual conditions of immigrants who in a globalised society
are engaged in the production of emergent forms of identification. These forms of
identification produce 'structures of feeling' of affiliation (Williams, 1977:110) that
are not just new because of the noveltv of the identification elements that they
bring. Rather, they include elements of the dominant culture and residual elements
o f the minorities' own ancestral belongings. Cultural and linguistic practices of im-
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migrants and their descendants are a poignant example. The understanding immi-
grants hold about how someone speaks and what someone does, as well as the way
in which their cultural and linguistic production relates to or differs from the (na-
tional) standard, is an example of these hybrid emergent 'structures of feeling'.

2.3 Constructing identities

Above, the sensitising concepts encountered from the outset of this study have
been spelled out. When coming to terms with the study of identities and more pre-
cisely with the study of the construction of the identities of immigrant minority
pupils in multicultural primary school classrooms, the researcher is confronted with
different facets of the same concept, i.e., national, ethnic, transnational, hybrid
identities. These facets are at the same time political objects and objects of political
action and they are embedded within power relations (cf. Pavlenko & Blackledge,
2004:15). All these facets are dialogically intertwined and, as such, they should not
be mutually exclusive of one another. The chapter now moves on to the process of
identity construction itself. It focuses on how people construct their identities and
the identities of others in discourse.

First, it looks at how the process of categorisation takes place leading to the con-
st:ruction of subscribed and ascribed identities. Second, it shows how 'discourse
models' (Gee, 1999:43) - that are explanatory theories that people have formed on
the basis of the associative networks they have been part of throughout their lives -
lead to category formation in discourse at both the macro-, meso- and micro-level.
Third, it introduces the concept of'community of practice' (Lave & Wenger, 1991)
and illustrates how, within a community of practice, the process of identity con-
struction is part of the learning process that the individual faces once entering a

community, its discourses and its (explicit and implicit) norms.

2.3.1 Categorisation, discourse and discourse models
Categorisation is taken here as an overarching mostly spontaneous evaluative proc-
ess that helps people ordering and making sense of the world that surrounds them.
Once made operational, the categorisation process leads people to divide and order
themselves and others in groups. Categorisation, however, is by no means un-
touchable and unchangeable. Let us take the case of ethnic categorisation happen-
ing on the basis of skin colour. There is no a P#04 reason why skin colour should

be used in defining ethnic groups rather than the colour of someone's eyes. Fur-
ther, still in ethnic terms, there is also no reason why physical features should have
more relevance than, say, behavioural conducts (cf. Verkuyten & Masson, 1993). It
is through the categorisation process, however, that someone subscribes to an
identity, e.g., I am white. And it is through the same process that someone ascribes
identities to others, e.g., my neighbour is black. It is also through categorisation that
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someone identifies with or distances from the other, e.g., I am white and my
neighbour is black.

The process of categorisation brings to bear two consequences for identity con-
struction. First, an individual may identify with a certain group rather than another,
making an act of self-ascription (cf joseph, 2004), addressed here as subscription,
to a chosen group. This act of identity subscription, though, holds several implica-
tions. First it is a multi-layered process. People usually subscribe themselves to sev-
eral groups. At the same time, their subscription to a group and the characteristics
that this subscription implies are transportable. An individual may decide - with
due consequences - to transport an idenutl· to a certain context rather than the
usual context in which this identity should be acted out (cf. Zimmerman, 1997). An
individual, for example, can subscribe to the identities of a twice migrated, young
male who is also a PhD student. It does not mean, though, that he may transport
his identity of PhD student and the language use that this identity implies once in-
volved in a conversation in a bar with some mates of the soccer team he is member
of. Second, given that categorisation does not happen in a socio-cultural vacuum,
any act of subscription implies also an act of ascription, where significant others
ascribe the individual to a certain group. However, identity subscription and ascrip-
tion are not norm-free. They involve not only accepted associations among ways of
using language, but also of thinking, acting, valuing and interacting in the 'right'
places, at the 'right' times, using the 'right' objects m such a way that others 'see'
one as having a certain identity that fits within the group. In other words, 'to have'
an identity means non solum that the individual has to subscribe to a certain group
sed etiam that he or she has to be recognised, therefore ascribed by others, as be-
longing to that given group (cf. Carbaugh, 1996; Du Gay & Hall, 1996; Hall, 1995;
Wieder & Pratt, 1990). As Gee (1999:14) states:

"you are who you are partly through what you are doing and what you are doing is partly
recognised for what it is by who is doing it."

Identity subscription and ascription are therefore evaluative processes that happen
on the basis of parameters. These parameters, that will be addressed here as 'dis-
course models' (D'Andrade, 1989; Gee, 1999:43; Holland, 1992; Holland & Quinn,
1987; Strauss & Quinn, 1997), serve as explanatory theories that people hold and
have formed throughout their lives in their associative networks. Discourse models
are instanced through discourses where discourse is understood as the whole of
possible forms of expression,  e.g., oral, written, pictorial and multi-modal,  pro-
duced by the action of an institution and/or an individual within a particular socio-
cultural space (cf. Blommaert, 2005). At a macro-level, e.g., at the level of a national
culture, the discourse models may be different because of the meaning that a word,
say, 'coffee' may have in different cultures. At the micro level, e.g., the individual
level, the discourse model that 'a cup of coffee' will hold, may also be affected by
the associative networks that individuals hold in respect of the object of their dis-
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course, as in this case 'coffee' For an Italian the word 'coffee' may lust imply a
beverage that he has with his breakfast. For a Dutch, the word 'coffee' may be as-
sociated with a feeling of ge=zelli<gbeid (being homey). For an Eritrean, it may be con-
nected with a prolonged ceremonial that includes selecting, roasting and grinding
coffee beans on the one hand, as well as the action of pouring and drinking the
coffee on the other. It is through discourse models therefore that meaning is as-
signed to words, as for the case of 'coffee'. In the same way, it is on the basis of
discourse models that someone's doing and saying ascribes and/or allows someone
to subscribe to a certain identity.

A discourse model also deals with language and in so doing, it instances 'the
cultural system o f ideas about social and linguistic relationships, together with their

loading of moral and political interests' (Irvine, 1989:255). A discourse model is
thus not merely an individual's perception of language use or attitudes toward a
certain language and toward its users, but it is related to macro-social perceptions
and cultural hegemonies (Gal, 1998; Lanza & Svendsen, 2008). For instance, at a
macro-social level the ministry of education of a certain country, may hold a dis-
course model that categorises immigrant minority pupils and their languages as

elements of social disadvantage because other than those who speak the national
language as their first language. At a micro-social level, teachers are bound to hold
discourse models that construct pupils' identities in terms of these pupils' cultural,
linguistic, ethnic and religious affiliations. It is through discourse therefore that
discourse models are authored, articulated and spread by institutions and individu-
als in a given socio-cultural space. Further, it is through discourse and discourse
models inserted in a specific socio-cultural space that identities become constructed
in a 'unique historically specific and temporan' stabilisation of meaning' (Barker &
Galasinski, 2001:41).

2.3.2  Defining the socio-cultural space
Discourse models - whether at macro-, meso- or micro-level - do not take place in
a socio-cultural vacuum. Discourse models are temporally, spatially and socio-cul-
turally situated and channelled through discourse. For instance, a primary school
teacher teaching a culturally and linguistically heterogeneous classroom in the
Netherlands may hold discourse models about her pupils that differ from those
held by a primary school teacher teaching the same sort of class in Norway

(Bezemer et al., 2004). Even though they belong to a common socio-cultural group,
e. g., primary school teachers, people are part of different socio-cultural spaces, e.g.,

the classroom in which they interact daily. It is with the term community of prac-
tice that Lave & Wenger (1991) define the socio-cultural space where individuals

are engaged in a process of negotiation of meaning. This negotiation always in-
volves dialectically interdependent processes of participation, 1.e., people acting
together in the world, and of reification, i. e., coming to own the process of partici-
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pation so to be able to reproduce it. However, the term 'community of practice'
does not refer to any group of people engaging in any activity. Rather, the precon-
dition for its existence is that it involves a group of people acting together over
time toward the fulfilment of a joint enterprise.  In either accomplishing or failing to
accomplish such a task, people develop a shared repertoire of ways of doing things.
This shared repertoire, equivalent to patnmonium (Fishman, 1989:24), includes  dif-
ferent resources such as:

"(. . .) routines, words, tools, ways of doing things, stories, gestures, symbols, genres, ac-
tions, or concepts  that the community has produced or adopted in the course of its exis-
tence, and which have become  part o f its practice." (Wenger, 1998:83)

How does this process of mutual engagement link with someone's identity? Com-
munity agents carry out activities. The carrying out of these activities can be
praised, corrected or sanctioned, according to the rules that lay beneath the mem-
bership to a community of practice. It is in response to praise and to sanctioning
that the identities of individual community members may inherit the texture of the
community that they inhabit. That is to say, members may acquire the modus vivendi
that is recognised as most valid within this community. The matching or mis-
matching of the members' actions with the allowed modus vivendi, willlead to a reifi-
cation of the member's identity as that of either a 'good' or a 'bad' community
member. A primary school classroom can be elected as an example. In the class-
room, already recognised as a place for cultural reproduction (cf Bourdieu, 1991;
Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977; Macbeth, 1991; Willis, 1977), pupils are asked to learn.
Learning, though, is not limited to a bundle of notions within a curricular subject.
Rather, learning implies also ways in which pupils act in the classroom, i.e., use
styles, genres and language repertoires, take part in activities, respect the order of
lessons or accommodate to routines (cf. Bucholtz, 1999; Bucholtz & Hall, 2005;
Eckert, 2000). Consequently, pupils' classroom actions will be praised, corrected or
sanctioned, and the construction of their identities will be legitimised accordingly.
Identity results as the part of the learning that takes place within a communtty of
practice and it has to be understood not in isolation. Rather, it happens in relation
with the other immediate groups of practice, such as a school, a pupil's home or a
youth centre, to which the community of practice is linked.

2.4 Studying identity through sociolinguistic ethnography

Identities are densely intertwined within the macro-, meso- and micro-discourses
that populate a community of practice. Consequently, in the study of identity con-
struction, it would be erroneous to consider macro- and micro-levels as separate
entities. Rather, in multilingual classrooms, the dimensions of day-to-day life where
identities are constructed are crucially shaped by social, political and linguistic con-
ditions beyond the classroom (cf. Martin-Jones, 1995:108). This interplay of macro-
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social, political and linguistic factors also applies to the current study that investi-
gates the dynamics of identity construction of immigrant minority pupils in multi-
cultural primary school classrooms. Schools and classrooms have already been rec-
ognised as pervasive language environments by earlier scholars interested in ana-

lysing classroom discourse (Bloome & Theodorou, 1988. Green et al, 1988; Kantor
et aL. 1991; Kyratzis & Green, 1997; Lin, 1993). Only recently have we seen atten-
tion to the centrality of identity within culturally and linguistically heterogeneous
classrooms and the interest in the language repertoires employed in the interactions
between teachers and pupils as well as in the power asymmetry present among
these languages. It follows that researchers investigating the construction of class-
room identities cannot do so unless they take into account macro-, meso- and mi-
cro-discourses populating the community of practice under investigation. In line
with this, the multicultural classrooms in this study are recognised as communities
of practice. This means that these classrooms are not only educational environ-
ments where a plethora of linguistic, cultural and semiotic repertoires are displayed
They are also places where asymmetrical relations of power can be found among
the languages, cultures and serniotics that they embed Gaffe, 1999, 2007). This is
why the study of the discourse of both teachers and pupils and the reconstruction
of the discourse models they hold calls for a sociolinguistic ethnographic approach.
This approach bridges the analysis of identity construction from a macro- and a
micro-social perspective and takes discourse, language and power relations in the
classroom as its foci.

This study opts for a sociolinguistic perspective grounded within an interpreta-
tive ethnographic approach (Erickson, 1986) because the two together give way to
a detailed investigation of identity construction in a community of practice. This
perspective that combines sociolinguistics and ethnography, in fact, raises questions
and steers the attention of the researcher toward issues of language maintenance,
language preference and language use (cf. Fishman, 1965,1972,1989). These three
factors, once instanced in teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil interactions through the
ethnographic formula of who speaks what (variety of a) language to whom, when,
how and (possibly) why, may become indicators of how identities are constructed
in a classroom (cf. Duranti, 1997:313). This is because identities themselves are
extensively reproduced not only on the basis of the categorisation that takes place
through the discourse models that people hold but also 'through' language and 'in'
the language someone uses. The word 'through' is used because language may be a
means to convey a certain affiliation, or lack thereof, to a particular ethnic group

(Smolicz, 1992). The word 'in' is used because the varieties and the stylised features

employed by an individual in his languaging may be elected as acts of identity con-
struction (Auer & Dirim, 2003; Kallmeyer, 2003; Le Page & Tabouret-Keller, 1985;
Sebba & Wooton, 1998).
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Various ethnographic case studies that deal with multicultural classrooms in
mainly western urban situations have documented (directly or indirectly) how cul-
tural and linguistic factors come into play in the identity construction of (immi-
grant) minority pupils. Heller's (1996) study of a Canadian French-medium high
school in a predominantly English-dominant area of Toronto is an instance of so-
ciolinguistic ethnography that also deals with identity construction in the class-
room. Heller discusses the contrast emerging from the use of the two codes
(French and English) and of what counts as 'appropriate' language. Adopting the
Bourdieuan concepts of'linguistic market' and 'legitimisation' (Bourdieu, 1977), she
presents a series of transcripts illustrating how an explicit school norm adhering to
the speaking of French is brought forward by educators. Pupils, however, chal-
lenged this norm and with it the teacher's authority that it embedded, by using
other languages aside French. In regard to language norms, teachers were reported
to understand standard European French as the form of'good French', preferring
it to the Canadian vernacular form of French. Moving from this dyadic society to
primary educational contexts of European Union member-states, compelled to
become 'mosaic' multilingual countries   from the 1970s onwards (Gogolin   &
Kroon, 2000; Lambert, 1996:4; Lambert & Shohamy, 2000), we see that teachers
do not have the luxury of choice about languages and language norms. Teachers
that use the mainstream (national) language alone may lack an awareness of the
complexity of immigrant minority pupils' ethnic and linguistic belonging. Young
children from minority communities and their developing identities from child to
pupil in the early schooling years are the object of an ethnographic study in a multi-
cultural lower junior primary classroom in the United I<ingdom (cf. Woods et al,
1999). Here identities based on ethnic and religious affiliations emerge from the
classroom discourse at times o f teacher-pupil interaction. This discourse also shows
how teachers' identity ascription of their pupils, even though done with the best
intentions, is unavoidably based on an understanding of their pupils that stems
from the teacher's own mono-cultural upbringing. In a study carried out in a pri-
mary multicultural classroom in inner city London, Bourne (2001:113) shows that
pupils use their immigrant minority language, in casu Sylheti, for learning activities

and for constructing their own identities. In contrast, a visiting school inspector
approaches these pupils' immigrant mmority language as 'exotic' and apart from
mispronouncing their names he also commented upon them as beautiful but clearly
non-British. Also, the school inspector makes a clear distinction between what is
learned in this school and what is learned during after-school classes. This happens
even though he is confronted by the girls' language practice in Sylheti, at the time
of his visit. Along these lines, Kroon & Sturm (2000) present a Dutch multicultural
classroom where it was clearly forbidden to speak Turkish. The reasons for this
choice were both didactic, that is in favour of immigrant minority pupils' profi-
ciency improvement in Dutch by speaking Dutch as much as possible, and com-
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municative, i.e., when pupils work together they should be able to understand each
other and therefore they ought to speak Dutch. The use of Turkish in the class-

room is seen as undermining the homogeneity of a 'supposed monolingual com-
munity' that loses its functionality. Another episode stemming from a multicultural
classroom in the Netherlands deals with a lesson on language awareness, where the
intention of the teacher was to connect pupils' immigrant minority languages

(Kroon, 1990). What the incident shows, is that pupils are thought by the teacher
to be proficient m their immigrant minority languages but that this assumption
turns out not to be tenable. As a consequence of language loss and mainly incom-

plete learning, pupils' proficiency in their immigrant minority languages may be
limited. These pupils are therefore not only constructed as not very proficient in
Dutch, but they are also shown to have difficulties in their 'assumed mother
tongue'. The lesson that meant to move away from the rule of Dutch-only turns

out to be detrimental for the ethnolinguistic identity of immigrant minority pupils
and for their languages. In this episode, it communicates that languages like Turk-
ish or 'Yugoslavian' do not even have words for such simple things as 'peanut but-
ter' and 'cauliflower', and hence can be placed at a lower level in the linguistic mar-
ket.

Comparable reluctance to give way to pupils' knowledge of other languages be-

sides Dutch is reported in ethnographic research carried out in a multicultural class-

room in Flanders (Ramaut, 2000). In her analysis, Ramaut argues that the teacher
repudiated colloquial speech more than dialect because pupils using colloquial ut-
terances were regarded as low on the social scale. The teacher, instead, thought that
those who use dialect were high on the social scale and, for this reason, acquainted
with language norms. For what concerns the construction of subscribed and as-
cribed (youth) identities in the Flemish education system, Delrue & Hillewaere

(2001) and Delrue (2004a, 2004b) examined the realities of technical, vocational
and general secondary schooling in Flanders. Delrue's research reveals that teachers
are key factors in allowing the identities subscribed by these young students within
'the formal school'. With his sociolinguistic ethnography of young Moroccans in a
secondary school classroom in Antwerp, jaspers (2005) shows how these pupils
manipulate their languages and deploy their language repertoires and skills. In so
doing, these Moroccan pupils construct their own mode of action through language

sabotage and challenge their public and educational ascription of socially disadvan-
taged speakers of Dutch as a second language.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the sensitising concepts encountered from the outset of this study

have been discussed first. It was shown how the identltles of 1nlmlgrant mlnorlty
groups may be constructed as culturally and linguistically other dependent of the
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concepts that are taken on board. For instance, national belonging and ethnicity are
often used by majority group members as a means to construct immigrants as oth-
ers within the discourse of national and ethnic belonging. The concept of transna-
tionality, instead, has shown ambiguities in how the identities of immigrants are
constructed. Even though immigrants could be considered as role models for
transnational belonging, the official European Union's discourse appears to con-
struct their identities and their languages as falling outside the competences that
Europeans should nurture for being transnational citizens. Finally, the concept of
diasporic and hybrid identities has been introduced and discussed. It is through the
forming of emergent ethnic, linguistic and cultural affiliations that immigrants man-
age to combine elements of residual and dominant cultural belonging.

In the second part of this chapter, the way in which people construct their iden-
tities has been presented. It has been shown how identities rely on subscnption and
ascription to one group rather than another. This is the case irrespective of whether
the context of categorisation is a culturally and linguistically heterogeneous one or
not. Subscription and ascription occur on the basis of parameters that people be-
longing to specific socio-cultural groups may inhabit. These parameters, referred to
throughout this study as 'discourse models', can be reconstructed from the analysis
of someone's discourse. Discourse, however, is not to be understood only as the
oral or written exchanges produced by individuals engaged in a communicative act
within a particular social network. Rather, discourse is also issued by institutional
bodies, such as schools, ministries and the like. These macro- and meso-discourses,
in turn, contribute to form those discourse models that people belonging to socio-
cultural groups may hold and use within the social network they are part of, such as
a multicultural primary school classroom. The concept of community of practice
was introduced as the place where the interaction among its members leads to a
construction of identity that inherits the texture Of that practice. Such texture in-
volves a relation between local membership, i.e., the micro-social level, and the
broader constellations of practice groups around it. The chapter concludes with
presenting a possible way into the study of identity construction in multicultural
primary school classrooms. As shown in ethnographic studies carried out in dyadic
and mosaic societies around the world, a sociolinguistic ethnographic perspective
provides fertile ground for shedding light on the construction of identities among
the members of a community of practice. It explores the actions and discourse
models held by the community's members and it uncovers them from the shade of
normality in which they are inserted.



CHAPTER 3

Design of the study

3.1 Introduction

The present case study does not qualify as a totally open ethnography Gackson,
1968,1990), i.e., a case study in which the researcher who enters the classroom has
no idea of what to look for, nor does he know how to go about when looking and
he remains confident that both would occur to him as he proceeded with his ob-
servations. Rather, this study has been informed by the felt discrepancy between
the increasingly multicultural and multilingual nature of both Flemish and Dutch
primary school classrooms and the perceived call back to monolingualism and
monoculturalism stemming from Flemish and Dutch institutional and public dis-
courses regarding immigrant minority pupils (see Kroon & Vallen, 2006). In trying
to investigate this discrepancy, however, this case study did take an ethnographic

perspective because its pivotal interest laid in reconstructing
"what people are, how they behave, how they interact together. It aims to uncover their

beliefs, values, perspectives, motivations, and how all these things develop or change

over time or from situation to situation. It tries to do 211 this from within the group, and
from within the perspectives of the group's members." (Woods, 1986:4)

The goal of this case study was to unravel the meanings and interpretations held by
the members of the communities of practice under investigation. More specifically,
it was to unravel how meanings and interpretations instanced in the members'
micro-social discourses and embedded in institutional meso- and macro-discourses,
construct the identities of immigrant minonty pupils. In doing so, both case studies
have worked toward the uncovering of'how things go' by unravelling the familiar
within the communities of practice under investigation (cf. Vrasidas, 2001).  In this
venture, both case studies have tried to defamiliarise the community members' ac-
tions and discourses moving them away from the shade of normality that covers up
their dynamics, i.e., go beyond the explanation of something happening because it
is normal there (cf. Rampton et al, 2004). As Erickson (1986:38) states:

"The task of the analyst is to uncover the different layers of universality and particularity
that are confronted in the specific case at hand - what is broadly universal, what gener-

alizes to other similar situations, what is unique to the given instance. This can only be
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done, interpretive researchers maintain, by attending to the details of the concrete case at

hand. Thus the primary concern of interpretive research is particularisability, rather than

generalisability. One discovers universals as manifested concretely and specifically, not in
"abstraction and generality.

By doing so, these two cases produced 'cultural ecologies' (Rampton et al, 2004:2)
aimed at questioning the 'normality' contained in the macro- and meso-discourses
in which the communities of practice are inserted and that may be reproduced in
the micro-discourses of their agents. Against this background, the academic fields
of cultural studies, discourse studies, and linguistic anthropology together with their
workings around immigrant minority pupils' identities construction (see Chapter 2)
have led to generate a set of 'foreshadowed problems' (Hammersley & Atkinson,
1995:24) that were present from the outset of both studies. The research sites were
then entered bearing in mind three pragmatic rules for qualitative research. These
pragmatic rules were: openness of the subject of research, openness of the re-
searcher and maximal variation of perspective (cf. I<leining, 1994:23-35) to prevent
any premature closure of any possible opening in the field while keeping the iden-
tity focus in mind. In order to fulfil the exploration of the members' meanings and
interpretations, the present study makes use of an approach that stems from a con-
structivist paradigm (Guba & Lincoln, 1989) that does not exclude the use of
quantitative means of data collection. This is why elicited as well as naturalistic data
were gathered for each classroom's ethnographic corpus. Elicited data, used to feed
the group discussions carried out with the pupils, were collected through a home
language survey, an orienting questionnaire and written essays. Naturalistic data,
gathered through multiple qualitative methods of inquiry, include document collec-
tion, interviews, observations and audiotape recordings. Naturalistic data were also
gathered from the participating teachers and pupils. Further, to ensure external as
well as internal validation, Dutch and Flemish 'native' researchers from different
disciplines contributed to the analysis and the interpretations drawn. This chapter
elaborates on the design of the study. It discusses the choices made in setting up
both case studies as well as the rationale behind these choices. It begins by de-
scribing why schooling was chosen as a site for this investigation and it gives the
rationale informing the choice of which type of primary school to use. Further, it
explains why those specific primary school classrooms were chosen. Finally, it deals
with the respondents, the instruments and sources used for data gathering and the
methods through which these data have been analysed and interpreted.

3.2 The schools, the classrooms and the pupils

As  already  pointed  out  in  Chapter  1,  over the course  of the nineteenth century,
schooling became an important site for the production and reproduction of the
social, cultural and linguistic order of nations (cf. Levinson & Holland, 1996:5-7).
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National education results in a complex grouping of socio-cultural inventions that
serve the purpose of the State, the society and the community in which it operates.

For minority groups, whether autoclitonous or allochtonous, education has often
signified a form of struggle on issues of language, culture and the preservation of
their own identities. It was this argumentation together with the foreshadowed
problems already presented that prompted the design of an ethnographic study

aimed at investigating how identities of immigrant minority pupils are constructed
in a Dutch primary school classroom. Furthermore, it was decided to compare the
Dutch case study with the study of how identities are constructed in a primary
school classroom located in a comparable educational setting within a country that
has common patterns of immigration and that, moreover, uses (a variety of) the
same majority language as language of instruction. For these reasons also a priman.
school classroom in Flanders, the Dutch speaking part of Belgium, was chosen.

In actually setting up the two case studies, the choice of Tervoeren for Flanders
and Duivenberg for the Netherlands were both incidentals because of the possibil-
ity to be hosted by nearby academic institutions. The choice of the type of school
to be investigated followed a different course of events. Given the focus of this
study, cultural and linguistic heterogeneity had to be a hallmark of the schools to be
chosen. This was thought to be the case if at least 51 percent of the schools' pupil
population was registered as immigrant minority pupils. Further, for the sake of
comparability among the two schools, it was held that the schools under investiga-
tion would have to adhere to a mainstream denomination. Within the Flemish and
the Dutch education systems, this implied a public school or a school with either a
Catholic or Protestant denomination. In 2002, the media reported an escalating
tension at the heart of social cohesion in Flanders. The advent of the European
Arabic League, the ethnic riots crushed by police interrentions and the ongoing
growth of the political stride between the I 'laams Blok (the Flemish extreme right
party that since 2005 has taken the name of I 7aams Belang) and immigrant minority
groups, were all preconditions that brought to start this ethnographic study in Ter-
voeren, a city located in North West Flanders.  In the winter of 2002. after negotiat-
ing entrance with the school governing body, the decision was taken to carry out a
case study in a Form 5 of Rebus Catholic Primary. Given that in Flanders the al-
lochtonous pupils' ratio is subject to regulations that ensure parents' and pupils'
freedom in choosing a primary school and strive to eliminate the creation of
schools with high concentrations of immigrant minority pupils (MVG, 2003),the
classroom investigated at Rebus had 75 percent of its pupils coming from immi-
grant minority groups. Also, it had a native Flemish primary school teacher who
had entered primary education in 1999, three years before the start of this case
study.

In 2005, the Netherlands introduced new immigration regulations that put on
non-Western European immigrants the burden of passing a Dutch culture test and
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a Dutch language test so to be made eligible to apply for entering the country.
These regulations were almost simultaneous to the government's stop to the fund-
ing of immigrant minority language teaching within the education sector and to a
further emphasis on learning Dutch as key to the integration of immigrant minori-
ties and as a means of eradication of educational disadvantage for their descen-
dants. Given the macro-educational context presented above, a search for a suitable
school where to carry out a second case study was started in the winter of 2005. It
was thought that the school to be selected should have been at least comparable
with the one in Flanders for denomination and that the classroom chosen should
have been as close as possible to the Flemish one in terms of pupils' and teacher's
backgrounds. In February 2005, a second case study was carried out in Duivenberg,
a city located in the south of the Netherlands. Like the Flemish case, the school
chosen, called St. Joseph, had a catholic denonlination. Like Form 5 at the Rebus,
St. Joseph's Form 8a had a Dutch-medium recently qualified class teacher. All
Form 8a pupils at St. Joseph's came from immigrant minority groups.

The final structure of the research setting therefore concentrated on two primary
school classrooms. The first one, taught by a native Flemish school teacher, was a
Form 5 with 75 per cent of its pupils from immigrant minority groups and located
in a primary school with a catholic denomination in Tervoeren, Flanders. The sec-
ond one was a Form 8 located in a primary school with a catholic denomination in
Duivenberg, the Netherlands. It was taught by a Dutch native primary school
teacher. All its pupils were from immigrant minority groups. Both teachers have
entered primary education only recently and have just started to be part of the
socio-cultural group of primary school teachers. Also, the choice made for the pu-
pils' age range was not incidental. Taking Form 5 in the Flemish education system
and Form 8a in the Dutch education system, implied a pupils' age range between
10 and 14 years.  This was thought  to  be a fruitful choice  for two reasons. The first
had to do with identity development and self-esteem; the second considers the de-
velopment level of metacultural and metalinguistic awareness of children within
this age range. Pupils belonging to the age range chosen have already developed a
conception of self and assign values to the self (cf. Phinney, 1990). Although there
is evidence that six year-olds already hold some form of metacultural and metalin-
guistic awareness too (cf. Hamers & Blanc, 2000:209), the pupils falling within the
age range chosen here were thought to articulate their metacultural and metalin-
guistic knowledge better than younger children. So they have more elaborated dis-
course registers for such things.

In Table 3.1, an overview for each school is given. There are reported the
school's name, its denomination, location, form investigated, pupils' background,
age range and teachers' background are reported.
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Table 3.1: Overview of the schools investigated
School Denomination Location Form Pupils' Age Teachers'

background range background
The Rebus Catholic Tervoeren 5 75% 10-12 Dutch-medium

Flanders immigrant minority years
St. Joseph Catholic Duivenberg 8a 98% 12-14 Dutch-medium

The Netherlands immigrant minority years

3.3 The ethnographic corpora and their analysis

The study has involved the collection of two ethnographic corpora, one for each
school. Each case study's corpus consists of four sub-corpora that explore how the
identities of immigrant minority pupils are constructed from several layered per-
spectives, i.e., institutions, staff members and pupils themselves. The first sub-cor-
pus deals with the discourse of the institutions in which the classrooms under in-
vestigation are inserted. The second sub-corpus deals with the staff members' dis-
course, the third with the discourse of the pupils and the fourth with the interac-
tions that take place in the investigated classrooms during the time spent there as
non-participant observer. The reason for this colpora construction rests on the fact
that schools are institutional environments in which systemic practices are pre-
scribed; at the same time, they are social sites of interaction in which ordinary prac-
tices take place. Classrooms are therefore socio-cultural spaces that can be defined,
either overtly or covertly, as typically asymmetrical. The teacher is closer to the
systemic level, i.e., stable, repetitive, uniform side of things, aimed at reproducing
identities within the national canon. The pupils find themselves confronted with
the systemic level which they may accept, negotiate or challenge.

From the outset, care has been taken to conduct each case study in as ethical a
manner as possible. Pseudonyms were used for the cities schools, the senior staff
members, the two class teachers and for their pupils, so as to preserve confidential-
ity. I also sought informed consent from the parents of all the children in each class

(cf. W'elland & Pugsley, 2002). Table 3.2 reports a schematic overview of the four
ethnographic sub-corpora, dealing with the type of respondents, the data sources
and instruments employed for data gathering as well as the methods through which
these data were analysed.
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Table 3.2: Schematic overview of the research design
Corpora Respondents Sources/Instruments Methods of analysis      t
Sub-corpus l Government Parliamentary documents Content analysis

Municipalities Published bills and acts
Policy papers
Position papers

Schools Statistics
School plan
School guide
Inspectorate reports

Sub-corpus 11 School head, deputy head Long open-ended interviews Discourse analysis
and class teachers Follow-up interviews

Sub-corpus 111 Pupils Home language survey Grounded theory
Questionnaire
Written project
Group discussion

Sub-corpus IV Class teachers and pupils Observations Key incident approach
Field notes
Tape recordings
Teachers handbook
Pupils workbooks
Retrospective interviews
Samples of pupils' work

3.3.1 The institutional corpus
Sub-corpus I, i.e., the institutional corpus, consists of the written discourse issued
in the form of documents at a national, municipal and school level. The collected
written texts range from parliamentary documents, bills and acts published by
Flemish and Dutch governmental bodies to policy papers and position papers con-
cerning specific educational matters issued by the two municipalities where the
schools are located. In addition, documents issued by each of the investigated
schools were also gathered and examined. These documents, where in place, in-
clude the school plan, the school guide for parents and visitors and annual or occa-
sional reports issued by the Inspectorate of Education. All the collected documents
have been approached through content analysis and examined with the purpose in
mind to gather a picture of the layered institutional contexts at national, municipal
and school level, in which tlie investigated classrooms were located. Further, the
analysis of these documents aimed at reconstructing how the discourses contained
in these texts constructed the identities of immigrant minority pupils at a national,
municipal and school level.

3.3.2 The staff members' corpus
Sub-corpus II, i.e., the staff member corpus, is based on a series of interviews,
divided in main interview and follow-up interviews, conducted with a school head,
a school deputy head and two class teachers. These interviews use the model of the
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long open-ended interview (cf. McCracken, 1988). In both case studies, these inter-
views have taken place after completion of the main period of classroom obsen·a-
tion in order not to impinge pre-conceived ideas on the observation process and
the writing of field notes in a synoptic format.

In order to understand the significance of people's actions, information is
needed on someone's biography and as such information can be more easily sought
through interviews, rather than retrieved through observation (see Goodson, 1983).
This is why the main interviews have been loosely constructed around two themati-
cal chunks. l he first chunk dealt with biographical information about the respon-
dents. They were asked to give information about their upbringing, schooling and
professional careers. The second chunk, even though not obeying to a pre-deter-
mined plot, focused on more general issues  that, after the main period of classroom
observation, were perceived as relevant for the investigated classrooms (cf.
Denscombe, 1983). Rather than explicit questions, the prompts used to elicit the
respondents' accounts were of a general nature in order to achieve an as full-
fledged as possible view of the discourse models through which staff members
construct the identity of their pupils in the school and in the classroom. In doing
so, I avoided to give any personal contribution. Rather, during the interviews, I
limited myself to agreeing with the interviewee and to inquire further in what she or
lie was telling me. I was thus gathering a body of data that would permit me to
identify the connective networks that populated these two class teachers' lives.

Furthermore, interviews were chosen because they allow respondents to gain a de-
gree of control as they report directly on the situation that they are asked to reflect
and comment upon (cf. Rampton, 1992). Among the several types of interviews,
the open-ended interview was favoured because it had the effect of eliciting a
member's account that inherently focused on her or his personal analyses rather
than being made to fit categories stemming from the researcher. The advantage
that this type of interview brings is that

it can take us into the mental world of the individual, to glimpse the categories and the
logic by which he or she sees the world. It can also take us into the life world of the indi-
vidual, to see the content and pattern of daily experience.- BkCracken, 1988:9)

Tlie life world of the individual, i.e., the world constructed around someone's con-
crete experience, is the most immediate source o f experience from which meanings
emerge and from which the meaning making process can be reconstructed (cf.
Giorgi, 1970:133). At the same time, through the account obtained via the inter-
view, the researcher may benefit of two gains. 7'he first is to get access to the re-
spondents' description of'how things are' and/or 'how things are done' within the
community of practice. -Ihe second is to get access to a motivating account o f how
what has been done is actually being done. That is a more or less detailed display of
the reasoning deemed appropriate by the communin- of practice's member being

interviewed when looking back on a certain matter.
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Discourse analysis
The analysis of the staff members' discourse is carried out through a socio-cultur-
ally oriented discourse analysis (cf. Gee, 1999). This approach to this type of dis-
course analysis begins by a general interest in a certain phenomenon within the life
of a social-cultural space and it strives at grasping the meanings that the members
of this specific space attach to this phenomenon (Tonkiss, 1998:249). For instance,
a person whose identity is ascribed as a 'foreigner' within a certain soao-cultural
space ought to have certain characteristics that make the other members of this
community ascribe his or her identity as a 'foreigner'. Such an act of identity as-
cription is instanced through the discourse of the community's members who are
bound to hold parameters - addressed as discourse models (see Chapter 2) - that
lead to the categorisation of the person in question as a 'foreigner'. The purpose
behind this approach to discourse analysis is to unravel the meanings that respon-
dents hold in the community they inhabit. More specifically, to shed light on the
theories which lie beneath the process of categorisation taking place in a socio-
cultural space. Although there is no specific discourse analysis know-how (cf. Gee
& Green,  1998; Van  Dijk, 1985; Wetherell et al, 2001 a, 20016),  the task of analys-
ing staff members' discourse and to reconstruct staff members' discourse models is
both recognttion and reconstruction work. It is recognition work in the sense that
the analyst has to recognise in the respondents' discourse at hand what may be the
possible informal theories of mind the process of identity ascription relies upon.
'Ihat is to say, to recognise how the communicative-functional properties of dis-
course provide an acceptable support for claims and actions that constitute the
basis for the ascription and/or subscription of someone's identity. It is reconstruc-
non work because these informal theories of mind do not come ready at hand. The
analyst, in fact, has to strive to gather as much background information as possible
in order to ground these reconstructed theories not only in the respondents' life
experience but also in the larger socio-cultural, historical and political context that
characterises the respondent's surrounding. Ultimately, the analyst's task is not to
give a representative overview of the meanings present in the community of prac-
tice. Rather, he or she examines how particular forms of identity ascription and
subscription are legitimised by the respondents on the basis of their discourse
models.

3.3.3 The pupils' corpus
Sub-corpus III focuses on the pupils. All respondents, and in particular children,
may present different accounts of events to the researcher based on their under-
standing o f the social desirability of their statements. Respondents' accounts there-
fore should be gathered through different methods and 'form a mosaic of explana-
tions rather than mutually exclusive accounts' (Davies, 1982:58). Along this line of
thought, Spyrou (2002) illustrates that a crucial methodological issue in working
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with children is to make sure that the researcher explores the whole range of
voices' that respondents might draw on to construct identities. This is why over-
tapping instruments for data gathering, consisting of a home language sun-ev to-
gether with a questionnaire and a written project, have been used to elicit data from
the pupils about their identity belongings and to create a basis for the group discus-
sions held with them.

Instruments
In order to gather information on the home languages present in the classrooms
under investigation, all pupils have been asked to fill in a home language survey (cf.
Broeder & Extra, 1998). This survey includes questions about what language or
languages pupils do have in the home environment, what their skills in these lan-
guages are, with whom these languages are spoken at home and what languages the
pupils prefer to speak and learn outside formal school time. The language survey
allowed having some basic information about pupils' home languages and their role
in pupils' every day lives.

A deeper knowledge of pupils' identity belongings and of their management
both within and outside the classroom was achieved through the use of an ethno-
cultural questionnaire and a written project. Based on the model oflongenburger &
Aarsen (2000) who carried out research in a multicultural Dutch neighbourhood,
the questionnaire uses four types of questions. The first type deals with the pupils'
ethnic affiliation. The second type tries to get a more detailed picture of what lan-
guages are used and in which contexts these languages are used within the times
and spaces inhabited by the pupils in their every day life, e.g., play time, going
home from school and so forth. The third type addresses the language use of the
pupils with their families, siblings and friends. T'he fourth type touches more
closely on pupils' own perception of the self and in what respect, if any, they differ
from their family members, siblings and from fellow pupils in their classrooms.

The written protect (cf. Harns, 2004) dealt with the pupils' backgrounds and
with their own understanding of their identity belongings. Following the reading of
a picture book (Velthuijs, 1996), in the first section of the pro)ect pupils had to
introduce themselves to the picture book's main character, used as referent for
their writings. In the second section they were asked to write about their families
and their family histon: The third part asked pupils to write about their daily lives
in the classroom and the fourth part asked them to deal with their languages and
the use of their languages in different contexts, i.e., in the classroom, at home, with
their friends. The fifth section asked pupils to write about their immediate future
plans and about what they wished to be once grown up.

Further, group discussions were included to allow pupils to explore and voice
further their experiences of identity construction (cf. Chiu & Knight, 1999:104).
The groups were based on the quantity of contact that pupils had with each other.
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The discussions turned out to be friendly chats where pupils could express their
views on topics that emerged from the questionnaires, the written projects and
from the field notes drawn during the observation period. All discussions took
place in the afternoon, mainly in the schools' staff room and lasted between 30 to
45 minutes for each group. The discussions were all audiotaped and the pupils were
made aware that the audiotape recorder was on as the group 'chat' started. The
content of the discussion touched upon various topics. Starting from the pupils'
knowledge of their parental patterns of migration, the discussion proceeded to the
exploration of pupils' own ethnic, religious and linguistic belongings and to their
understanding of what it means to be a pupil from an immigrant minority group
within and outside their respective classrooms. As in the interviews with staff
members, my position in all the discussions was limited to give their prompts and
ask them to either expand on the former or to clarify their statements. I showed my
curiosity in what they had to say and tried to limit, when needed, the intervention
o f the more talkative ones so to allow each group member to chip in.

Beside the group discussion, all the other instruments used to gather this data
corpus were administered by class teachers, under my supervision. They presented
them to the pupils under the guise of classroom activities making clear that there
were neither correct nor wrong answers. In both case studies, pupils were informed
that they could withdraw from cooperating in all the activities at any time they
wanted and without penalty. None of the pupils, however, decided to opt out.

Grounded theon'
The data gathered from the pupils' questionnaire, written project and group discus-
sion were analysed and interpreted through a grounded theon· approach (cf. Glaser
& Strauss, 1967). This approach to the analysis and interpretation of naturally oc-
curring data does not boil down to looking at the data and testing a theory against
them. Rather, it uses data as the basis for the construction of theory. This is
achieved through collecting large amounts of textual data - both written and spo-
ken - and engaging with them in a process of coding until categories that can be
used for a theoretical description come to emerge from the data themselves.
Grounded theory is not interested in the number of times that a particular feature
emerges from the data. Rather, it strives to establish the indicators that are proper
to the categon' that is formed. This process helps the researcher to realise what are
those aspects of the categon· that are worth taking further and those ones that are
to be dropped. However, grouping concepts under a general label is not what the
forming of a category is about. As Corbin & Strauss (1990:8) state:

"To achieve that status [of category  IS] a rnore abstract concept must be developed in
terms of its properties and dimensions of the phenomenon it represents  I...1. l'hrough
such specification, categories are defined and given explanaton power. ()ver time,  cate-

"gomes can become related to one another to form a theon-.
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The first step taken in conducting a grounded theorr analysis has involved getting
the pupils' data into a form that could be easily handled, explored and retrieved.
First, for each of the classrooms, the data corpus collected was transcribed and
translated into English. After that, all utterances were coded according to the in-
strument that was used for their collection, i.e., questionnaire (Q), written proiect
(WP) or group discussion (GD) and a number given to each pupil (01, etc.). Once
rendered in this format, the data were inserted into a Microsoft Excel sheet for
each classroom, readily allowing access to the material collected. The aim of this
first sorting of the data is to gather together all those utterances that covered a cer-
tain topic and allow developing a set o f categories reconstructed from the data and
informed by the data itself. The outcomes achieved at the end of the category
forming cycle reported above have allowed a 'local theoretical reflection' (Hayes,

2000:186) centred on the construction of pupils' identities in the classrooms inves-
tigated. The description of the data by the data was written up in a 'spew draft'
(Becker, 1986) and it was then open to the re-formulation and consequent revision
as categories gained further dimensions.

3.3.4 The classrooms' corpus
In order to reconstruct immigrant minority pupils' identities, it was pivotal to also
take into account the actions perpetrated by community members - that is their
observable behaviour - plus the meaning attached to these actions by the members
themselves. Sub-corpus IV, i.e., the classrooms' corpus, deals with classrooms' ac-
tions and with how pupils and teachers construct identities while they interact. The
instrument used so to gather the actions in the community of practice was non-
participant observation. This non-participant observation did not strive to retrieve
reality as it is, objectively so to say (cf. Hammersley, 1992:43-48). As also holds for
the other instruments used for gathering and analysing data, the observer acted
within a political, institutional, social and historical context. His background and
motivations therefore were relevant to what sort of data would be collected in the
data corpus infien as well as in the analysis and interpretation of data because, as
Denscombe (1983:117) points out:

"[w]hen reporting their findings, ethnographers inevitably edit and select from the variety
"o f accounts in order to produce a researcher's version of members' reasoning.

Although general guidelines for observational practice do exist (cf. Cohen et al,
2005), criteria for what to observe, how to practice observation as well as for what
to put down 'for the records'are not to be found in predefined sets of actions the
observer has to stick to. A naturalistic approach to classroom observation
(Spradley,  1980), as the one  I have adopted, favours the capturing of what is 'there'
at a certain moment. This captured moment cannot repeat itself because it is
unique  in time, place and action  of the agents involved. All lessons attended were
audio taped through a sensitive microphone placed at the back of the classroom
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and connected with a wire to the recorder. Furthermore, the events that have taken
place in these two classrooms, the verbal exchanges among classroom members
and the non-verbal information present in the classroom itself, including classroom
displays and writings on the blackboard, were all recorded in field notes. These
field notes as well as the other data collected in each classroom were rendered in a
synopsis written in English. This was done in order to reduce, analyse and interpret
the data gathered during the observation periods as well as to allow other research
fellows to have open access to the data. When used in the analyses of classroom
events is referred to as 'Synopsis' together with the day, month and year of when
the notes were taken and the pages where they can be found.

The observer's position
After an initial curiosity that led some pupils to enquire whether the microphone
was switched on, the pupils did not seem to pay attention or mind the presence of
'the guest' or - as addressed by the class teachers - 'the visitor' coming to observe
their classrooms. Consequently, the job of maintaining distance from the pupils
was managed since I was sitting at the back of the classroom without interacting in
any possible manner with them and directing their attention toward their teachers
when talked to. This distance, though, was challenged by the occasional intel:ven-
tion of both class teachers. They, in fact, every now and then addressed me with a
question during their lessons (cf. Sturm, 1986:52-53), or used me as a tailor-made
solution for keeping the noise of their pupils at g bearable level while popping out
of the classroom. In the last case, however, pupils did not seem to pay attention to
the authority I was invested with by the teacher. I was still an outsider to their
classroom and therefore not worth being listened to. In conclusion, my observer
position has striven in both case studies to unobtrusiveness. The posture I adopted
resembled that of an observer participant who interacts only indirectly with sub-
iects when needed, while busy in his observational task (cf Wragg, 1999)

In the course of the two case studies, my position as an observer changed as the
study proceeded. During the data gathering in Flanders, I felt as a foreigner who
enters a micro-reality, and more specifically an educational micro-reality that is
strange to him. This reality had first to become familiar to me for then being able
to make it strange and interesting again for the reader (cf Stocking, 1983:7). In the
second phase of data collection, that took place in 2005 in the Netherlands, my
position of observer shifted to a sort of paradise lost condition. In fact, even
though non-native Dutch and arrived in the Netherlands only four years before the
study took place, what unfolded in front of me had become somewhat more famil-
iar. On the contrary, this more intimate acquaintance with the culture in which the
community of practice is inserted, can be Source of blindness as much as of insight
(McCracken, 1988:12). It was now this familiarity that had to be overcome and
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made strange and interesting again (Erickson, 1986:121) while bearing in mind the
construction o f immigrant minority pupils' identities as focus.

The key incident approach
From the synopsis, a pool of the audiotape recordings was selected and transcribed
because thought to have the potential of being elected as incidents that shed light
on how identities of immigrant minority puplls are constructed in interaction and
contnbute to construct

"a description so that others may see what members of a social group need to know, un-

derstand, interpret, and produce to participate in appropriate ways." (Green & Bloome,

1997:186)
The transcription of the audiotape recordings are in English and they report the
Dutch text underneath in italic. These transcriptions - which use (.. .) for a pause,

(-) for an abrupt stop, [:] for emphasis, [xx] for inaudible fragment, and [text MS]
for a comment - were combined together with the field notes gathered during the
observation time to whtch followed a tentative analysis and interpretation along the
line of the 'key incident approach' (Erickson, 1986; Flanagan, 1954; Green &
Bloome, 1997; Herrlitz, 1996; Kroon & Sturm, 2000; Sturm, 1998, 2000). As
Erickson (1986:108) points out, in trying to give substance to the connotation of
the term 'key':

"[al key event is key in that the researcher assumes intuitively that the event chosen has

the potential to make explicit a theoretical 'loading'. A key event is key in that it brings to
awareness latent, intuitive iudgments the analyst has already made about salient patterns

'.

in the data. Once brought to awareness these iudgments can be reflected upon critically.

The reviewing of the pool of incidents initially selected on the basis of the re-
searcher's intuitive assumptions has given way to a first tentative analysis which was
then dropped or taken further in a more coherent and deeper analysis and inter-
pretation of the incident at hand. An incident selected as 'key' therefore resulted in
the reconstruction of the 'tacit knowledge' (cf. Guba & Lincoln, 1989:176; Polanyi,

1985) that underlies a classroom event dealing explicitly or else with identity con-
struction. The credibility of this reconstruction, that is to say, the degree to which
the key incidents capture the realities and the meanings constructed from the emic
position of the community of practice's agents, was then built through means of
internal and external validation. l'he former was achieved by looking for 'key link-
ages' (Erickson, 1986:147) with the other data sources, e.g., official governmental,
municipal and school documents, teachers' long open-ended interviews and follow-
up interviews as well as textbooks. The latter was obtained through the discussion
of the possible incidents with the teachers in retrospective interviews as well as
with other Dutch and Flemish fellow researchers who held the position of the 'na-
tive' and, as such, estabhshed a form of researcher's triangulation (cf. Alasuutari,
1996:52). In retrospective interviews, conducted after the conclusion of the main
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observation period for not obtruding with the authenticity of the observational
data, transcribed classroom events were discussed with the class teachers. In this
way, teachers were given the opportunity to expand on these events, reflect upon
them and elucidate what was still felt to be unclear. First, the episode was read
aloud back to the teacher whereby each line was paraphrased. Second, it was ex-
plained why the episode in question was selected and a first interpretation was
given. This first type of interview leads to

"conversations or discussions, which indicate more of an open, democratic, two-war, in-
formal, free- flowing  process, and wherein people  can be 'themselves'  and  not feel bound
by roles." (Woods, 1986:67)

In the follow-up interviews, none of the teachers were reluctant about giving their
accounts. On the contran·, ther often felt that someone was genuinely interested in
what went on in their classrooms, in the daily problems they had to face and how
they tackled them. Ultimately, such key incident forms a pan pro toto (Bezemer,
2003:33) of the reality that the ethnographer has tried to reconstruct so that the
reader can see "[.. .] socio-cultural meanings and registers as embedded in the con-
crete, particular doings of people" (Erickson, 1977:58). In itself, the key incident
becomes an archetype of the dynamics underlying the way in which subscribed and
ascribed identities are constructed in the selected classrooms. Neither the word
'incident' nor the word 'event' has been favoured. The former might have given the
impression of either an incidental or accidental practice. The latter might have
given way to the meaning of a merely non-recurring practice observed in the class-
rooms under investigation. Therefore hereafter reference has been made to 'key
episodes' (Bezemer, 2003:33). Five tentative analyses, one for the Flemish case
study and four for the Dutch case study were eventually reconstructed. The final
analytical step was to relate these episodes to the rest of the analysis drawn in the
other corpora, i. e., institutions, staff members and pupils. Further, for both the
Flemish and for the Dutch case studies, each of the reconstructed classroom reali-
ties was synthesised and brought back into the larger discourse of immigrant mi-
nority pupils' identity construction present in each of the two investigated schools.
The results of this endeavour are presented and discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter
5.  Finally, in Chapter 6, the reconstructed micro-realities of both investigated class-
rooms are compared and linkages are drawn across and within the meso- and
macro-institutional discourses of representation of cultural, ethnic, linguistic and
religious otherness in both Flanders and the Netherlands.



CHAPTER 4

The Flemish case study

4.1 Introduction

This chapter reports on the case study conducted in the school year 2002-2003 in

Tervoeren, Flanders. It focuses on the dynamics of identity construction of inlmi-

grant minority pupils in Form 5 at Rebus Catholic Primary.
This case study relies on a conceptual framework that sees identities and dis-

course being engaged in a mutual constitutive relationship (see Chapter 2). Macro-,
meso- and micro-discourses supply the means through which pupils' identities are
constructed. At the same time, within these discourses, pupils may employ their
cultural, ethnic, linguistic and religious belongings to construct their own identities,
presenttng certain parts and hiding others according to the socio-cultural space that
they inhabit. Following this conceptual underpinning, the chapter explores the
macro-, meso- and micro-discourse layers around the multicultural primary school
classroom where these pupils are enrolled. More speafically, it presents how pupils'
identities are ascribed in these discourse layers by the written and spoken dis-
courses that surround Form 5 at Rebus Catholic Primary as well as how, in turn,
these pupils subscribe their own identities within the community of practice of the
classroom.

The chapter begins with a detailed description of the data collection procedures
and of the sources used for gathering the ethnographic data corpus. It proceeds

with introducing the Flemish schooling system with a specific focus on its primary

sector, its basic regulattons and its structure. It continues by presenting those mile-
stones that have marked the last thirty years of Flemish educational rhetoric up to
its status quo. In particular, it focuses on how immigrant minority pupils' identities
have been constructed within discourses that deal with educational provisions, im-
migrant minority language teaching and Dutch language teaching. The chapter pro-
ceeds with an analysis of the meso-level discourses in which the investigated school
is inserted. It presents the city of Tervoeren and its demolinguistic composition.
Furthermore, it reports an analysis of the discourse of the policy documents and
position papers issued by Tervoeren's municipality. These regard the measures

taken for the integration of immigrant minority group members and how education
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in Tervoeren caters  for the needs of immigrant minority pupils. The analysis of the
meso-discourse layer is followed by a presentation of Rebus Catholic Primary. To
pinpoint how immigrant minority pupils' identities are constructed at the institu-
tional discourse level within the school the chapter looks at the discourse issued by
official school documents and by the Rebus' Head. This is followed by a descrip-
tion of Form 5, the classroom under investigation, as well as by its pupils' demolin-
guistic backgrounds and language repertoires. The chapter continues with the bio-
graphic and pro fessional information gathered on the class teacher o f Form 5, Miss
Irina. It presents those discourse models that the class teacher uses to construct the
identities of her immtgrant minority pupils. Further, it turns to the analysts and 111-
terpretation of an episode of everyday classroom life in Form 5 that was elected as
a key episode because it sheds light on how the class teacher and the pupils con-
struct identities in their interactions. Finally, the chapter explores Form 5 pupils'
self-reported understanding of their identity belongings and it examines the possi-
ble (mis)matches with the identities that have been ascribed to them so far at mi-
cro-level. The conclusions and discussion of this chapter draw on the developing
identities of Form 5 immigrant minority pupils. More specifically, the processes of
identity ascription and subscription that have been reconstructed in this classroom
are compared with the identity construction proposed by the educational discourse
at national, municipal and school level. In this way, where possible, the chapter
seeks to draw linkages between how the identities of Form 5 pupils have been de-
veloping across these discourse layers.

4.2 Data collection

On the afternoon of Wednesday, October 234, 2002, I met for the first time with
the Rebus' Head who introduced me to Miss Irina, the class teacher of Form 5,
with the purpose of negotiating access to her classroom. After having gained the
class teacher's approval, having informed the pupils' parents and having obtained
consent for their children's participation, I started my period of observation in
Form 5. In order to establish a working relationship with the teacher and allow the
pupils to get used to the presence of a stranger in the classroom, the period of
fieldwork that followed was gradually built up from one day a week to three days a
week of observation. After the writing up of the field notes in a synoptic format,
the audio recordings were transcribed and translated into English. This operation
allowed for data reduction and was followed by an attempt to individuate episodes
that could shed light on how immigrant minority pupils' identities were constructed
during daily classroom interactions. The potential key episodes were then singled
out from the synopsis, transcribed and either taken further or dropped according to
their relevance in the context of identity construction. The subsequent analysis of
those episodes that were considered of possible interest for identity construction
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was then presented to and discussed with the class teacher and with native Flemish
and Dutch researchers. Because the feedback sessions with the teacher took place

approximately two weeks after the end of the main observation period, these ses-

sions were also used as further occasions for the observation of Form 5 daily rou-
tine. Table 4.1 indicates the dates when the observations were carried out and the

length of each observation.

Table 4.1: Overview of observations (duration in hours)

Date Day Duration

23-10-2002 VVednesday 2.00

05-11-2002 Tuesday 1.30

06-11-2002 Wednesday 3.30
12-11-2002 Tuesday 6.10
13-11-2002 Wednesday 3.30

14-11-2002 Thursday 6.10
20-11-2002 Wednesday 3.30
21-11-2002 Thursday 6.10
22-11-2002 Fnday 6.10
02-12-2002 Monday 6.10

03-12-2002 -Tufsd8/
-   --   -     --48.30

2.20
Total

The interviews carried out with the school Head and with the teacher of Form 5
amount to a total of 3 hours and 47 minutes. Initially, it was agreed that interviews
would be conducted in English even though both the Head and the class teacher
were left free to switch to Dutch if needed. The school's Head opted to answer all
questions in Dutch. Following the class teacher's wish, also brought by the fact that
I am no native speaker of Dutch, all the interviews I had with her were carried out
in English. However, during all interviews, the teacher occasionally switched to
Dutch. Throughout all interviews I had with them, both the Head and the class

teacher had been informed that the tape recorder was switched on. Shortly after
their completion, the interviews were transcribed and made available for confrrma-
tion of content and accuracy of transcription to both interviewees. After receiving
their approval, the interpretation drawn was fed back to the interviewees who
keenly elucidated those points that still seemed unclear. The analysis and interpre-
tation that followed were then fed back once more to them for validation and, the

analysis and interpretation were triangulated with Flemish and Dutch research fel-
lows for external validation. Altogether, five interviews were carried out, one with
the school's Head and four with this class teacher. Table 4.2 presents an overview
o f the dates and duration of these five interviews, together with their coding.
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Table 4.2: Overview of interviews (duration in hours)
2 Interviewee Date Duration Code        
Deputy Head (Miss Tina) 22-11-2002 0,45 T 01
Class Teacher (Miss Irina) 22-11-2002 1,45 101
Class Teacher (Miss Irina) 25-11-2002 0,26 102
Class Teacher (Miss Irina) 28-11-2002 0,18 103
Class Teacher (Miss Irina)_ 04-12-2002 0,33 104

11-omi---- "-  --"- - __   15.               -     3,47                        -  -' 1

Because the socio-cultural space of Form 5 does not rely solely on oral discourses,
the time spent in the classroom as an observer and the interviews were supple-
mented with written documents (cf. Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995:174). These
written documents - authored by the municipality, the school and the class teacher
- were not a source of contextual information alone. In particular those documents
authored by Tervoeren's municipality and by the school also served the purpose to
widen the analytic path that was constructed. These documents therefore have al-
lowed gaining access to the meso-educational discourse to which the investigated
classroom belongs. Further, through the reconstruction of their discourse models,
they have helped to shed light on how identities of immigrant minority pupils are
constructed at meso-educational level. Table 4.3 gives an overview of the collected
written documents together with a short summary of their content.

Table 4.3: Overview of documents collected
Tervoeren Municipality .-      .  r ,      ' .  ·   .   ·     >          "          6    ·  ,      : •':      •    .,•                '•  ..'•    '     . • »        -

Rapport Kansen in Onderwijs Tackles the major educational problem faced by
(Report Chances in Education) the municipality, i.e., poverty and its relationship

with pupils' educational achievement. It proposes
ways forward for improving the link between
schools, pupils and their families (referred to as
Tervoeren 2000).

Nota Algemeen Onderwijs Beleid: Van een Outlines the approach adopted by the municipality
Stad van Scho/en naar een Lerende Stad (Po-    for the period 2001-2006 in improving education in
sition Paper on General Educational Policy: all its aspects. Promoting transparency at policy
From a City of Schools to a Learning City) level and new more attractive educational offers

that respond to the needs of Tervoeren's school
population (referred to as Tervoeren 2001 a).

Onderwijs Beleidopties Spells out the different paths through which the
(Educational Policy Options) local municipality has changed its approach to

education making Tervoeren a Learning City (re-
ferred to as Tervoeren 2001 b).
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Tervoeren Municipality
Herfstnota 2004-2005 Denounces a high level of poverty among the pu-
(Autumn Position Paper 2004-2005) pils' families of the Tervoeren's school community.

Gives a summary of the new structure and func-
tions of the educational institutions in the Tervo-
eren's municipality as well as of the plan that the
municipality has put in place for tackling poverty
and lack of opportunities at school (referred to as
Tervoeren 2005).

School Gids 02/03 Provides information about the religious ethos and
(School Guide 02/03) the school as a learning environment. Also, it pro-

vides information about the practical arrangements
of the school. It was handed out to parents during
the school year 2002-2003 (referred to as Rebus
2002).

School Register Reports the registration of pupils including names
and surnames, place of birth, date of birth, address,
nationality and the classroom that they attend.

Form 5

Time table Indicates time allocation over subjects for each day
of the school week.

Class register Reports pupils' code, name and surname, religious
affiliation, place and date of birth as well as ad-
dress.

Teacher Log A typed log kept by the teacher following the school

regulations. It includes the time, the subject, the
topic, the book and the learning objective of each
lesson taught.

Teacher handbook for Dutch language Consulted regularly by the teacher and used to
teaching plan lessons following the didactic path set by the

school for the Dutch language development of the
5th Form.

Notebooks Copies of some of the pupils' notebooks with the
work carried out during the lessons observed.

Others

Nederlands Taalbeschouwing Deelleerplan Guideline that spells out the structure, learning
(Curriculum for Dutch Language Awareness) objectives and the didactic organisation of the

learning path for Dutch language awareness.

4.3 The Flemish schooling system and its discourse

'I'his section begins with a general overview of the Flemish education system,

mainly focusing on its priman· sector. It also gives an analysis of the milestones of
approximately the last thirty years of Flemish educational macro-discourse.
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For each topic, this analysis was first informed by general reviews in the field of
compensatory policies, immigrant minority language teaching and Dutch language
teaching in Flanders (cf. Sierens, 1993; Verlot & Sierens, 1997). On the basis of
these general reviews, copies of documents that appeared to be relevant for track-
ing down the construction of immigrant minority pupils' identities at the level of
institutional macro-discourse were collected. These documents cover the period
that goes  from  1977,  the year of the first European Economic Community direc-
live for the education of children of'guest workers', up to 2002, the year in which
the study at Rebus Catholic Primarr took place. These documents include govern-
ment policy documents, bills, acts and recommendations brought forward by affili-
ated institutions either at national or federal level. Once these documents were re-
viewed and analysed, the discourse models reconstructed from them gave a glimpse
of the dominant rhetoric of Flenlish (primary) education in relation to the con-
struction of immigrant minorin pupils' identities, to immigrant minority languages
and to Dutch.  Ilie analysis of these documents tried to tease apart the ideological
grounds that they embedded and that have regulated the construction of the image
of the immigrant at large and of immigrant minority pupils' identities in particular.

4.3.1 Overview
Belgium is divided in three communities, the French speaking Community, the
German speaking Community and the Flemish Community and in three regions
that are the Walloon Region, the Brussels Capital Region and the Flernish Region.
On top of these community and regional structures, Belgium has four language
areas that are: the French speaking language area, the German speaking language
area, the bilingual language area (Brussels) and the Dutch speaking language area.
\ 'laanderen (Flanders) therefore refers to a regional and a political entity at the same
time. Territorially speaking, it coincides with the I 7aamse Gewest (the Flemish Re-
gion), practically with the I laamse Gemeenscbap (Flemish Community). The Flemish
Community has two different meanings. First of gill, it refers to the group or com-
munity of people who inhabit the Flemish Region and Brussels who speak Dutch
and/or consider themselves to be Flemish. Secondly, it refers to the political
structure of Belgium and therefore it holds the position of an institutional entity. In
1980, the Flemish Community and the Flemish Region were put together and re-
sulted in one Flemish government with one Flemish parliament seated in Brussels.

Although Flanders has faced a long walk towards territorial and linguistic auton-
omy (see Willemyns, 2002,2007), for the present purpose it should suffice to know
that Dutch had already gained its recognition as an official language of Belgium in
1830 together with French in order to cater for individual rights that were loose
from  territorial  matters.  It was  in  the period between   1921   and   1932  that  the  lan-
guage question became coupled up with territory and more specifically with the
introduction of the law on language use in official matters. To diminish the escala-
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tion of community tensions on language-related matters, a language border was laid
down in  1962.  It was in  1970 that the establishment of the Dutch speaking, French

speaking and German speaking communities, whose autonomy was initially limited
to cultural and language matters, took place together with the establishment of
three economic regions, i.e., the Flemish, the Wallonia and the Brussels Capital
Region. In 1972, language policy matters became the sole responsibility of the re-
spective language communities. Finally, it was with the enlarged autonomy gained
by each community  in  1988  and  with  the 1993 constitutional changes that Belgium
became de facto a federal State and it was in 2001 that the devolution process leading
to three federal political entities could be considered completed.

Education in Belgium, and more specifically in Flanders, has followed a path
that has gone hand in hand with its complex constitutional and linguistic reconfigu-
ration. It was with the enlarged autonomy of 1988 that the Flemish education sys-
tem became independent from the federal Belgian government except for the
minimum age set for compulsory school attendance and for the minimal curricu-
lum requirements that had to be met by students for the award of an education
certificate (cf. Witte & Van Velthoven, 1998). At present, Article 24, Section 1 of
the coordinated Constitution of the Kingdom of Belgium - revised in 2001 - states

that education is free, that each community offers free choice of education to par-
ents and that it is the community's duty to organise neutral education that respects

any philosophical, ideological or religious conception of both parents and pupils.
The freedom to setup and run education therefore includes no involvement of the

central government in didactic approaches, curricula and education policies. Rather,
these are tasks that fall under the responsibility o f the ondenvijsnetten (education net-
works)  that  be fore 1988 served as a buffer zone between schools and the State.

These networks respond to four denominations. These are: gemeensebapsonderwijs

(community education) organised under the authority of the Flemish community,
gesubsidieerd oflicieel onderwijs (subsidised official education) organised by municipal
and provincial authorities, gesubsidieerd vrij confessioneel onderwijs (subsidised free con-
fessional education) which counts mainly for schools with a Catholic denomination

although it does not exclude schools with other religious denominations, andgesub-

sidieerd Vrij niet-confessioneel ondenvijs (subsidised free non-confessional education) that
counts mainly for schools with specific pedagogic approaches and/or educational
methods such as Jenaplan, Steiner and so forth.

In Flanders, pre-schooling is optional and receives children from the age of two
and a half up to the age of six. Primary education starts generally at the age of six
and it is organised in six  Forms, all of which correspond to a particular age group.
Although primary schools hold the right to have underachieving pupils repeat a
maximum of two school years, generally at even' new school year a pupil passes

onto the next form making the primary school trajectory last for six years. After
completing priman· school at the age of twelve, pupils move to secondary educa-
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tion for another six years. If they do not enter higher education, in Flanders stu-
dents by law leave the education system at the age of eighteen.

The subjects to be dealt with in priman' education are rendered in eindtermen th-
nal attainment targets). These attainment targets are divided in specific curriculum-
bound targets as well as cross-curricular and attltudinal targets. While schools are
compelled to reach the educational targets fixed by the Flemish community for
curricular subJects, cross curricular and attitudinal targets span several subjects and
they can be met through educational projects. At the end of the school year, each
pupil receives a report that evaluates whether the developmental objectives planned
for the school year have been achieved. At the end of primary school, the pupils
and their parents are advised which secondary schooling to follow by the class
teacher and the school. The Inspectorate of Education ensures that the legal re-
quirements and educational standards are met in all sectors of Flemish education.
Its mission is to ensure educational standards as well as promote the quality of edu-
cation by periodically visiting schools and evaluating what these schools have to
offer. In its reports, the Inspectorate of Education highlights the teaching/learning
process and practice, the achievements as well as the weaknesses in relation to the
characteristics of the schools' pupil population. Dutch, the official language of the
Flemish community, is the only official language of instruction of the Flemish
(primary) education system. In its actual practice, the teaching of Dutch is always
'done with an accent' because of the strong dialect tradition that is present in class-
rooms in particular in North West Flanders. Except for French that favours lan-
guage facilities in some municipalities situated along the language border between
Flanders and Wallonia, there are no legally recognised immigrant minority lan-
guages as such. Furthermore, French is taught as a foreign language in the last two
years of primary schooling and English is taught in secondary education. Immigrant
minority languages do not hold any official status. Nevertheless, Flemish primary
education reserves some place for their teaching mostly aside the curriculum. Dur-
ing the school year 2002-2003, regular Flemish priman, education provided in-
struction for approximately 435,000 pupils. Out of these 6.5 percent, i.e., approxi-
mately 30,000 pupils, were registered under the category of immigrant minority
pupils (cf. Eurydice, 2006:66).

4.3.2 The discourses surrounding immigrant minority pupils
In the beginning of the nineteen sixties, as a consequence of the enrolment of a
growing number of pupils that were descendants of immigrated guest workers
mainly coming from the Mediterranean basin, education in Belgium has been con-
fronted with growing cultural and linguist:ic heterogeneity. In dealing with this het-
erogeneity, the Flemish community  held the title of forerunner  of the  1977  Euro-
pean Economic Communin· Directive (see EEG, 1977:1-32) through experimental
educational initiatives, that took place in the province of Limburg, aimed at the
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children of guest workers of Greek and Italian origin (cf. Haesendonckx, 1980).
Since then, however, the last three decades of Flemish educational policies and

programmes, aimed at catering for immigrant minority pupils' needs, have relied on
an understanding of (primaq) education as the meeting place where the Flemish
mainstream and the other, i.e., immigrant minority pupils, come into contact. This
general approach has held consequences for the way in which immigrant minority
pupils' identities have been realised in the discourse of regular Flemish primary
education. Furthermore, this approach to cultural and linguistic heterogeneity has
touched those discourses around Onderwijs in Eigen Taal en Cultuur (l'caching of
someone's own language and culture), coinmonly addressed as OE'I'C, as well as
around the position o f Dutch and of Dutch as a second language.

Immigrant minority pupils in the Flemish (primary) schooling system
After the  1974 national stop put by the Belgian government on labour immigration
which was followed  by an immigration  flux motivated  by family reunion, the  1978
Migantennota (Position paper on immigrants) invited the Belgian government to
take action in formulating a first federal integration policy. Having realised that a
possible return of migrant workers to their countn- of origin was no more than a
naive idea, the Flemish Ministry of Education - at the time still incorporated in the
federal Belgian government - launched the programme Flkaar Ontmoetend Onderwijs

(Meeting each other education) for primary education and Moedertual en Cultuur

(Mother tongue and culture) for secondary education. In these programmes, edu-
cation was presented as the most favourable place for indigenous Flemish pupils to
become acquainted with and to learn about pupils from immigrant minority groups
and about their cultures (cf. Hillewaere, 2001:38). These programmes, however,
openly ascribed immigrant minority pupils as other because part of an ethnic group
with specific linguistic and cultural characteristics (cf. Verlot & Sierens, 1997). In
1988, the year in which education in Flanders was rendered autonomous from the
Belgian government, these programmes were given an official basis and evaluated
for the first time (Verlot, 1990; Vlaamse Executieve, 1989). The conclusions for-
mulated from these programmes' evaluation emphasised an urgent need for an in-
creased cohesion of their contents supported by a structural migrant policy for
education (cf. Vlaamse Raad, 1990). It is in 1991 that the Flemish government pro-
posed the 0nderwijsvoomingbeleid (Education priorin· policy). The policy laid down
the four pillars of Flemish primary education: Taalvaardigbeidsondenvijs (Language
proficiency education), Preventie en Remedifring van Lzerproblemen (Prevention and
compensation of learning problems), Betrokkenbeid van Ouders (Participation of par-
ents) and Intercultureel Ondenvijs (Intercultural  education).   Further,  it  aimed  at  eradi-
eating the learning difficulties that pupils could face in both primary and secondm
education because of their disadvantaged social, economic and cultural back-
grounds. As the ultimate goal of the Education priority policy was to eliminate edu-
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cational disadvantage without drawing any distinction between pupils from settled
immigrant communities and native Flemish pupils from deprived socio-economic
backgrounds, the categon' term doegmepleertingen (target group pupils) was intro-
duced. This category term was assigned on the basis of two criteria, an ethnic and a
schooling one. Following the ethnic criterion, a pupil was ascribed to the target
group either if his or her maternal grandmother had not been born in Belgium or
did not hold Belgian or Dutch nationality. Following the schooling criterion, a pu-
pil was part of the target group if his or her mother had stopped attending school
before the end of the school year in which she turned eighteen. These two criteria,
however, lead to a discourse of deficit that included virtually all pupils coming from
immigrant minority groups and a discourse of homogenein· within disadvantage
that put immigrant minority pupils on the same level as those indigenous pupils
with a deprived socio-economic background. The goal of avoiding a distinction
between immigrant minority pupils and indigenous pupils, that would have given
way to the positive recognition of heterogeneity cherished by the Education prior-
ity policy, saw also a lively discussion around the teaching of Dutch as a second
language and the integrated teaching of Dutch as a first language for all pupils (see
Van den Branden & Van Avermaet, 2000:396-399 for an overview). Given that the
curnculum targets were the same for both immigrant minority pupils and native
Flemish pupils, that education was intended as a place for native Flemish and im-
migrant minority pupils to support each other and given that there was no differ-
ence in the way in which immigrant minority pupils and native Flemish pupils be-
come proficient in language, the division between Dutch as a second language and
Dutch as a first language was addressed as almost irrelevant (cf Jaspaert, 1995).
With its  1999 evaluation, the Educational priority policy was positively assessed for
the improvement that it brought to Flemish education in general. However, this
evaluation polnted out that the educational achievement of tmintgrant minority
pupils was still inferior to that of their indigenous counterparts (cf. Schrilvers et al,
2002). Although the evaluation showed that the lack of Dutch in the household did
not play a significant role in pupils' Dutch, it still advocated a normative debate
where the needs for immigrant minority pupils' good results had to be put in a lar-
ger perspective of social integration within mainstream Flemish society, and not
solely in relation to immigrant minority pupils' school achievement levels
(Schrijvers et al, 2002:34). In 2002, the bill for Gelijke Ondenvijskansen (Equal educa-
tion opportunities) - also known as GOK - came to substitute the Education
priority policy and it proposed five new funding criteria for attributing funds to
schools. These funding criteria abandoned the realisation of immigrant minority
pupils' identities and substituted it with a strong focus on these pupils' language
poverty instanced through the lack of Dutch in their households. This discourse of
language poverty - elected as one of the indicators for defining pupils as belonging
to the target group already spelt out by the Education priority policy bill - puts the
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lack of Dutch on the same level as other societal problems such as social and eco-
nomic deprivation within indigenous families. Exposure to Dutch from the age of
two and a half, the age at which pupils enter pre-schooling in Flanders, became
therefore an envisaged solution to the problems brought by language poverty (cf.
Vlaams Parlement, 2000:45).

In short, the macro-institutional discourse around Flemish primary education

has  seen the realisation of immigrant minority pupils' identities moving from a dis-
course of cultural othering to a discourse of linguistic othering. The former (domi-
nating Flemish education from the mid seventies until the late nineties) ascribed the
identities of immigrant minority pupils as cothers' because they were members of
ethnic groups and held ethnic characteristics that were other than the majority.
However, it saw Dutch language not as a separating element among native Flemish
pupils and their immigrant minority counterparts. Rather, it saw Dutch as an oblect
of learning common to all pupils that would have reinforced the encountering na-
ture of primary education. The latter, which dominates Flemish education since the
late nineties up to the year of this study and beyond (cf. Blommaert & Van
Avermaet, 2006), has ascribed immigrant minority pupils as 'others' on the basis of
the 'language poverty' that they hold and that is brought by the lack of Dutch in
their households.

4.3.3 The discourse on immigrant minority language teaching
Parallel to the development of the above mentioned discourses on educational

policy and programmes, also the organisation and implementation of Ondenvgs in
Eigen Taal en Cultuuur (Teaching of someone's own language and culture) contain
discourses that have served to construct immigrant minority pupils' identities.

Immigrant minority language teaching started on the basis of experimental ini-
tiatives in reaction to the 1977 EEC directive. These initiatives, directed mostly to
pupils of Greek and Italian background, had three goals: the reinforcement of im-
migrant minority pupils' Dutch, the development of these pupils' knowledge of the
culture of the host country and the maintenance of these pupils' own language and
culture through the teaching of their mother tongue.  In  1982,  they were followed
by the Elkaar Ontmoetend Ondenv#r (Meeting each other education). In this initiative
the teaching of immigrant minority languages left behind its experimental dimen-
sion and became part of a bigger discourse of inclusion of minorities in Flemish
society presenting education as the meeting point for indigenous Flemish pupils to
develop knowledge about and understanding of the culture of'the other'.

However, immigrant minority language teaching as a way of maintaining the pat-
rimony of immigrant communities settled on Flemish territory had yielded two
consequences. First, it contributed to the construction of a negative stereotype
based on supposed group characteristics and habits (cf. Sui s, 2004:11). Second,
immigrant minority language teachers were mostly nominated by the embassy of
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the country of origin of these pupils' parents. These teachers' understanding of
Flemish education, as well as their grasp of Dutch, were both limited and caused a
wide gap with the world of immigrant minority pupils, for the vast majority born
and raised in Flanders (Delrue & Ramaut, 1998:10). At the end of the nineteen
eighties, the uncertainty around the obJectives of Immigrant minority language
teaching became cause of concern. In reaction to this concern, the Commissie  0 nder-
wijs Migranten (Committee for the education of immigrants) outlined seven basic
functions of immigrant minority language teaching. These were: to provide the ba-
sic ski]ls for learning Dutch, to support the attainment of learning targets that are
important to each pupil, to receive children with a limited Dutch language profi-
ciency, to develop one's own ethnic identity, to provide the possibility to carry out
intra-ethnic communication, to contribute to the formation of a specific image and
interpretation of the multicultural world that surrounds the child, as well as to in-
crease the language knowledge of migrant children in terms of their understandilig
of multilingualism.  lf'ith  the 1991 Education priority policy, the Flemish govern-
ment restructured its educational policy and tried to put order in immigrant minor-
ity language teaching. This was done by combining all the experimental initiatives
regarding immigrant minority language teaching both in primary and secondan
schooling in one financial scheme and establishing that the language to be taught
was the official language of- the countn· of origin of the pupils' parents  (cf. jaspaert
& Verlot, 1992:217). Once implemented, these measures did nothing more than to
retterate the principles that had accompanied immigrant minority language teaching
since its experimental start in  1976  (cf Sierens,  1993).

The relegation to an experimental approach comes together with a discourse of
preoccupation and concern to safeguard Flemish education from the threat of
French and of a bilingual project of Dutch-French education. Furthermore, the
reasons behind the dubious position of immigrant minority language teaching can
be understood against the background of a further preoccupation held by Flemish
education: the concept of ethnic group. As proposed in the Meeting each other
education programme, Flemish  socien' was imagined as a collection of groups with
specific ethnically and culturally bound characteristics. These characteristics, that
made the members of these groups different from the mainstream Flemish group,
had to be acknowledged and respected giving these (immigrant minority) groups
the chance to develop and preserve their own identity (cf. Vlaamse Onderwijsraad,
1997:2). In other words, the acceptance and to some extent the willingness of the
Flemish government to bend the rules for immigrant minority language teaching
comes from a discourse that sees immigrant minority languages as an issue that
does not belong to the indigenous malority and that therefore does not constitute
an immediate threat to Flemish identitr: Flemish cultural norms and values as well
as the Dutch language are seen as constituent properties of the indigenous majority.
In order to equally treat them, immigrant minority group members should also
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have the right to maintain their own ethnic and linguistic characteristics (cf. Verlot,
2000:187). However, inlmlgrant minority groups' cultural preservation goes at the
expense of the minorities' inclusion within the language and territory equation that
is at the basis of Flemish identity. In the private sphere, Dutch language and Flem-

ish norms and values are addressed as properties of indigenous Flemish inhabitants
alone. Cultural and linguistic group maintenance - up to the point that this mainte-
nance of diversity constitutes no threat to Flemish mainstream society - were toler-
ated or seen as exotic, and therefore interesting and acceptable.

With the new century, the identities of immigrant minority group members
whether permanently settled or newcomers to Flanders are placed more on the
margins of Flemish mainstream society. The increased electoral support gathered
by the right wing party  1 7aams  Blok,  the  general  fear of Islam after the terrorist  at-
tacks on the US in 2001, and the ethnic riots that have taken place in Flanders in
2002 led to a discourse that addresses cultural, linguistic and religious diversity as
not socially desirable. Immigrant community members who belong to western

European immigrant minority groups are considered to have reached a form of
integration within Flemish mainstream culture and cannot legally be 'othered' be-
cause of EU free mobility regulations. Non-western minority group members, and
more specifically Moroccan and Turkish immigrants as well as their descendants,
have become marked as those who do not manage to contribute successfully to
mainstream Flemish society. The institutional discourse of the new century has
therefore abandoned an understanding of diversity based on ethnic group charac
teristics and maintenance of immigrant minority languages as part and parcel of a
group's identity and of a groups' realisation in Flemish society. Rather, the more
recent Flemish educational discourse has started to focus on mainstreanling: the
duty of the individual immigrant to contribute to mainstream society's well-being
through Dutch and on Dutch as the viable option to eliminate educational and lin-
guistic disadvantage, to gain access to housing and to have higher chances of em-

ployability.

4.3.4 The position of Dutch in the Flemish educational discourse
Next to immigrant minority language teaching, another topic that has contributed
to the realisation of immigrant minority pupils' identities is the position covered by
the Dutch language in the Flemish educational discourse.

From 1830 onwards, Dutch has encountered many obstacles in terms  of  its
continuous clash with French but also in its comparison with the Dutch used in the
Netherlands. In both cases, Dutch in Flanders was too small and too localised a
language to stand against these language market's giants (cf. Deprez, 1999). On top
of these obstacles, constant threats for the Dutch used in Flanders came from the
influence of French used by the Flemish elite, and by the then prominent economic
position of the Francophone bourgeoisie. It is for this reason that a discourse of
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linguistic homogenisation, that culminated in the motto de taal is ganscb bet volk (the
language is all the people), was taken on board by the Dutch speaking community.
This motto, in fact, contributed to create a logic implying that, if all Flemish citi-
zens would use Dutch, their language would automatically give them the right to a
common identity and territory (see Kroon & Sturm, 2003). Nowadays, Dutch is the
only official language of Flanders and it also covers the role of the language of a
consolidated and fast growing economy. Together with Dutch, English has also
taken the role of lingua franca for competitive capitalism.

However, a discourse of uniformity around Dutch is still present. On the one
hand, Flanders is characterised by its search for an official standard language. This
search is embedded in a discourse that cherishes language uniformity, typical of any
area trying to establish a standard language situation through policy action. On the
other hand, the realisation of standard Dutch in Flanders is characterised by a large
diversity of ways in which people make use of it. While these two facets may appear
to live rather peacefully side by side, their working reality is different. Next to a
discourse that combines the speaking of Dutch with citizens' good functioning in
Flemish mainstream society, there is also a discourse (and a practice) of language
correction. Such practice addresses the standard form of expression and the local
varieties of Dutch widely used on Flemish territory as odd bedfellows (cf Jaspers,
2005:65).  This is so because the discourse  of correct use of Dutch stresses to speak
the variety of Dutch elected as standard and to abstain from the use of locally
bound varieties in official situations, for instance in education. Furthermore, the
objectives spelled out in the primary school curriculum for Dutch language ask
pupils 'to develop a readiness to speak standard Dutch' and 'to hold a positive at-
titude to spontaneously switch to the standard language if required by the situation'
(cf. Kloots, 2003). Along this line, Flemish teachers report a greater preoccupation
with their pupils' pronunciation of Dutch than their colleagues in the Netherlands
who are closer to the linguistic centre of pronunciation that sets the standard (cf.
Van de Velde, 2002). This normative situation turns into fertile ground for the pro-
liferation of language stratification, remedial practices and stigmatisation of those
varieties of Dutch that fall outside the standard. The normativity and correction
practices around Dutch also involve a process of indexicalisation of its speakers'
identities. For native Flemish pupils, this discourse around Dutch may lead them to
be ascribed to a local less prestigious identity because the specific variety of Dutch
they speak holds a low prestige. For inlmigrant minority pupils and their class-
room's realities, this emphasis on correction practice and standard language norms
may lead to a double construction of their identities through linguistic indexicals of
normativity, Le; the fine grinded parts of someone's language repertoires. First,
there may be an indexicalisation brought by these pupils' use of an immigrant mi-
nority language that may be the cause of their identity being ascribed as outsiders to
Flernish mainstream and as disadvantaged because of a lack of Dutch in their
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household. Second, even if these pupils were to use Dutch then their identities may
still result indexicalised as disadvantaged; in as much as their native Flemish fellow
students who use a local (non-prestigious) variety of Dutch, also immigrant minor-
ity pupils' identities ma> result to be indexicalised on the basis of the local variety

of Dutch they use.

4.4 The local institutional discourse

After having examined the current Flemish macro-discourse around immigrant

minority pupils, immigrant minority languages and Dutch as well as having looked
at how these discourses contribute to minority pupils' identity construction, this
section deals with the discourse issued at a meso-educational level, that is the level
in which the classroom under investigation is inserted. The section proposes an
analysis of the discourse authored by Tervoeren's municipal authorities and it car-
ries on with the reconstruction of how the identities of immigrant minority pupils
are constructed through official documents authored and issued at Rebus Catholic

Primary. It concludes with how immigrant minority pupils' identities are realised in
the discourse models held by the school's Head.

4.4.1 Tervoeren
The city  of Tervoeren is an industrialised city located in North West Flanders  and it
has a population of approximately 450,000 inhabitants. In 2002, the year in which
this  study was carried out, the total number of inhabitants belonging to western and
non-western immigrant minority groups was approximately 56,000 people. Out of
this group of people 33,455 were non-EU nationals and approximately 23,000 of
them were either Moroccan (approximately 17,500) or Turkish residents (approxi-
mately 5,400). In addition, another 47,500 inhabitants have undergone the naturali-
sation process and fall under the category of 'new Belgian'. Furthermore, there are
about  1,400  recognised political refugees  and 2,000 asylum seekers  with a tempo-
ran' residence permit. Almost 30 percent ofTervoeren's population is younger than

25 years of age with one out of four youngsters having at least one parent born
outside Belgium. The cultural diversity among Tervoeren's youngsters has in-
creased even further as a consequence of the more recent migratory flux of Afri-
can, Latin-American and Asian groups as well as with young asylum seekers, mostly
from the Balkan region and from Eastern Europe.

Although demographically multicultural Tervoeren experiences the prominent
political presence of the right wing polttlcal party Flemish Block that openly advo-
cates against the presence of foreigners and of Islam in Tervoeren and in Flanders

at large. This party's escalating success has caused for an increased negative con-
notation in Tervoeren's local institutional discourse of immigrant minority group
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members and of their descendents in terms of their lack of societal and linguistic
integration.

During the school year 2002-2003, Tervoeren counts a total  of 164 primary
schools with a regularh enrolled pupil population of approximately 120,000 pupils,
of which approximately 37,000 fall within the target group of the governments'
policy for Equal educational opportunities (cf. Eurydice, 2002:14). As a response to
the call made by its school communities to offer equal educational opportunities to
all pupils, Ten·oeren's municipal authorities launched the pilot project Kansen in bet

onderwijs (Chances in education) (Tervoeren, 2000). This initiative, with the goal to
improve the situation of pupils coming from disadvantaged families, included an
enlarged cooperation between schools and parents. It was stressed that primary
schooling institutions should propose themselves as an environment that makes the
parents feeling at home and where school teams have an insight in the home situa-
non of the pupils. As a follow up to this pilot initiative, Ten'oeren's municipalin
has reiterated that education is 'the lever for the development of each person'
which has to 'offer the possibility to create as many equal chances as possible in a
fast  changing city landscape'  (Tervoeren,  2001 a:4).   In the school  year  2002,  fol-
lowing the 2002 bill Equal education opportunities, combating and eradicating dis-
advantage through better and equal educational opportunities became central to
Ten-oeren's educational policy in 911 the phases of schooling iointly with welfare
institutions, companies as well as through an enlarged cooperation between
schools, teachers' networks and parents. Within the combating and eradicating of
disadvantage, the focus of Ten,oeren's policy provision had become the 'drop
outs', a category term that in Tervoeren's discourse included youngsters with low
educated or unemployed parents, youngsters with a home language other than
Dutch and newcomers with little or no knowledge of Dutch at all. The policy also
drew an equation among the needs, the learning delay and the low school achieve-
ment of immigrant minority pupils and those native pupils coming from disadvan-
taged families who have either communicative or material obstacles that hinder
their educational chances. Ten'oeren's authorities have proposed to tackle this dis-
advantage through three educational policy lines. l'he first line proposed educa-
tic,nal actions undertaken by the schools themselves, the second line stressed the
partnership between the different educational institutions, such as schools, com-
munity based projects and centres for pupils' support. The third line dealt with
those initiatives that fall between companies and schools as well as with the chan-
nelling of funds at a European level. Looking at the development of Tervoeren's
policy discourse up  to 2005, the municipality's discourse reiterated that 15 percent
of Ten'oeren's children was born to disadvantaged families (Ten·oeren, 2005:1).  It
also underlined that the majority of these families belong to immigrant minority
groups. Further, it stressed that the gap between these families and education is still
present. The city of Tervoeren, though, is pictured as moving forward and assum-
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ing a new dynamic role of a 'supporter' and a 'director' (-I ervoeren, 2005:12) in
organising and coordinating the different educational initiatives that should con-
tribute to create 'a more attractive, suitable and diversified educational offer' for its
children (Ten·oeren, 2005:4). These initiatives were again aimed as a prompt re-
sponse to the needs of pupils and families that are socially and economically disad-

vantaged, a factor often combined with being part of immigrant minority groups
and not having Dutch language at home.

4.4.2 Rebus Catholic Primanv
Rebus Catholic Primary  is  one of the  164 primary schools of Tervoeren.  Founded
in  1925,  it was moved  in  1958  to its present  location  on the southern outskirts of
the city. Around the year 2002-2003, the period in which the data for this study

were collected, the population of the local neighbourhood had the following

makeup:  84 percent Belgian nationals, 74 percent of whom had been born in Flan-
ders  while 10 percent  had  been  naturalised; the remaining 16 percent had a nation-

ality other than Belgian (Ministerie van de Vlaamse Gemeenschap, 2003:10).
Alongside community languages such as Moroccan Arabic and Turkish, the socio-
linguistic landscape of the neighbourhood included a local dialect of Dutch. Al-
though this dialect does not differ greatly from the more common variety of Dutch

spoken in Tervoeren itself (cf. De Schutter & Nuyts, 2005 for a comprehensive
description), it carries low prestige

Rebus is a ptiman,  school of the  I 'laams  T'erbond  van  bet  Katboliek Basisonderwjs

(Flemish Network of Catholic Primary Education) and it is open to children from
the age of two and a half to  the age of twelve. The school guide stresses that Rebus
welcomes all children without discrimination of class, status, skin colour or (reli-
gious) denomination someone may embrace. The school guide states that Rebus is
inspired by the Christian faith with respect for all other religions and believes

(Rebus, 2002:1). In the school guide, Rebus is addressed as a learning community
that 'wants to be a dynamic school that carries on searching for the renewing and
improving of educational tools and methods' (Rebus, 2002:2). This means that spe-
cial provision is adopted for the weaker learners and that motivation is considered a

key factor for school success. Further, Rebus is addressed as a lee»meenscbap (life
community) and as an opvoedingsgemeensebap (educational community). The main tar-
gets of the first are to develop life rules for pupils as well as to foster them with
autonomy, broadmindedness and a good social inclusion. The main target of the
second, instead, is to ensure that 'a child does not become the victim of his/her
parents' behaviour'. That is why the school has put in place an opvoedingsopdracbt
(educational task) that can only be achieved in cooperation with the parents. Re-
hired to the pupils' holistic development is the environmental friendly approach
adopted by the school as shown by the label Milieupq op School (Environmental
Care at School) awarded by Ten·oeren's municipality right before my observation
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period. As a closing remark, the school guide stresses that respect for and among
all pupils is key to the smooth doing of the school daily life having equity and re-
spect for fellow pupils as key values.

Rebus' doors open at 8:15 in the morning. For the upper Forms, lessons are
then  taught  and  pupils  have a lunch break  from 11:40 until 13:05. Lessons start
again at 13: 15 for then stopping for a short playtime at 14:30. The lessons begin
again  at  14:40  and last until  15:30.  On Wednesdays, the school  day  ends  at  12:05
and pupils are free in the afternoon. At Rebus, the school week amounts to 26
hours  and 15 minutes of contact time between teacher and pupils. Rebus enjoys
assistance o f a Centrum voor Lzerlintenbegeleiding (Centre for Pupils Supervision) meant
to help pupils in Flemish education to 'feel good at school, so that they can employ
their knowledge and abilities as much as possible' (Rebus, 2002:4). The cooperation
with the centre works toward achieving a school more tailored to those pupils who
have special support needs. At Rebus, pupils' evaluation takes place through the
means of testing, tasks, assignments and observations. A school report is issued to
parents four times a year and parents are expected to be in contact with the teach-
ing staff to discuss their children's assessment. Parental participation is considered
of great importance and is included in Rebus' school life through the school's
council and the parents' council. The first is chaired by the school Head and puts
forward suggestions for the resolution of school management matters. The second
supports the parent members of the school council and supports the pedagogic
activities and innovations that grow in the school involving all the parents that are
interested in the school life of their children (Rebus, 2002:5). Rebus also tries  to
reach out for pupils' families through school letters and a magazine, to keep parents
informed o f the curricular and extra-curricular activities that take place at school.

According to the figures given by the school Head, during the school year 2002-
2003, 152 pupils were regularly enrolled. Data on the pupils' country of birth from
the school roll showed that students had diverse backgrounds: there were twenty-
three Moroccan pupils, seven (former) Yugoslavian pupils, five Turkish pupils, two
Pakistani pupils, one North American pupil, one Angolan pupil one Polish pupil,
one Russian pupil, and one Somali pupil. In contrast with the school's linguistically
and culturally heterogeneous clientele, all the Rebus class teachers were native
speakers of Dutch who had been all born in Flanders and who all held the Belgian
nationality.

At Rebus there was no provision for either teaching or integrating the home lan-
guages of the children in the mainstream classroom. Rather, the school was allo-
cated funds by 7'ervoeren's municipal authority so to support those children who
had recently migrated to Flanders and who had had no previous experience with
the Flemish schooling system. This gave the school the opportunity to organise a
provision for Dutch language support that lasted for one school year. In 2002, the
Rebus educational policy was not yet in place. The following analysis of how the
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school's discourse works to construct its pupils' identities is therefore based on a
long open-ended interview carried out with the school Head.

4.4.3 The school Head constructing pupils' identities
The interview with Miss Tina, the school Head of Rebus Catholic Primary, took
place on November 22nd, 2002. The school Head states that Rebus Catholic Pri-
mary is aimed at parents from both immigrant minority communities as well as
Belgian parents. The Head reports that at Rebus "we have approximately 50%
Ichildren from immigrant minority groups MS]" (T01:015). The reason behind this
composition of the school population is that Belgian parents are not willing to send
their children to a concentration school, i.e., a school with a high percentage of
immigrant minority pupils. Autochtonous parents, as the Head reports, start from
the assumption that the presence of many immigrant minority pupils lowers the
quality and slows down the pace of their children's education. In relation to the
large presence of immigrant minority pupils at Rebus, the Head adds that there are
discussions among herself and the rest of the teaching staff on how to define what
an immigrant minority pupil is. For these pupils' parents, identity ascription is
rather straightforward. If they are immigrant minority group members, these par-
ents are ascribed through the category terms 'foreign parents' or 'allochtonous par-
ents'. When applied to the pupils, the term 'allochtonous pupil' is a debated matter

among Rebus' staff. The Head's discourse reveals a different rationale for the use
of this identity ascription category. She starts from the definition of an immigrant
minority pupil based on ius san,guinis, i.e., "a child that (. . .), has a different origin
anyway" (T01:046) including also those pupils who have already been naturalised.
She moves to the child's nationality, i.e., "or does it only concern those children
who still have a different nationality, are these our allochtonous children?"
(T01:048).

Further on, the Head addresses Rebus' pupils and their Dutch. According to
her, when parents speak only Dutch to their children "they [the children MS] learn
the language more quickly that they also need at school" (T01:06). She therefore
suggests that pupils with a home language other than or alongside Dutch are at a
disadvantage if their parents would not be using only Dutch at home. Next to that,
the liead employs a language ecology criterion where the language  that is needed
by these pupils in school appears to be Dutch only. An interference theory of the
home language with Dutch is then being reiterated by the school Head when deal-
ing with the cause of educational disadvantage at the Rebus: "it [disadvantage M Sl
particularly has to do with which language the parents speak with them" (1'01:023),
adding "if they are two and a half years or three and they have never ever heard
Dutch then it is a problem, isn't it?" (T01:024). The Head's discourse, though, does
not limit itself to addressing the educational disadvantage that comes from having
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an immigrant minority language as the language spoken at home by the pupils' par-
ents. Rather, the Head reports:

Tina: 100'e also often have a language problem with the (...) the socially deprived

children (.. .) who are in this school as well, right, whose parents for example
who have very limited (-) who speak dialect, who have a very limited vo-
cabulary, Belgian parents, also these children who come here, are obviously

at a, a disadvantage, right?
We -zitten even goed met een taalprobleem dikwijls. bij de. de sociaal acbte,3,stelde kinde-

ren   (...)  die  ook  bier  op  school  -eitten  bi.   wiens  ouders  ook  een   beperkte  taalscbat   bebben

bijvoorbeeld  b ,  die  beel  weinig (-)  die  dialect  praten,  die  beel  weinigwoordensebat  bebben,

Belgiscbe ouders, ook die kinderen die bier komen, bebben uiteraard een, een acbterstand,

he+R

Alax: hmm
Tina: If vou compare it to an average Belgian family, then there is always (-) then

there is always a difference
Als  je   verMlijkt   met   een   modaal   Bel#scb  ge-zin.   dan   is   er  altijd   (...)   dan  is   er  altijd  een

verscbil.

(T01:026-028)

The use of the local dialect by 'Belgian parents' is regarded a further reason for
Rebus' pupils to have a language disadvantage. In addition, there are some indica-
tions of a discourse model held by the school Head that contains 'erasure' (cf
Irvine & Gal, 2000), i.e., the process through which an ideology is employed to
simplify the categorisation process of a person or of his or her activities. In fact, the
previous doubts expressed on which pupils could actually be ascribed as alloch-
tonous pupils are not present in the Head's discourse anymore. Rather, she favours
an overarching model of language disadvantage for all pupils due to the presence of
languages other than standard Dutch at home - whether these languages belong to
a settled 1mmlgrant community or whether it is the local variety of Dutch spoken in
the area where Rebus is located. Further, being brought up with a language other
than (standard) Dutch, the variety associated with the 'average Belgian family', is
addressed as bringing deficiency to the pupils' language development. Once asked
about the use of Dutch at the Rebus, the Head clarifies as follows:

Afax: Is that a sort of rule that you established with them in order to have onlv

Dutch used in the school and in the class, or is it just the way it is?

is  dat een soort  van  reMI  dat je bebt met  bun  afgsproken Zo  dat alleen Kederlands  in  de
school en in de klas gebruikt wordt. ofis bet gewoon boe bet is?
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Tina: W'elI, mostly it is iust like that. ;'es (.. .) yes, yes, mostly (...) it mostly hap-
pens. Every now and then you do notice, with the little children mainly, that
the\· still do speak their mother tongue among each other. You seer

Eb. meestal is bet gewoon %9. ]a (...)ja, ja. bet meeste (...) bet komt bet meeste poor. At

en  toe  merk je  wei.  bij  de  kleine  kinderen  dan  vooral,  dat  Rt  tocb  not but,  moedertaal on-

der elkaar spreken. lap

MA: So they really do use it.

Dia 47 *bruiken die ecbt.
 I'ina: Yes, but then, child to child and not child to teacher, because that cannot

happen.

la. maar dan. kind lot kind en niet kind lot leerkracht. want dat kan niet.
Max: Yes, yes that does not work.

Ja.  ja   dat   werkt   met.

Tina: But when they grow older, you in fact hardly notice that, except with refu-

gees.

Maar als g groter <jn. merk je dat ei*nlijk beel weini& beb,ilve bij de vlucbtelingen
Max: As in (...) P

Zoals (...) 1
Tina: The refugees. The (...)

De vlucbtelingen. De (...)

Aiax: The (. . .) the refugees.

De (. ..) de vlucbtelinln
Tina: Yes. They will be looking for who understands me here.

Ja. Zij gaan wel geken, wie verstaat me bier.

Niax: Yes, indeed.

Ja. inderdaad
Tina: Because they [the refugees AIS] have a very little knowledge of Dutch. In fact

you see the same that happens with the little ones, also happens with the
older ones because they, as a matter of fact, do not know enough language

to make themselves understood, right?
Omdat     te  weinit kennis  bebben  pan  bet Nederlands.  Eignlijk z-ie je  betflfde  wat  er

febeurt bj de kleinsten, *beurt ook bij de groteren omdat g natuurlijk k weinig taal

kennen om Jeb verstaanbaar te maken, 1}21

(Tol:107-118)

Following the Head's discourse, first graders and refugee pupils speak immigrant
minority languages addressed in the discourse above as their mother tongues. The
use of these languages reduces as the pupils' progress in their schooling career, ex-
cept for the case of refugees who have just arrived to a school in Flanders, who do
not speak Dutch but who want to communicate with others and therefore look for
other pupils who understand their language. Furthermore, the Head bases her ar-
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gumentation on the language that she legitimises at school level for both pupils and
teaching staff, as she states:

Tina: But, in fact it is the case, it is the case, but it is also an agreement, (. . .) if I, if
I notice that children among each other in the classroom, or the teachers as

well, that they speak Dutch (.. .) that they don't speak Dutch then I will have
a word with them on that.
Ataar. bet is dits eigenlijk eb, bet is 9, maar bet is ook 'n afspraak, (...) als ik, als ik

merk dat kinderen onder elkaar in de klas, of ook de leerkracbten. dat Ke Nederlands
spreken  (...)  dat     geen  Xederlands  spreken  dan   Tal  ik  ben  daar  ook  op  aanspreken.

Max: ()kay.

Oki
Tina: I will say, I expect you to speak Dutch here at school.

Ik fat 51<Wn. ik venvarbt dat je Nederlands bier op school spreekt.

Max: 3'es, yes, yes.

la, ja. ja
Tina: So, it is also a bit of a rule, but (...)

Dus.'t  is ook een  beetje een re*l,  maar (...)
 lax: But (...)

Maar  (...)
Tina: It is actually, it is simply like that actually.

Het is  eigentijk.'t  is lewoon  to  eigenlijk

(T01:120-126)

Above, the Head's discourse reports that in the classroom Dutch is the language
that both pupils and teachers ought to speak among each other. The trespassing of
this norm that sees Dutch as the sole legitimate language (cf. Bourdieu, 1977) and
the fact that speaking Dutch, as the school Head addresses it, has become 'a bit of
a rule' would then lead a pupil to be told off. If she was to hear any language other
than Dutch then she would have a word with the 'trespasser' and say 'I expect that
you speak Dutch here at school'. This 'bit of a rule' represents the actual normative
language regime at Rebus. Furthermore, because at Rebus there are no teachers
who can speak an immigrant minority language, it can be assumed that when the
Head refers to a teacher trespassing the 'rule' of Dutch as the only legitimised
school language, she does not refer to an immigrant minority language. Rather, the
Head may refer to the local variety of Dutch spoken where Rebus is located. This
variety, as already pointed out, is a cause of concern also in the case of the Dutch
of native Flemish pupils and holds a connotation of social disadvantage.
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4.5  Form 5 and its teacher

In November 2002, when my observation period started, Form 5 consisted of
twelve pupils in total. This was a teacher-pupil ratio slightly below the average
quota for Flemish primary education, i.e., 12.7 pupils to one teacher (cf. Ministerie
van de Vlaamse Gemeenschap, 2003). Out of these twelve pupils, four were boys
and eight were girls. Their ages ranged from ten to twelve years due to some pupils
needing one extra school year to complete their priman' schooling. In the class-
room, pupils were sitting in two parallel rows of six desks each. During the whole
observation period as well as during the feedback visits, the seating arrangement of
Form 5 remained as presented in Figure 4.1 below.
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Figure 4.1: Seating arrangement on 23-10-2002

Some pupils had a neighbour. Ayoub and Anthony were sitting alone. Further, at
our first meeting, the class teacher pointed out to me that she had to make sure that
two pupils in particular, 1.e., Anthony and Filip, would be sitting as far away as
possible from each other due to Filip's continuous disruptive behaviour. The
teacher's desk was placed in front of the two rows and it was a step higher than the
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pupils' desks. Of these twelve pupils, four were born in Belgium and were users of
standard Dutch and its local variety. Sebastian, born in Albania to a Macedonian
father and a mother born in Kosovo, who were both speakers of Serbian, had
come to Belgium only two years prior to the beginning of my study. Because his
enrolment at this school had been started half way through the previous school
year, Sebastian was the only pupil in this classroom entitled to a year of instruction
in Dutch as a Second Language. Every morning, generally after the first lesson was
completed, he would join Miss Tania, the support teacher for Dutch as a Second

Language. Seven pupils had another home language alongside Dutch. Ayoub,
Saloua and Filip - all born in Belgium - reported that they had parents born out-
side Belgium. Ayoub and Saloua's parents were born in Morocco ;ind they were
speakers of Moroccan Arabic while Filip's parents were born in Poland and they
were speakers of Polish. These pupils had Moroccan Arabic and Polish as their
home languages respectively. The remaining four pupils had diverse home language
situations. Three of them came from mixed marriages, i.e., Birsen and Sariye had
Dutch speaking Belgian mothers and Turkish speaking fathers and Anthony had a
Dutch speaking Belgian mother and an Italian father. The two pupils who had Bel-
gian and Turkish parents used Turkish in their households alongside Dutch.
Anthony, the pupil born to a Dutch speaking Belgian mother and an Italian father,
reported speaking French rather than Italian as his home language. The fourth and
last pupil, called Joyce, had been born to a father who is second generation Spanish
and a mother who had been offspring of a mixed marriage. Joyce's mother herself,
in fact, had been born to an Italian mother and a Spanish father. However, as Joyce
reported, her parents only rarely used Spanish at home. Table 4.4 reports all the
Form 5 pupils by pseudonyms, their gender and their home languages.

Table 4.4: Gender, names of the pupils and home language(s)
:Boys  .         .        i        ..i  2 Girls »  2       t  i "     «  'i Home language(s)..f      ,

Lindsay; Lynn; Shana; Tamara Dutch
Ayoub Saloua Dutch and Moroccan Arabic

Anthony Dutch and French
. Filip Dutch and Polish

loyce Dutch, Spanish and English

Birsen; Sariye Dutch and Turkish
Sebastian Dutch, Macedonian and Italian

The class teacher of Form 5 is Miss Irina. She is 23 years old and she holds Belgian
nationality. Irina was born to Flemish parents who hold Belgian nationality as well
and who are speakers of Dutch. Miss Irina reported to be quite fluent in French
and English and she has stated her home language to be "normal Dutch" (101:190)
Jokingly, though, Miss Irina made the remark that, ever since teaching at Rebus, her
Dutch had 'suffered' from the presence of the local dialect. Miss Irina has received
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her primary schooling in a small Catholic school located in the centre of l'er\·oeren.
She could not remember having had any contact with pupils coming from other
cultures. IIllen looking back at herself as a pupil, she states "I was not stupid (...) 1
wis not smart (...) I was just (...) a good pupil" (I01:173). Miss Irina's secondarr
school career was in modern languages and mathematics. She then followed teacher
training college for priman' education that also included an exchange programme
to the Netherlands where she taught, as she defines it, 'in a white school', i.e., a
school with mainly indigenous Dutch pupils. During her studies, Miss Irina wrote a
final dissertation on dealing with the theory and practice of intercultural education
and her work made her come to the conclusion that "the basis of all that stuff with
beautiful names like intercultural etcetera is respect" (101:039). Right after com-
pleting her teacher training, she had been appointed as a class teacher at a Steiner
primary school. 1\fter a school year spent there, she had felt dissatisfied with this
school's educational ethos because "society is changing and I think that they don't
change with it. That is why I left there but it was great to do" 501:023). Miss Irina
was then appointed to her current post as Form 5 teaCher at Rebus Catholic Pri-
mary. At the time of the present study, Irina had already been m post for two years.
Further, she mentioned to me that she liked this school because "I like small
schools, you know all the children by name (...) I think that's important" (I01:043).
She also liked the fact that the pupils called her by her given name. At first, when
she had just been appointed, she felt it was impolite because calling teachers by
their given names was not considered to be appropriate at the primary school she
attended as a child. However, she had grown to like it.

4.5.1  'They can function just like all the others do in school'
The first discourse model reconstructed from Miss Irina's interviews deals with the
cultural affiliations of her immigrant minority pupils and with the issue of cultural
maintenance and diversity in the classroom:

Irina:       They can use the several languages, they can talk about it, what's the differ-
ence, in some lessons they can talk about it, about cultures c,r, I don't know,
they can talk about (...)

Max: Like they did yesterday talking about the way of cooking?

Irina: Yeah, okay for example. 32ah, if we are learning about countries, they can
tell something gbout their own country and their language and they can, I
don't know, but I (-) it's not a prol,lem and I hope we use it and that's a
good thing.

(I01:099-101)

I)uring the period spent in Porm 5, I observed that Irina's pupils were given the
chance to share insights about their own cultural habits and to talk about what Irina
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addressed as 'their own country' and 'their language' through incidental intercul-
tural education. Once explicitly asked about the national affiliation of her pupils,
the interview with Miss Irina unfolds as follows:

Alax: Do you think that all your children here are Belgian?

Irina: (hmm) Yes I do.
Max: And why?
Irina: Why? (hmm) Because they can function just like all the others do in school.
(I01:140-143)

It is during a follow-up interview that I asked Miss Irina to expand on the meaning
she associated to the verb 'to function'

Alax: But what did you exactly mean with the fact that they can function like all
the others doi

Irina: To function means more than just speaking. I have looked it up in the
dictionary, because it is really difficult to re-word it better than what the
word in itself does. In there I  found "to fulfil one's function or task". Given
the context of the sentence, it means that the children are able to fulfil the
task of an inhabitant of Belgium. ()f course we do not get any task by birth
but if the children can feel at ease in Belgium, can go to the shop, can follow
the lessons, speak, write and read Dutch, play together with others, pay re-

spect to the culture then they can function in Belgium.

(I04:08-09)

Initially, the utterance 'they can function just like all the others do in school' sug-
gested that pupils' functionality at school could be held as an indicator of these
pupils' being Belgian. The second explanation of the notion of functioning con-
firms that, in the teacher's view, 'to function' means the fulfilment of a task that is
common  to 'an inhabitant of Belgium'. This task holds several facets, one of which
is being literate in Dutch and the other that is 'paying respect to the culture' with-
out though specifying what culture she is referring to. Miss Irina adds:

Irina: But I know that at home it is different because they have the Nforoccan cul
ture or the Turkish culture at home, the mother wears a (...) something on
the head.

Afax: You mean a boo#*,bek.
Irina: Yeah a boo/Wdoek and she can't come out and that is something they, they live

with it. So at home it's Aforoccan culture but they can function just like all
the others (. ..) so these are Belgian kids.

(101:143-145)
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Once the class teacher engaged in teasing apart the meaning of the verb 'to func-
tion', it resulted that other issues were involved, namely being literate in Dutch and
paying respect to an unspecified culture. In the fragment above, Irina starts with
the adversative clause 'but I know that at home it is different'. Further, Miss Irina
also shows to be aware that her immigrant minority pupils possess other cultural
repertoires at home. However, it is soon clear that the cultural repertoires she refers
to in her utterance are not those of pupils like Anthony, Filip and Joyce who  have a
Western background. Rather, the teacher focuses on those pupils who, as she
states, have 'the Moroccan culture' and 'the Turkish culture' at home where both
cultures are reduced to religious practices. Miss Irina, in fact, uses two examples
taken from the religious practices generalised to all the mothers of her Moroccan
pupils, i. e., wearing a headscarf and not being able to go out freely. Miss Irina's
discourse model, even though open for cultural differences, sees home cultural
repertoires as separated from the cultural functioning of her pupils within main-
stream society at large and, in order to explain her pupils' overarching cultural
otherness, she iconises it through the religious practices of these pupils' mothers.
In the conclusive adversative clause 'but they can function lust like all the others'
that is followed by a causative conjunction 'so'. Irina implies that because of these
children's ability to function like 'all the others', i.e., like all those children without
Moroccan or Turkish culture at home, they qualify as 'Belgian kids' too.

4.5.2  A disadvantaged linguistic repertoire
Miss Irina's discourse also focused on the background of the Rebus' pupils as a
whole. Irina states that in this school "we take everyone" (101:077). In her utter-

ance, Rebus' pupils are addressed through the cumulative pronoun 'everyone'. The
pupils are also addressed through the category term of those who "were not wel-
come" (I01:079) at other schools. This negative stigma also holds for Form 5 pupils
as we read:

Vax: In general what kind of background do your pupils have overall?

Irina: (...) een bee(ie mar»al [a bit marginal AIS], there are lust a few kids that are
coming out from stable families. And most of them, I think we have ten, ten
per cent of the kids even twenty, I don't know, are of the institute for kids [a
close by institute where abused children and mothers can go to MSI.

(I01:055-056)

Pupils in Form 5 are categorised as a bit marginal because of their unstable home
background. On top of the marginal profile of all her pupils, Miss Irina adds that,
in terms of Dutch language, all her pupils are underachievers, i.e., "there are chil-

"dren here that are eleven, twelve years old and who cannot write a sentence

(I01.092). The 'things' that her pupils do would be mocked in 'another school'
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where pupils' work is of higher standards. When Miss Irina moves on to illustrate
the sociolinguistic reality in which the school is located, she explains:

Irina: We have a dialect in this city, yeah, and it's, I am really honest in it, I don't
speak that proper either. Okay?

Mix: iou don't speak the dialect or you don't speak.

[Inna interrupts]

Irina: reah I do, sometimes I do, and as a teacher maybe it's not allowed to speak
the dialect. But sometimes I do because I know that the kids will understand
me better when I do that.

(101:120-122)

Miss Irina reports that she occasionally speaks dialect in class, even though she
claims not to speak it properly. Further, she explains that her language choice and
use of the city dialect within the classroom walls is motivated by the assumption
that 'the kids' - making no distinction between native Fletnish and immigrant mi-
nority pupils - would understand her better than when she would use the standard
variety of Dutch spoken in Flanders. However, in the last utterance, the stance she
takes vis-a-vis her own practice is that this is probably somewhat illicit because she
scales down the prestige ladder. She notes that this code is not supposed to be spo-
ken by a teacher, since the standard variety of Dutch is the code through which a
teacher should be addressing the classroom. Miss Irina then goes on to describe
what the reactions o f her pupils would be if standard Dutch was to be used in class:

Irina: So  when  I   say   to   them  (uh),  b#   voorbeeld   neem  allemaal jullie   boek  op  de   votgende

pa/na [standard Ducth sentence: for example take all your books on the next

page AIS]
ifax: 01mm)
Irina: They are going to look at me like: "()h my God".
Max: (hmm)
Irina: Ja, if I say neemt uwen boek op die blad- de [dialect sentence: take your book on

that page AIS}
AIax: Is it the local dialect?

Irina: It is not correct I know.
Max: C)kay.

Irina: I know but I do it, I don't know why but they understand me better like this
[Aliss Irina laughs : IS] and (. . .) it's really not correct, I  know it but some-
times I do.

iIax: ()kay.
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Irina: And so they speak the dialect like wij kosten dat niet doen [dialect sentence: we
could not do that XIS]but it has to be wl konden dat niet doen [standard Dutch
sentence: we could not do that 11Sland they even don't know that it is w#
konden Istandard   Dutch   for   we   could   AISJ.   So   they   write down wij kosten

Idialect for we could .\IS} that does not exist (. . .) the dialect, 1 mean. And
that is the problem of this area (.. .)

(I 01:123- 133)

I'he teacher's use of 'it is really not correct, I know' and the incorrectness of the
dialect she speaks of while reacting on my utterances 'is it the local dialect?' and
'Okay' respectively, could be interpreted as referring to the incorrectness of the
dialect that the teacher herself speaks (since, as she stated, she does not speak it
properly). In view of the fact that 'neemt uwen boek op die blad #de' (t£ike your book on
that page) is a correct dialect sentence, I consider her reaction 'it is not correct, I
know' as being motivated by her (allegedly illicit) election of the local dialect as a
didactic tool that allows the smooth running of her interactions with the pupils.
Miss Irina gives three examples of the language employed in the classroom. First,
she reports an utterance in standard Dutch while the other two utterances report
the dialect she uses because by doing so she assumes that her pupils understand her
better.  In  the  Flist  sentence. 'neem  allemaal juilie  boek  op  de  volgende  pa ind,  the  verb
neem is the singular imperative form of the infinitive nemen (to take) while jullie
(your) is the possessive pronoun used ill re ferring to the books of her pupils.  In the
second utterance, neemt uwen boek op die bladg#de, the verb nemen is conjugated into
neemt - the plural form of the imperative of the verb nemen. Uwen is a morpheme
with a zero morph of plurality that in the dialect has lost its honorific dimension
and it takes the bound form morpheme -en as suffix, resulting in the polymor-
phemic uw-en. Finally, in the third example, wy kosten dat niet doen, the simple past
tense of the verb kunnen (to can) is given in its dialect form, kosten rather than in its
standard Dutch form konden. Miss Irina reports that kosten is what all her pupils

would write down and this is so because by being dialect users her pupils ignore the
fact that w# kosten is not generally written because - as she argues - dialect in a
written form does not exist. Miss Irina, in other words, occasionally uses the local
dialect as a didactic device, based on the assumption that all her pupils will then
understand her better and on the sociological assumption that dialect governs the
linguistic world of her lower-class pupils. It follows that the identities of both her
native Flemish pupils and her immigrant minority pupils are constructed as those
of dialect users although they are not aware of being so, as instanced in the use of
kosten iii writing. The result is that Miss Irina's use of the local dialect could be seen
as an entry ticket for her pupils' linguistic practices as well as a pedagogic resource
which it paradoxically re-emphasises normativity because her use of the dialect is
based on an acute awareness of norms at different scales. This norm awareness is
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confirmed by the biographic and schooling information gathered through the in-
terviews with Irina which suggest that 'normal' Dutch dominated her upbringing
and schooling. Later, in the same interview, Irina's preoccupation with the non-
standard variety of the Dutch used by her pupils is reiterated:

Xiax: And when you teach it putch as a second language AfS] to them, how do

you deal with the fact that these children have another language at home?
Does that matter?

Irina:  'es it matters because none of them speak Dutch as well as other kids, when
you go to another school you will see the difference.

Max: (hmm)
Irina: When they have to write something down, it is really hard for them. But

actually it's not because they speak another language because the Flemish
people  (. ..) the Dutch people  also have problems.  It's lust something (...)
we don't know where, where does it come from but we have a big problem
with Dutch here.

(I01:110-113)

Given that the phrasing of my question could have given way to many interpreta-
tions of which I intended her approach to teaching Dutch to pupils who have
Dutch as a second language, the teacher addresses again the issue of Flemish dia-
lects. Through her utterance 'none of them speak Dutch as well as other kids, when
you go to another school you will see the difference', Miss Irina lumps together
native Flemish and immigrant minority pupils because they both differ in their use
of Dutch when compared to pupils from 'another school'. This homogeneity ap-
pears to be corroborated by the adversative clause 'but actually it's not because they
speak another language' explicitly suggesting that the common denominator and
common source of problems among Form 5 pupils are not their immigrant minor-
ity languages but the local dialect which she also sees as a sociological indexical of
'lower class'. Once explicitly asked about the teaching of Dutch to immigrant mi-
nority pupils, the discussion with Irina develops as follows:

Niax: But how do you teach Dutch with children with Dutch as a second lan-

guage; Is there a difference, if any?
Irina: Probably there is a difference because you have to think about a language

that is not your mother language and otherwise is iust fluent. But that is iust
a thing. I explained that it is not fluent because of the dialect of this area. So
I don't do anything special for kids with a second language (. . .) with Dutch
as a second language.

Maix: P'ou just work.
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Irina: Yeah I iust work and it works and if there is a problem I am going to think
about it but now there is no problem so (...)

(I01:133-136)

On several occasions, Miss Irina has reiterated her belief of the shared sociolin-
guistic condition of the pupils in her class. Without ever mentioning Dutch as a
second language, she has always seen them all as being 'held back' by their use of
the local dialect. Her focus was therefore on teaching standard Dutch and on giving
them 'access to this code' because it is through the standard that she can main-
stream them. She even felt it necessary to modify her own use of Dutch and to
switch to occasional use of local variety forms to achieve this. On only one occa-
sion, in the fourth interview I had with her, Miss Irina gave an indication that she
might take account of the needs of second language learners of Dutch in her day to
day classroom practice. In this fourth interview, she did qualify her earlier account

concerning her approach to the teaching of Dutch as a second language. She stated:

Irina: But I can also help for example with other problems, other than only the

problems a native Dutch speaker can have. Extra practice in the use of the
different articles can be given to the students. Even though this is not a
problem a native Dutch speaker will have.

(I04:05)

With the utterance 'I don't do anything special for kids with a second language',
Irina's immigrant minority pupils are at first homogenised with their native Flemish
fellow students. Above, her immigrant minority pupils are constructed as those
facing specific language problems, like article-noun attachment, that a native
speaker of the standard or local variety of Dutch would not have. If proficiency is
taken to be the gate-keeping notion for being defined as a native speaker of a lan-
guage, then all her pupils could be seen as native speakers of the local variety of
Dutch (cf. Singh, 1997). On the contrary, though, a paradox seems to emerge. In
the first place, the identities of all her pupils are reified as a homogeneous group
that is at a sociolinguistic disadvantage as a consequence of the variety of Dutch
that they use, i. e., the local dialect. Second, Miss Irina's immigrant minority pupils
are not constructed as native speakers o f Dutch, not only because of the local van-
ety, but also because they have a mother tongue that is other than Dutch. In turn,
this leads to specific language problems that neither speakers of the standard vari-
ety of Dutch nor speakers of the local variety of Dutch would have to face. Even
though we do not know the extent of these pupils' proficiency in both varieties of
Dutch, pupils of Flemish origin appear constructed as language users penalised by
the local vernacular (cf Jaspers, 2001). The identities of Form 5 immigrant minority
pupils seem twice legitimised within the boundaries of sociolinguistic disadvantage.
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They are learners of Dutch who are constructed as penalised by the local dialect.
Apart from the local dialect penalisation, they also seem to have specific problems
related to being users of languages other than Dutch and than the local dialect.

4.6 Identity construction in the classroom

In this section an episode of every day classroom life is presented, analysed and
interpreted so to reconstruct how identities are ascribed, subscribed, negotiated or
challenged between Miss Irina and her pupils. The episode is key in that pupils'
identities are made relevant or shaded according to the teacher's view of what the
relevant identities of the classroom are, due to the presence of a visitor. Conse-
quently, the homogeneity reconstructed from this episode shows that the identities
of all the other pupils of Form 5 could be reconducted to Miss Irina's discourse
model that sees them all as disadvantaged.

'I say that just with Anthony because he is Italian'
It  is Tuesday, November  128,  2002,  08:48.  All  Form 5 pupils  are  sitting  at  their
desks. Given that the pupils have met me already twice, Miss Irina believed that it
would be nice that the visitor, who had come to take a look at how their classroom
works, would be introduced to the whole class. The teacher starts by asking the
pupils to introduce themselves. The episode unfolds as follows:

Sebastian:  I am Sebastian.
Ik ben Sebastian.

AIax: What do you say?

Wat Rfgje7
Irina: Ssh.

[Pupils go quiet]

Anthony: Riccobono.
Irina: Say it though (. . .)

Zelbetmaar(...)
Anthony: Riccobono (...) Anthony Riccobono.
NIax: ()kay.

0 ki.
Irina: And from where does that come fromi

En van waar komt dat vandaan1
Anthony:   (...) from Arabia.

l...) pan  Arabu.
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Irina: 6"es, sure!

la!

1.\11 pupils laughl

Irina: He has an Italian father (.. .)
Hij  beeft een Italiaanse vader (...)

[Pupils are confused they do not know whose turn it is anymore.J

Filip Your surname?

le acbtentaam  boor (...)
Sebastian: Sakir.

S akir.

[Irina ignores Sebastian's response and points at Bitsen]

Birsen: Akar (uh) Turkish name.

Akar (ub) Turkse naam.
Afax: Okay.

Oki.
Saloua: Saloua Gridda, my surname is Aforoccan.

Saloiia Gridda. mijn acbternaam is Marokkaans.
Max: (.)kay.

Oka

Lindsay: Lindsay.

[Giggles in the background]

Lindsay: Lindsay de Pelsmaeker and my given name is English  (...)
Lindsqy de Pelsmaeker en mijn voornaam is Engels (...)

Irina: Yes, but I just said that with Anthony because he is Italian, you guys do not
all have to say that.
la. maar ik Reg dat eigenlijk Mwoon bij Anthony omdat ie wel lialiaans is. u moet dat

niet allemaal Lf*en boor.

Filip: And I am Fil Kozlowski. I am Polish.

En ik ben Fit Ko owski, ik ben Pools.
Sanre XIe!

Ikke!

Sebastian:  (uh) I am Sebastian (. . .) Sakir.

(ub) Ik ben Sebastian  (...) Sakir.
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Irina: And you come from?
Enje  komt  uit  (...)2

Sebastian:  From Afaccdonia.
T'an Macedonit.

Max: ()kay.

Oka

Joyce: I amloyce Toledo.
Ik ben Joyce Toledo.

Sebastian: And where does that come from:
En waar komt dati

joyce: Spain.
Spanje.

Filip: Spantoorda!
Spanjoorda!

[Some pupils giggle]

Shana: I am Shana Strynckx and I come from (...) lust here.

Ik  ben  Shana  Sttynckx  en  ik  kom  vanuit  (...) gewoon  hier.

Max: 3-es.

Ja
Lvnn: I am Booschmans.

Ik ben Booscbmans.

Irina: Filip please.

Filipke alstublieft
Lvnn I am Booschmans and I Ixx]

Ik  ben  Booscbmans  en  ik  1xx 1.

 IRX: ( )kai·, thank vou.

Oki dank.jewel.
Sarive: I  am Sariye Cinar  and  I  (-).

ik ben Sariye Cinar en ik (-)
Irina: ( )kay, thanks a lot everyone.

Old. Dank je wei allemaal.
Max: ( )ka\·. It's nice meeting you all.

Oki. liet is leuk om.jullie te ontmoeten.
Irina: And now I am going to do a little bit of vocabulan· with you but I think that

Xlassimiliano is not going to rememl,er all that (-). And nc,w there is a sheet.
En ntt &1 ik met jullie en heel kleine beetje woordenschal maar ik denk dat Massimiliano
ipat  et allemaal dat onthouden  (4. En not, is er een blad.

[Pupils gasping with fear because of the test that is on this sheet]
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Irina: .1 little sheet  I. . .1

ken  blaadje  ....

(121102:001-041)

7'he episode reported above can be paraphrased as follows. Form 5 pupils are
asked by Miss Irina to introduce themselves to the guest who is observing their
classroom and whom they have already seen twice. After calling her pupils back to
be quiet, Miss Irina starts from Anthony, the boy sitting in the first row on the left
hand side of the classroom. At first, Anthony answers with his surname
'Riccobono'. Miss Irina, however, does not seem to be satisfied with his answer and
invites him to state his name. Following her prompt, Anthony repeats his surname
for then pausing and stating his given name together with his surname 'Riccobono

(...) Anthony Riccobono'. It could be assumed that Anthony might have been the
first one to be put under the spotlight because sitting in the first desk of the first
row. It could also be that, given my Italian origin and given my presence in the
classroom as a visitor, Miss Irina decided to start from Anthony because Anthony
has indeed an Italian surname. In response to Miss Irina's further questioning,
though, Anthony states that his surname comes from Arabia. To his reply the class

laughs proving that it is a well-known fact that Anthony's surname does not come
from Arabia, and indicating that Anthony's jocular reply could be a way to escape

the act of identity ascription initiated by Miss Irina. In the utterance that follows
Aliss Irina expresses her disagreement to Anthony's statement and challenges him
by dealing with the origins of his surname. As she states, Anthony has an Italian
father, relying on objective evidence based on the ius sang,uinis that explains
Anthony's surname and that explicitly positions him as an Italian. After this inter-
action there is a moment of confusion where the pupils do not know anymore who
should be the next one to introduce him or herself to the visitor. In the meantime,
Sebastian is reached by the comment issued by Filip hinting that he should state his
surname, thereby implying - based on the interaction that just took place between
Anthony and Miss Irina - that what someone has to say in order to be introduced
to the visitor is the surname. Miss Irina, however, skips on the response given by
Sebastian and lets Birsen introduce herself. Birsen uses her surname first and states

the origin of her name, i.e., Turkish. She is followed by Saloua who instead starts

from her given name followed by her surname, stating its Atoroccan origin. It is
now the turn of Lindsay - a native Flemtsh pupil - who states 'Lindsay de
Pelsmaeker and my given name is English (...)'. At this point, Miss Irina takes the
floor again and states that not all the pupils have to say the origin of their surname.
The teacher adds that this was required only in the case of Anthony: 'I iust said that
with Anthony because he is Italian, you guys do not all have to say that' After this
utterance it is Filip's turn. He states his given name and surname and adds to be
Polish. The floor goes then to Sebastian who does the same. Miss Irina - who did
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not expand on Filip's act of subscription to a Polish identity - takes Sebastian's
case further and she asks him where he comes from, for then getting the reply that
he comes from Macedonia. The classroom interaction continues and it is now
Joyce's turn. Joyce reports her name and surname but as for Filip's case, Miss Irina
does not take up Joyce's statement any further. Rather it is Sebastian, Jovce's
neighbour, who asks where her name comes from, while in the background Filip
shouts out 'Spanjoorda', maybe with the intent of mocking her or stylise her iden-
tity. We come to Shana, another native Flemish pupil who has a German stepfather
and a Belgian mother. Shana states her given name and surname 'I am Shana
Strynckx'. She then adds 'and I come from (...) just here', where the expression
'just here' may either indicate the 'not:mality' of coming from the place where the
school is located or a sincere respect for her fellow pupils who come from different
backgrounds. In Shana's case, Irina does not intervene stating that she is German
most likely because Shana surname does not hold any clues that would indicate any
other origin than Flemish. Shana's presentation is followed by Lynn who states first
her surname, i.e., Booschmans'. This pupil is interrupted by Miss Irina who tells
Filip off. Lynn has then the chance to start again and restates her surname. The
floor is then given to Sariye, a Turkish girl. After uttering her name, Sariye is inter-
rupted by Miss Irina. It is at this point that the teacher, followed by me, thanks the
pupils and asks them to get their tools ready for a vocabulary test.

Analysis and interpretation
Anthony's small act of resistance, responding to the teacher's question: 'And where
does that come from?' by saying that his name was 'from Arabia' was very telling.
Despite this, he was still positioned by the teacher, on two occasions as being
Italian. Anthony's response led to a playful reinterpretation of the activity by the
pupils as being one of indicating the natural and cultural origin of their names.
This, in turn, gave way to some revealing responses also from native Flemish pu-
pils, as seen in Lindsay and Shana's utterances. The fortner claims 'Lindsay de
Pelsmaeker and my given name is English' and the latter claims 'I am Shana

Strynckx and I come from (...) just here'.
When I enquired later about the significance of Anthony's response, Miss Irina

explained that Anthony no longer lives with his natural fat:her. He now lives with
his mother and a stepfather who is a French speaker born in Wallonia, the French
speaking part of Belgium. This insight into Anthony's home circumstances has
thrown some light on the account he provided of his home language use in his
written project. As he reports, he is a speaker of the variety of Dutch spoken in
Flanders; also he has French as his home language and he uses French with his
stepfather and with his younger siblings:
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Anthony:   I speak Flemish at home and sometimes French with my father and my little
brothers.
Ik spreek i'laams tbuis  en  soms Frans  met  mijn rader en  mijn  kleine  broertjes

ST:01)

Furthermore, even though Anthony's natural father is indeed of Italian origin, as
Miss Irina states during the episode, Anthony also reported to have never learned
Italian although he would be willing to learn it one day. In his written project,
Anthony has provided further evidence that corroborates the mismatch between
his own identity subscription and Miss Irina's identity ascription on the basis of
presupposed identity belongings. He reports:

Anthony:   I am Flemish because I am born in Flanders.

Ik ben Viaams want ik ben in I'laanderen geboren.

(WIP:01)

Further, he adds:

Anthony:  I have a language but I shall use that at home. Sometimes I use Flemish at
home because at school I have to be polite, because if we learn language it
has to be in Dutch otherwise you have a strange accent.

Ik beb een taal maar die fal ik tbuis gebruiken. Ik gebruik soms Vlaams tbuis want in

de school moet ik beleefd :;Un, want als we taal leren moet bet in bet Nederlan(Is fn an-
den beb je een raar aksent.

(WP:01)

Anthony's use of the term 'Flemish' to describe his local affiliation is also signifi-
cant. He clearly identifies with the locality and with Flanders, saying 'I am Flemish
because I was born in Flanders'. In the same written project, we see again a stratifi-
cation. He acknowledges that 'Flemish' belongs to his local life world while stan-
dard Dutch predominates in the institutional world of the school and of the con-
straints on the use of'Flemish'

Here, he is echoing his teacher's discourse. He is also articulating a more widely
expressed linguistic ideology, one in which speaking 'Flemish' - that refers to the
local dialect spoken in Ten'oeren in the area where Rebus is located - would have
him ascribed to an identity of someone who has Dutch, spoken 'with a strange ac-
cent', i.e., other than the accent used in the standard Dutch spoken in Flanders.

Given the complexity of his sociolinguistic repertoire and of his meta-linguistic
awareness, it is the ascription proposed by Miss Irina that puts his identity on the
same level as the Italian identity of the visitor. The incident also allows shedding
some light on how the identities of the remaining pupils are constructed by the
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teacher. While busy working out what is required from them, Form 5 pupils initiate
their own identity subscription by stating their given name, surname and their ori-
gin. For instance, both Birsen and Saloua when stating their given names and their
surnames also state their origin. Turkish and Moroccan identities, though, do not
seem to be picked up by Miss Irina. The same consideration holds for Filip and
Joyce. While Filip openly subscribes to a Polish identity that is not expanded by the
teacher, Joyce - after stating her name and surname - is invited to expand on her
the origin of her surname by Sebastian and not by a question coming from the
teacher. Further, there are the native Flemish pupils, as for the case of Lindsay,
who try to give an exotic Rare to their given name by saying that it is a foreign
name, i. e., as for the case of Lyndsay 'my given name is English'. These pupils are
told by their teacher not to take the matter any further given that, in Miss Irina's
view, it is only relevant in Anthony's case. However, Sebastian's introduction is also
taken further by the teacher through the question 'and you come fromP'. Her ques-
tioning, that does not focus on Sebastian's manie or surname but on his origin,
might have been triggered by the fact that the teacher considers Sebastian as
somewhat more 'exotic' than the other pupils of Form 5. He is the only 'authentic'
foreign pupil in this classroom given his refugee status. As Irina explained in the
second interview I had with her "even he [Sebastian MS] wants to have a Belgian
passport and he always speaks Dutch, but the other kids laugh at him because his
Dutch is not that good" (I01:323).

This episode appears to resemble the problem of identity recognition that Taylor
(1992) highlights, where he states that there is an ambiguity between recognition
and non-recognition as well as belonging and non-belonging in institutional con-
texts. This is so because "we define our identity always in dialogue with, sometimes
in struggle against the things our significant others want to see in us" (cf Taylor,
1992:30). In this episode, it is the ascription proposed by Miss Irina, i.e., the signifi-
cant and institutional other in the class, who obscures or sheds light on her pupils'
identities accordingly. The first example is Anthony who is ascribed to an Italian
identity most likely because of the presence of a visitor of Italian origin in the class-
room. The second is Sebastian whose identity appears to be made relevant because
he has only been in Flanders for two years and, on this basis, his origin becomes a
matter worth unpacking when being introduced to the visitor. The rest of the pu-
pils, whether immigrant minority or native Flemish pupils, are all put on the same
level. This sameness seems to overlap with the previous homogeneity that was re-
constructed from Miss Irina's discourse models. The pupils of Form 5, even
though having cultural backgrounds that deviate from the mainstream, can all
function like all the others do, so "these are all Belgian kids" (I01:146). They there-
fore hold identities ascribed within the boundaries of mainstream national homo-
geneity which could make them not worth to be taken further in Irina's questioning
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about origin of names and where the belonging to this ascribed category is charac-
terised by a homogeneous sociolinguistic disadvantage.

4.7 The pupils constructing their identities

The focus now shifts to Form 5 pupils and it deals with these pupils' understanding
of their identity belongings. The excerpts discussed in the following sections are
taken from the observations and tapings gathered in class during the main period
of observation. Further, I am drawing here on the children's elicited written pro-
jects and on audiorecordings made during the focused group discussions 1 have
had with them (see Chapter 3). The source within the corpus is indicated, i.e., pu-

pils' written project (WP) and group discussion (GD).

4.7.1 Displacement
The theme of belonging was the first focus o f the group discussion held with Form
5 pupils. This theme was triggered by these pupils' written projects in that many
expressed awareness of the routes and motivations that brought their parents to

Belgium. For instance, Sariye - a pupil from Turkish background - states:

Sariye My father once used to live in Turkey, he came here to marry my mother.
Mijn pader woonde proeger in Turkije, bij kwam naar bier om met mijn moeder k tmu-
wen.

(WP:05)

Ayoub - a pupil from Moroccan background, states:

Ayoub: M,y mother and my father come from Morocco. They have come here in
search for work.
Mijn moeder en mijn vader komen icit Marokko. Ze  in bier gekomen werk te Tpeken.

(WIP:011)

The discussions held with the pupils about belonging showed that the relationship
with the parents' birth country is not so clear. As it reads:

Max: Which country is your own country then?

W'elke  land  is jouw  land dan?
Avoub: Vorocco.

Afamkko.
Max: Have you been there?

Ben je  daar.Keweest?
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Avoub: l'es, vet:r much.
Ja. heet  peel.

Ma: And you?
En t

[I look at another pupil .\youb however carries on]

Avoub: In the summer holidays. Two months no school then we go (...) to travel.
in  de Romervakantie. Twee maanden teen sebool  dan gaan we  (...) reign

MA: And for rou?

En  vol*ns joul
Birsen: :\Ie? Belgium.

lkF Belgii.
liax: LK'hy:

W'aaron,2

Birsen: In Turkey I don't feel comfortable because I have been from Belgium to
Turkey, and then everybody knows me there in that village, everybody
knows me because I come from Europe and I don't know anyone there. I
want to  be a little Turkish, because  I  still (...)  but I  have been there twice
and 1 would like to get to know the people there, 1,ut also here. Afy friends

are here and so (. . .)
In Turkije.  ik  voel  me  niet  comfortabel omdat  ik ben  pantlit BeliI  naar Turkije  geweest.

en dan iedereen kent me daar in die dorp, iedmen kent me want ik kom vanuit Europa
en  ik  ken  niemand  daar.  Ik  wit een  beetje Turks  Rijn  want  ik  not stee(Is  (...)  maar ik

ben  twee  keer  daar gfweest  en  ik Zou  grciag willen  die  leren  kennen.  maar bier ook.  Mon

prienden tin bier en To (...)
Saloua: iforocco is nice, and I feel good there, but when I go outside everybody

looks at me, because I have different clothes and so on.

Marokko is leuk, en ik voel me goed daar. maar als ik ga buiten iedereen kijkt me attn.
want ik beb andere kleren en g.

(GD:079-089)

And later in the same discussion, Saloua adds:

Saloua: I also feel different. When we go for a walk and then they ask me   some-
thing and then sometimes 1 don't understand them, then they get angg at
me, because I don't understand. Really.
lk voel me ook anders. AlI wij gaan lot)en en dan 2 vragen me iets en soms ik kan niet

bun verstaan. dan worden :3 boos op mij, want ik begijp bun niet. Ecbt. boon

(GD:103)
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Ayoub expresses a clear affiliation to Morocco as his homeland when going there
for his summer holidays. Opposed to that, Birsen and Saloua verbalise an uneasv
feeling of affiliation to the country of birth of their parents. For instance, in
Birsen's discourse Turkey emerges no longer as a place she identifies with but only
as the place of symbolic belonging that appears to vanish into a negatively loaded
set of associations. In Turkey, Birsen has a feeling of being 'looked at' because she
is ascribed as someone coming from Europe. Similarly, in Morocco, people 'get
angry' at Saloua because, at times, she does not understand Moroccan Arabic while
the people speaking to her may rely on the assumption that Saloua can use her par-
ents' language. Joyce, a second-generation Spanish girl, corroborates this form of
displaced belonging:

joyce: Belgium is my country.
Be.l02 is mijn land.

(WI):02)

Followed by:

Joyce Spain is a beautiful country. I really like it there and I would like to live there

but I have been there only once.
Spanje  is een mooi  land. Ik  vind bet daar  bed  leak en  ik LoU gaag daar willen wonen

maar ik ben daar maar een keer geweest

(WP:02)

Joyce's affiliation to Spain recedes into a 'nostalgic myth of distance' (cE Rhiitzel,
1995:68) that involves a sense of permanent settlement in the 'host' country. The
same sense of a symbolic but yet quasi-nostalgic affiliation to the parental birth
country also emerges from the group discussion where Filip, an eleven year-old boy

born in Belgium from Polish parents, states:

Filip Ah· whole family is Polish.

Mijn  bele familie  is Pools.
liar: Yes, and soi What does Poland mean to you3

la. en dus? W'at betekent Polen voorle?

Filip I like the country.

1.k vind bet land leuk

,Vax: For vour holidavs?

\'oor  je  vakantiel

Filip: No, because it is my country.
Xee. want bet is mijn land.

(GD:068-072)
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From the reported quotes, there seems to be a sense of symbolic linkage with the
parental homeland, although this linkage hinders displacement. Birsen identified
Belgium as her own country while in Turkey she is ascribed as a European. Still,
Birsen and Saloua have a symbolic feeling of attachment to the country of their
parents  ("Morocco is nice and I feel good there'D or a willingness of cultural main-
tenance ("I want to be a little Turkish'D (GD: 088-089).

4.7.2 Pupils' investment in classroom language norms
In their written projects, the pupils also dealt with their patterns of language
affiliation and use:

Sariye: I prefer speaking Dutch because I find it nicer than Turkish.
Ik spreek bet liefst Kederlands want dat vind ik bet leuker dan Turks.

(WP:05)

Saloua: I prefer speaking Dutch because I know a lot about it.

Ik spreek bet liefst Nederlands want daar wed ik peel van.

(WP:09)

As these two quotations indicate, a general finding in Form 5 was that these pupils
do not face a lack of knowledge of Dutch. This is because, for nearly all of them,
with the exception of Sebastian who moved to Flanders two years before this study
took place, the knowledge of Dutch as well as operating through Dutch are given
facts of life. Rather, by applying the criterion of language preference, immigrant
minority languages represent the least liked languages due to their limited acquisi-
tion. Although these limitations are present, most pupils still referred to their im-
migrant minority languages as 'my language', because spoken at times with siblings
and/or among their parents and because these languages constitute a link with their
family members, relatives and friends back in the parental country of birth. In ad-
dition, an awareness of their multilingualism emerges from their discourse:

Max: And what do you think about knowing more languages, is that good or not?

lin  wat  denken jullie  over meer talen  te  kennen.  pinden jullie  dat  goed  of niet?

Bitsen: Yes, it is good because someone can understand more languages.
Ja. bet is goed want iemand kan meer taten verstaan.

Ayoub: To me it's normal. It's not because you speak more languages that you can
say more than other people do.
Volgens mij. bet is normaal, bet is niet door bet feit dat u meer talen spreekt dat u kan

meer dan andere mensen 538en
Sarive: Or that you are better (. . .) it's not like that.

Of  dat  u  beter  bent  (...)  bet  is  niet  20
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Birsen: You can't help it that you speak one language or more or something.
lemand  kan  niks  aan  doen  dat je  spreek  een  taal  of meer of %9·

(GD:060-064)

Within the same group, the focus of our discussion shifted to the presence and the
actual use of immigrant minority languages at Rebus and in Form 5:

Max: And in school, in the classroom, do you speak only Dutch? Why?
En  op  school.  in  de  klas,  praten jullie  alleen  Nederlands?  Waarom?

Sadye: There are no other Turkish girls or boys in the class. Just her, but she [Birsen

MS] can't talk so much and she does not want that either, I think.
Er is gen andere Turks meisje ofjongen in de klas. Alleen ® maar  J kan niet Zoveel
praten en  j wil dat ook niet denk ik

Birsen: Yes  I  do,  but  I  don't  dare  that  [i.e., to speak the Turkish language   IS]

lawel maar ik durf dat niet.
Saloua: If Irina [the class teacher  NIS] knew Moroccan or something  like  that,  then  I

would find it a bit strange.
Als Irina Rou Marokkaans  kennen  of::9,  dan  fou ik bet  een beetje raar vinden.

Birsen: If we were to speak Turkish now, for instance to each other or so, then she
does not understand that.
Als  wij nu Turks  spreken,  bijvoorbeeld tegn  elkaar of Zo,  dan verstaat    dat  niet.

Max: So that's a bit respectful to other people who don't understand that.

Dus dat is een beetje respect voor die andere mensen die dat niet verstaan.
Saloua: I f they know something then we may as well speak that but they know noth-

111g.

Als 44 wot kennen dan kunnen wij dat wel spreken maar   kennen niks.

Birsen: We live in Belgium and in Flanders then she has to speak Dutch in class.

Wij wonen in Bel#* en in Vlaanderen dan moet  j Nederlan(is paten in de klas.

Max: One has to do that?

le moet dat doen?
Birsen: Has to. Yes.

Het moet. Ja

Sadye: One has [to do AIS] that.

le mott dat maar.
Birsen: I f the teacher just knows Dutch then you do have to speak Dutch as well.

Als  de juf geivoon  Nederlands  kent  dan  moet je  tocb  ook  Xederlands  spreken

Max: But you speak just Dutch and also another language or not?

Maarjij spreekt *woon Nederlands en ook een andere taal of niet?

Sarive: Yeah, but then, we have to learn Dutch, not her.

la maar dan moeten wij Xederlands leren. ® niet

(GD:065-078)
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Notwithstanding these pupils' previous positive approach to their multilingualism,
it is interesting how Birsen puts across the equation between territoriality and lan-
guage norm by stating: 'We live in Belgium and in Flanders then she has to speak
Dutch in class'. Two are the possible interpretations that could be attributed to the
'she' uttered by Birsen. First, it could be that with 'she', Birsen is referring to
Saloua, a girl of Aforoccan origin who has reported to have Arabic as her home
language and who just stated that it would be strange for her if Miss Irina would
speak Arabic. A second, and more favourable interpretation, is that the 'she' uttered
by Birsen refers to Miss Irina. In both cases though, Birsen's utterance gives way to
a territory-language equation where living in Belgium and more precisely in Flan-
ders, the Dutch speaking part of Belgium, compels both the pupils and the teacher
to speak Dutch in the classroom. As stated by Sariye when referring to Birsen and
to the use of Turkish in the classroom, a pupil may not 'dare' to speak an immi-
grant minority language because of a self-reported lack of proficiency in it. The
form of expression that these pupils invest in and accept as norm happens to be
the malority language, i.e., the legitimate language of the classroom and of the
countn' where they live. Her statement appears to replicate macro-politics of lan-
guage sedimented in micro-practices of self-sanctioning. Also, Miss Irina is ad-
dressed as someone who is monolingual Dutch or to better say, following her pu-
pils' understanding reconstructed above, as someone who does not need to be ac-
quainted with immigrant minority languages. In fact 'if the teacher just knows
Dutch then you do have to speak Dutch as well' and 'Yeah, but then, we have to
learn Dutch, not her' are utterances which point at the teacher as someone who
does not have to learn another language norm. It is the teacher who in this case sets
the classroom language norm and while the utterance about learning Dutch could
be interpreted as a matter of classroom management where Dutch serves as linitia
franea, it also seems plausible to advance another interpretation. Not only are immi-
grant minority languages not used in the classroom because understood by the pu-
pils as violating the territory-language equation, but also someone 'has to speak
Dutch' because the teacher simply knows only Dutch. The reasoning reconstructed
from the focused group discussion with the pupils appears to involve the hearing
and assimilating of the discourse of the educational system a pupil is part of.

4.7.3 Pupils' investment in polyphonic language repertoires
In this section, I turn to the pupils' own accounts of their linguistic repertoires and
of their cultural and linguistic heritage. I focus on just two of the pupils so to be
able to discuss their cases in sufficient depth. The extracts below are taken from the
written project done by Joyce, an eleven years old girl who is second generation
Spanish. She has illustrated her culturally and linguistically heterogeneous family
background as follows:
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Joyce: Xly grandfather is Spanish; my father half and I a little bit.
Mijn opa is Spaans,  mijn vader ba4 en ik een  beetje

OrT:02)

Joyce: I feel Spanish 1,ecause I have Spanish blood.

lk voel me Spaans omdat ik Spaans bloed beb.

Arr:02)

Joyce: I find it very special that my mother is very much similar to me and that my
grandfather is Spanish and that the other Igrandfather X1Sl is halt- Italian, be-
cause not everybody has such a family.
Ik vind bet bed speciaal dat mij,1 moeder heel veet 01) mij Rjkt en dat mijn Opa Spaans is

en  de  andere  balfltaliaans  is, omdat  niet  iedereen  20 een familie  beeft.

Ox'P:02)

In her discourse, Joyce proposes a form of ethnic affiliation explicitly based on the
ius sanguinis criterion. In her view, being Spanish has been passed down from one
generation to the other. While her granddad is 'Spanish', her father is 'half Spanish'
and she is 'a little bit' Spanish. After the children had completed their written pro-
ject, I took her responses further during the group discussion and I asked her about
the use o f Spanish in Form 5 and at home:

Afax: And how much Spanish do you use, I mean do you use Spanish in the class-

room?

En boeveel Spaans gebruikje, ik bedoel gebmikje Spaans in de klas?

Joyce: No, sometimes at home and sometimes at my grandfather's place.
..iree, soms tbuis en soms bij mijn opa

AIax: Can you speak Spanish to me?

K.un je  St)aans  tege n  mi  praten?

Joyce: Not verv well because I don't know many words. So (...)
Niet  20  goed  omdat  ik  niet  Zp  veel  woorden  ken.  Dus  (...)

AIax: So if I say "Como estas?- can you understand that?

Dus ali ik fet"Como estas?" kunje me goed begrijpen?

Joyce: No, I understand only a little bit and I have not learnt much yet (...) maybe
easy words.
Mee.  lk  begijp  alleen  maar  een  klein  beetje  en  ik  beb  niet  S:o  veel  geleerd  (...)  missibien

makkelijke woorden.
Max: And do you go to school to learn Spanish?

En gaje naar school om Spaans te lereni
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Joyce: Yeah, but not so often because I like it [the Spanish language MS] at home
but no one understands me outside.
la. maar niet to vaale omdat ik vind bet tbuis le:ik maar niemand begrijpt me buiten.

(GD:028-035)

Spanish has legitimacy within her family environment and in particular with one
grandparent, who - following Joyce's account - is the 'full-blooded' Spaniard in  her
family. Furthermore, being Spanish is clearly an important part ofJoyce's sense of
her identity despite her limited knowledge of the language, despite the fact that she
does not attend Spanish classes and despite that her self-reported use of Spanish is
almost limited to the home environment. This finding echoes research by Luke &
Luke (2000) who document the fact that many individuals of Chinese descent in
Australia maintained a symbolic affiliation to a Chinese identity despite the fact that
for various reasons, they were unable to develop skills in a Chinese language.

In their written projects, the pupils o f Form 5 were also given room to deal with
their use of standard Dutch and with their use of the local vernacular. When deal-
ing with these aspects of her language repertoire, Joyce had the following to say.

Joyce: In the classroom, I do not speak the same as I speak at home. I speak simply
Dutch in the classroom and at home a  bit of everything all together.
Ik spreek niet bets:flfde in de klas als tbuis. ik spreek gewoon Xederlands in de klas en
thuis van alles door elkaar.

(WP:02)

For then adding:

Joyce I use dialect, Dutch, English and Spanish. I use dialect because I am born
here, and Dutch I use it because not even,one understands dialect and Eng-
lish because I am used to it when I am angry and Spanish, I do not speak it
that often.
Ik gebmik diale,·t. Nederands. Engh en Spaam. Ik #bruik dialect omdat ik ben bier
geboren, en Nederlands gebruik ik omdat niet iedereen dialect verstaat en Engels omdat ik

ben Zo #wend als ik boos ben en Spaans. spreek ik bet niet g vaak
(WP:02)

Joyce's responses come to overlap with studies of language maintenance and shift
(cf. Klatter-Folmer & Kroon, 1997) pointing out that children of mixed heritage
will generally not maintain the immigrant minority language and nevertheless pass it
on to their children. The Spanish language, in fact, is only mentioned in one occa-
sion when Joyce states: 'Spanish, I do not speak it that often'.
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It is clear from the account given by joyce that she uses a range of language va-

rieties at home and that home language use is characterised by what Hinnenkamp

(2003:13) has described as 'polyphonic language patterning'. joyce also shows

considerable awareness of the way in which language choice indexes different iden-
tities and values. She clearly articulates the distinction between the local vernacular
and Dutch, saying 'I use dialect because I was born here'. She also echoes the in-
stitutional view of standard Dutch, as being a language that needs to be used 'be-
cause not everyone understands dialect'. However, she has no hesitation in assert-

ing the multilingual nature of her home language experience, making reference
again to Spanish and also mentioning English. Along the line reconstructed from
Joyce's sociolinguistic behaviour, also other pupils in Form 5 have shown an un-

derstanding of polyphonic language patterning and repertoires. Salous, an eleven
years old girl born in Belgium to Moroccan parents, states:

Saloua: At home I speak Dutch and Aforoccan and at school too, but Aforoccan

only with my sisters, then the other children cannot understand it.
Tbuis spreek ik Nederlands en Marokkaans en op school ook, maar Marokaans alleen

met mijn Zussen, dan kunnen de andere kinderen bet niet begijpen.

(WP:09)

In Saloua's response, Moroccan Arabic and Dutch are used at home and at school

while, as stated in the adversative clause, Moroccan Arabic at school is only used
with her sisters. Saloua's language practice appears to shed light on her intentional-

ity in investing in different codes. First, Saloua knows with whom Moroccan Arabic
can be used at school because she reports to be using it only with her sisters. Con-
sequently, Saloua appears to invest in Moroccan Arabic because the other children
at school will not understand what she and her sisters are talking about. Just like
Joyce and Anthony - the pupil with an Italian father that we saw prominently in-
volved in the episode of presenting himself to the classroom visitor - also Saloua

results as another owner of polyphonic language repertoires. She intentionally in-
vests according to the networks she wants to be part of as well as according to
whom she wants to include in or exclude from the communication act.

4.8 Developing identities: the Flemish case study

The Flemish case study started off by tracking down the last three decades of de-

velopment in governmental macro-discourses surrounding immigrant minority
group members and their descendants. At the end of the nineteen-nineties, the
Flemish governmental discourse addressed immigrant minority group members
through two broad categories that are etniscb-ai/turele minderbeden (ethno-cultural mi-
norities) and vreemdelingen (foreigners) (cf. Verlot,   2000). The governmental   dis-
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course caters for the preservation and nurturing of the rights of these two broad
identity categories up to the point that these rights do not hinder the good func-
tioning of Flemish mainstream society and the acceptance of Flemish cultural val-
ues and norms. An important channel for the realisation of multiculturality is the
socialisation that takes place in the priman' schooling sector. Immigrant minority
group members, with the right qualifications, can be inserted as facilitators and give
the chance to native Flemish people to meet with them. Following this line of
thought, Dutch becomes a 'common sense' axiom, in that the immigrant who is
able to speak Dutch - the official language of Flanders - will have chances to con-
tribute to mainstream society successfully. A discourse of the majority mainstream
Flemish culture encountering immigrant minority community members is also pre-
sent in the education sector at large. Through extra supervision and coaching, itn-
migrant minority pupils can overcome those specific problems that immigrant mi-
norities bring with them in as much as autochtonous pupils with a low social pro-
file can overcome problems that they are facing in their daily lives. Fundamental
condition for the realisation of these two groups' chances is a "suitable (language)
trajectory from the early years of schooling" (Vlaams Parlement, 2004:143). The
lack of language awareness and the presence of language poverty are pointed out as
causes for high dropout rates among immigrant minority pupils and native Flemish
pupils from socially disadvantaged background. In short, Dutch is the vital element
within an ideology that sets permanent ethnic and language diversity at the margins
of Flemish identity and Flemish territoriality and considers it as jeopardy to Flem-
ish social cohesion. In 2002, the year in which this study was carried out, the insti-
tutional discourse of Tervoeren's municipality stressed poverty as key to the low
achievement levels and high drop out rates of newly arrived immigrants, immigrant
minority pupils and native pupils coming from disadvantaged families. At Rebus
Catholic Primary, 37 out of 152 pupils hold a nationality other than Belgian, though
many pupils have already been naturalised. From the analysis of the Rebus' institu-
tional discourse, it emerged that the school sees all pupils as equal and that it has
the goal in mind to prevent its pupils to become victims of their parents' back-
ground and behaviour.

From the discourse of the Rebus' Head, two discourse models were recon-
structed. In the first discourse model, the ecological criterion that she employs to
define who is an immigrant minority pupil appears to be eroding. Once her dis-
course model comes down to language, however, the school Head called upon a
language ideology that presented the majority language, i.e., Dutch, as the only le-
gitimate school language (cf. Gogolin & Kroon, 2000). The Head stresses the im-
portance of using Dutch at school and at classroom level by both pupils and teach-
ers. The use of Dutch is at Rebus a 'sort of norm'. Furthermore, the legitimisation
of Dutch and the normativity that is around its use gave the school Head the op-
portunity to homogenise the identities of Rebus' pupils under the umbrella term of
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disadvantage because the Rebus' clientele is made of native Flemish pupils who are
penalised by their parents' use of home languages instead of Dutch.

The chapter moved on to the community of practice of Form 5. It reconstructed
how Miss Irina, the class teacher, ascribes the identities of her pupils. First, Miss
Irina holds a discourse model of homogeneity between immigrant minority pupils
and their native Flemish counterparts as she defines them as all Belgian because

adequately functioning at school and in Belgian society at large. Second, this homo-
geneity is extended to the pupils' educational disadvantage because all categorised
as those who cannot attend 'better' schools. Homogeneous disadvantage continues
to be present in the class teacher's discourse model when she deals with her pupils'
sociolinguistic practices and the common problems that they all hold because of
the local variety of Dutch. It is in this third discourse model that the teacher seems

to conform to the process of 'iconisation' (cf. Irvine & Gal, 2000:37) where the
'faulty' linguistic features that her pupils use become an icon of the intrinsic nature
of the group itself, i.e., these pupils' disadvantage. Though, the sociolinguistic dis-
advantage of immigrant minority pupils results double. On top of those language

problems brought to bear by the use of the dialect present in the area where Rebus

is located, immigrant minority pupils also have problems in as far as being an im-
pediment for their proficiency in Dutch.

The analysis of an episode of every day classroom life has shed light on tWO
other processes through which identities are ascribed in Form 5. First, only certain

pupils' identities are made visible by Miss Irina. This visibility happens because a
pupil is thought to be exotic and his identity is therefore worth to be pointed out.
This applies to Sebastian who is the only pupil with a refugee status in this class-

room. Also, it applies to Anthony, a pupil whose identity is made idiosyncratically
prominent because of the presence of a visitor of Italian origin. Second, the iclenti-
ties of the remaining immigrant minority pupils that hold other ethnic backgrounds
and the identities of native Flemish pupils are all put on the same level. The homo-
geneity of identity ascription seems to overlap with the previous homogeneity re-
constructed from Miss Irina's discourse models where a discourse of educational

and sociolinguistic disadvantage binds all Form 5 pupils.
The cultural and linguistic affiliations reported by those Form 5 pupils who were

previously ascribed by Miss Irina as those who have 'their own cultures at home',
appear to bear upon traces of parental cultural elements with which they cannot

anymore fully identify. These pupils propose a melancholic affiliation with the pa-
rental country of birth. In practice, though, they feel uneasy when visiting Morocco
or Turkey either because ascribed there as those who come from Europe or be-
cause (unjustifiably) expected to speak their parents' mother tongue. Further, ter-
ritoriality together with awareness of language norms also appeared to emerge from

the pupils' discourse. On the one hand, these pupils understand that a Dutch only
language norm has to be followed in the classroom. On the other, they manage
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polyphonic language repertoires according to the community of practice they are
part of. Their language managerial skills allow them not only to decide which lan-
guage to employ but also which language variety should be employed, where and
with whom. These skills depart from Miss Irina's ascribed identities of education-
ally and linguistically disadvantage pupils who were put on the same level as indige-
nous native Flemish pupils because of their language disadvantage. On the contrary
to the teacher's construction of their identities, the immigrant minority pupils of
Form 5 propose a discourse of agency. This agency, even though still within the
constraints or norms of the common sense axiom about the use of Dutch, con-
structs them as culturally and linguistically capable stockbrokers who are sharply
aware of the language ideologies around the communities of practice they are part
of and who display their inhabited identities accordingly.



CHAPTER 5

The Dutch case study

5.1 Introduction

This chapter reports the case study conducted in the school year 2004-2005 in
Duivenberg, the Netherlands. It focuses on the dynamics of identity construction
of immigrant minority pupils in Form 82 at St. Joseph Catholic Primary.

Like the Flemish case study (see Chapter 4), this case study relies on the con-
ceptual framework of identity construction illustrated in Chapter 2. After having
described the data collection procedure and sources used for gathering St. Joseph's
data corpus, the present chapter tackles first the institutional (macro-) discourse
that surrounds immigrant minority pupils' identities. In doing so, it introduces the
Dutch schooling system, with a specific focus on primary education, its basic regu-
lations and its structure. It continues by presenting those milestones that have
marked the last thirty years of Dutch educational rhetoric up to its status quo. The
chapter then moves on to the specific meso-educational context to which St.
Joseph belongs. It is through the analysis of the discourse contained in the policy
documents and position papers issued by Duivenberg's municipality that we keep
track of how the identities of immigrant minority pupils are constructed at a mu-
nicipal level. The analysis of the discourses authored by Duivenberg's municipality
is followed by a presentation of St. Joseph Catholic Primary. Further, in order to
pinpoint how immigrant minority pupils' identities are constructed at school level,
the chapter continues with examining the discourse of official school documents
and of the school Deputy Head. Next, the focus moves to the classroom. Starting
from the biographic and professional information gathered about Miss Sanne, the
class teacher of Form 8a, it presents the discourse models that she uses in order to
construct the identities of her immigrant minority pupils. The chapter then turns to
the analysis and interpretation of four episodes of everyday classroom life elected
as key incidents because they shed light on how the class teacher and the pupils of
Form 8a construct and negotiate identities in their daily interactions. The chapter
ends with an analysis of Form 8a pupils' discourse. It explores these pupils' own
understanding of their identities in terms of cultural belonging and language use
and it examines the possible matches and discrepancies with the identities that have
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so far been ascribed to them. The conclusions and discussion of this chapter deal
with how the identities of the immigrant minority pupils of Form 8a reconstructed
at classroom level feed back into the construction proposed by the educational
rhetoric at the municipal and national level.

5.2 Data collection

On the afternoon of Friday, December 3rd, 2004, I met for the first tirne with the

Deputy Head of St. Joseph Catholic Primary and with Miss Sanne, class teacher of
Form 84 to negotiate access to her classroom. After being introduced by the
teacher to Form 82, to its resources as well as to its pupils, the main period of ob-
servation started on February  15th. 2005.  In the following three weeks, the obser-
vation time spent in the classroom was built up from one to four days a week. This
gradual building up of the time spent in the classroom was done to let pupils get
used to having a stranger in their class as well as to obtain as complete as possible a
picture of the classroom's dynamics since this was to be based on visits held on
different school days. After the writing up of a synopsis of the field notes collected
during the time spent in Form 82, the audio recordings of the observed classroom
events were transcribed and translated into English. This operation allowed for
data reduction, in the attempt to individuate key episodes that could shed light on
how immigrant minority pupils' identities are constructed. The potential episodes
have been singled out from a synopsis and their subsequent analysis has been pre-
sented and discussed with the class teacher and with native Dutch colleagues. Table
5.1 indicates the dates on which the observations were carried out and the length of
each observation.

Table 5.1: Overview of observations (duration in hours)

Date                           =      '       ' Day . Duration
15-02-2005 Tuesday 6.10

21-02-2005 Monday 6.10

22-02-2005 Tuesday 6.10

01-03-2005 Tuesday 6.10

02-03-2005 Wednesday 4.28
08-03-2005 Tuesday 6.10

09-03-2005 Wednesday 3.58
10-03-2005 Thursday 6.10

11-03-2005 Friday 6.10

18-05-2005 VVednesday 2.00

24-05-2005 Tues ay. - -
Total  

Interviews conducted with the school Deputy Head and with the Form 8a class
teacher amount to a total of 3 hours and 19 minutes. Throughout the interviews, ;ill
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conducted in Dutch, both informants were made aware that the audiotape recorder
was switched on. The recordings were shortly afterwards transcribed and made
available for confirmation of content and accuracy of transcription.  A fter the in-
formants' approval, the interpretation drawn was fed back to the interviewees who
keenly elucidated those points that still seemed unclear. The analysis and interpre-
tation that followed were then fed back once more to the interviewees for valida-
tion and, as for the classroom episodes, the interpretation was triangulated with
Dutch research fellows for external validation. Altogether, five interviews were car-
ned out, one with the school's Deputy Head and four with this class teacher. Like
for the Flemish case, also all the data used in this chapter are presented in English
with the original Dutch text reported underneath. The English translation that are
given here tried to remain as close as possible to the original Dutch texts. 1n Table
5.2, an overview of the dates and duration of the interviews is presented.

Table 5.2: Overview of interviews (duration in hours)
Interviewee Date Duration Code

Deputy Head (Miss Wilma) 18-03-2005 0.38 VV 01

Class Teacher (Miss Sanne) 21-02-2005 0.20 S 01

Class Teacher (Miss Sanne) 10-03-2005 1.29 S 02
Class Teacher (Miss Sanne) 07-06-2005 0.25 S 03

Class Teacher (Miss Sanne) 17-06-2005 0.27 S 04
·Total      -  ' -              - : -  -------339 --» - -----.--

The socio-cultural space explored here does not rely solely on oral discourses.
Therefore, the time spent in the classroom as an observer and the interviews car-
ned out with both the school Deputy Head and Form 8a class teacher were sup-
plemented with written documents. These documents were not a source of con-
textual information alone. Rather, they were used to shed light on immigrant mi-
nority pupils' identity construction at the level of meso-educational discourse.
Table 5.3 contains an overview of the texts collected together with a short sum-
mary of their content.

Table 5.3: Overview of the documents collected

Duivenberg Municipality

Kademota Multiculturele Samenleving: Kleur- Deals with the approach adopted by the Duiven-
rijk Duivenberg berg municipality in proposing solutions for a better
(Framework Paper Multicultural Society: Col- integration of immigrant minority groups (referred
ourful Duivenberg) to as Duivenberg 2001 a).

Onderwijskansen: Plan van aanpak en conve- Deals with the plan for tackling the development of
nant Duivenberg chances for Primary and Secondary education in
(Educational opportunities: Plan of action and schools with more than 70% immigrant minority
agreement Duivenberg) pupils' school population (referred to as Duiven-

berg 200lb).
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Duivenberg Municipality
Taalbeleid Duivenberg Deals with the integral development of language
(Language Policy Duivenberg) education including Dutch, Dutch as a Second

Language, Immigrant Minority Language Teaching
and Foreign Language Teaching (referred to as
Duivenberg 2001 c).

Gemeentelijk Onderzoek 2004 over Duiven- Reports the result of a quantitative research carried
berg Multiculturele Samenleving out at municipal level where allochtonous and
(Municipal Investigation 2004 on Duivenberg autochtonous inhabitants were asked about their
Multicultural Society) views on Duivenberg's multicultural society

(referred to as Duivenberg 2004).
Beleidskader 2005-2009 Deals with the policy approach planned by Duiven-
(Policy Framework 2005-2009) berg municipality for the oncoming four years in the

fields of youth and education, sport and leisure,
health care, social development, security, eco-
nomic development as well as housing, transport
and environment (referred to as Duivenberg
2005a).

Communiceren in Kleurrijk Duivenberg Reports the results of a pilot study of the communi-
(To communicate in Colourlul Duivenberg) cation patterns and perceived language needs of

immigrant minority groups in Duivenberg munici-
pality (referred to as Duivenberg 2005b).

Duivenberg bekent kleur Compiled on behalf of Duivenberg municipality by
(Duivenberg acknowledges colour) the Werkgroep Talenschool (Working Group

School of Languages) explores the feasibility of
setting up a municipally run school of languages in
Duivenberg (referred to as Duivenberg 2005c).

Evaluatie Kleurrijk Duivenberg Assessment of the position paper Kleurrijk Duiven-
(Evaluation Colourful Duivenberg) berg and of the projects that have stemmed from it.

It reviews the developments carried out by
Duivenberg's municipal authorities regarding the
multicultural society (referred to as Duivenberg
2005d).

/ntegratie en Participatiein Duivenberg: Stand The result of a series of meetings held by the mu-
van Zaken 2005 nicipal working group nominated to investigate the
(Integration and Participation in Duivenberg: source of integration and participation of minorities
State of Affairs 2005) within Duivenberg's society. It deals with the posi-

tion of immigrant minority group members through
schooling in the primary, secondary and higher
education sectors as well as within the working
environment and the healthcare system (referred to
as Duivenberg 2005e).
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St Joseph Primary

Schoolgids 04/05 Aims to inform parents and all those who are inter-
(School Guide 04/05) ested in the school structure, principles and in its

daily life patterns. It provides the most important
information about the everyday school life, its edu-
cational approach and its measures adopted for
the heuristic development of the pupils (referred to
as Saint Joseph 2004a).

Schoolplan 2004-2007 Lays down the structure and the vision, as well as
(School Plan 2004-2007) the educational and pedagogic foundations of St.

Joseph Catholic Primary (referred to as Saint Jo-
seph 2004b).

Jaarlijks Onderzoek 2003 Reports on the assessment and improvement of
(Yearly Inspection 2003) the school and of the quality of the education of-

fered. Also, it deals with the benchmarking of edu-
cational targets as well as with the setting up of
new paths aimed at pupils' development both
within and outside school time (referred to as In-
spectie van het Onderwijs 2003).

Jaarlijks Onderzoek 2004 Evaluates the pupils' educational progress. The
(Yearly Inspection 2004) report also deals with how learning activities both

within and outside the school were put in place so
to raise the schools' educational standards (re-
ferred to as Inspectie van het Onderwijs 2004).

Jaarlijks Onderzoek 2005 Evaluates the school education offered as well as
(Yearly Inspection 2005) the quality of the learning climate and of the les-

sons observed. Also, the results scored by the
pupils during the final state examination (Cito
Scores) are evaluated in relation to the composi-
tion of the pupils' population (referred to as Inspec-
tie van het Onderwijs 2005).

;Formaa:.._-1 -__                .. . . ,      -I- 1
Class register Reports pupils' number on the list, name and sur-

name, address, home phone number and date of
birth.

Classroom lists Show the group divisions that pupils have to follow
once a supply teacher is taking over for the day,
and the tools that pupils need at all times. Further-
more, it contains the birthday dates of each pupil
and of the teacher as well as the pupils' schedule
for the homework class.

Class timetable Reports the times and the daily activities in which
pupils are engaged as well as the subject chosen
by each pupil, the teacher for this subject and the
location of the lesson.
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i Form 8a

Pupils' notebooks Photocopies of some of the pupils' notebooks were
made after the observation of a lesson.

Reading Comprehension Scores Reports the scores for Reading Comprehension
that were taken at school level and measured
following the Cito scoring criteria. They show the
progress that pupils made from the school year
2002-2003 up to the school year 2004-2005.

Spelling Scores Repor't the pupils' scores for spelling of uncommon
words and for the spelling of verbs. The marks
range from 0 to 10 and are assigned by the teacher
following on the basis of the mistakes that pupils
have made.

Teacher log Kept spontaneously by the teacher, it reports the
day and time of the activities that were carried out
as well as comments from the teacher on the
content of the activity.

Timetable Reports time allocation of subjects for each day of
the school week.

Tests List Gives an overview of the tests that each Form of
St. Joseph Primary has to undertake during the
entire school year.

Other                                                               '

Cito Scores Star'ting   from the school year 1999-2000,   this
document reports the evaluation of pupils for ge-
tallen & bewerkingen (numbers & operations),
meten, tijd en geld (measuring, time and money)
and rekenen & wiskunde (arithmetic & mathemat-
ics) on the basis of national tests drawn by the
National Institute for Educational Measurement.

5.3 The Dutch schooling system and its discourse

Like in the Flemish case study, this section begins by a general overview of the
Dutch education system, with a specific focus on its primary sector. It continues
with an analysis of the milestones of approximately the last thirty years of Dutch
educational macro-discourse. The analysis was first informed by general reviews in
the field of compensatory policies and immigrant minority language teaching
(Kroon & Sturm, 2003; Kroon & Vallen, 1994; Rijkschroeff et al, 2004; Tesser

etal,  1996).  On this basis, copies of documents  that were thought  to be relevant
for tracking down the construction of immigrant minority pupils' identities at the
level of institutional macro-discourse were collected. These collected documents
cover  the period 1970-2005,  i.e., the period starting  with the publication  of the
policy paper containing the first note for the education of 'foreign' children that
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were descendants of guest workers up to the time in which data collection at St.
Joseph Catholic Priman· was completed. These documents range from government
policy documents to bills, acts and recommendations brought forward by govern-
mental affiliated institutions. Once these documents were reviewed and analysed,
the discourse models reconstructed from them did not only give way to the donli-
nant rhetoric of (primary) education at different times; rather, they also gave a
glimpse of the embedded ideological grounds that have regulated and continue to
regulate the construction of immigrant minorit>· pupils' identities. In the final sec-
tion, some conclusions are drawn about how the identities of immigrants and of
their descendants have been reified in these written texts.

5.3.1 Overview
The Dutch education system has its foundation in Article 23 of the Constitution of
the Netherlands.  I'his article declares that education is the object of continuous
governmental concern and charges the government with ensuring that there are a
sufficient number of public primary schools. Apart from this general requirement,
educational freedom in the Netherlands is catered for in terms of founding schools,
of determining the denominational or pedagogical standpoint on which education
is based and in terms of the organisation of its teaching. This freedom, though, can
still be constrained by the legislator (Onderwijsraad, 2002). The curriculum re-
quirements for primary schooling are laid down in the \K et Pnmair    0 nderwijs

(Primary Education Act). l'his Act, among other requirements, clearly prescribes
that primary education has to take into account that 911 pupils grow up in a multi-
cultural society. 'I'he subjects to be dealt with and their respective requirements are
rendered in cross-curricular and subject-specific kerndoelen (attainment  targets)
These attainment targets describe the minimum achievement levels with respect to
knowledge, understanding and proficiency required from each pupil by the end of
their priman· schooling career (Kerndoelen, 1998). Further, the Primary Education
Act states that the curriculum is taught in Dutch, that English is taught as a foreign
language and that schools in the province of Friesland are required to provide in-
struction in Frisian unless pupils are granted exemption from the provincial au-
thority.  I f, apart from Dutch,  Frisian or another regional  minority  language  is  ac-
tively used it can be used at school as a language of communication alongside
Dutch.

Most schools organise education in eight forms. At even· new school year a pu-
pil moves up to the next form, thus making the primary school generallv last for
eight years. Schools, however, hold the right to have under-achieving pupils repeat
the school year. The Lzerplicbtwet (flompulsory education act) indicates that children
must attend school from the first school day of the month following their fifth
birthday. However, most children are regularly enrolled by the age of four, meaning
that by the age of twelve they will pass on to secondary schooling. Each school
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week consists of five teaching days, with a minimum of three hours of lessons per
day but no indication is given about the length of teaching hours. At the end of
primary school, nearly all pupils take part in the Cito Toets, a national test designed
by the National Institute for Educational Measurement. The result of this test to-
gether with the class teacher's assessment of the pupils' primary school career in-
form the advice for the pupils' parents about the type of secondary education that
they should opt for. Each type inserts pupils in a specific form of secondary educa-
tion, ranging from vocational to pre-academic. The Inspectorate of Primary Edu-
cation, an institutional body that safeguards and promotes the quality of education
as well as the legal requirements set by the government, is in charge of the assess-
ment of schools. This assessment, formulated in an annual visit report and made
available to the school and the general public, is based on observations of the
teachers' practice and scrutiny of the school's policies, the school plan and the
school guide. The former is a document drafted every four years in which schools
are required to describe their policies on pedagogy, staff, educational quality control
and implementation; the latter is a yearly revised prospectus aimed to inform par-
ents, caretakers, childminders and pupils about the school rules, policies and past
performance.

In the school year 2004-2005, regular instruction was provided for approxi-
mately one million six hundred thousand pupils of which 15.7 percent were regis-
tered as belonging to 'cultural minorities' (cf Eurydice, 2006:42). These pupils not
only have a heterogeneous cultural background but also, as language surveys have
shown (Extra et al, 2002), they have home languages that are other than Dutch.
The different patterns of home language use among these pupils lead to different
levels of proficiency in both Dutch and the home languages once the pupils enter
primary school. This situation is in marked contrast with the monolingual character
of mainstream primary schools that have Dutch not only as a core curnculum sub-
iect but also as the official language of instruction. Cultural minorities pupils' mas-
tering of Dutch, their integration and the catering for their cultural and linguistic
heterogeneity, all hold a key position in the historical development of Dutch edu-
cational discourse.

5.3.2  Integration as a joint effort
Since the Beleidsplan voor bet ondenvos aan gmepen in acbterstandssituaties poug plan for
the education of groups in disadvantaged circumstances) (TIC 1973/1974), Dutch
educational discourse has dwelt on the specific educational needs of the children of
guest workers. Building up from the Nom buitenlandse werknemers (Paper on foreign
employees) (TK, 1969/1970), the policy plan drew a distinction between education
for pupils residing in the Netherlands for a short period of time and education for
those pupils who were expected to Stay. It is the Wetensebappeljke Raad voor bet Re-

geringsbeleid (Scientific council for government policy) that with its advisory report
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Etniscbe minderbeden (Ethnic minorities) makes clear that the assumption of a return

to the country of origin of most immigrant families and their children was contra-

dicted and that the Netherlands had become de jacto an immigration country (\WRR,
1979). The Minderbedennota (Paper on minorities) (TK, 1982/1983), a governmental
policy on minorities, that first stressed that the success ful realisation of a mull:icul-
tural society relied on a joint effort from both minority and majority group mem-
bers. This paper focused on the functioning of immigrant minority pupils in main-
stream Dutch society and, at the same time, it provided facilities for the mainte-
nance of minority groups' own cultures and identities. Right before the Minderbe-
dennota, the Beleidsplan mit:mle minderbeden in bet onden,#s eolicy plan on cultural mi-
norities in education) (Ministerie van OCW, 1981) was launched. It proposed two
objectives in the governmental approach to the Dutch multicultural society. The
first focused on preparing immigrant minority children for full participation in
Dutch society while enabling them to maintain their own cultures. The second fo-
cused on the enhancement of acculturation (Ministerie van OCW, 1981:6) seen as
"a bi- or multilateral process of getting to know, accept and appreciate each other
and the opening of one's mind to each other's culture or elements thereof [transla-
tion MS]". It was with the 1985 Primary Education Act (TK„ 1985/1986) that
schools were charged with the duty of initiating the opening to each other's cul-
tures. Schools, in fact, were asked to take into account that all pupils grow up in a
multicultural society and that multiculturalism is a point of departure of Dutch
education. Consequently, Intercultureel ondenvgs (Intercultural education) and Neder-
lands als tweede taal (Dutch as a second language) were adopted as ways forward for
the integration of immigrant minority pupils (cf Van de Guchte, 1989). In the
event, however, both initiatives fell short. Intercultural education, in fact, lacked

clanty of implementation at school and classroom level (cf. Kloprogge, 1992:11)
while policies for Dutch as a second language appeared only in some general meas-
ures (Ministene van OCW, 1988). Furthermore, both these measures seemed to
contain a mixed message. On the one hand, in fact, interculturality stood as the
emblem of the joint effort by majority and minority members to build a multicul-
tural society. On the other hand, Dutch as a second language was seen as the key
for minorities to enhance their societal chances.

The early and mid eighties of the last century also saw the coming into existence
of two other milestones of the Dutch educational discourse. These were the con-
cept of immigrant minority language teaching embodied in the paper Ondenvos in
eigen taal en c·ultuur (Education in one's own language and culture) commonly re-
ferred to as OETC (TK, 1983/1984) and the Ondenpijsvoorrangsbeleid (Educational
priority policy) (TK, 1984/1985). At its start, minority language teaching wished to
serve the purpose of immigrant minority pupils' reintegration in their country of
origin and for this reason, it provided teaching in the official language of the pa-
rental countn, of origin. In many cases, though, the officially taught language did
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not match the actual home language used by imnligrant families, exposing these
pupils to yet another foreign language. The educational priority policy initiatives,
instead, joined the needs of both Dutch workingclass pupils and pupils from cul-
tural minorities, both constructing group identities through the common denomi-
nator of educational disadvantage. This emphasis on communal disadvantage was
also supported by the introduction of the gewicbtenregeling (weights regulation) and
the registration of mmi-kerlingen (cultural minority pupils). The policies of the nine-
teen eighties were initially put in place to promote the Cultural equity of immigrant
minority pupils and to positively enhance the relationships between immigrant mi-
nority groups and the ma ority population in the creation of the Dutch multicul-
tural society enterprise. This proposed discourse of joint effort comes together, on
the one hand with immigrant minority language teaching - because of a hypotheti-
cal return of immigrant minority group members to their country o f origin - on the
other with the introduction of Dutch as a second language. Furthermore, toward
the end of the eight:ies, the Dutch educational macro discourse focussed its atten-
tion on the common educational disadvantage felt by both Dutch working class
pupils and pupils from immigrant minority groups. This attention resulted in the
introduction of'identity labels'. These labels, that are still being used, corresponded
to the measurements of these pupils' educational weight and constructed these pu-
pils in terms of the demands that their enrolment placed on schools.

5.3.3 Integration while retaining one's own identity
By the very end of the nineteen-eighties, there was a change in the Dutch political
and educational discourse with the formulation of the Allocbtonenbeleid (Policy on
non-indigenous people) (cf. WRR, 1989). From a standpoint that presented the
multicultural society enterprise as the result of a bilateral commitment among mi-
nority and majority group members, knowledge of Dutch was soon introduced as
top priority for immigrants and their descendants up to the third generation (WRR,
1989:39). The government's thinking therefore focused on initiatives centred on
Dutch as a second language, mobilised by the project#Dep NT2 (Task force for
Dutch as a second language) Further, it relegated immigrant minority language
teaching to the role of in-school extra-curricular activity (c f. Bezemer, 2003:42)  and
it proposed keeping immigrant minority languages in order to develop immigrant
minority pupils' optimal participation in society through a sufficient command of
Dutch (cf. Kroon & Sturm, 2003). The publication Ei, en taal als onderdeel van een
Reintegreerd talenondenvijs (One's own language as part of an integrated language edu-
cation) (Ministene van OCIF', 1991) is an instance of this discourse shift, as it
clearly spelt out that immigrant minority languages are of the greatest importance
for immigrant minority groups, as it reads
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64next to it - and as its support - it is important that young people from ethnic minority
groups that speak a language other than Dutch at home, also receive education in their
own language [translation  AIS]."  (Ministerie van OCW, 1991:5)

and

"[   1  moreover one's own language can  be used as a language of support  for the re-
maining subiects [translation AIS]." (AIhinisterie van OCW, 1991:5)

In    1991     the    appointment    of    the    Commissie    Allocbtone    Leertingen    in     bet    Ondenvys

(Committee for non-indigenous pupils in education) and its proposal of three pol-
icy pathways took place. The first policy pathway was for educational disadvantage,
the second for Dutch as a second language and the third for immigrant minority
language teaching. The latter was addressed as Ondenvijs in Allocbtone Lzvende Talen
(Teaching in non-indigenous living languages), or more commonly by the acronym
of OALT, refers to "any language that originates outside the Netherlands and that
is used in life situations by the inhabitants of the Netherlands" (CALO, 1992:41).
Further, the Committee proposed differentiating mltuurbeleid (culture policy) from
acbterstandbeleid (disadvantage policy). In response to the Committee's proposals, the
government split its policy in three branches, namely for immigrant minority pupils,
for facilitation of pre-schooling and for Dutch as a second language (cf. TIC
1993/1994). Even though this response seemed a promising start, it turned out to
be a mixed blessing for the positioning of immigrant minority pupils within educa-
tional discourse. With the Uitwerkingsnotitie Nederands als tweede Mal %12.bordon
paper on Dutch as a second language), the government stressed again that

"it is a serious concern of the government to strongly aim for a situation in which immi-
.grant minority pupils acquire proficiency in Dutch as soon and as much as possible.

(Ministerie van OCW, 1994:2)
As a result, municipal coordination was established for school policies on Dutch as
a second language and school based reception classes. In addition, attention was
paid to teachers' knowledge of Dutch as a second language. The Uitwerkingsnotitie
ondenv#k in allocbtone levende talen (Elaboration paper on teaching in non-indigenous
living languages) (Ministerie  van  OCW,   1995)   took  on  board  the 1992 CALO's
recommendation. However, the recommendation was put into practice only par-
tially. The cultural policy proposal advanced by the Committee resulted in imini-
grant minority language teaching being decentred to municipal authorities and be-
ing included in the regular curriculum for instrumental reasons, i. e., the improving
of pupils' skills in Dutch.

From the joint effort preached in the early eighties, the early and mid nineties of
the last century appear characterised by a halfway approach between the assimila-
tionist and the pluralist turn that a multicultural society has at its disposal. At this
point in time, while confronted with the dilemma of desirability versus feasibility,
the Dutch macro-educational discourse proposed 'integration while retaining one's
own identity' (cf. Kroon & Vallen, 1994:125). In this way, any language related ac-
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tivity that caters for the cultural maintenance of immigrant minority pupils was
placed outside the classroom's door because thought not to have any instrumental
relevance  for learning Dutch  (as a second language).

5.3.4 The burden of integration is on the minorities
Since  1997,  yet another shift  in the approach to immigrant minority identity con-
struction has taken place at the institutional level. Municipalities have become edu-

cationally autonomous in combating disadvantage caused by social economic and
cultural circumstances (cf. LBK-GOA, 19974 Thanks to this autonomy, munici-
palities together with primary and secondary schools are required to develop a plan
for local educational compensaton, policy that falls within the I.Lindel#k Beleidskader
Gemeenteljk  Ondenv#sacbterstandenbeleid   1998-2002  3. ational  policy   framework  for

municipal educational compensatory policy), also known as LBK-GOA. The LBK-
GOA plan, to be redrawn every four years, relies on the regulation of pupils' edu-
cational weight, in use since  1986.  On the basis of pupils' educational weight and
the number of cultural minority pupils enrolled, schools receive extra funding from
their municipality. While educational weight is assigned to all pupils, including
those who are native-Dutch, their weighting scores differ. A pupil who has at least
one parent schooled equally to or below the level of lower secondary education, or
where the household breadwinner is a manual lai)ourer, will be classified  as  a  1.90
pupil. Pupils not falling within these criteria but whose parents have a low educa-
tional level are assigned the weight of 1.25. Pupils in orphanages or living with fos-
ter parents  count as  1.40 and nomadic pupils  as  1.70. All other pupils are classified
as 1.00 pupils (Eurydice, 2006:42).  In its first period of implernentation,  the LBK-
GOA plan focussed on the eradication of immigrant minority pupils' Dutch lan-
guage gap (LBK-GOA, 1997b). Its goal was informed by the belief that cognitive
development and language proficiency, or the lack thereof, goes hand in hand with
the low educational level of the parents and with the fact that little Dutch is spoken
at home. To counteract this disadvantage the Regeling voor- en mvegscboolse educatie

(Paper on pre- and early schooling) (Ministerie van OCW 2000) channelled funding
into tackling the language and cognitive development gap of immigrant minority
pupils from their very first approach to schooling. The remaining objectives of the
first period of LBK-GOA dealt with regular instruction in the Dutch language,

encouragement of the use of extracurricular programmes aimed at improving pu-
pils' Dutch language proficiency, teachers' recruitment and professionalisation as
well as improvement of the Dutch proficiency of these pupils mothers. During the
first LBK-GOA period, the policy paper /lan de slag met onderwijskansen (Get going
with educational opportunities) (TK, 1999/2000) aimed at reinforcing the position
of Dutch across the curriculum for primary schools with more than fifty percent
'disadvantaged' pupils. The paper relied on the assumption that "the approach to
language should compensate for the special needs of pupils speaking other lan-
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guages, and extend over the Dutch language in subiects other than Dutch [transia
tion MS]" (TK, 1999/2000:16). At the end of 2001, a new plan of action was for-
mulated for the I.BK-GOA period 2002-2006. i,hde the emphasis on the role of
Dutch language strongly overlapped with that endorsed in the first period, the sec-
ond period introduced the support of an overarching language policy that had a
direct implementation at school and class level as well as the cooperation of
schools with other municipal bodies. Yet again, the goal of this second period of
compensatory policies was the reduction of the language gap experienced by pupils
with a heavy educational weight. Moreover, the emphasis on Dutch was extended
to all subjects and aimed at newcomers, at immigrant minority pupils in the primary
and secondary vocational sectors as well as at their parents.

From 1998, municipalities  have  also  been  in  charge of immigrant minority  lan-
guage teaching that is used either to support the learning of the regular curriculum
or the teaching o f an immigrant minority language even though limited to the lower
years of primary schooling. Together with the devolution of immigrant minority
language teaching to municipalities, the IP'et Inbufienng Nieuwkomers (Law on the

integration of newcomers) (WIN, 1998) also required Dutch citizens of non-in-
digenous origin to be able to speak Dutch.  In 2000 the effectiveness of immigrant
minority language teaching and the multicultural enterprise at large were questioned

by Scheffer (2000), supported later on by a negative evaluation of OALT imple-
mentation (cf. Turkenburg, 2001) Consequent to these negative developments, the

Ondenvijsraad (Education Council) proposed separating the support function of
OALT from its cultural maintenance function and incorporating the former under
those policies that regard Dutch as a second language. Furthermore, in line with the
discourse that proposed ethnic group measures as less significant (cf. WRR,
2001:180), the Education Council has advocated the substitution of allocbtone levende

talen (non-indigenous living languages) with nieuwe modeme Vmemde talen (new modern
foreign languages). This move was made to exchange language teaching focused on
specific population groups with language teaching open to anyone, to be taught
outside school time in specialised municipal language schools (Onderwijsraad,

2001). While a governmental reaction to this proposal was never given, the 2002
strategic accord of the newly formed cabinet stated that "priority must be given to
the learning of Dutch, therefore the regulation for education in non-indigenous

living languages is abolished" (Strategisch Akkoord, 2002:12). Consequently,
whether the immigrant minority group member or the newcomer to the Nether-
lands also master a language other than Dutch, is a matter that falls beyond the

government's remit (Pets, 2004).The acquisition, use and maintenance of one's
own language (and thus culture), although these may be relevant to someone's own
identity, thus became irrelevant to the issue of Dutch citizenship. The commence-
ment of the abolition process for immigrant minority language teaching in 2003
established the mastering of Dutch language (and culture) as the norm and it has
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recently been applied also to non-western immigrants even before they enter the
Netherlands (cf. WIB, 2006).

Both the current evolvements of the Dutch macro-educational discourse at a
national level and the decentralised meso-educational discourse at a municipal level
appear to have laid the integration task on the shoulder of immigrant minority
group members. Measures centred on the well being of minority groups have been
diminished in importance and the ascribed identity of immigrant minority pupils
has been constructed through a more pronounced connotation of educational dis-
advantage to be repaired solely through learning Dutch. Further immigrant minor-
ity language teaching, which in the late nineteen-nineties was either taught in the
lower years of primary education or used for support to the learning of Dutch or
both is now abolished (cf Bezemer, 2003:149-168; Extra & Yagmur, 2006). The
Dutch multicultural society of the twenty-first century therefore appears still alive
and kicking. I.ike the Amsterdam Arena, the current multicultural society caters for
all its visitors' needs through plenty of facilities that can be accessed through an
Arena Pass, i.e., the Dutch language as well as Dutch cultural values and norms.
Like the Arena, the grass of its pitch still hesitates to grow, flooded by an ongoing
discourse of 'us' versus 'them'.

5.4 The institutional discourse

After having examined the current Dutch macro-educational discourse with respect
to immigrant minority pupils' identity construction, this sect:ion deals with institu-
tional discourse. Given that the intention was to cast light on how the identities of
immigrant minority pupils are constructed at meso-educational level, three dis-
course branches are explored. First, the discourse authored by the city of Duiven-
berg during the period 2001-2005, i.e., the recent and current meso-educational
context of St. Joseph Catholic Primary, is explored. Second, after a brief overview
of the school and of its daily life routine, the discourse authored by St. Joseph's
school guide and school plan is discussed. Last, the discourse authored by St.
Joseph's Deputy Head is also analysed.

5.4.1 Duivenberg
Duivenberg is located in the south of the Netherlands and it is among the ten larg-
est cities in the country. It is portrayed as a multicultural city because of the cultural
diversity of its inhabitants (Duivenberg, 20012:2) and given that immigrant minority
groups are perceived to be in a disadvantaged position, its discourse proposes a full
citizenship for everyone, to enrich minorities' participation on the job market and
in all its education sectors puivenberg, 20012:4) Further, integration is understood
as the means to improve Duivenberg's multicultural society and Dutch language is
seen as the focal point for ameliorating the integration process. Learning Dutch,
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though, does not just concern newcomers who have arrived in the Netherlands and
settled in Duivenberg but also immigrant minority community members already
resident in Duivenberg and their descendants. In the light of these measures, in
2001 a new language policy was redacted and implemented. In its text, it states the

following:
"[t]he task of the language policy is, together with other policy areas, to give relevant and
didactic directions on the improvement of language education of both allochtonous and
autochthonous pupils with educational arrears in Duivenberg [translation    AIS]."
(Duivenberg, 2001 c:2)

The document, including all forms of language education (Dutch, Dutch as a sec-
ond language, immigrant minority language teaching and foreign language teaching)
as well as the link between language and the other core and subsidiary curricular
subjects, has the ambition to stimulate and improve language education as a whole.
Duivenberg's language policy aims at reaching as many schools as possible and in
particular all those labelled as voorrangsscbolen (priority schools) helping them to de-
velop their own language policy and to have method and materials in place, so to
increase the school success of their disadvantaged pupils through the teaching of
Dutch.

In 2005, the year in which this study was carried out, Duivenberg strove to break
the barrier of two hundred thousand inhabitants. The words 'decisiveness and in-
novation' have become the city's new motto, reflecting its determination to face its

problems and finding innovative solutions (Duivenberg, 2005a:2). Duivenberg, in
fact, presents both the strengths and problems of a big city confronted with having
to cater for a large gamut of population groups with different cultural backgrounds.

22 percent of its population comes from both western and non-western immigrant
minority groups (cf. Duivenberg, 2004) among which the Turkish and the Moluc-
can/Indonesian are the largest ones followed by the Antillean, Moroccan, Surinam-
ese and Somali groups. Although much has been done to enhance the social posi-
tion o f the weakest social groups, the Antillean, Moroccan and Somali communities
still call for attention in terms of their participation within mainstream society
(Duivenberg, 2005a:5). Furthermore, Duivenberg's youth - addressed as the basis

for Duivenberg's future and whose chances are built upon working opportunities,
income and social participation (Duivenberg, 2005d:10) - is also catered for in
terms of eradication of its disadvantages. Emphasis is laid on the prevention and
reduction of educational disadvantage starting from pre- and early schooling, in the
transitional phase from primary to secondary education and in the prevention of
school dropouts. In response to these problems, the new concept of be insebool ibe-
ginning school) has been put in place for early detection and prevention of educa-
tional disadvantages. Further, the school dropout prevention policy emphasises that
to be an integrative part of society it is important for youngsters to have at least a
basic qualification. Together with these two key plans, some forty different pro-
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jects, activities and measures were described all aimed at raising the social position
of immigrant minority youngsters (cf Duivenberg, 2005d for a detailed descrip-
tion).

Duivenberg has a total of forty-nine primary schools. Thirty of them are catho-
lic, ten are public, two protestant and one Islamic. Four of the remaining six pri-
mary schools are bij nder net,traal (non-public schools) and have no religious de-
nomination. The last two schools derive their denomination from a specific peda-
gogic approach. Duivenberg's total priman· school population amounts to ap-
proximately seventeen thousand pupils (cf. CBS, 2006b). On the basis of the pa-
rental demand in 2001, Duivenberg catered for the teaching of '1'urkish, Arabic,
Somali and Bosnian/Croatian but with the national abolition of immigrant minority
language teaching (cf. Strategisch Akkoord, 2002) its provision of these languages
stopped. In contrast, Duivenberg's municipality has embraced the thought that
"multilingualism is an intrinsic characteristic of society and not a temporary prob-
lem" (Duivenberg, 2()05c:2) and it has set up a Werkgroep Tatensebool (Working
Group School of Languages). This group explores the possibility of a municipally
run school of languages that would cater for the teaching, testing and certification
of modern foreign languages, among which those that fell under the qualification
of immigrant minority languages, moving the teaching of these languages away

from non-municipally run institutions like mosques and privately run language
schools (cf. Duivenberg, 2005c).

5.4.2 St. Joseph Catholic Primary
St. Joseph Catholic Primary is one of the 49 primary schools in Duivenberg. Lo-
cated in the west of the city, St. Joseph is in a district where 40 percent of the total
district population (approximately 3,500 inhabitants) belong to immigrant minority
groups. Among these, non-western imtntgrant groups are by far the largest, with
more than 2,600 inhabitants, most of whom are part of the Aforoccan and 7'urkish
c()mmunities (Duivenberg, 2005b:6).

Founded  in  1968  from the merger  o f a catholic nursen- school  with a catholic
primary school, St. joseph Primary has maintained a catholic-inspired statute. Fol-
lowing its denomination, St. Joseph is part of the Sticbting Katboliek Ondenvgs Ditiven-
bug (Foundation Catholic Education Duivenberg). This foundation, together with
seventeen other schools formulates main lines of conduct that apply to all those
schools that are affiliated with a catholic denomination and whose mission is 'to
create fair chances in unfair situations and to guarantee the diversity and the quality
of the educational offer' (SKOD, 2004:2). St. Joseph has a school Head, a Deputy
Head, twenty-seven teaching staff members as well as thirteen non-teaching staff
members, amounting to a total of forty-two employees. Twenty-five teaching staff
members are Dutch natives. Marlene,  the  teacher  of  Form   la, is Moluccan  and
Henk, the teacher of Form 6a, is Antillean. Within the non-teaching staff, the edu-
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cational support assistant was born in Morocco and two out of the three butirt-

moeders (neighbourhood mothers) are Moroccan and Turkish respectively.
At St. Joseph Catholic Primary, lessons for Forms 5 to 8 are taught every day

from 08:45 in the morning until 12:15 in the afternoon except on Wednesdays
when morning classes are extended until 12:30 and no lessons are taught in the
afternoon. Except for W'ednesdays, lessons start again at 13:30 and ther last until
15:30. For Forms 5 to 8, every school week counts for 25.15 hours within which
1.25 hours are dedicated to activities aimed at playtime as well as the development
of pupils' autonomy and 23.50 hours are teacher-pupil contact time. Out of these

23.50 hours, 9.25 hours are assigned to the teaching of Dutch and language-related

activities, e.g., reading comprehension; 6.45 hours are assigned to maths and the
remaining 5.55 hours are given to subsidian' subjects such as civic education, his-

tory, geography, biology, music and street dance. Further, pupils are allocated 0.45
hour of an activity of their choice ranging from, among other things, painting,
sports and play, and dancing. English is taught as a foreign language only in Forms
7  and  8  for a total of 1.00 hour a week for Form 7  and 0.30 hour for Form 8.  Dur-
ing the school year 2004-2005, St. joseph Catholic Primary amounted to a total Of
244 pupils divided into fifteen forms. According to the figures given by St. joseph's
Deputy Head, 98.0 percent of the pupils come from immigrant minority groups.
Following the educational weight criteria, out of a total of 244 enrolled pupils, 23

pupils  are  assigned an educational weight  of  1.0  and  10 a weight  of 1.25 which
leaves 211 pupils with a weight of 1.90.

In addition, St. Joseph's caters for pupils with behavioural and learning prob-
lems. For this reason, the school, together with three other primary schools Situated

in the same district and with an institution that deals with young people at risk,
takes part in the Samenwerkingsverband Duivenberg Ivest (Cooperative Working Group
Duivenberg West). This working group, iointly with the pupils' parents, deals with
the transferring of pupils to a schooling institution that can provide an education
more suited tc) their needs. Given the composition and educational weight of its

pupils' clientele, St. joseph Catholic Primary has been labelled as a voorrangssebool

(priority schooD that implies the receipt of extra financial support from Duiven-
berg's municipality toward the improvement o f pupils' educational achievement. In
the case of St. Joseph, the municipal funding has been channelled into the em-
ployment of learning support assistants and the adoption of a plan for pre- and
earh' schooling aimed at the development of Dutch as a second language for par-
ents who are set at work together with their children. Dutch language, however, is
not only a priority for preschoolers and their parents. St. joseph's didactic approach
caters for the Dutch of the lower forms through the language teaching method Taal

Actief. From Form 5 to Form 8, this method is used for the development of pupils'
Dutch vocabulary (De Boer & Fuchs, 2002). If Form 1 and Form 2 pupils still ex-
perience difficulties with their Dutch, St. Joseph's also caters for Dutch language
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instruction in small groups outside formal school time. This may also apply for the
higher forms "but only in extreme cases" (St. Joseph, 2004a:12). Pupils' assessment
is done on the basis of their results and seen in relation to their background, to
their attainment within the Form, and to the national average score. Starting from
Form  1, each pupil is given an individual  file that keeps track of their educational
career up to Form 8. From Form 3 onwards, each pupil's file is coupled up with a
group profile based on the monthly scores gathered through reading, mathematics
and Dutch language testing. Last, even though the governmental financing for im-
migrant minority language teaching has already stopped, the school policy still
mentions the procedures for the assessment of pupils' passive and active vocabu-
lan in these languages.

During the period of observation, St. Joseph Catholic Primary received a visit
from the Inspectorate of Education. This visit entailed a two day inspection to col-
lect and consult the school's policy documents, to carn· out classrooms' observa-
tions and to discuss the school policy and practice as well as to interview the Head,
the Deputy Head, the class teachers, the pupils and the parents. On the basis of
fixed lines of assessment, the Inspectorate assesses a school's performance and
achievements, the contents and application of the curriculum and the teachers' di-
dactic practices as well as the monitoring and assessment of pupils' results. From
the visit in the school year 2003-2004, St. joseph's education was graded 'sufficient'
and seriously improved (cf.  Inspectie van het Onderwijs, 2004:5). The quality of the
lessons observed as well as of the school's learning climate was graded 'good'
Furthermore, the results of Form 8a and 8b on the national Cito Eindtoets (Final
national tests for primary education) were 'averagely placed on the level that can be
expected from the school on the basis of the composition of its population [trans-
lation MS]' (Inspectie van het Onderwijs, 2005:17). Table 5.4 contains an overview
of the school leavers' choice o f further education from 2003 to 2005.

Table 5.4: Overview of St. Joseph's school leavers 2003-2005 (percentage)
School type 2003    2004    2005
VSO (Special Secondary Education) 6,7              3              0

vmbo basis (Basic Vocational Programme) 24,3            47         50,5
vmbo gemengd/theoretisch (Combined Vocational Programme)         10        11,7          21
vmbo theoretisch (Theoretical Vocational Programme)       40       26,5           7
havo/vwo (Senior General Secondary Education/    20        11,8       21,5

Pre-university Education)

5.4.3 St. Joseph Catholic Primary constructing its pupils' identities
The school guide for 2004-2005 starts by reporting that "every person is equal,

independently of faith, race, nationality, gender or origin" (St. joseph, 2004a:3) and
it states the three pivotal points of St. Joseph's pedagogic approach. These consist
not only of giving knowledge and passing on social competencies to the pupils but
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also of teaching them that they are part of a larger whole with respect, discipline
and regularity at its core. 7'he school - within reasonable limits - also wants to ap-
proach its pupils on an individual basis taking into account the capabilities as well
as the personal background of each one of them. C.ooperation with social workers
and being part of a local school network that works, among other things, toward
the eradication of disadvantage in the area is seen as a way of ensuring that the
school plays R larger role in the community, i.e., a brede school (community  schooD.
St. joseph therefore strives to cater for the social and educational needs of its pu-
pils as well as to be a meeting place for the institutions involved in educating chil-
dren. With regard to the culturally and linguistically heterogeneous composition of
its clientele, the school guide acknowledges that: "[alt the moment, there are many

foreign children in our school, a great deal of whom are Muslim" (St. joseph,
2004a:3) which implies not only that the children who attend St. Joseph's are not
Dutch but also that being a Muslim is often linked with being a foreign child. Fur-
ther, in line with the macro discourse of the compensaton- policy documents at a
national level, St. Joseph's discourse stresses the importance of good knowledge o f
language, most likely referring to Dutch, that is addressed as a basic skill because
"[1]anguage is fundamental in regard to social relations" (St. Joseph, 20049:3). The
stress on Dutch language is reiterated through "(...) at our school, language teach-
ing receives great attention" (St. joseph, 2004a:3) followed by the causative utter-

ance "because also many Dutch children do not know enough words and do not
speak enough good sentences when they come to school at the age of four" (St.
Joseph, 2004a: 11). This causative utterance sheds light on two assumptions under-
lying the approach to Dutch language adopted at St. Joseph's. First, Dutch language
is a common problem to all pupils. Though, it is the adverb 'also' that indicates that
a lack o f vocabulary knowledge for these non-Dutch children is a default condition.
Attention to Dutch language from the early years is also explicitly present ill St.
Joseph's school plan for 2004-2007, the period that follows the abolition of immi-
grant minority language teaching at a national level. The school plan stresses that

"[i]t is of utmost importance that pupils come in touch with education, Dutch lan-
guage and with other children as soon as possible" (St. Joseph, 2004b:34). This
emphasis, as it will be shown, overlaps strongly with the discourse of St. joseph's
Deputy Head who explains that it is through Dutch in the early years that pupils'

language disadvantage can be eradicated because "that [pre- and early schooling
MS] is the basis" and because "that is where it all begins" (W01:159).

5.4.4 The Deputy Head constructing the pupils' identities
For a deeper excavation of how St. Joseph's discourse constructs the identity of its
pupils, I interviewed Miss Wilma, the Deputy Head of St. Joseph Catholic Priman'
on  Alarch  188,2005.  Miss Wilma, born in the Netherlands to native Dutch parents,
holds Dutch nationality and states that she has lived all her life in Duivenberg. Her
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career in the field of education started in 1967 when she covered the post of a
nursery school teacher.  In  1968,  the nursery school where she worked became  part
of St. joseph Catholic Primary where the Deputy Head has been working ever
since. Instead of opting for a training that would have qualified her for teaching
both at nursery and primary level, she decided to keep her initial post and from
there she has worked her way up to the Deputy Head's position. The Deputy Head,
who reports to have lived most of her life in a culturally heterogeneous district of
Duivenberg, states that she has a scanty knowledge of English and no skills in the
immigrant minority languages present among the pupils. Once asked to define what
type of school St. Joseph is, the Deputy Head began by saying: "Anyway, we are a
school that falls  in the municipal educational compensatory policy and  (. . .)  at
school we have children with a language disadvantage" (W01:057). In dealing with
the strengths of St. Joseph Catholic Priman·,she states: "We are strong in nursery
and early schooling and we try to get rid of the disadvantage as fast as possible"
(W01:058), underlying that pupils' disadvantage is "in language, mainly in language
because the children who come here have a considerable language disadvantage

"

(W01:061). Furthermore, when expanding on St. Joseph's pupils population, the
Deputy Head states that these pupils are "overall, pupils that come from low socio-
economic class (...) it does not really matter whether they are Dutch or non-native
speakers" (W01:084), as she confirms in a following utterance "also the Dutch
children are from a low class" (W01:085). By using the common noun 'the chil-
dren', the Deputy Head opts - as is also the case in the school guide - to construct
immigrant minority pupils on the same level as their Dutch-native classmates. It is
the use that the Deputy Head makes of the ethnic-based category 'Dutch' as op-
posed to the language based category 'non-native speakers' to call for attention.
This categorisation suggests that even though these pupils have a common linguis-
tic disadvantage and all belong to 'a low class', ultimately it is these pupils' origin
that matters in constructing their identities. Even though they are at 'a considerable
language disadvantage', Dutch pupils are native speakers of Dutch by default be-
cause they were born to parents who are native speakers of Dutch themselves.
Immigrant minority pupils, on the contrary, suffer from the same disadvantage as
their Dutch native counterparts. However, they fall within the non-native speaker
category. This is so because their parents are non-native speakers of Dutch. Fur-
ther, when describing the background of the pupils' population, the Deputy Head
explains that "at the moment we have, I think, 98 percent allochtonous pupils in
school, there are only a few Dutch pupils". Given the Deputy Head's use of the
category term 'allochtonous' opposed to Dutch, the discussion moved on her un-
derstanding of'allochtonous':

Max: And what is (.. .) your understanding of an allochtonous child?

En  wat  is  (...) jouw  begip  van  een  allocbtoon   kind?
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Wilma: Well actually here we call all children who have another origin than Dutch
children allochtonous children.

la wij noemen bier ei*nlijk alle allocbtone kinderen alle kinderen van andere afkomst als
Nederlandse kinderen.

Afax: Yes.

la.

Wilma: But there are also children who are born and grown up here and yes, to what
extent can you still call those allochtonous?
Maar  d'r  Ritten  natuurlijk  kinderen  bij  die  s:jin  bier geboren  en  opgegmeid en ja,  in  boe

verre  noem je  die  nogallocbtoon?
Alax: Yes.

ja.

Wilma: Yeah I (...) I often say this too when parents come here for enrolment then

I say, well, we do have 98 percent allochtonous children of (...) of a differ-
ent origin but that does not mean to say that these children do not speak any

Dutch, these, these have grown up here because yeah

ja  ik  (...)  ik  :0& dit  ook  vaak  als  ouders  komen  voor insebr#ven  dan  Regikjo  we  bebben

wei 98 procent allocbtone leerlingn van (...) van andere berkomst maar dat wil niet :08<n

dat  die  kinderen  geen  Nederlands  spreken,  die,  die   jn  bier  opggroeid  want ja

NIax: (hmm)
Wilma: of course there are also children now who are as Dutch as they can possibly

be, of course, right?
d'r Jn  natuurlijk  ook  kinderen  nu  die   jn  to  Nederlands  als  if  maar Nederlands  kun-

nen  n. natuurlijk, bL?
Afax: Yes, yes I think so.

la, ja dat denk ikwel
Wilma: Yes, but in general you really include in the concept all children

la maar over bet algpneen pak je in bet begrip wel alle  kinderen

Afax: (hmm)
Wilma: who are of foreign origin.

die van buitenlandse berkomst  jn

(W01:180-191)

At first, the Deputy Head presents her understanding of the term 'allochtonous
child' and she explains how this term is defined following the institutional dis-
course held by the school, i.e., 'Well actually here we call all children who have

another origin than Dutch children allochtonous children'. This discourse model
that relies on the ius sanguinis criterion is then challenged. In fact, the adversative
clause 'but there are also children who are born and grown up here' introduces the
ius soli criterion, and the universalising interrogative clause that accompanies it 'and
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yes, to what extent can you still call those allochtonous?', shows that the school's
working definition of the term allochtonous does not fit St. joseph's pupils. The
Deputy Head, in fact, states that 'allochtonous' pupils indeed have different origin
than Dutch but 'that does not mean to say that these children do not speak any
Dutch' - an utterance that shows an underlying ideology of Dutch being the
criteria that characterises being an allochtonous child. Further, she adds that 'now',
where this adverb of time is supposedly used to draw a comparison with the
immigrant children she encountered earlier on in her teaching career, 'there are also
children who are as Dutch as they can possibly be'. In short, immigrant minority
pupils who were first categorised as of low socio-economic profile and with a
considerable language disadvantage, both features that they have in common with
Dutch native pupils, were still constructed as linguistically other than their Dutch
native counterparts because 'non-native speakers of Dutch', most likely because
these pupils' parents are non-native speakers of Dutch themselves. Now, instead,
immigrant minority pupils - or at least some of them - seem to challenge the
school's working definition of the term 'allochtonous pupil'. This is because some
of these pupils are 'as Dutch as they can possibly be' because they were born in the
Netherlands and are speakers of Dutch. As the Deputy Head asserts when she
refers to the allochtonous pupils enrolled at St. Joseph's: 'that does not mean to say
that these children do not speak any Dutch, these, these are grown up here'.

5.5  Form 8a and its discourse

On  February  15'h  2005,  Form 82 amounted to eighteen pupils in total, eight boys
and ten girls. The age of the pupils ranged from eleven to thirteen years due to
some pupils repeating the school year. None of the pupils have entered Form 83
during the ongoing school year, thirteen of them have attended St. Joseph Catholic
Primary since  Form 1. Following the school register, all pupils  of Form  89  have
been  assigned an educational weight of 1.90 apart  from Walid, who  has an educa-
tional weight of 1.0 and whose parents are highly educated and were both  born in
Morocco. Figure 5.1 presents the classroom layout of Form 8a on the first day of
the main observation period. On this day Affifa and Joshwa are absent.
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Figure 5.1: Seating arrangement on 15-02-2005 before the Maths test

In Form 8a, each pupil has a single desk with two drawers where they can put away
their books and tools. On each desk, there is also a coloured plastic cup that pupils
use when getting a drink from the classroom tap. The colour does not stand gis a

grouping marker; rather the class teacher has decided to use them to brighten up
the classroom and as a reward for pupils' good behaviour, she has had them pick
their favourite colour. Following the instructions given by the classroom teacher,
shortly after the beginning of the school day, the seating arrangement of Form 82
has changed because of the pupils having to take a mathematics test. Ihe following
layout, used in Form 82 for most of the observation period, is presented in
Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Seating arrangement on 15-02-2005 during the Maths test

In Form 8a's home language survey, 211 pupils come from immigrant minority
groups and they all speak a language other than or alongside Dutch at home. Con-
cerning the country of birth of the pupils, thirteen out of the eighteen pupils were
born in the Netherlands. Out of the remaining five pupils, three are born in the
Dutch Antilles, one in Bosnia-Herzegovina and one is born in Morocco. Regarding
the parental country of birth, Affifa is the only pupil born to a second-generation
Moroccan father and a first-generation Moroccan mother, while the rest of the
classroom has parents who were both born outside the Netherlands. Table 5.5 re-
ports the home languages, gender and names of the pupils as gathered from the
home language survey.
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Table 5.5: Gender, names and home languages of the pupils following Form 8a home language
survey

1 Boys Girls. Home language(s)

Khalid Dutch and Arabic
Sofian Samira; Lemnja; Siham Dutch and Berber

Rhonda Dutch and Papiamentu
Roble Ducth and Somali
Cemal Ozlem Dutch and Turkish

Walid; Zakariya Hajar; Affifa Dutch, Arabic and Berber
Leila Dutch, Bosnian and Croatian

Joshwa Dutch, Papiamentu and English
Osman Meryem Dutch, Turkish and Arabic

Micheline Dutch, Papiamentu, English and Spanish

Half of Form 8a comes from the Moroccan immigrant community and of these
pupils only Walid and Khalid were born to parents of Moroccan Arabic back-
ground while the rest of the pupils were born to Berber parents. Among the pupils
with Berber background, Halar - born in the Netherlands to a father of Arabic

background and a mother of Berber background - understands and speaks Bert)er
but her friends state that they address her in Moroccan Arabic. The gender, names
and home languages of the pupils as they stood in the class reglster are reported in
Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Gender, names and home language(s) of the pupils following Form 8a register

1Boys Girls Home language(s)                    ·

Osman Affifa Dutch

Walid; Zakariya Samira; Lemnja; Siham Dutch and Moroccan
Lejla Dutch and Bosnian

Joshwa Rhonda Dutch and Papiamentu

Roble Dutch and Somali
Cemal Meryem; Ozlem Dutch and Turkish

Micheline Dutch, Papiamentu and English

The data gathered from the Form Sa home language survey were not in agreement
with the annotations made in the class register by the Form 8a teacher. She, in fact,
relied on her own 'well-educated guess' about pupils' (supposed) ethnic affiliation
and home languages as well as on the information contained in the pupils' enrol-
ment forms. The class register, in fact, reports no home language for three pupils
of Form 8a, i.e., Halar, Khalid and Sofian. The register also indicates that Osman,
born in the Netherlands to Turkish parents, and Affifa, born in the Netherlands to
a second-generation Moroccan father and a first-generation Moroccan mother, they
only have Dutch as their home language. Furthermore, while the home language

survey indicates Bert)er as one of the home languages for eight pupils of Form 83,
in the class register the home language of these pupils is given in the umbrella term
'Moroccan'. The class register also does not report the use of any language other
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than Turkish for the pupils coming from the Turkish group. In the home language
survey of Form 8a, though, Arabic is also mentioned by half of the pupils with a
Turkish background who attend Qu'ran classes in the weekend. Last but not least,
while the class register indicates that Aficheline has three home languages, this
eleven year-old pupil born on Curagao does not only report Dutch, Papiamentu
and English but also Spanish as languages present in the home.

5.5.1 The class teacher constructing the pupils' identities
Sanne, the class teacher of Form 8a, is 23 years old. She was born in Duivenberg to
Dutch native parents, she holds Dutch nationality and she has lived in Duivenberg
all her life. Sanne was brought up in a multicultural neighbourhood. In Sanne's
view "there is simply nothing special about foreign people they are just, you know,
they live here too" (S03:57) and she believes that her way of thinking about for-
eigners has been strongly influenced by her upbringing where she learnt that "we
live here all (. .) we live in the Netherlands and we have to do it all together with
each other  [. . .]" (S03:59).  Also, in recalling her primary school experience  that
started in 1986, Sanne states there were indeed  a few children  from immigrant mi-
nority groups in her class, but not so many as at St. Joseph, and that they could all
iust get on with each other. Looking back, she pictures herself as an obedient pupil
who would do her own homework neatly and who was often the teacher's favour-
ite pupil. In fact, she remembers being given little rewards - like taking the
teacher's mug to the kitchen - when finishing her tasks before her classmates. After
having completed her primary schooling career, Sanne attended bavo (senior general
professional education) and then followed pabo (primary school teacher training
college) in Duivenberg. In Sanne's view, her time as a trainee was wonderful given
that she was fulfilling the desire she had since completing primary education to
become a primary school teacher. During her training, Sanne wrote an exam paper
that compared the theon- underpinning two methods for the teaching of Dutch
language to pre-schoolers. 'I'hese methods were Ik en Co and Knoop  bet in je oren -
that she addresses as Knoop - as well as litat wat van je boren - addressed with as
Ltat. During her final teaching practice, carried out in a multicultural classroom at
the same catholic primary school where she was schooled, Sanne assigned tasks to
her pupils based on these two methods and compared their scores. Being a trainee
at tlie same school she attended when she was a child was a "ven' special experi-
ence  002:099), but Sanne had to get used to not addressing her colleagues with
'Sir' but just with their given names. In 2001, at the age of twenty, Sanne had com-
pleted her teacher training and started working at St. Joseph's as a remedial teacher
for Form 7. During the same school year, she was asked to take over Form 7 as a
class teacher. She has now been the teacher of Form 8 for the last three years and
most likely she will be teaching this form in the next school year too. Although she
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finds it difficult to cope with the pressure given by the paper work, the school
camp and the testing that pupils have to go through in their final year, she asserts

she is "satisfied with her class as compared to the other form [Form 8b MS]"
(S02:707) because of the better results scored by her pupils in the national Cito
Eindtoets.

As regards her language repertoire, Miss Sanne reports that at home with her
parents "we speak, we really speak normally always Dutch" (S02:163), where the
adverb 'normally' seems to indicate that speaking Dutch is the norm of what is
spoken in her household. Miss Sanne, though, admits to being able to pronounce
some words in Duivenberg dialect: "For example, that one says wa instead of wat

(what) or bieqe instead of beege (a bit)" (S02:139). However, she claims to have never
used Duivenberg dialect because - as she reported - she is not able to read it, let
alone speak it. Her parents, instead, can speak the local dialect even though "they
really have to make a switch because, yeah, they never do it" (S02:145). Miss Sanne

is also a speaker of English as a foreign language and knows a bit of Spanish be-
cause of her boyfriend was born to a Dutch mother and a Spanish father who went
back to Spain when her boyfriend was still a little boy. Regarding her pupils' com-

munity languages, Miss Sanne states she has no knowledge of Arabic. She reports
that during a Dutch language lesson that should have dealt with festivity dishes but
that ended in an incidental discussion with her pupils about their community lan-
guages, her pupils had her to pronounce some Arabic words and gives the follow-
ing evaluation of this event:

Sanne: It was really super cosy and then indeed I also try to pronounce all those lit-

tle words and then they cornpletely crack themselves up because those Ara-

bic sounds are so difficult. But I want to do it good [laughing] at all cost, I
want to learn it, I like it.
Het was  ecbt  super ges:ellig en  dan ook inderdaad probeer ik allemaal die woordjes uit te

spreken nou en dan ligen te ecbt belemaal dubbel want die Arabisebe klanken R#n R.o

moeilijk. Maar ik wil dat per se  [lacben] goed doen ik wil dat leren, vind ik leuk

Max: Yes.

]a

Sanne: And it is indeed just repeating words after them.
En bet is inderdaad gewoon woordjes na= eggen

(S02:180-182)

Sanne also says that her speaking skills in Turkish are even poorer than those in
Arabic while she claims to speak a bit of Papiamentu. This is because she has An-
tillean friends and because "it [Papiamentu MS] contains a bit of Spanish, doesn't

it?" (S02:195). Her knowledge of Papiamentu has also been supplemented by
Sanne's aunt who - because she is married to an Antil.lean - lives in Curagao and
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has taught her expressions for quietening down Antillean pupils. Even though she
has used these tips, Miss Sanne states that the Antillean children in her class do not
give her any bother.

5.5.2 Language disadvantage and the home environment
While illustrating the background of St. Joseph's pupils, Miss Sanne starts talking
about the district where the school is located asserting it to be a district "with many
foreign families in particular also because here there are still very many rented
houses" (S02:256), where a rented house is index of lower income and therefore of
the presence of foreign families. Further, the discussion about the pupils' back-
ground develops as follows:

Sanne: You also just notice it, right, if the parents have not followed absolutely any

education at all. And some some families, they want it very much but they
have let's put it simply (.. .) the children have gone a bit off track. And but
you also have families there who are really well educated and those Set the
good example.
Merk je ook gewoon  b2,  als  de  ouders totaal geen  opleiding bebben get,olgd.  En  sommige

(...)  sommige ges:innen,  die  willen  beel erl Saag maar die  bebben  :31 maar *woon  (...)

de kinderen - n een beetje uit de band gesprongen. En maarje bebt er ook geRinnen bij
die ecbt prima opgeleid ®n en  (ub) die geven dan  bet goed voorbeeld.

(S02:273)

In the utterances above, the educational level of the pupils' families becomes the
central theme of Sanne's discourse. They are divided in three groupings. Those
parents who have not followed any study, those parents who - even though eager
to participate - have children who have gone 'a bit off track' and those families
who 'set the good example' because they are well educated. Further, a link between
the parents' educational level and their children's attainment is drawn:

Sanne: And then you also really realize the difference in the child, right. A family

where the parents really
En  dan  merk je  ecbt  ook  wel  bet  verscbil  dan  in  bet  kind,  boon  Een Ze::in  waarvan  de

ouders ecbt

 Iax: (hmm)
Sanne: stimulate the children and so forth.

de kinderen stimuleren en 20
Max: (hmm)
Sanne: there's a huge difference with children whose parents have not had any

education or that are very often not at home
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da's  een  levensgmot  versebil  met  kinderen  van  waarvan  ouders  geen  opleiding bebben  gebad

of beel vaak niet tbuis  n

(S02:276-280)

It appears that Miss Sanne holds a discourse model that proposes parental educa-

tional level and the presence of parents within the home environment as influential
on pupils' educational performance. Further, the comparison between St. joseph
and a school that is exclusively attended by native Dutch children, situated in a
small village close to Duivenberg where a friend of Miss Sanne teaches, adds a new
facet to the model of parental involvement and the consequent pupils' stimulation

(or lack thereof).

Sanne: That's iust precisely the opposite, there [in the other schools where her

friend works MS] You can count on one hand those who go to vmbo

(preparatory middle professional education)
Da's  gewoon  precies  andersom,  daar  kun je  op  i6n  band  tellen  wie  naar  bet  vmbo gaan

Max: (ltmm)

Sanne: and then not even basic, not even middle management but simply combined

or theoretical
en dan nog *eneens niet basis. nog geeneens niet kader maar gewoon gemengd of
tbeoretiscb.

Afax: (hmm)
Sanne: and the rest goes the whole class simply goes to havo [senior general secon-

dary education] and vwo [preparatory university education}
en voor de rest goat beel de klas gewoon naar bet bavo en pwo.

AIax: (hmm)
Sanne: that's really a huge difference.

da's eebt een supe,Inot verscbil
Aiax: And that is caused by (...)1

En  dat  komt  door  (...1
Sanne: Dutch families. They are only Dut (...) there are only Dutch families there at

those schools.
Nederiandse ge:Kinnen. Het :lin alleen maar Nederia (...) bet Jn aiken maar Xeder-
landse geiinnen daar op die scI,olen.

Vax: ()h yeah?

Obja,
Sanne: They simply are all Dutch children

Het  n gewoon allemaal Xederlandse kinderen

Afax: (hmm)
Sanne: and here there are lust, I have not a single Dutch child here in my class

en bier -vitten gewoon. ik beb geen Un Nederlands kind bier in mijn klas
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Max: (hmm)
Sanne: and you really notice that

en  dat  merk je  toch  wei
Vax: (hmm)
Sanne: because we (...) here we also spend much more time on language

want wij (...) wij besteden bier ook wei:1'1 meer tijd aan taal.
 Iax: »m)
Sanne: yes since, because we also have all kinds of extra things with vocabulary and

so forth.
ja want. omdat wij ook allemaal extra dingen bebben met woordens,bat en g.

(S02:474-492)

First, Miss Sanne uses the presence of Dutch native families to help explain why
the majority of the pupils at this school manage to attend, at the end of their pri-
mary schooling career, a prestigious type of secondary school. Second, Miss Sanne's
statement 'I have not a single Dutch child in my class' is used as an explanation for
why her pupils perform worse than those pupils at the other school. The lack of
parental qualifications and these parents being non-native Dutch are both given as
reasons for the school's extra investment in language related activities with a par-
ticular focus on vocabulary. The language gap attributed to Form 8a pupils is taken
further, as Miss Sanne states:

 \fax: (hmm)
Sanne: And then that vocabulary as well  (...) the children of the Du (...) Dutch

children they already have it. That is already there let's say but I (...) I teach
children really new words (.. .) and the children that (.. .) the Dutch children
they just know them from home from all those chats with their parents.
Thev watch Dutch television

En  dan  die  woordenscbat   bij   (...)de  kinderen  van  de  Xe  (...)  de  Xederlandse  kinderen
dat *jt er al. Dat  :Lit er al in 53% maar ik (...) ik leer bier kinderen ecbt nimwe woorden

(...) en de kinderen die (...) de Nederlandse kinderen die kennen dat gewoon van tbuis uit

in alle gesprekken met b,in ouders. Ze kijken Me[:iderlandse televisie
 Iax: (hmm)
Sanne: here they set the Turkish channel on the satellite, there we go the Arabic

channel

bier fetten 7 de Turkse gender op bet satelliet.  Imp Arabiscbe Rfnder.
Max: (hmm)
Sanne: so they also simply hear throughout the day a lot of Turkish and Arabic.

dus  die  boren  ook  gewoon  beel  de  dag door allemaal Turks  en  Arabiseb.

(S02:494-498)
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Miss Sanne's discourse pinpoints her pupils' lack of vocabulary scope. She states

that in Form 8, 'I teach children really new words (...)' opposed to what happens

with the Dutch children who have a large vocabulary because of their parents and
because of the stimulus they receive from them. Miss Sanne narrows her discourse
to those pupils belonging to the Turkish and Moroccan communities where the
lack of exposure to Dutch is provoked not only by the parents but also by the me-
dia. Turkish and Moroccan children are attributed to 'also simply hear throughout
the day a lot of Turkish and Arabic' via satellite television.  Once more, the presence
of an immigrant minority language, i.e., Turkish and Arabic, becomes the cause of
her pupils' lack of vocabulary scope. Together with the vocabulary of her pupils,
Miss Sanne identifies reading comprehension as yet another language problem pre-
sent in Form 8a:

Sanne: That's just awful because (...) those words they just don't understand thern

so then (...) yes and, and, secondly they don't have that vocabulary but they
also haven't received any reading culture from home so they never read

books.
Dds gewoon verscbrikkelijk want (...) die woorden die be pen Re gewoon niet dus dan

(...) ja  en  en  ten  tweede  z-e  bebben  die  woordenscbat  niet  maar g  bebben  ook  de  leescul-

tuur niet van tbuis uit mee*kregen dus if le::en nooit boeken.

Aiax: In what way? What do you mean?

Hoefo? Hoe bedoeljet

Sanne: I also simply think because these parents also do not do that, so they have

not learnt that from childhood onwards

Gewoon ik denk ook omdat die ouders dat ook niet doen dus dat bebben Re niet van

kleins af aan geteerd
NIax: (hmm)
Sanne: and then as a consequence you also do not have any interest in that

en dan  beb je  daar dus ook geen interesse  voor
Max: Amm)
Sanne: and if you read then you already learn very many words and then you simply

also learn to understand the text better
en  als  je  leest  dan  leer je  al  beel  veel  woorden  en  dan   leer je  gewoon  de  tekst  ook  beter  te

begilpen

Aiax: (hrnrn)

Sanne: and then you also have pleasure in reading. Well, the pleasure is not there the

concept is not there and the vocabulary is not there
en  dan  beb je  ook plezier in  bet  legen.  Nou.  bet  ples:ier is er niet  bet  bewip is er niet en  de

woordenscbat is er niet

Max: (hmm)

(S02:366-375)
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Again, Miss Sanne's discourse model claims the home environment having a central
role in the language disadvantage of her pupils. The supposed lack of literacy prac-
tices in the home is the source of the pupils' lack of vocabulary scope. Conse-
quently, this lack of vocabulary impedes the pupils' understanding of those texts
that are presented in class during reading comprehension and causes a lack of
pleasure in reading. The lack of educational qualifications of the parents is seen as
detrimental for these pupils. In addition, the abundant contact with irnmigrant mi-
nority languages through the media and the lack of literacy skills in the home
emerge as preconditions for these pupils' lack of vocabulary, literacy skills and
comprehension. Ultimately, once asked to recap how she would describe St.
Joseph's pupils, Afiss Sanne asserts "children with a large language disadvantage
that is actually really a conclusion the most important conclusion" (S02:353).

Mohammed
To give an example of- the language disadvantage at St. joseph, Miss Sanne starts
off with Mohammed, a thirteen year-old Somali child who attended Miss Sanne's
Form 83 in the previous school year. At that time, Mohammed had been in the
Netherlands since he was eight years old and "he was fluent in the Somali lan-
guage" (S02:314). However, proficiency in the Somali language turned out to be
detrimental to Mohammed's Dutch language development because:

Sanne: So he had (...) when he was eight so he had to learn a second language.

Dits  die  beeft  (...) toen  ie  aebt  was  beeft  ie  dus een tweede taal moeten  leren
Vax: (hmm)
Sanne: and the Somali language has a different sentence structure (. . .)

en  Somalisebe taal  beeft  een andere  z-insopbolin,  C...)
Ma: (hmm)
Sanne than the Dutch language so he always spoke in twisted sentences

dan de Xederlandse taal dus bij sprak altijd in kromme  -nnen
Ma: (hmm)

(S02:316-321)

At the age of eight, Mohammed was already fluent in his mother tongue, i.e., So-
mali, and he had to learn a second language, i.e., Dutch. As Miss Sanne reports in
the coordinate phrase that follows, the Somali language has a different sentence
structure to Dutch which led Mohammed to use Somali's syntax in Dutch and to
alwa)'s speak 'in twisted sentences' Mohammed's difficulties in speaking Dutch
properly are found in the syntactical interference hypothesis (cf. Thomason &
Kauffman, 1988) where the second language learner inappropriately transfers
structures o f his first language to the second (cf. Van de Craats, 2000:335). As Miss
Sanne adds:
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Sanne: And if you get it also at home, because that mother, she, of course, was also

having problems with that herself.
En als je  dat ook van tbuis  uit. want  die moeder.  die was. natlturlijk.  daar ook mee aan

bet stoeien

Max: (hmm)
Sanne: and that father too, he also spoke hardly any Dutch.

en die vader ook die sprak ook nauivelijks Mederlands
Alax: (hmm)
Sanne: so he could not hear it properly from home either so he (. . .) yes he used

let's say the Dutch language with the structure

Dus   bij   kon   bet   ook   niet   van   tbuis   uit  goed   aanboren   dus   bij   (...)ja   b4  gebruikte   :3%

maar  de Kederlandse taal  met  (le  opbouw

Max: (hmm)
Sanne: from the Somali language.

vanuit de Somalisebe taal.

(S02:323-329)

Mohammed not only uses 'strange sentences' in Dutch because his speech is based
on the structure of Somali, a language that has SOV-order in its main clause in
comparison with Dutch SVO-order (cf. Saeed, 1999). Also, as introduced by the
causative conjunction 'so', both Mohammed's parents are responsible for the syn-
tactical interference among Somali and Dutch. The father, in fact, spoke no Dutch
and the mother also 'suffered' from Somali sentence structure in her use of Dutch,
both language situations that feed the discourse model of immigrant minority pu-
pils' language disadvantage because of their parents' lack of Dutch proficiency.

Lejla
Miss Sanne's discourse dealt also with Leila, an eleven year-old girl born in Bosnia-
Herzegovtna to Bosnian parents who came to the Netherlands when she was three
years old:

Sanne: Leila she is also (. . .) let's see she has lived here ever since she was three or

so, therefore also still really very young when she already a new language (.. .)

look and small children can pick up a (...) another language really easily that

is simply, yeah, scientifically proven.
Lejla  die  is  ook   (...)  even   kijken  die  woont  bier  al  sinds  dat  2  dne  is  of  20  dus  ook  nog

beel erljong dat Rf al een nieuwe taal (...) kijk en kleine kinderen kunnen beel makke-
lijk  een  andere  taal  oppikken  dat  is  gewoon. ja.  wetenseb®pelijk  bewegn

JIax: (hmm)
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Sanne: and indeed she is also better in Dutch than other children and that is also be-

cause her parents also just spoke Dutch at home from the beginning.
En  j is ook inderdaad beter in bet Nederlands dan andere kinderen en dat komt ook

omdat baar ottders ook gewoon vanqf bet be n  af aan  bier gewoon ook tbuis Nederlands

praten.

(S02:443-445)

In the utterances above, Lejla appears to be in an advantaged position in picking up
a second language because she came to the Netherlands at a ven' young age. By
using the imperative 'look' in the utterance 'look and small children can pick up a
(...)  another language really easily' and by calling upon the Critical age hypothesis
(cf. McWhinney, 1992), implying that young children learn a second language more
easily than those who approach a second language at a later stage, Miss Sanne tries
to obtain objectiveness for her claim. In the teacher's discourse Lejla's better at-
tainment in Dutch is caused by the language used in the home environment by her
parents. Not only the age at which Le jla came into contact with Dutch but also the
language behaviour of her parents are now regarded as key element to her good
language development. The language behaviour of the parents though is interest-
ingly accompanied by the adverb 'simply' that may indicate that the practice of
speaking Dutch at home is just nothing more than what parents should 'simply' do
with their children at a young age. At home, though, Lella and her parents have a
language repertoire that includes Croatian, English, Dutch and Bosnian. Bosnian is
the language Lejla denotes as her language, and she claims to have both passive and
active literacy skills. It is used for verbal exchanges with her younger siblings and
with her parents (WP:03).

Walid
Walid, who had already been singled out by Miss Sanne as the only pupil of Form
8a with an educational weight of 1.0, is also worth focusing on.  It is during the sec-
ond long interview with Miss Sanne that, while talking about Form 8a pupils, she
expands on Walid's case and states:

Sanne: Right, so there is one pupil with one point zero. But when they [his parents

AIS] came to an advisory meeting in preparation to secondary education that
mother asked like how is that possible. I say well that is only possible if you
at the enrollment of Walid state I want to register my child as a one point
zero.  But  it is ( . . . ) Walid  is also simply a child  of two Aforoccan parents.
Nou. er is dus eentje met een punt mil aiken. Toen TS op adviesgesprek kwamen poor bet

voortieRft ondenvijs vmet die moeder dus van boe kan dat nou. Ik :0& nou. dat kan al-

leen maar als u bij bet insebrijven van Walid aan eft van ik wil mijn kind als een punt
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nul  aa,Geven.  Lia,ir  bet  is  (...}  W'alid  is  ook Jewoon  een  kind  van  twee  Liarokkaanse
ouders

Max: (hmm)
Sanne: and also he himself is there fore completely just one hundred percent Aforoc

can so in principle he is also simply one point nine.
en  bij  is felf ook Jewoon  dus bel,maal  bonderd procent Marokkaan dits in principe is  bij

ook gewoon een punt negen

(S02:287-289)

Miss Sanne constructs Walid's identity as an exception to the mechanistic educa-
tional weight system and singles him out from the rest of Form 8a as 'so there is
one pupil with one point zero'. In the adversative clause that follows 'but it is (...)
Walid is also simply a child of two Moroccan parents', Walid is ascribed, on the
basis of ius sanguinis, to the Moroccan immigrant minority group. This ascription is
confirmed through the coordinate clause 'and also he himself is therefore com-
pletely just one hundred percent Moroccan' that, as introduced by the causative
connective 'so', stands for the fact that being Moroccan would automatically qualify
him as a 1.90 pupil. Further on, through an adversative clause, Miss Sanne states:

Sanne: But his parents are indeed very highly educated so (...)  I  do  not  know

whether it has been a little mistake or that at the time they have asked for a
one point zero but she was rather puzzled in my view so I think that it is a
little mistake because all the children here in the class are offspring of for-

eign parents.
Maar tjn ouders  n wet beel erg boog opgeleid dus  (...)Ik wed niet of bet een fouge is
geweest of dat ze destijds bebben gevraagd van een punt nul maar 2 was mij verbaasd in

mijn ogen dus ik denk dat bet een foutje is want alle kinderen bier in de klas  n afkom-

stil van  buitenlandse  ouders.
Ma: (hmm) okay so it could very much be that he is a one comma nine then.

(bmm) oki dus bet fou best wel kunnen Zijn dat dan bij een een komma negen is.

Sanne: Yes, yes sure, technically seen he is a one comma, one point nine.

ja, jawel, tecbniscb ge:jen is bo een een komma. een punt nefen

Max: What do you mean? Tech (...) technically seen

Hoe  bedoeije2 Terb (...) tecbniscb getjen

Sanne: Yes he (...) his parents are simply both foreign.
]a bij (...) s:jjn ouders =jjn gewoon allebei buiteniands.

Max: Yes okay but prac (.) in practice?

la okk  maar prakt  (...) praktiscb Ke- en?
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Sanne: (uh) he is a really clever boy and his parents are also both (uh) highly edu-

cated and you really experience that.
(ub)  bet  is  een  bele  slimme jongen  en  ijn  ouders   in  ook allebei  (ub) goed  opgeleid  en  dat

merit je  tod)  wel
Max: (hmm)
Sanne: they also speak correct Dutch at home so he also gets it taught well so yes.

die  spreken  tbuis  ook  correct  Nederlands  dus  bij   krijg   bet  ook  goed  aangeleerd  dus ja

Ma: (hmm) and what do you mean by correct Dutch?

(bmm) en wat is vol*ns jou correa Nederlands,
Sanne: Good sentence structure (...) (uh) yes good vocabulan·.

Goeie   nsopbouw   (...)  (ub) ja  goede  woordenscbat.

(S02:291-301)

Like the rest of the Form 8a pupils, Walid should have an educational weight of
1.90. It is Walid's ethnic affiliation - based on having Moroccan parents - that trig-
gers Miss Sanne's doubt as to whether an educational weight other than 1.90 could
technically apply to him. This is shown by Walid's educational weight being re-
ferred to as possibly a 'little mistake' because 'all the children here in the classroom
are offspring of foreign parents' and all the children in the classroom hold an
educational weight of 1.90.  However,  the teacher seems to  step back from the as-
cription she has just given. Miss Sanne reconsiders Walid's situation and claims that
Walid's parents are both highly educated and that he is 'a really clever boy'. Miss
Sanne adds that his parents 'also speak correct Dutch' that implies 'good sentence
structure' and 'good vocabulary' and because of his parents' language practice,
Walid  'gets it taught well'. It would  seem that while technically a 1.90 pupil, practi-
cally Walid's case erodes the discourse model of parental language behaviour being
a precondition for a pupil's language disadvantage. In practice, as his mother most
likely asked, he matches the model of a pupil with an educational weight o f 1.0.

Micheline
Further, the teacher addresses the case of Micheline, an eleven-years-old Antillean
girl born in Curat;ao to Antillean parents who is among the brightest pupils of
Form 8a. Micheline is the only pupil of Form 82 who achieved just above the score
that the school had forecasted for her national test's results. She is also the only
pupil of Form 8a who has been advised to attend havo (Senior General Secondary
Education). In dealing with Micheline's case, Miss Sanne tries to unravel the rea-
sons why she does not suffer from the language problems of Form 8a and she
states:
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Sanne: She [ ficheline AfS] is she is also Antillean so she also has, right, in Cura ao

they also speak Dutch.
Ze is Ff is ook Antilliaans dus 2 beeft ook,  b , in Curafao spreken RS ook Ne(lerlands

 Iax: (hmm)
Sanne: so her parents can also both speak Dutch.

dus baar ouders kunnen ook allebei Nederlands.

Afax: (hmm)

(S02:425-428)

At first, Miss Sanne categorises Micheline on the same level as Joshwa and Rhonda
on the basis of her origin as 'she is also Antillean'. The teacher then connects her
being Antillean with the fact that 'in Curagao they also speak Dutch' and, as
reported in the following causative sub-clause 'so her parents can also both speak
Dutch'. If we were to follow the discourse model that Miss Sanne has so far pro-
posed, having parents who speak Dutch implies the presence of Dutch at home
and Dutch at home, in turn, explains Micheline's good Dutch language skills. In a
latter adversative clause, Miss Sanne expands her reasoning to Antillean children
and more generally about their Dutch language skills in general, when she states:

Sanne: But I also notice that simply very often (...) with Antillean children that that

language putch MS] they simply posses it a bit better already because that,
because Dutch is not really a second language
Maar dat  merk  ik gewoon ook  beel  veel  (...)  bij  Antilliaanse  kinderen  dat  die taal  er

ook al *woon wat beter in Ft omdat dat omdat Nederlands niet ecbt een tweede taal is
Max: (hmm)
Sanne: Dutch is also their mother tongue along with Papiamentu.

Nederlands is ook bun moedertaal me[:lt bet Papiaments.

(S02:431-433)

Through the opening statement that Antillean children posses Dutch 'a bit better
already', Miss Sanne implies a term of comparison. Supposing that Miss Sanne is
drawing a comparison with Mohammed, the pupil previously used in her discourse
model as an example for the current limitations that Form 83 pupils face in Dutch,
this could imply that Antillean children are better at Dutch than other immigrants.
This is so because, as Miss Sanne states, for Antilleans Dutch is not rea]ly a second
language', meaning that Dutch for them is closer to a first language since 'Dutch is
also their mother tongue along with Papiamentu'. The sociolinguistic position of
Dutch on Curagao sketched by Miss Sanne is not that of a foreign language, as it is
for most of the other immigrant minority pupils who have parents who do not
speak Dutch at home. Rather, in Curagao, education has to cater for learning
Dutch and learning in Dutch (cf. Kook & Vedder, 1989). Further, Dutch is used as
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a vreemde voertaal in society, i.e., a foreign language that is used in education and in
other official situations but that in practice holds little sociolinguistic relevance in

people's everyday life (cf. Narain, 1998:7). The generalisation drawn by Afiss Sanne
holds two consequences. First, given that it is common to all Antillean pupils to be
'a bit better at Dutch', it corroborates that Micheline is good at Dutch because
Dutch is almost a first language for her. Second, it confirms the discourse model
that sees parental Dutch language skills as supportive to pupils' good Dutch.
Micheline, however, is not the only Antillean pupil in the class. It is at this point
that erosion comes into play. Miss Sanne's discourse model about the Dutch of
Antillean pupils and Micheline's good results was based on her parents' use of
Dutch. Joshwa and Rhonda, the two other Form 8a Antillean pupils, were also
born in the Netherlands and, like Micheline, they both speak Dutch at home with
their parents. However, they both attend I_.eenveg Ondersteunend Onden«r (Learning
supportive education) and are both ascribed by Miss Sanne as "weak" pupils
(S03:127). 7'his leads Miss Sanne to add a second explanation for Micheline's good
results: "And yes where else does it come from, I think that it is also simply part of
her nature" (S02:429). However, this second explanation it is not related to
Micheline's ethnolinguistic background and parental language skills. Rather, it boils
down to Micheline's own intrinsic nature.

Conclusions
The reconstruction of Miss Sanne's discourse model first presents the cases of two
pupils that mark the opposite ends of the categog immigrant minority pupil with a
language disadvantage. Aliss Sanne starts off with Mohammed, a pupil of her pre-
vious Form 8a, who came from Somalia to the Netherlands when he was eight
years old. In her discourse model Mohammed, to whom the rest of the pupils of
Form 82 are compared, appears as the immigrant minority pupilpar excellence. From

Mohammed's case, Miss Sanne moves to the opposite end of the category and
deals with Lella, a Bosnian pupil of her current Form 82 who came with her parents
to the Netherlands at the age of three. Within the discourse model of immigrant
minority pupils with a language disadvantage, Lejla appears to be the opposite of
Mohammed. Lejla's Dutch is good and, following Miss Sanne's discourse model, it
is good because her parents at home Just 'simply' speak Dutch and because she has
learnt Dutch at a young age. After which, we come to Walid's case. Following the
discourse model so far reconstructed that sees abundant contact with immigrant
minority languages and parental lack of Dutch proficiency as a hindrance to pupils'
Dutch, 'technically speaking' Walid  is  a 1.90 pupil.  He,  in  fact, has Moroccan  par-
ents and he is a hundred percent Moroccan himself. Yet again, Miss Sanne's own
experience is that, in practice, Walid is a smart pupil who has highly educated par-
ents who, in her view, speak good Dutch. Walid therefore erodes the discourse
model that she has so far drawn because of his educational weight. This, in fact,
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should  be a  1.0.  For  the teacher, though, it still remains difficult to grasp how an
educational weight of 1.0 is possible  for a pupil who, like all the other pupils of
Form 82, was born to foreign parents. It follows her downplaying Walid's educa-
tional weight to a little mistake. After W'alid, it is Micheline's turn, an Anti]lean pu-
pil born in Cura ao to Antillean parents and grown up in the Netherlands. Ac-
cording to the teacher's discourse model, Micheline is among the brightest pupils
of Form 8a and she does not have a language disadvantage. This is so for two rea-
sons. First, in agreement with the model of pupils' language disadvantage because
of parental lack of Dutch, her parents speak Dutch to her and this language be-
haviour should suffice to explain her good results. Second, according to Miss
.,>anne s own ethnic hierarchy (cf. Verkuyten, Hagendoorn & Afasson, 1996), And-
lean pupils possess Dutch 'a bit better' than the rest of the immigrant minority pu-
pils of Form 8a. This is because Dutch is not really a second language to them but
'also their mother tongue along with Papiamentu'. The two other Antilleans of
Form 89, though, also have Dutch at home but they are categorised as 'weak' pu-

pils. Their connotation as 'weak' pupils again causes Miss Sanne's discourse model
to erode. As a way out, the teacher attributes Micheline's good results no longer to
Dutch as almost a first language for Antille£ins and to parental language use but to
Micheline's 'own nature'

5.5.3 Being 'foreign Dutchmen'
Until now, Miss Sanne's discourse model has contributed to the identity construc-

tion of her immigrant minority pupils in terms of their language disadvantage, or
lack thereof, on the basis of their parents' language behaviour and/or of the pupils'
ethnic background. In addition, her understanding of Form 8a pupils' cultural af-
filiations was also explored. The biographic information gathered on Miss Sanne,
shows that multiculturalism has been part of her upbringing

Sanne: And also simply in the neighbourhood and also, I have simply been brought

up  also  simply  like  that by my parents  (. . .) yes simply absolutely nothing
special about foreigners they are just, you know, they they live here too and

and (...)
En ook met gewoon in de buurt en ook, ik ben  door m'n ouders ook *woon » opeevoed

van  (...)ja  gewoon  belemaal  niks  speciatils  over  buitenlanders  bet  ·®n  gewoon  bi  die  die

wonen  bier ook en e,1  (...)

(502:158)

Miss Sanne was raised in a multicultural neighbourhood and, as she already pointed
"out, referring to her primary school career as a pupil, she reports that  Aforocc&in

and Turkish [children AIS] also sat in the classroom" (S03:156). In a follow-up in-
ten-iew, Miss Sanne was asked to focus on the cultural affiliations of Form 8a pu-
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pils in general. Miss Sanne's discourse, however, went on to focus on the Moroccan
group, the largest immigrant minority group of Form 8a:

Afax: And here (.. .) what are the pupils like here?

En bier (...) wat voor kinderen tjn Lf?
Sanne: (. ..) Yes (...) they are how should I say it, they are looking very much out

for each other. I notice that.
(· ··)Ja  (· ··)  2 tin  boe  Zal ik  bet 20  Z,8en,  1  Deken elkaar wel op.  Dat merk ik

Max: (hmm)
Sanne: And they are absolutely really proud of their origin. And I am also very

proud that they, let us say, are so (...) they are also very much committed, as
you have also seen (uh) that presentation of Hajar, they know an awful lot
about it, then I have also said it, haven'r I, I have really so much respect for
those children.
en Re ijn absoluut eq trots op bun afkomst. En daar ben ik ook beel trots op dat J,
Ze& maar,  fo  (...)  Ze  tin  er ook  beel  eq mee  bes:i&  Roats je  ook  die  (ub)  spreekbeurt  van

Haiar bebt gefien Re  weten er ongelool:i#ijk et vanaf, toen bad ik dat ook gefegd   ik
beb eebt  Roveel respect  voor die  kinderen.

(S02:569-572)

The cultural aspects that Miss Sanne attributes to the pupils belonging to the Mo-
roccan group are two. The first consists of in-group cohesion, instanced by the fact
that 'they are looking very much out for each other'. The second aspect, that Miss
Sanne celebrates, is that these pupils 'are absolutely really proud of their origin' and
'also very much committed', where the pupils' knowledge of their faith is seen as
part of their cultural belonging. Other cultural elements characterising Form 82
Moroccan pupils are also presented:

Sanne: (. . .)  it is  also a completely different culture, isn't it, simply really a much

more close-knit family and so forth, and you also notice that in class the AIo-
roccans those stick very much out for each other.
(...)  bet  is ook een  bele  andm mltuur, bb. gewoon ecbt een  veel becbtere jamilie enfo. en

dat merk je ook in de  klas, de Marokkanen die komen ook wel voor elkaar op.
AIax: Yes.

la.

Sanne: Those also look out for each other a bit a bit.

Die Roeken elkaar ook een beege een beetje op.

(S02:577-579)

In the utterances above, the identity of Miss Sanne's Moroccan pupils is con-
structed as belonging to a 'completely different culture' where the terms of com-
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parison for this difference could be either mainstream Dutch culture or the other
cultures present in Form 8a. In particular, the cohesion that first emerged among
these pupils at group level, i.e., 'they are looking very much out for each other' and
that was then reiterated at the family level, is ultimately being brought to the class-
room where the Moroccans 'stick ven· much out for each other' and further:

Max: And let let me see (uh) (...) and are the children Dutchmen then?

En even even  kijken (ub) (...) en  jn kinderen Nederlanders dan?
Sanne: (...) yes (...)

(...)ja (.)
Max: In general, I mean.

in bet algemeen. bedoel ik
Sanne: I think so because almost all the children are born here in the Netherlands

so they are (.. .) foreign Dutchmen.
1.'ind ik wei want bijna alle kinderen fn bier in Nederland jeboren dus bet  in (...)
buitenlantise Nederlanders.

Max: Yes, yes.

/a, ja

Sanne: Very many have also a double passport.

Heel veel bel,ben ook een dubbel paspoort.
Afax: Yes.

ja

Sanne: Yes, they only have they are (. ..) they are Dutchmen, onlv simply with an-

other culture.
la,  alleen  Ff  bebben  't   n  (...)  't  tjn  Xederlanders.  alleen gewoon  met een  andere  mt-

tuur.

Max: Yes.

]a.
(S02:595-603)

Miss Sanne calls upon two criteria to assess whether Form 8a pupils are Dutch, i.e.,
the pupils' place of birth and their (double) nationality. However, in her discourse,
she goes back to her Moroccan pupils and she uses these criteria as benchmarks for
positioning these pupils along the native-foreign line. Following these criteria, Miss
Sanne's Moroccan pupils do not qualify as Dutch. Rather, they are first categorised
as 'foreign Dutchmen', which is then further elucidated: 'they only have they are
(...) they are Dutchmen, only simply with another culture'. Miss Sanne expands on
the rationale underlying her pupils' identity ascription as follows:

Sanne Because they are different (. . .)
people than their parents.

Want  bet  R#n  andere  (...)  mensen  dan  bun  ouders.
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Aiax: (hmm)
Sanne: because their parents, 1 do find (...)

want bun ouders. vind ik wel (...)
Ma: (hmm)
Sanne: let us say if we are talking about Moroccans, really Voroccan (. ..)

Te& maar als we bet over Marokkanen bebben, erbt Marokkaans (...)
Alax: (hmm)
Sanne: because the>· are also grown up in Morocco so they [the parents lIS] have

experienced totall, different things
want %jj  j,1 ook in Marokko opgegropid dus Rjj bebben bele andere dingen meegkregen

liax: Amm)
Sanne: and these children are already much more western.

en des:f kindmn Wn al veel meer westers
NIax: (hmm)
Sanne: because they are simply grown up here so they have already also experienced

something of the Dutch culture.
omdat Ze gewoon bier opMpeid RUN dus die bebben at wat ook van de Nederlandse cut-

tuitr met s:jcb meegekregen.
Afax: (hmm)

(S02:606-617)

Above, the parents are ascribed as 'really Moroccan' because they grew up in Mo-
rocco, which implies, as expressed in the causative sub-clause, that by being raised
somewhere you also come to experience the culture of that place, i.e., 'they [the
parents MS] have experienced totally different things'. The children, on the con-
trary, are described as those 'that have already also experienced something of the
Dutch culture' because o f being born and grown up in the Netherlands. The results
is that 'these children are already much more western'. The qualifier 'western' was
then taken further in a follow-up interview

Max: But what do vou mean br western?

Maar  boe  bedoel je  met  westers?
Sanne: A much more modern approach to things. The clothes, the music that they

listen to, the pranks that they play on someone, the better Dutch that they
speak than their parents, the knowing of more Dutch expressions.
Een  veel  modernere  benadering van  de  dingn.  De  kledin&  de  mu ek waar  z-e  naar  luiste-

ren, de streken die 2 uitbalen. bet beter Xederlands spreken dan brin ouders. meer Xe-

dertandre uildrukkingen kennen.

(S04:025-026)
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With the expression 'foreign Dutchmen', Miss Sanne's discourse seems to give way
to a stratification of her pupils' identities through two indexicals of behavioural
normativin·. On the one hand, Form 82 pupils are western because of their cultural
and linguistic behaviour, but when she describes her pupils' cultural belonging, she
also points out that these pupils hold aspects that construct them as part of a highly
cohesive ethno-cultural group. Such in-group cohesion is instanced in these pupils'
close-knit relationships with their family members and it is seen as brought along to
the classroom where these pupils "stick very much out for each other". Although
culturally other than their parents, as Miss Sanne concludes, these pupils also end

up as culturally other because:

Sanne: They fit in Dutch society they are just like the other children but then with

another faith and a disadvantage in language.
Ze passen  in  de Nederlandse  samenlevin< RDn net  als  de  andere  kinderen maar dan  met

een  ander gelooj en een acbterstand in taal

(S04:027)

5.6 Identity construction in the classroom

In this section, four episodes of every day classroom life in Form 83 are presented,
analysed and interpreted in order to reconstruct how the identities of immigrant

minority pupils are asa:it)ed, subscribed, negotiated or challenged during classroom
interactions. The first incident reports a presentation done by Siham about Mo-
rocco. The second incident takes place during a lesson on Dutch language vocabu-
lair. The third deals with Hajar's presentation about the five pillars of Islam and the
fourth deals with the devotional practice of wearing a headscarf.

5.6.1 Constructing gpicality
It is  12:42 on Tuesday, Februan, 23'd,  2005. After having visited an open morning
hosted by one of the secondary schools where they may enrol next vear, Form 8a
pupils are now sitting at their desks consuming their lunch. The afternoon will see
the beginning of a series of presentations done by the pupils about a subject of
their choice. Siham, an eleven year-old girl born in the Netherlands to Moroccan
parents and having Berber and Arabic as her home languages, is the first pupil to
give a presentation. She has already prepared a display made of some artefacts that
she brought to the classroom. These consist of two tea sets, copper plates repre-

senting Mecca, and a folder containing pictures of Morocco and of famous Moroc-
can people. Furthermore, a white cotton dress with embroidering on the neck is
hanging from the blackboard while another dress is placed on a chair close to
where Siham  will hold her presentation.  At 13:35, Siham goes to stand in front of
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the classroom, Miss Sanne wishes her good luck and the presentation starts as fol-
lows

Siham: My presentation is about Mot:occo. The Berbers lives live in Aforocco earlier
than the Arabs.   A fter the seventh century the Arabs entered   tile   country.
Aforocco lays under Europe and after that under Spain. Almost eight percent
of the Berbers lives live in the Netherlands (uh) almost ninety percent are
Muslims. The handcraft of Aforocco is copper [xxl is also handcraft. Pottery
and so forth [xx] (...) Maybe you guys do know the (...) king of Morocco.
Ik bou mijn spreekbeurt over Marokko.  De Berbers wont wonen eerder in Marokko dan

de Arabieren. Na de Revende eeuw kwamen de Arabieren in bet land. Marokko li# on-
der Europa en daarna weer onder Spanje. Bijna acbt procent  van de Berbers woont wonen

in  Nederland  (ub)  bona negentig procent  Ajn  Moslims.  Het  bandwerk van Marokko  is

koper  [xx]  is  ook  van  bandwerk.  Aardewerk ens:p   »d   (...)  misscbien  kennen jullie  wel
de  (...)  koning van Marokko.

(220205:01)

Sofian and Zakarya shout out the name of the king of Morocco without getting any
feedback. Siham then starts showing a folder containing some pictures of artefacts
and when pointing at a photo contained in her folder, she states:

Siham: Typical is the teapot, the place thereof. We have (...) the chair maybe you do
know that.
Typiscb  is  de tbe*ot de plaats  daarvan.  We  bebben  (...)  de  stoel misscbien kennen jullie
dat wel.

Siham: And this is also a bit typical of Moroccans with Moroccan clothing. We put,
we, they put it on for parties or for weddings when they get married. Then I
have here also one for at the back. It is not the same but (...) more or less
the same (. ..) pass it on to the back please (...).
En dit is ook een beetje typiscb van Marokkanen met Marokkaanse kleding. We trek,
we,  :3  trekken   bet  aan  voor feesten   of  voor  bruiloften  als  Rf  gaan  trouwen.   Dan   beb  ik  er

ook eentje bij voor acbter. Het is niet bet-zel» maar (...) ongeveer bet:Lelfde (...) *ef maar

even door noar ocbteren (...)

[The second dress is given to the pupil in the first row right in front of Siham]

Siham: this is their (uh) king from a long time ago (...) the maioriry of you do know
him I think. I have four pictures of him, you can also pass it at the back. I
also have a teapot with me  from Asia (...). A teapot is typical because you
(...) yes it says (. . .) well you do know I think, such glasses (...)
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dit  is  bun  (ub)  koning van  beel  lang geleden  (...) de  meesten  ken,ten  bem  wei denk ik

Daar beb ik vier plaages  van. kun je ook naar acbteren levin. Heb ik Fflf ook  not een

tbeepot bij uit A-vie (...). Tbeepot is typiseb omdat je (...) jo bet g# (...) kennenjullie wel
denk ik van die gla en (...)

(220205:01)

Siham goes on to talk about a famous Moroccan sportsman and after a few ques-
tions about him, the other pupils become restless and Miss Sanne tries to quieten
them. Sillam's presentation continues:

Siham: (...) here I still have another thing, I have something typical for Moroccans to

eat. Yes (.. .) yes that's couscous and most of you know it (. ..).
(...)  bier  beb  ik  not ja  iets,  ik  beb  Misib  iets  voor Marokkanen  k  eten.  ]a  (...) ja  da's

couscous en dat kennen de meesten wel (...)

(220205:08)

It is now Miss Sanne who invites Siham to take one specific topic further by asking

a question.

Sanne Can you perhaps still say something more about what one does in the
Xfosque? Or yes how do you drink tea or (...)
Kun je  misscbien  nogiets  meer vertellen  over  wat je  bijvoorbeeld  in  de  Moskee  doet?  Ofja
boe je tbee drinkt of (· · ·)

Siham: Yes tea is a bit yes (. . .)
ja tbee is een beetje ja (.. .)

Sanne: Because you very often say, you guys know it, but I don't know it.

Want je  Ze#  beel  vaak,  kennen jullie  wel,  maar ik  ken  bet  niet.

Siham: ()h   no,   they are Aforoccan tea grains   and   then you always   have   (uh)   your

Aforoccan tea, melon tea for example.
Ob  nee  bet  is  Marokkaanse  tbeekomls en  dan  beb je  alt#d  (ub) je  Marokkaanse  tbee.

meloentbee bijvoorbeeld.

(220205:15-18)

Siham has now concluded her presentation and Miss Sanne addresses the class-

room.

Sanne: Before I give permission to ask questions, you ask a question because you

want to know something that you do not know and that perhaps Siham can
answer. Now it is no test of all the Moroccan children who also know an
awful lot about this something like let us see whether Siham knows that too.
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It is a question because you want to know what it is or why something is like
it is that you do not already know yourself. So who has a question?
\'oordat  ik  toestemming geef  om  vraMn  te  stellen.  een  vraag stel je  omdat  je  iets  mi  weten

waI jj   niet  weet  en  wat  Sibam  missebien   kan   beantwoorden.  Het   is   nou  teen   toetsing  van

alle Ma,Dkkaanse kinderen die ook beel reel d'r vanaf weten g van eens even kijken of

Sibam  dat  ook weet.  Het  is  een vraagomdat jij  wil weten  wat  bet  is  of waarom  iets  is  wat

je nog niet 24" weet.  Dus wie beeft er een  vraag?

(220205:034)

After Miss Sanne's statement about the t pe of questions to be asked, Alicheline
takes the floor and asks a question about the rituals attached to entering Mecca.
Micheline's question is followed by other questions asked solely by Miss Sanne
about Medina and again on the practice of entering Mecca. Finally, Miss Sanne in-
vites the classroom to compliment Siham and assesses her presentation as 'worth a
good seven'. Miss Sanne also praises the rest of the pupils for not messing around
once the dress and the photos brought in by Siham came to the back of the
classroom. Siham then goes back to her seat and it is now Micheline's turn for the
second, and last, presentation scheduled for the afternoon.

Analysis and interpretation
Siham, who has Berber and Arabic as her home languages, starts off her presenta-
lion by stating that the first people living on Moroccan soil were the Berbers and
that 8 percent of the Berber population live in the Netherlands. The adjective 'typi-
cal' occurrs twice as the presentation proceeds. First, when talking about a picture
of a teapot, Sillam states 'typical is the teapot, its place'. Then when Siham showed
yet another teapot and stated 'a teapot is typical because, you (. . .) yes it says (. . .)
well you do know it I think, such glasses'. The phrase 'well you do know it I think'
implies that the reason underlying this teapot's typicality was taken to be common
knowledge among her fellow classmates - even though with some reserve, 1.e., 'I
think', because of other cultures in the classroom. Again, 'typical' was used when
referring to food 'I have something typical (uh) for Moroccans to eat' where the
Moroccan group was now explicitly singled out, most likely again because of
Siham's awareness of other cultures in the classroom. However, the following ut-
terance stating 'Yes (. . .) yes that's couscous and most of you know it (.. .)' sug-
gested that couscous is again common knowledge among most of Siham's class-
mates. The teacher then challenged the common cultural knowledge among Form
8a pupils stating 'because you very often say, you guys know it, but I don't know it'
and she pointed out that what is supposedly shared knowledge for Siham and her
fellow pupils is not common knowledge for her. The teacher's concern was also
palpable when she, before allowing the whole class to ask questions, warned 'now it
is no test of all the Moroccan children, who also know an awful lot about this, to
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Siham'. This warning embedded the presupposition that pupils from the Moroccan
community share an underlying common (cultural) knowledge. We were therefore
confronted with the following situation. The artefacts that Sillam has introduced
during her presentation are labelled as 'typical' for Moroccans because they are part
and parcel of the cultural knowledge that Moroccans should have in order to be
considered as such. Siham also implies that the members o f her cultural group were
all acquainted with the artefacts and with their typicality. Miss Sanne, a member of
another (mainstream) cultural group, stipulated that this shared knowledge was not

part of her own cultural knowledge, which resulted in constructing minority and
mainstream cultures as not sharing the same backgrounds.

Siham's presentation is elected as key not only for the use of the adjective 'typi-
cal' but also for her use of possessives and personal pronouns. When showing the
pictures she brought to the classroom, among which a black and white picture of
King Hassan of Morocco, Siham states 'this is their king from a long time ago (...).
The majority of you do know him I think' Siham therefore appears to call upon a
(supposed) shared knowledge held by those pupils who are affiliated with the cul-
tural group in which 'the king' is known. The use of the possessive adjective 'their'
in the sentence 'this is their king' appeared to construct a distance between Form
8a Moroccan pupils and the referent of the possessive 'their'. It could be that 'their'
was used because of the presence of other cultures in the classroom. However, the
adlective 'their' could also be - and most probably it was - referring to the Moroc-
cans living in Morocco. The king that Sillam was showing is dead so he was no
longer the king of the present pupils and he has never been because he died even
before they were born. Thus 'their' might have been used by Siham to draw a dis-
tance between Form 8a Moroccans, who may know about this king, and the Mo-
roccans living in Morocco to whom this person in the picture was actually the king.

Not only the possessive pronoun 'their' but also Sillam's use of the personal
pronoun 'they' is worth noticing. When she talks about the clothing brought along
for her presentation, Siham states 'and this is also a bit typical of Moroccans with
Moroccan clothing. We put, we, they put it on for parties or for weddings when
they get married'. Given that the dress Sillam shows is categorised as 'a bit typical
of Moroccans with Moroccan clothing', her utterance suggests that the typicality of
the artefact brought to the classroom does not rest simply in that all Moroccans use
this kind of clothing. Moroccans, in fact, can also wear 'western' clothes that would
make them still be ascribed as Moroccans. Rather, the typicality of the artefact
makes who wears it to be ascribed, as Siham does, as Moroccans with typical Mo-
roccan clothing. Siham added 'We put, we, they put it on for parties or for wed-
dings when they get married'. At first, Siham used the deictic personal pronoun
'we' twice when referring to all Moroccans, including herself. Then she paused and
started her sentence again with the distancing personal pronoun 'they'. It could be
that 'they' is used again because of other cultures in the classroom. More probably,
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though, 'they' is used to indicate only a specific kind of Moroccan. 'They', as Siharn
states for last, are neither the Moroccans of Form 82 nor the Moroccans living in
Morocco because they could also wear westernised clothing. Rather, 'they' brings
difference within a category that was seen as homogeneous in the eyes of the
teacher and, in actual fact, it indicates those Moroccans with this specific kind of
(Moroccan) clothing.

5.6.2 'You think for instance about a mosque and for instance about
camels'

It is  10:22 on Thursday, March 3"1,2005. The pupils of Form 82 have just entered
the classroom after break. Samira and Lejla have swapped places while joshwa and
Cemal are still vividly negotiating where they should sit. Miss Sanne puts their dis-
cussion to an end and asks the class to get ready. The lesson centres on develop-
ment of Dutch vocabulan· and after having given the instruction that words have
first to be talked about and that, only then, their definitions have to be written
down in the pupils' writing books, Miss Sanne starts as follows:

Sanne: Procedure, what is that (...) a procedure-4

Procedure. wat is dat  (...) een WDeedureR
Siham: Procedure. [Reading the word to herself.1

Procedure.

Sanne: Try it (...) Walid.

Probeer bet eens (...) Walid
g'alid: .1 way to play, for example how you do a little investigation (...) if you

investigate something?
Een manier om te spelen bijvoorbeeld. boe doe je een onder:0ekje (...) als je iets onder

toekt,

Sanne: Yes, how that all indeed develops, isn't it, it goes from A to B and within

that happen all sorts of things and that is a procedure.
la.  hoe  dat  inderdaad  allemaal  ontwikkelt.  Ke.  dat  glat  van  A  naar B  en  daarin  gebeuren

allemad dinMn en dat is een procedure.

Atiss Sanne takes a pause looking at a pupil sternlyl

Sanne: Cultural (. . .)
Sofian.

Cultureel (...) Sofian.
Sofian: Ir'ith the countries (. .), different countries, for example in Aforocco, so cul-

rural yeah other cultural

Bij  de  landen  (...),  versebillende  landen.  bijvoorbeeld  in  Marokko,  dus  cultureel ja  ander,
mitureel
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Sanne: Yes about culture, right? Now for example cultural for the Netherlands is for

example the clogs and so forth that is a cultural aspect as if about your own
culture you think about Aforocco, therefore you think for instance about a

mosque and for instance about camels.

la over ailtuur, 1*. Dan bijvoorbeelci atltureel van Xederland. is bijvoorbeeld de klon'pen

en  20.  dat  is  een  cultureel  aspect  als  je  aan je  eigen  mltutir. je  denkt  aan  Marokko.  denk

je dus bijvoorbeeld aan moskee en bijvoorbeeld aan kamelen.
Sofian: Warm weather.

W'arm weer.

Sanne: It is warm weather and people all have different cultures, different customs

and different traditions and do things in a different manner.

Het is warm weer en mensen bebben allemaal versebillende culturen. vembillende gewoon
tes en vers<·billende tradities en doen dingen op een versebillen(ie manier.

(030305:01-010)

The lesson proceeds with the word computer, which Miss Sanne skips because she
believes it is common to all pupils, then comes the word ereatief (creative) and
Lemnya is asked to have a go at it.

Analysis and interpretation
The episode above can be paraphrased as follows. The lesson begins with the word

procedure (procedure) and Miss Sanne invites Walid to give its meaning. Walid gives
an exemplary definition of the word. After accepting Walid's definition and ex-
panding on it, Miss Sanne moves on to the word cultureel (cultural) and asks Sofian
to explain it. Sofian, a pupil of Moroccan origin who according to Form 8a's lan-
guage survey has Berber and Arabic as his home languages, states that 'cultural' has
to do with different countries 'for example in Morocco'. He ends his utterance with
an improper syntagmatic use of cultural stating: 'so cultural yeah other cultural'. At
this point, Miss Sanne interrupts Sofian and makes explicit that the adlective
'cultural' is linked to the noun 'cultures'. She then addresses an artefact, i.e., clogs,

as a cultural 'aspect' for the Netherlands and draws the same link in relation to
Sofian's 'own culture' - that she makes coincide with Morocco - by calling upon
two Moroccan 'cultural aspects', a mosque and camels. Sofian does not disagree

with the link drawn between his ascribed belonging to Morocco together with the
Moroccan 'cultural aspects' However, he adds 'warm weather' to Miss Sanne's list.

He mentions an orientalised cultural element that only a person who is not used to
'warm weather' because he lives in a countn· with a different climate would under-
line. The teacher then rounds the discussion up by stating that people have 'differ-
ent cultures, different ways and different traditions' leading them 'to do things in a
different manner'. From the interaction above, (national) cultures appear 111-

commensurable entities (cf. Inghilled 2000:134) that people own according to the
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countn· to which they are (supposedly) affiliated and that make them behave in a
specific way when doing things. It is for this reason that, following the teacher,
Sofian - a pupil born to Aloroccan parents who has been brought up and schooled
entirely in the Netherlands - has his (supposed) cultural affiliation reified through
certain 'cultural aspects' like a mosque and camels. On the other hand, these as-
pects are incommensurable with the cultural aspects that the teacher instead identi-
fies with when thinking of the Netherlands, i.e., clogs. While it was not possible to
excavate Sofian's understanding of 'culture' because he was moved to a special
schooling institution for uneducable children, in a follow-up interview on this cpi-
sode, Miss Sanne elucidated her understanding of the term 'culture'.

Sanne: I think other conventions, other manners other customs.

lk denk andere gewoonten, andere. manieren andere gebmiken.

Aiax: So behaviour in particular.

Dus  gedrag vooral

Sanne Yes and also simply that they eat in a different way for instance in (uh) in

Morocco, in the countn- itself, I do not know whether they all do it here too
but certainly more than with us, they eat for example certain things with
their hands and all, and that that is how it should be.
Ja en ook Mwoon (ub) dat   anders eten bijvoorbeeld in (ub) in Marokko in bet land
Relf, ik weet nie of g bet ook allemaal bier doen maar ook wel meer dan bij ons, eten 2
bijvoorbeeld sommi# dingen met bun banden en to. en dat dat boort Zo

Max: Yes.

]a.

Sanne: That kind of, of thing, and (uh) (...) for instance, yes, what really belongs to

the Dutch culture is for instance (uh) mashing potatoes and that kind of
thing, right;

\'an  van  die  dingn.  en  (ub)  (.. -)  bijvoorbeeld, ja.  wat  ecbt  bij  de  Xederlandse  ailtuur
boort  is  bijvoorlieeld  (ub)  aardappels  prakken  en  20  bd?

 fax: Yes.

Ja.

Sanne: With gravy and then mix it, and really make a mess out of it, yes in such a
way that other people then they stare at you really like what are they doing?

Met jus  en  dan mixen  Ro en ecbt een potje d'r van  maken ja  dat  andere mensen  kijken
dan ecbt Ro van wat  jn 53 aan bet doen?

(S03:024-030)

At first, the cultural otherness expressed by Miss Sanne through 'other conven-
tions, other manners and other customs' is exemplified in the sentence 'they eat in
a different way'. The adjective 'other' covers an evaluative function. It indicates
practices that are 'other' than those that form the canon of the (national) main-
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stream culture, i.e., Dutch culture, that she belongs to. Afiss Sanne specifically re-
fers to the fact that eating with hands is a widespread (cultural) practice in Morocco
although - as gathered from her biography - the cultural practice depicted by Miss
Sanne is based on assumed common knowledge about Moroccan culture because

she has never visited Morocco. Further, her discourse gives an example and she
wonders whether eating with hands is a cultural practice that is as widely spread

among Dutch Moroccans as well as among Moroccans living in Morocco. Finally,
in the adversative clause 'but certainly much more than with us', the practice of
eating with hands is addressed again in such a way that it is thought to be more
widespread among Dutch Moroccans than among Dutch natives, i.e., those ad-
dressed with the deictic pronoun 'us'. However, Miss Sanne concludes that such
practice 'is the proper way' in Morocco and with this utterance she accepts that a
culture consists of how people do what they do in the manner that they do it and
that such manner is proper to them because part of their culture. In the same way,
the example given about Dutch natives and their 'mashing potatoes' and 'making a
mess out of it' is addressed as a strange practice for an outsider who does not know
that this practice is widespread in Dutch cuisine.

Even though Miss Sanne holds a culturally relativistic standpoint that accepts a
cultural practice because proper to a certain culture, the identities of the 'Moroc-
cans' of Form 82 appear constructed through 'indexicals of penpherality' (Gal,
2006:19) with respect to two standards of cultural practice. First, the identities of
'the Moroccans' in the Netherlands appear to be constructed at the periphen· of
the standard cultural practice set by their Dutch native counterparts because the
former are thought to eat more with their hands than the latter. Second, the identi-
ties of 'the Moroccans' in the Netherlands are also reified at the periphery of their
Moroccan counterparts in Morocco. They are thought to eat less with their hands
than the Moroccans in Morocco do. The double reification of the identities of Mo-
roccans reconstructed in this episode comes to overlap with the discourse model

held by Miss Sanne about Form 82 Moroccan pupils. These pupils, in fact, were
ascribed to the category term 'foreign Dutchmen' who are different from those
who are 'really Moroccans', i.e., their parents, because these pupils have experl-
enced something of Dutch culture but remain part of a highly cohesive immigrant
community that makes them (culturally) other than their Dutch native counterparts.

5.6.3   'But you simply know really all'
It is  13:37 on Monday, March 88,2005. A ffifa's, Hajar's and Sofian's presentations
are scheduled for the afternoon. The first presenter of the afternoon is Affifa, an
eleven year-old girl born in the Netherlands to Berber parents. Her presentation
about Morocco lasts ten minutes and receives a low mark by Miss Sanne. The sec-
ond presentation is given by Ha jar, an eleven year-old girl born in the Netherlands
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to Berber parents.  It is  now  13:47  and after coming to the front of the classroom,
Halar begins.

Haiar: M)' presentation is about the five pillars of Islam.
Mjn spreekbeurt gaat over de  vilfgtilen van de  Islam.

Sanne: What?

UNR

Halar About the five pillars of Islam and there are five compulsory pillars in Islam
through which our word remains heard.
Over de  6 iltilen van de Islam en d'r  n vijf verplicbte  Filen in de Islam waardoor ons
woord geboord blijft

(080305:1-3)

Ha jar presents the five pillars by dividing them in profession of faith, praying, tak-
ing care of the poor, fasting and pilgrimage. Miss Sanne invites her to show the
artefacts she brought to the classroom, consisting of a copy of the Qur'an and a
few photos of Mecca. Miss Sanne then asks Hajar to read a piece from the Qur'an
and after the reading of a passage in classical Arabic and its translation in Dutch,
the teacher asks whether there are any questions. Micheline raises her hand and
asks about 'the black building', i. e., the Ka'aba, which stands out from the picture
of Mecca that Hajar has just shown. After Halar's explanation, Miss Sanne asks the
classroom whether anyone has any more questions. Seeing that, in reply to her in-
vitation, no pupils have raised their hands, Miss Sanne comments as follows:

Sanne: Well, I  ( .)
found it a really interesting topic. I have already had once  (. ..)

when I was at the teacher training college then there was a lecturer, he was a
Dutch man and he had become Muslim, and he also once, in a lecture, that is
how they call that, then he also told about the five pillars of Islam and all. I
found it really very interesting. What I especially find also really nice, and
that applies to all of you the Muslims, that you guys as a child already know
so much to tell about your faith. I know for sure that Rhonda and I and
Joshwa and Aficheline really cannot tell so much about all those things, what
Easter means, what Ascension day means what, how is it called?

Nou ik (...) pond bet een beel interessant ondenperp. Ik bad al een keer (...) toen ik op de
Pabo Zat toe,1 er was daar een medewerker, was un Nederlandse man en die was Moslim
geworden en die bad ook een keer in een boon:ollege noemen :3 dat, dan bad bij bet ook

over die pill guilen van de Islam en 9 verteld. Ik vond bet beel ea interessant. Wat ik

vooral  ook  bee [:]l   knat)  vind.  en   dat  is  van jullie  allemaal  de  Moslims.  dat jullie  als   kind
al weten Zo veel te vertellen overjullie Keloof. Ik weet Reker dat Rhonda en ik en josbwa en

Micheline ecbt niet foreel kunnen pertellen over al die dingen. wat Pasen betekent, wat

Hemelvaart betekent. wat boe beet bet?
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Khalid: Carnival.
Carnavat.

banne What Whit Sunday means. What carnival means and so forth. Could you say

that, everything perfect like them can say all that?
W/at  Pinksteren  betekent.  Wat carnaval  betekent entovoort.  Zou j#  dat  kunnen  Zegen

van alles pe,fed gals bun dat allemaal kunnen -ee gen2

Micheline: No.
Nee.

Sanne: Me neither. That I find, that I  find, for that I really have a lot of respect be-

cause a Afuslim he really knows he knows, let's say, look there are of course

also Christians too, for instance my mother she certainly knows what all that
means but I don't, neither do my brothers. But you guys simply all really
know, I will, just for simplicity's sake, say almost 211 of you, maybe there are
also those among you who do not know it, but you guys all know so much
about your faith and I find it really clever.

Ik ook niet. Dat vind ik, dat vind ik, daar beb ik ecbt beel wei respect poor want een
Muslim die weet ecbt die wed, Te& maar, kijk er tjn natuurlijk wel Cbristenen bjvoor-

beeld mijn moeder die weet wel allemaal wat dat betekent maar ikke niet mijn bmers ook

niet.  Maar jullie  weten  ecbt  allemaal  tewoon,  ik  tal,  eens  even  voor  de  makkelijkbeid,
bijna  allemaal  ifggen   miscbien   fn   er  ook   bj   die   bet   niet  weten,   maar jullie  welen  alle-

maal goveel overjullie geloof en dat  vind ik ecbt  bed e,R kn®.

(080305:216-220)

After Miss Sanne's praise for the knowledge displayed by the Muslims, Khalid calls
for the teacher's attention.

Khalid: But Miss.

Maarjuffrouw.
Sanne: Khalid?

Kbalid?
Khalid: That is that is actually yes kind of a lot actually, realy a lot but (hmm) that is

(uh) now not yet everything as there is much more still (...)
Dat is dat is  ei*nljk ja best wel dgenlijk wel veel  maar (bmm) dat is  (ub) nu nog niet al-

les want er is nog beel veel (. . .)

Sanne: Yes  but you guys are little,  let's  say, you  know, you can still learn  so  much

but you guys know now an awful lot already. Really.
]a maar jullie Rjjn klein, ifg maar, weet je wei, je kitnt nots:oveel leren maar jullie weten
nu at bartstikke peel. Ecbt.

Khalid: Yes but you simply learn that when you grow up with your brothers.
]a  maar  dat  leerje  gewoon  als  je  opgroeit  met je  broers.
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Sanne: Family, yes look Aluslims those are I think much more devoted in their faith

than most Christians. It really lives simply in your whole family and therefore
from when you are little you grow up with it.
Familie, ja  kijk moslims  die  Kijn  denk ik veel  meer  toegewijd in  bun geloof dan  de  meeste

rbristenen.  Het  leeft  gewoon  ecbt  in  beel jullie  ge:cin  en  Zo  vanaf kieins  af aan  &mei je

daarmee op

(080305:240-245)

Analysis and interpretation
The above episode can be paraphrased as follows. Hajar has given a presentation
on the five pillars of Islam. Once Ha jar has concluded, Miss Sanne invites her to
read a passage from the Qur'an to the class, and after having asked her to translate
it into Dutch, Miss Sanne invites the rest of the pupils to ask Hajar questions. After
a question from Micheline concerning the use of the Ka'aba in Mecca, the teacher
states she found the topic of Hajar's presentation 'very interesting'. She then recalls
another presentation that also dealt with the five pillars of Islam given by a lecturer
at the teacher training college she attended and adds that he 'was a Dutchman and
he had become Muslim'. This coupling together of ethnicity-nationality with reli-
gious affiliation implicitly suggests that normally a Muslim is no Dutchman. After
this digression, Miss Sanne goes back to Halar's presentation and points out that
what she admires is that Muslims as children already know a lot about their religion
although their young age. At first, Miss Sanne uses the prepositional clause 'of you
all' to indicate that the 'really nice' characteristic that she is about to point out be-
longs to the whole group. Miss Sane then substitutes the pro-term 'you' and the
pragmatic quantifier 'all' with the category term 'the Muslims' and combines it with
the postulate about their devotional knowledge 'you guys as child already know so
much to tell about your faith'. To corroborate her postulate about faith knowledge
held by 'the Muslims' even further, Miss Sanne draws a comparison with the
knowledge held by her and by Rhonda, Joshwa and Micheline - the Antdlean pu-
pils of Form 82 - about the Christian faith stating that they know a lot less. It is
when Miss Sanne questions Micheline that the teacher introduces a new 'hierarchy
of otherness' (cf. Van Dijk, 1998:119). This hierarchy appears not to be based
anymore on Dutch language proficiency that saw Antilleans in an advantaged posi-
tion because for them Dutch is almost a first language. Rather, this new hierarchy
of identity construction relies on an assumed similarity in terms of faith and sees on
one side 'the Muslims', also addressed as 'you guys'. On the other, she puts to-
gether Dutch natives - that is to say herself and her siblings - together with Antil-
leans, under the umbrella terms of 'Christians'. She then uses Micheline as
addressee of these questions building up the expectation for an agreement (cf.
Sacks, 1987:64). After receiving Micheline's negative answer, interpreted as an
agreement to her assumed lack of knowledge of the Christian faith, Miss Sanne
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adds that such lack of knowledge counts for her too. Then she stresses that, in-
stead, "a Muslim really knows, he knows" and concludes her praise with "but you
guys all simply really know". l'hrough the adversative 'but you guys all simply really

know', Miss Sanne restates the categorial predicate (Hester, 1988:135) of the om-
niscient Muslims. This predicate sees 'the Muslims', indicated with 'you guys all', as

holding a vast knowledge about Islam by default, i.e., 'you simply know'. Subse-

quently to Miss Sanne's last remark, Khalid - a Muslim pupil from Turkish origin
who has Turkish and Arabic as his home languages - gives a counter modification
that they know a lot indeed but that there is much more to know. At first Miss
Sanne agrees with Khalid. Then, through the adversative clause 'but you guys know
now an awful lot already', the teacher corroborates her own categorial predicate
about the oniniscient Muslim child. Last, she employs the tag particle 'really' to
strengthen her predicate and claim a tangible proof for her opinion discourse.
Khalid reacts for the second time to Miss Sanne's statements and asserts again that
'you simply learn that when you grow up with your brothers'. To this claim that
knowledge about faith is not embedded per se in being a Muslim, Miss Sanne

responds that in her view they are 'much more (...)  devoted to their faith than
most Christians'. Through the word 'family', Miss Sanne returns to Khalid's state-

ment that presented the knowledge held about Islam as developed together with his
siblings. However, as indicated by the adverb 'simply' in 'it really simply lives in all
of your family', devotion to faith results from the teacher's utterance again as
something common for Muslims rather than for Christians because part and parcel
of a Muslim 'family'. It is during a feedback interview on this episode that Miss
Sanne expands on the Islamic faith.

Sanne: Yes about faith everyone [knows AIS] a lot. Look, of course there are always

iust a few children who do rnost o f the talking.
la   over   bet   Floof  iedereen  \weet  A\Slueel.   Kijk  natu,irlijk   s:jj,z   er  altijd  maar  een  aantal

kinderen die bet boo te woord poeren.
 lax:

.'les.

la.
Sanne: But in general, yes right, they all know something about it.

Maar over bet  al,emeen, ja  boon  daar weten  2  allemaal  wei  wat  van

Max: /unm)
Sanne the (...) Aluslim children more than the Catholic children (...) and I also al-

ways say that to the children ven clearly that 1 have so much respect for
these children that they know about that [their religion XIS} so much.
de  (...)  Moslim  kinderen  meer  dan  de  katbolieke  kinderen  (...)  en  dat  Telik  ook  altijd

tegen  de  kinderen  beel  eQ duidelijk  van  dat  ik Roveel  respect  beb  voor  die  kinderen  dat  Rf

daar Ro veel van weten.
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Max: Yes, yes, yes I have very much noticed this.

Ja, ja, ja die beb ik wei gemerkt.

(S03:97-102)

Afiss Sanne's categon' term 'the Muslims' becomes an identity ascription protected
against induction because it postulates the existence of a homogenous and all
knowing group immune to counter arguments that undermine this group charac-
tenstics.

5.6.4  4Ifyou want to do it, you do it'
During a follow-up interview, Miss Sanne was asked about her Muslim pupils' reli-
gious practices. More specifically, given the fact that during the observation time
spent in Form 83 two girls - out of ten - wore a headscarf, the conversation with
Miss Sanne centred on this practice.

Max: Yes. Yes (...) but only two have such a headscarf

Ja. Ja (...) Maar alleen maar twee bebben  20'n boofddoek
Sanne: 1 es.

.

Ja.

Max: Thev wear such a headscarf.

Ze ciragen :0'n boofddoek
Sanne: (...) Yes I think that these families are (. ..) somewhat stricter.

(...) la ik  denk dat  die families  wat  (...) stren,fr ®n
Max: Afeaning?

In de  in van?
Sanne: (...) Because they have to wear a headscarf that they then let's say live more

(. . .) following the rules

(...)  omdat 1-,  een  booiddoek moeten  dragen  dat  7  dan  r:eg maar meer (...)  leven  volg,ns  de

regels

Afax: (hmm)
Sanne because Lemnia, with a headscarf (...) that little one.

want Lemja, met boofddoek (...) dat kleinge
Max: ;'es that little one there, yes.

Ja  (Re  kleine  daar, ja
Sanne: That one is not allowed to join the school camp.

Die mag niet  mee op  seboolkamp
Max:

(...)   Really>

(...) Erbt waar?
Sanne: i'€s. And Samira, with the headscarf, also is not allowed to join the school

camp.

la. En Samira. met de boofddoek. magook niet mee op scboolkamp
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Afax: ()h.

(S03:063-075)

Lemnja and Samira's practice of wearing a headscarf is reconstructed as something
that these two girls do because compelled to follow the rules. Furthermore, the
teacher links together these girls' practice with the word 'family' and more precisely
with the (supposed) strict rules that the families of these two girls live by in
following Islam. Miss Sanne then adresses Siham's case, the girl who held a pres-
entation about Morocco. Other than Lemnla and Samira, Siham does not wear a
headscarf. In line with Miss Sanne's reasoning when she connected 'wearing a
headscarf with having a strict family, Siham should be allowed to go to the school
camp. However, all three pupils are prevented from attending the camp because
'they are girls'. This time, it is a gender related reason that Miss Sanne uses as an-
other facet of the category 'Muslim'. During a focused group discussion dealing
with the pupils' understanding of their identity belongings, these pupils under-
standing of the rituals behind wearing a headscarf was also taken further and led to
the following:

AIax: You two have a headscarf [to Samira and Lemnia] and you guys do not [to

Siham and Haiar] and you do not either [to Leila] P
Jullie twee bebben wei boofddoeken en jullie niet en 14 ook niet ?

Halar What?
W'at'

Samira: They can decide that for themselves.
Dat mogen  Ze  Ze# weten.

Lemnia:     Yes, you can certainly choose for yourself because (uh) some Dutchmen all
think like, yes, the fathers and the mothers all say that, that you have to, you
have to.
Ja. je  mal wel  Flf kie en  want  (ub)  sommi,Ce Xederlanders denken  allemaal  van. ja.  de

vaders  en  de  moeders z-e en  dat  a emaal  dat  moet  dat  moet.
Samira: But there is no obligation at all.

Maar dat moet belemaal niet.

Lemnia But that is not so, they can decide for themselves.

Maar dat is niet, 2 moAn F.elf weten.

Haiar Because in the Qur'an is written like the child can choose for herself wh  (...)
when she will start wearing a headscarf.
Want in  de Koran staat van de  kind mag Relf beslissen wan (...) wanneer die een  boofd-

doek glat dra n.
Lemnia:      Yes and maybe I am going to wear it in sec (...) in secondan· education.

la en ikga missebien op de mid (...) de middelbare.
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Haiar: i"es me too for sure.

Ja ik ook teker.
Afax: Now I would very much like to know about you two [to Ha jar and  Siharn]

Nou gu ik graag wil en weten van bun twee.
Siham: ()h no.

Ob nee.

liax: Is it a fashion or something like that?

ls bet mode of :92

I.emnja Fashion!
Mode,

1 Iajar Iris very nice indeed.
Hda weI mooi boor.

Siham: Not at all, that is for our faith and (uh) if (. . .)
Xee boor da's voor ons eeloof en (ub) ali (...)

Haiar: Yes because for the faith, hair (...)
ja want voor bet geto,'01·baar(...)

Lemnia: A woman's hair is attractive for a man.
De baar van een Vrouw is aantrekkelijk voor een man.

Haiar: Yes.

Ia.

NIax Yes then I really understand what you mean (...)

la dan snap ik bet wei wat je  bedoelt (...)

Haiar: Attractive.
Aantrekkelijk

(GD01:290-309)

Samira and Lemnia were the girls who Miss Sanne identified as wearing
headscarves because they come from stricter families. Though, these two girls state
that wearing a headscarf is a practice that is totally up to the child who wears it.
Rather than presenting this categog-bound activity as something compulsory,
Lemnia openly criticises the thinking of'some Dutchmen' who 'think only in terms
of, yes, the fathers and the mothers all say that you have to, you have to'. I Ialar, the
girl who held the presentation about the five pillars of Islam and read a piece from
the Qur'an in classic Arabic but who does not wear a headscarf, also corroborates
Samira's and Lemn ja's point by attributing this freedom of practice to the fact that
'in the Qur'an is written that the child can choose for herself wh (. ..) when she will
wear a headscarf. W'lien asked about wearing a headscarf Halar and Siham explain:

Max: Don't vou wear a headscarff

Draagjij  <feen  boofttdoeki
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Haiar: I do not want to yet.
Ik wii nog niet.

Siham: Maybe she will do it in secondary education.
Zij gaat in de middelbare school misscbien doen.

Haiar: I do not feel like it.
Geen gn

(GD01:327-330)

In line with the Qur'an that allows the child to decide when to wear a headscarf,
the two girls use agency in managing whether and when they want to wear a head-
scarf, i. e., as in Lemnia's comment, in secondary school. Further, during the fo-
cused group discussion, Lejla - a Muslim girl born in Bosnia who came to the
Netherlands at the age of three - was also asked about her understanding of this
devotional practice.

Ma But (uh) why do you (...)

Maar (ub) en jij waarom  (...)
Leila: Yes they do that sometime but in Bosnia, here say those Bosnians not really

so to say, in Bosnia they do have you know all headscarves, all till here and
all.

ja dat doen Re soms wel maar in Bosnii, bier %.eg die Bosnifrs niet ecbt Zeg maar, in

Bosnii  bebben  :3  wel  weet je  wel  allemaal  boofddoeken  allemaal  tot  bier  en  g.

Max: But are you are you also a Muslim or not?

Maar  ben jij  ben je  ook  Moslim  of niet?

Leila: Yes. Yes. Yes  but I do not really need to (...)  I do not know I am not so
really rigid just like (uh) (. ..) yes (...) I am not really that strict.
Ja. Ja. Ja maar ik boff nie ecbt (...) ik wee nie ik ben niet Ef ecbt streng net als (ub)
(...) ja (...)ik ben niet eebt 20 streng

Hajar: Different.
Anders.

Leila: Yes I am different. The rules that we have, those are, I think, with them
really different. Yes.
jo ik ben anders. De regels die wij bebben die  in, vol*ns mij. bij bun beel anders. ]a

Halar They simply do not need to really wear a headscarf there.
Hun  boeven daar gewoon niet precies een  boofddoek  k  dragen

(GD01:333-339)

The devotional practice  of wearing a headscarf is present in Bosnia because as Lejla
states 'in Bosnia they do have you know all headscarves, all till here and all' but not
really present among Bosnians living in the Netherlands. In Lejla's discourse, being
a Muslim does not necessarily imply wearing a headscarf because '1 am not really
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that strict', and it overlaps with Miss Sanne's understanding that this devotional
practice is a symbol of strictness. Rather, Lejla admits to being a different kind of
Muslim, i.e., 'Yes I am different', because 'the rules that we have, those are, I think,
with them really different' where this difference could be distinguished either
among Bosnian Muslims and Bosnians in the Netherlands or Bosnians and
Moroccan/Turkish Muslims. Hajar's conclusive sweeping statement uses 'they' for
Bosnian Muslims and the 'there' refers to Bosnia. Lejla continues by dealing with
other devotional practices and states:

Le la: No, no or not exactly actual fasting, no.
Nee, nee of niet preaes te vasten per se, nee.

Hajar: Yes.

Ia.

Leila: If you want to do it then you do it. But we cannot eat pork that is  (uh)
Als je  da  wil  dan  doe je  dat.  Maar  we  mogn  geen  varken  eten  da's  (ub)

Haiar: Very Strict.
Heel streng

Max: But do you actually go to the mosque?

Maar ga je  wel  naar  de  moskee?

Leila: No.
Nee.

Max: Oh.

Ok

Hajar I do.
Ik wel.

(GD01:346-353)

She adds later on in the discussion:

Lella. Okay, sir, look in my (uh) in my family, yes, I believe in Bosnia or some-
thing, whatever, these want, yes, these these are simply really strict about
Ramadan and all but, I do not know, my mother says I do not have to, you
know, my mother yes, she actually does that but (...) I do not.

Oki,  meneer,  kijk  in  mij  (ub) in mij familie, ja,  volgns  mij  in Bosnii  of:piets, weet ik
peel,  die  willen, ja,  die  die  hJn gewoon  ecbt streng aan Ramadan  en  29  maar,  ik  wee  nie,

ik  boef tia  nie  van  mijn  moeder, weet je  wel,  mij  moeder ja   J  doet  da wel  maar  (...)  ikke

nie.

NIax: (hmm)

Lemnia: But wait a moment Sir (uh) (...)
Maar wacbt * meneer (ub)  (. ..)
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I.eila: Afy family does.

Mij familie  wei.

(GD01:1013-1016)

In conclusion, besides eating pork, the devotional practices of visiting the mosque,
fasting and wearing a headscarf are all observed in Bosnia. but they are practices
that neither Lella's mother obliges her to observe nor that Lejla herself chooses to
observe. Rather, her understanding of devotional practices relies on the principle
that she refers  to as written in  the Qur'an 'if you want to do it you do it'.

5.6.5 Conclusions
In the first episode, Siham brought two artefacts to the classroom and she pre-
sented them as being part of cultural knowledge common to all Moroccans. Be-
cause of their typicality, these artefacts did not require much explanation. In her
presentation therefore, Moroccan identity was constructed as homogeneous. How-
ever, a closer look at the language used in Siham's presentation suggests that the
initial homogeneity of Form 8a Moroccans has eroded. The erosion has happened
on two occasions. First, overlapping with the discourse so far reconstructed of
these pupils as foreign Dutchmen, the Moroccans in Morocco and Form 83 Mo-
rocc&ins are not considered a homogeneous group as shown through pronouns
used in describing the picture of the king that Sillam brought to the classroom.
Second, homogeneity at category level has eroded in terms of the 'typicality' of the
clothing she has shown. This clothing is neither typical for the Moroccans of Form
82 nor typical for any Moroccan living in Morocco. Rather, it is 'a bit typical' for
those Moroccans who wear 'Moroccan clothing'.

In the second episode, Moroccan identity is still at the centre of attention. When
engaged in defining together with Sofian the word 'culture', the reconstruction of
this episode presents Miss Sanne as holding a fixed understanding of the cultural
symbols that she thinks Sofian would refer to when thinking of his own culture,
proposing Moroccan culture and (mainstream) Dutch culture as incommensurable.
It is interesting though, that contrary to what Miss Sanne would expect, when re-
calling cultural elements, Sofian does not think of 'a mosque' and of 'camels'.

Rather, he focuses on elements like the 'warm weather' that could be seen as ap-
propriate for a tourist visiting Morocco and that people in Mon)cco would not
point out because they are used to it. Furthermore, besides presenting a culturally
relativistic standpoint, Form 82 Moroccans' identities are reified at the periphery of
two Cultural centres, the first constituted by those standard cultural practices that
take place in the Netherlands and second by the cultural practices that take place in

Morocco, e.g. eating with one's hands.
In the third episode, Miss Sanne draws a comparison with the knowledge held

by her and by Rhonda, Joshwa and Micheline - the Antillean pupils of Form 8a -
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about the christian faith stating that they know a lot less. It is when Miss Sanne
questions Micheline that the teacher introduces a new hierarchy of otherness (cf.
Van I)Ak, 1998:119). 'I'his hierarchy appears not to be based anymore on Dutch
language proficiency that saw Antilleans in an advantaged position because for
them Dutch is almost a first language. Rather, this new hierarchy of identity con-
struction relies on an assumed similarity in terms of faith and sees on one side 'the
Muslims', also addressed as 'you guys'. On the other, she puts together Dutch na-
tives - that is to say herself and her siblings - together with Ant:illeans, under the
umbrella terms of 'Christians: In matters of Islam, she postulates the existence of a
homogeneous and all knowing group, i.e., 'the Muslims'.

In the fourth episode, Ahss Sanne's discourse relies on a homogeneous con-
struction of the Muslim girls who wear a headscarf because of their strict families
and because of gender related limitations. However, once confronted with the pu-
pils' discourse, the teacher's ascribed homogeneity of this category appears again to
erode. Samira, Lemnla, lialar and Siham - the Moroccan girls who have taken part
in the group discussion - know about the meaning of wearing a headscarf and the
Qur'an discourse around this devotional practice. Furthermore, if not yet wearing
one now in primary school, these girls exhibit some willingness to wear a headscarf
in secondary school. However, they rely on their own agency to determine whether
and, if so, when this practice will be used. The teacher's discourse model of homo-
geneity of Muslim girls does not erode only in terms of pupils' own agency. The
difference that Leila shows in being a Muslim is twofold. For Lella, being 'a Mus-
lim' holds a different connotation than for those Muslims who live in Bosnia or for
those Moroccan or Turkish Muslims living in the Netherlands because the former
'have, you know, all headscarves, all till here and all' and the other hold other sets
of rules. As for her case, a Bosnian living in the Netherlands - besides not eating
pork - is not obliged to follow any devotional practices unless she wants to.

5.7 The pupils constructing their identities

In the following sections, the focus shifts to Form 8a pupils and their understand-
ing of their identity belongings. The excerpts discussed here are taken from the
observations and audio recordings carried out in Form 8a as well as from the pu-
pils' ethnographic corpus (see Chapter 3).

5.7.1  Non-exoticness and otherness
The analysis of the discourse of Form 8a pupils seeks to uncover the understanding
they hold of their identity belongings in relation to mainstream (Dutch) sockety and
to the country of birth of their parents. The group discussion with Cemal, Osman
and Ozlem - all three pupils from Turkish background - centred on how they see
themselves and on how they would introduce themselves to others:
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Max: But what do you say once you introduce yoursel 

Maar wat ggfe als je overjefelf bebt?

Cemal: I iust say I come from Turkey.
Ik Zeggewoon ik kom uit Turkife

Ma But were you (...) were you born there?

Maar  was je  (...)  was je  daar  geboren?
Cemal: No. Well everyone says that, Moroccans too. Also if they are born here and

then they say I come from Aforocco or so, and Turks do that too.
Nee.  Ja iedereen  Le# dat.  Marokkanen ook.  Ook at Rlin  g bier geboren en dan  Ze*en

Le  ik  kom uit Marokko  of 9  en Turken  ook

(GD02:136-139)

In backing up his statement 'I just say I come from Turkey', Cemal explains that
for him being Turkish goes beyond the ius soli criterion. Rather, even though he was
born in the Netherlands, Cemal's discourse presents a symbolic affiliation that is
used by both Turks and Moroccans, i.e., 'Well everyone says that, Moroccans too.
Also if they were born here and then they say I come from Marocco or so, and
Turks do that too' Intrigued by Cemal's understanding of being Turkish I asked
the group about their relationship with Turkey. It turned out that these pupils have
all visited Turkey at least once in their lives but with huge difference in frequency
of their visits. For instance, Cemal visited Turkey at the age of six, Ozlem went to
Turkey three years ago, and Osman goes there with his family each year for the
summer holidays.  Once asked what Turkey represents  for them, Cemal starts off by

saying

Cemal: Simply a country.
Gen,oon een land.

Afax: A country.

Een land.

Cemal: A nice country.
Een mooi land.

Afax: A nice country.

Ren mooi land.

Cemal: Yes.

la,

Max: Yes? (...) And and (uh) and how does it feel to be there7

Ja? (...) Tin en (ub) en boe voelt dat om daar te = n?
Cemal: Normal.

N ormaal.

liax: So (.. .) boys and girls (. . .) where is actually home for you guys?

Dus (...)jongens en meisjes (...) waar is eigenlijk tbuis voorjullie?
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Cemal: The Netherlands.
Nederland

Max: (hmm) Okay.

(bmm) 0 ki.
Ozlem: The Netherlands.

Nedertand.

Osman (...) In the Netherlands as well and a bit in Turkey.
(...)  Ook  in  Nederiand  en  een  bee(ie  in  Turkle

(GD02:168-179)

In contrast to other studies that deal with the iInmigrants' understanding of home
(cf Fortier, 2006), Cemal's affiliation to Turkey appears neither based on ius soli not
on ius sanguinis nor on images of a lost home. Rather, through the utterance 'simply
a country' followed by 'a nice country', Cemal's ethnic belonging appears embed-
ded in "non-exoticness" (see Rampton, 2006:8). Osman, the only pupil who regu-
larly visits Turkey every summer holiday, places his home 'in the Netherlands as
well as a bit in Turkey' Given that Osman expressed a sense of home shared be-
tween the Netherlands and Turkey, I took this as a cue for excavating his relation-
ship with his parents' birth-country and with the people there. Osman explains:

( )sman: They think  that  we  are  a bit Dutch  they  can  simply  see  that,  we do speak
Dutch sometimes.
Ze denken dat we een beege Nederlands  n dat kunnen TS gewoon vien we praten soms
Nederlands wel.

Alax: ()h yeah)  (hmm)  but not  for your appearance.

Ob ja? (bmm) maar niet uiterlijk.
()sman: Yes not for appearance, but when you open your mouth bham immediately

you become a Dutchman immediately, yes.
Ja witerlijk niet, maar als je mond  open  doet boem  meteen dus je wor(it een Nedertander

meteen, ja
Afax: Really, and for you?

Ecbt waar. en voorjou?
Cemal: (...) Same.

(...)Zelfde.
(GD02:188-192)

Once in Turkey, Osman believes that he and his family are ascribed as 'a bit Dutch'
because 'sometimes' they speak Dutch to each other. He then continues stating
'but when you open your mouth bham immediately you become a Dutchman
immediately, yes'. The 'a bit Dutch' ascription, once with his family, shifts now to a
more general level where someone is 'a Dutchman' because he or she speaks
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Dutch. Osman therefore relies on the connection between language use, as an in-
dex o f someone being a national of the country where this language is spoken: 'you
become a Dutchman immediately, yes'. The verb 'becoming', though, implies an
identity variation process that takes place in Turkey when speaking Dutch. Other-
ness in the parental birth country also happens to Lella. The discussion about her

identity belongings unfolds as follows:

Max: You say m your answers, I am Bosnian.

jij  ::egt  in jouw  antwoorden.  ik  ben  Bosniscb.

Leila: Yes.

]a.

 fax: But why?

Maar waarom?

Leila: Simply because I am born in Bosnia and my parents are Bosnian then I am
also still Bosnian. Right?
Gewoon omdat ik in Bosnii bengeboren en m'n ouders ::#n Bosniscb dan ben ik torb ook

Bosniseb. Ja torb?
XIax: Yes that is true indeed.

la, dat ii wet waar.
(GDOl:01-05)

Above, Lejla subscribes to a Bosnian identity on the basis of ius soli and ius sanguinis.
She was born on Bosnian soil to Bosnian parents. Though, once exploring how she
sees Bosnia and what happens in Bosnia when she goes back there with her par-
ents, Lejla replies:

Leila: When we, let's say, come to Bosnia or so in our car and they find it really

beautiful while that is really normal here. Really cool car, this and that and

where do you guys live and you guys are so rich and all.
Als wij, Tel maar. in Bosnii komen of 9 in onfe auto en dat vinden bun kei mooi tenvijl
dat  bier  kei  normaal  is.  Agi  coole  auto.  dit  and  dat  en  waar  wonen jullie  en jullie  : in  rijk

en to.

(GD01:494)

And shortly afterwards in the same discussion:

Leila: Yes then I think like (...) like yes what she says (...) nice clothes new and all,
when did you get that, how much money have you got and all. I have, I am

simply a hurnan being right.
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la  dan  denk je  ko  van  (...)  van ja  wat  Rij  -vei  (...)  leuke  kleren  nieuw  en  fo  wanneer  beb

je dat gebaald boeveel geld bebjii en g. Ik beb, ik ben gewoon een mens boon

(GD01:500)

Unlike Osman, Leila's identity reification in Bosnia as 'other' does not Occur in

terms of the language and nation equation where someone who speaks Dutch be-
comes ascribed as a Dutchman. Rather, it happens in term of material practices like
having a car, nice clothes and money, all things that are now common to Lella's
family but are marked as symbols of otherness by Bosnians in Bosnia.

5.7.2 Shouf, shouf habibi
One of the general trends stemming from Form 89 pupils' discourse about their
language practices is that they favoured the use of Dutch at school as well as at
home. These pupils generally complained about the syntactic and semantic limita-
tions as well as the lack of literacy skills in their home languages. Limited profi-
ciency in the home language, however, and their consequent preference for Dutch
constitute only one facet of these pupils' sociolinguistic management. Their self-
reported language behaviour, in fact, shows that Berber and Moroccan Arabic -
often both addressed under the umbrella term of Marokkaans (Moroccan) - and
Turkish are employed with precise strategies in mind:

Walid: I f  we are playing  football  then  I use Moroccan  and  then the others  do  not
understand.
Als wij %jin voetbal aan bet spelen dan #bruik ik Marokkaans en dan bewijpen de an-
dere niet.

(WP:08)

And further during the focused group discussion:

Osman: For instance if we say secrets and then we say [the secrets AIS] in Turkish
and then and after that they do not know it.
Bijvoorbeeld als wij gebeimen 2& en en dan Ffggen wij in Turks en dan en daarna weten

Re bet dan niet.
AIax: They do not know it, who?

Ze weten bet niet. wie?

()sman: Yes.

la.

Aiax: The (...) the other children you mean.

Die  (...) die andere  kinderen bedoel je
Osman: And what we say and all.

En watwe Re en en 2.
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Max: But give iust an example what what (uh) happens with Turkish at (uh) play-

time.

Maar geef maar een  voorbeeld  wat  wat  (ub) gebeurt  met Turks  op  (ub)  de  paul:e.

Ozlem: If we say something, simply something important.
Als we iets Re&8en. gewoon iets belangrijks.

(GD02:090-096)

The sociolinguistic practices reported in Form 8a, supported by the sociolinguistic
practices observed at different moments of the school day in this classroom, show
that the use of Dutch and community languages does not seem to fall in strictly
separated sociolinguistic domains. For instance, Walid's use of'Moroccan' was in-
deed observed taking place among a close-knit group of friends, all from the Mo-
roccan community, during a kick about at break tillie. In the same manner, Samira,
Lemnia, Siham and Hajar - four girls of Berber background - were observed using
'Moroccan' in a physical education lesson when engaged in a handball match (see
Synopsis 210205:5). Along the same lines, Osman's self-reported use of Turkish is
motivated by the pragmatic goal of communicating 'a secret' and used at playtime
for telling 'something important'. However, Turkish assumes different connota-
tions among pupils of Turkish background as is shown by the following transcript.

AIax: And do you do you do that often, Turkish, at school?

En doe je doe je dat vaak, Turks, op school?

()sman: Yes

]a.

Max: Oh.
Osman: At break.

In de pau:Le

AIax: Yes;

]a?

 Turning to Cemal]

Afax: So do you also speak Turkish with everyone because it makes you looking

very tough?
Dus spreekje ook met iedereen bet Turks want bet maakt je beel stoer?

Cemal: It is not tough.
Het is niet stoer.

Max: No?

Neef
Cemal: Not for me. Simply it [Turkish AIS] is normal language.

Voor mij niet. Gewoon is normale taal
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Aiax: It is simply a normal language.

Het is gewoon een normale taal.

Cemal: I f  it was English it would   have   been   a bit tough perhaps   it  is a famous

language.
Als bet Engels was een beetje stoer misscbien bet is een beroemde taal.

NIax: Oh that is what you mean.

Ob ro
Cemal: ( )r French and Turkish is not so well-known so (uh) (...) yes (...)

Of Frans  en Turks  is  niet  g  beroemd  dus  (ub)  (. . .) ja  (...)
AIax: Yes, yes.

la. ja

(GD02:349-362)

In the first place, community languages are referred to as a 'we' code that put these
pupils in an advantaged position compared to those with a 'they' code (cf
Gumperz, 1982), e.g., all the other pupils who do not have knowledge of Turkish.
However, in Cemal's case Turkish is addressed as: 'simply it is normal language'
because 'not so well-known' as English or French, both international and therefore
'tough' languages. This non-exoticness of Turkish, though, conflicts with the fol-
lowing episode before the beginning of a physical education lesson between
Osman, Cemal and me. The conversation reads as follows:

Ma: So then do you speak a bit of Moroccan?

Zo dan spreek jullie een beetje Marokkaans?
Osman: No, no a real Turkish man speaks only iust Turkish.

Nee, nee een ecbt Turks man spreekt alleen maarTurks.
Cemal: Shouf shou f habibi. [Giggles]

Sbouf shouf babibi.
()sman: Yes, shouf shou f habibi. [Giggles]

Ja, sboufsbouf babibi.
[They both finish to tie their shoelaces and run off to the gym hall laughing]

(Synopsis 210205: 05-06)

The sentence 'No, no, a real Turkish man speaks only just Turkish' may indicate a
patrimonium-loaded connotation that, as reported in the home language survey,
corroborated the fact that Osman only spoke Turkish with his father (cf. PuJolar,
2001:137). However, contrary to the language practice just claimed by Osman for 'a
real Turkish man', above Cemal has employed the Arabic words 'Shouf shouf
habibi', title to a popular Dutch TV series on the whereabouts of three Moroccan
young men. Further, in agreement with Cemal Osman utters the same Arabic sen-
tence, after which they run off to the gym hall laughing. Cemal and Osman's lin-
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guistic practice therefore results as non-authentic (aspers, 2005:116) because it is

incongruent with what, following Osman, a 'real Turkish man' does with his lan-
guage practices. Rather, the use of an 'Arabic' utterance that belongs to the young-
sters' knowledge of Dutch popular culture may be an example of language sabotage
employed to put off the pressure exerted on them by the authority, i.e., the gullible
researcher who explores their linguistic practices.

5.7.3 Managing language repertoires across ethnic boundaries
The following excerpt presents a discussion between Lemnia and Hajar about
Lejla's knowledge of 'Moroccan'. It shows that community languages also extend
across ethnic boundaries.

Max: And can she [Leila AfS] speak AforoccanP

En kan ke Marokkaans spreken2

Lemnia But she can, sometimes if we speak Dutch (uh) Moroccan then she some-
times learns perhaps a couple of words  from us.

Maar Le kan, soms als wij b#voorbeeld Kederlands (ub) Marokkaans praten, dan leert
Rf missebien soms een paar woorden van ons.

Max: (hmm) A couple of words.

(bmm) Een paar woorden

Haiar: If for example there is a group then she says yeah right I want to speak

Dutch too (uh) I want to speak Moroccan too.
Als er  b#voorbeeld een gmep is  dan  Zest  Ze ja  ballo ik wil ook  Nederlands  (ub)  ik wil

ook Marokkaans praten.
 fax: Yes you have to learn that [Moroccan AIS] fast then. [Addressing Le ila.]

la dat moet je snel leren dan.

Lemnja She can, she can actually under (uh) understand me sometime, yes.
Zij  kan.  ti  kan  wel soms  vers  (ub)  mij  verstaan, ja

(GDOl: 134-139)

As for the Turkish used in culturally heterogeneous friendship circles in Hamburg
(cf. Dirim & Hieronymus, 2003:44), the understanding of 'Moroccan' works as a
requirement for group inclusion of a non-Moroccan community member. As re-
constructed from Halar and Lemnia's utterances, Lejla is capable to recognise
which language 'currency' is more profitable in order to fulfil the communicative
needs of the moment, that is the understanding of what the Moroccans say and
being part of the Moroccan group. LeJla though is not the only pupil who has some
knowledge of a community language other than her own. An investigation of the
use of'Moroccan' by Form 8a pupils with Turkish background takes place during a

group discussion that involves Ozlem, Cemal and Osman. It reads as follows:
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C)zlem: I can also speak a bit of Moroccan.

Ik kan ook een bee(je Marokkaans.
Afax: Ohyes?

Objaf
()zlem: A couple of words.

Paar woorden.

Nfax: Give then an example
(. . .) please.

Geef  eens  een  voorbeeld  t... )  dsjeblieft

C)zlem: I do not know.
Dat weet ik met.

Max: () f course vou do.

la tuurlijk weL
()zlem: Aii means come (uh) beslama means bye (...)

Aji betekent  kom (ub) beslama betekent doei (...)

[(,sman whispering in Cemal's earl

NIax: But how come you speak Arabic?

Maar boe  kan dat dat je Arabiscb  spreekR
c jzlem: ,\Iy friend sometimes speaks Moroccan then 1 ask what does that mean then

I know it too sometime.

Mijn vrien(lin praat soms Marokkaans dan vraat ik wat dat betekent dan wed ik dat
soms ook.

Ma: But friends here at school or (. . .)

Maar vriendinnen  bier  op  school  of  (...)
()zlem: She lives next to me, a Aforoccan girl.

Zij woont naast mij. een Mamkkaanse meisje

(GD02:231-241)

Whereas Lejla's motivation to understand 'Moroccan' is to be part of a friendship
network made out of girls with a Berber background, Ozlem links her ability to
understand and speak (some) Moroccan' with having a Moroccan friend living next
door. She then continues:

Ozlem: Skut means quiet.
Skut  betekent  stil.

()sman: No way, for you it all means quiet.
Ecbt niet. voorjou alles betekent stil

()zlem: Yes way.
Ecbt wei.
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()sman: Anhelt means done or something like that.

Anbelt betekent klaar of  0 iets.
()zlem: No way.

Ecbt niet.

()sman: 3'es way.
Ecbt wel.

()zlem: No way.
liebt niet.

()sman: Sofian does live next to mep

S ofian  woont  toeb   naast  mg?

(jzlem: ( )kay, okay, okay.
Oki. oki. oki.

(GD02:242-250)

Ozlem gives another example of her knowledge of Moroccan vocabulary. In re-
sponse, Osman - the Turkish pupil who earlier on combined the use of Turkish
with an expression of gendered identity and who claimed to use no other language
than Turkish - challenges her knowledge with an 'ascription of incompetence'
(Auer, 1984:89) that is 'No way, for you it all means quiet'. He then shows some

knowledge of 'Moroccan' vocabulary himself and supports his competence by re-
ferring to the fact that Sofian, a pupil of Berber background who has Berber and
Arabic as his home languages, is his neighbour. At this point in the group discus-
sion Cemal shouts out

Cemal: Xernsa
Xemsa.

Max: And that means?

lin dat betekent?
Cemal: Five.

I git
Max: What?

W''at?

Cemal: Five.

I 22

AIax: ()h  and  (uh) anything else?

Ob en (ub) nogiets2
Cemal: (uh) (...) Shouf [look MS] (. . .) that means look.

(ub) (...) Sbouf (...) dat betekent kijk
Afax: He is always laughing. Do you know what that means?  Talking to ( )sman.1

Hij  is  altijd  aan  bet   lacben.  k eet Je  wat  dat  betekent?
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()sman: No.
Nee.

Cernal: Shouf [Look 11:9.
SboMf·

Afax: Yes, yes, shouf shouf habibi, look look and (uh) and do you use this very

often with the other children?
la. ja.  sbouf sbouf babibi.  kijk,  kijk  en  (ub) en  gebruik je die  beel vaak tegen  die andere

kinderen 

Cemal: NO.
Nee.

Max: No (hmm)?

Nee (bmm)?
Cemal: I don't know mr Arabic.

lk ken Keen Arabiscb.
Max: What?

W'atl
Cernal: I cannot speak any Arabic.

Ik kan Keen Arabiscb.

(GD02:262-277)

In order to show his Moroccan vocabulary knowledge, Cemal starts with the word
xemsa. Once asked to share his knowledge further, Cemal utters sboufthe imperative
form of the verb 'to look' already encountered in the verbal exchange at the gym
with Osman. Osman who denies knowing the meaning ofs/Joufresults to play along
with Cemal who, in the end, admits neither to know nor to use any Arabic. To my
surprise, in fact, Cemal just repeated the same Moroccan word, i.e., sbold (look),
that he used during the verbal exchange he had at the gyrn with me and Osman.
Summing up, these four pupils have some understanding and/or active knowledge
of 'Moroccan'. For Lejla, Ozlem and Osman, this knowledge is motivated by rea-
sons of wanting to be included either in classroom or in neighbourhood networks
where 'Moroccan' is used (cf. Auer & Dirim, 2003:183). For Cemal, as it already
happened during the verbal exchange at the gym, it is an instance of 'languaging'
(cf. Phipps, 2006) done for escaping the authority of the researcher.

5.7.4 'Pure Berbers' and cHalfArabs'
The following discussion with Leila, Samira, Lemnla, Halar and Siham, stems from
these pupils' initial responses in the essays about themselves and their language
repertoires. It starts with Lella explaining her affiliation to Bosnia and continues as
follows:
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Leila: Them live in the Netherlands also and are a hundred percent Moroccan too.
Hun wonen tocb ook in Nederland en 4in ook bonderd procent Marokkaans.

Ma: Is that so girls?

Is dat Lp meisjes?

[The other girls agree loudly]

Max: Yeah right, behave properly.

la  ballo.  doe  normaal.
Lemnia:   What do you mean a hundred, what do you mean a hundred, a thousand

right?
Wat bonderd wat bonderd, duiRend of niet?

Afax: A thousand percent Moroccan, what do you mean?

DuiFf nd  pmeent  Marokkaans,   boe  bedoel je?

Haiar: Simply.
Gewoon.

Lemnia A million.
Miljoen.

Hajar: My whole life.
M'n beel leven.

Lemnia: Uncountable. [At the same time as Hajar]
0 ntelbaan

Max: Uncountable Moroccan?

Ontelbaar Marokkaans?

Halar: Oh no, oh no, one percent is for Dutch as I spea I do talk that mostly.
Ob  nee, ob  nee,  un  procent  is  voor Nederland  want  ik  spree  ik praat  dat  wei  bet  meeste.

Lemnia Yes one little percent then.
j a  Un  procenge  dan.

Hajar: ( )ne comma zero zero percent.
Ein  komma  mil nut procent.

(GD01:05-017)

Leila compares her own being Bosnian with her fellow classmates, stating that even
though they were born here, these girls are also 'a hundred percent Moroccan'.
When the girls, who are all of Berber origin, react to Lejla's statement they 911 voice
an outspoken, Le., more than a hundred per cent, affiliation to the umbrella term
Moroccan: 'what do you mean a hundred, a thousand right?', 'all my life', 'uncount-
able'. This unquantifiable affiliation to being Moroccan is milded by the role that
Dutch covers iii these girls' everyday lives. Halar, in fact, admits that Dutch is the
language she speaks the most and this reason brings her to attribute 'one comma
zero zero percent' to Dutch; a point also raised by Lemnia who states 'one little
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percent then'. Further on, these girls' responses give way to other areas for discus-
sion. For instance, in dealing with the role of Berber and Arabic in Form 8a, the
girls eagerly explain the difference between these two languages and how, in their
view, they came to be the languages of Morocco. The discussion reads as follows:

Max: 6'es and then the Arabs came there. So you speak Berber1

Ja  en  dan  de  Arabieren  4jn  daar gekomen.  Dus juilie  sprrken  Berbers?

Siham: Yes.

Ja.

Lemnia: Pul:lre Bert)er.
Puf:ire Berbers.

Haiar: Pul:}re Berber.

Puu:] r Berbers.
Siham: They, they are half Arabic they are (. . .) [Looking at Samira and Lemnia]

Zij. Rij Jn ba(1-Arabiscb Rij tjn (· · ·)

Haiar: I, I, I (...)

Ik, ik. ik (...)
Samira: Half Berber.  [Shouting outl

Halve Berbers.

Haiar: I, I, I am, I speak them [Berber and Arabic XIS] both.
lk. ik. ik ben. ik spreek 2 allebei

Max: 1 Iey, hey, hey, hey, can I say something myselfi

Hey,  bo·,  bey.  bo,  mal ik Te(f iets  ;:f en?

I mn ja: No.
Nee.

Haiar: I am one hundred percent Berber but I simply speak Arabic because I can

not speak Berl,er that well.
Ik ben bonderd procient Berber maar ik spreek *woon Arabiscb want ik kan niet fo goed
Berbe,·s.

(GD01:183-193)

In the discussion above Siham ascribes the identities of Lemnja and Samira, but not
that of Hajar, as 'half Arabic'. In response to Siham's identity ascription, Samira
counteracts with 'half Berber'. At the opposite end, Ha Jar - who in the beginning
also claimed to be 'pure Berber' - has to defend her Berber affiliation. She explains
the cause of her language use and disentangles a limited proficiency in Berber,
compensated with the use of Arabic, from being less Berber. Being 'pure' Berber is
therefore coupled with being a user of the Berber language alone while the speak-

ing of Arabic and/or a limited knowledge of Berber, as in Hajar's case, is seen as
not 'pure' Hence the categon· 'they are half Arabic'  In the rounding up of our
discussion, the Berber-Arabic divide came up again:
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Alax:             So, in conclusion, who is the Arab of you lot?
Dns. eindelijk. wie i: de Arabier van jitilie allemaaR

Samira: Berber Arabic.
Berber Arabiscb.

Lemnia:     'I'here is one Arab the rest is 211 Berbers.
Er is un Arabier de rest is allemaal Berbers.

Samira: Who? Khalid?
W'/ef Kbillidi

Siham: Khalid:
Kbalid.

Max: So he is an Arab;
Hij is een Arabier dus?

Lemnia: Yes and the rest all Berbers.

la de rest allemaal Berber.

Hajar Yeah and not me. [With an upset tone]
la en ikke nie.

Ma: Yes, yes. Pointing at Siham]

la.jO.
(GD01:1066-1074)

>amira, who was  ascribed by Siham as 'half Arabic',objects to being constructed at
the periphery of the Berber group and reiterates her 'Berber Arabic' affiliation
where the use of Berber first and Arabic second may be done with the purpose of
contrasting Siham's initial ascription as 'half Arabic'. Hajar, instead, stresses with
her upset remark that she has been ascribed as no Berber.

5.7.5 Conclusions
With regard to their own identity constructions, the pupils of Form 82 do not seem
to be attached to images of home that imply the country of birth of their parents.
Once visiting these countries they are constructed as others because they speak

Dutch with their family members or because of their family's material possessions.
In terms of their language repertoires, these pupils all feel comfortable with the use
of Dutch. Further, the use (or lack thereof) of home languages is accompanied by
pragmatism. First, there is pragmatism in an understanding of a linguistic market
where a community language, e.g., Turkish, does not hold the same position of
international languages like English or French do, leading to portray a Communitz
language as not worth the effort. Second, community languages are used for the
construction of a 'we' code that includes certain pupils and excludes others. Third,
pragmatism is also present when pupils cross ethnolinguistic boundaries through
the learning and use of a community language that is other than their own. This
crossing contributes to demolish the position of community languages as 'we
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codes and facilitates the inclusion of pupils with diverse immigrant minority back-
grounds in what become multiethnic friendship networks. Last, a community lan-
guage is also an index of authenticity in terms of the speaker being a 'real' or 'pure
member of an ethnic group. This authenticity, associated with the use of a commu-
nity language, i.e., Berber, then leads the authentic members of this community to
address a person who uses another community language as someone who is only
'half pure. The same goes for Turkish that is presented as an index of being an
authentic (male) member of the Turkish community. This symbolic language be-
longing, that constructs an 'authentic Turk' on the basis of Turkish language use, is
challenged by Cemal in two different episodes. Through the use of an Arabic
sentence popular in the Netherlands and through the claiming of holding some
knowledge of Arabic, a means that results in reproposing tokens of the same highly
popular Arabic sentence, Cemal disrupts the order of the social interaction. This
'sabotage' (Goffman, 1974:426) though, it is not an outspoken manner of contrast
and resistance to authority but a language device that once employed does not have
a long lasting effect. It serves the purpose of eluding a social situation that asks for
a specific routine in language behaviour that then, if fulfilled, leads to an identity
ascription, in cmu a Turkish (male) identity. To agree with the routine would go
against the lack of importance that Cemal had just attributed to Turkish. As he ex-
plained only international languages like English, and maybe French, are worth the
effort.

5.8 Developing identities: the Dutch case study

This case study was undertaken in Form 8a at St. Joseph Catholic Primary in
Duivenberg, the Netherlands. The background to the study was three decades of
developments in governmental macro discourses surrounding immigrant minority
group members and their descendants. After the nineteen-seventies, when minori-
ties were addressed mainly as 'guest workers' with an eye on the possible return to
their country o f origin, the eighties saw these groups being addressed as 'minorities'
and the coming into existence of a discourse of societal integration as a joint effort
of majority and minority group members. By the end of the eighties minorities
were ascribed with the umbrella term of'allochtonous minorities'. With this ascrip-
tion shift, the societal enterprise of multiculturalism saw a call for Dutch to be
viewed as the key to integration, while the governmental and institutional dis-
courses sustained a line of cultural policy that claimed the importance of respecting
someone's own (cultural) identity, instanced through minority language teaching.
With the new century, there has been a further turn in mainstream society toward
the homologation of diversity toward Dutch language through the means of Dutch
language. For those immigrants who wish to be made eligible for entering the
Netherlands, tested knowledge of the norms and values of Dutch society as well as
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basic knowledge of Dutch have both become new gate keeping requirements. For
those immigrant minority group members who already reside on Dutch soil, in-
stead, there has  been the  abolition of immigrant minority language teaching and  the
increased demand for societal participation and consequent integration imposed on
them and on their descendants through the mastering of Dutch from an early age.
The discourse of preservation of one's cultural identity therefore is increasingly
falling beyond the scope of the State.

In 2005, the year in which this study was carried out, Duivenberg's municipality
discourse acknowledges the diversity present in its society but it also perceives im-
migrant minority groups as socially disadvantaged, thus supporting the govern-
mental discourse about linguistic and cultural diversity as instances of disadvantage.
This disadvantage can be overcome through job opportunities, school dropout
prevention and learning Dutch. Dutch is seen as key for pre- and early schooling as
well as for the pupils' parents. St. joseph Catholic Primary, one of the 49 primary
schools in Duivemberg, with 98 percent of its pupil population from an immigrant
minority background, also embraces this standpoint. Its policy discourse empha-
sises language as a basic skill and it stresses that many children at St. Joseph's, in-
cluding Dutch native ones, come to school with an incipient language disadvantage.
The school's discourse therefore proposes early contacts with education, Dutch
language and other children as the way forward. The same goes for St. Joseph's
Deputy Head who stresses that the school is strong in pre- and early schooling be-
cause that is 'where it all begins', in terms of pupils' exposure to Dutch and eradi-
cation of their language disadvantage. The linearity of the Deputy Head's discourse
model, however, is eroding once she reflects on the identity category 'allochtonous
pupil'. This erosion is provoked by the fact that, currently, some of the alloch-
tonous pupils at St. Joseph's despite the fact that they are non-native speakers of
Dutch because of their parents, are in her words 'as Dutch as they can possibly be'.

In Form 8a, identity reification of immigrant minority pupils also appeared to
have eroded in two respects. First, it eroded in terms of the discourse models of
the Form 8a teacher. Second, it eroded in terms of the pupils' own understanding
of their identity belongings. In the latter case, pupils' agency has appeared to con-
struct new meanings of identity affiliation that go beyond ethnic group boundaries.

Miss Sanne held a discourse model of language disadvantage linked to parental
language practices in Dutch (or lack thereof). The case of Mohammed, one of her
former pupils, is her point of departure. Mohammed is portrayed as the immigrant
minority  pupil with  a  language  disadvantage par exallence. According to Miss Sanne,
he did not speak good Dutch because he came to the Netherlands when he was
already eight years old, because he mastered his mother tongue and because of his
parents' limitations in Dutch. At the opposite end of the scale is Lella, a current

pupil of Form 82. Her parents brought her to the Netherlands when she was only
three years old and, following Miss Sanne's discourse model, they do what parents
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should do: they 'simply' speak Dutch at home. However, the linearity of Miss
Sanne's discourse model, embedded in these two cases, has given way to signs of
erosion. This erosion happens first when the class teacher is confronted with a Nio-
roccan pupil who, technically, should hold an educational weight of 1.90  but who,
practically, is smart and has highly educated parents that speak good Dutch. Sec-
ond, another sign of erosion creeps in when the class teacher is confronted with
Micheline - a bright Antillean pupil whose parents speak Dutch at home. On the
one hand, Micheline confirmed the teacher's belief that Antillean children master
Dutch 'a bit better' than other immigrant minority pupils do. As Aliss Sanne pos-
tulates, Dutch is almost a mother tongue to Antillean pupils together with Papia-
mentu. On the other hand, Miss Sanne finds it difficult to back up her discourse
model once confronted with Joshwa and Rhonda, the other two Antillean pupils of
Form 8a. These pupils, although ther have parents who speak Dutch, are catego-
rised as  'weak' pupils and undermine the hierarchic order of.\nitilleans pupils pos-
sessing Dutch better than other immigrant minority pupils. It follows that
Micheline's good results are attributed to her innate character of 'good student'.
Further, overlapping with the construction of the term 'allochtonous' proposed by
St. Joseph's Deputy Head, Miss Sanne constructs Form 8a pupils as 'foreign
Dutchmen'. These pupils have been constructed like the other children, lust with
another faith and a language disadvantage, and at the same time other than their
parents because of the experience that these pupils have already had of Dutch cul-
ture.

Cultural and devotional practices have also been fertile ground for identity con-
struction in the classroom. The first key episode reconstructed in Form 8a dealt
with Siham's presentation about Morocco. Her frequent use of the adlective 'typi-
cal' in describing the Moroccan artefacts she brought to the classroom showed a
preconceived homogenein· that Siham held about the Moroccan group. However,
Siham's use of possessive and personal pronouns constructed the Moroccans living
in the Netherlands not as other than Dutch natives but as other than the Moroc-
cans living in Morocco. Furthermore, even Moroccans living in Morocco are not all
the same. They are different from those Moroccans who live in Morocco and who
wear the 'typical' Moroccan clothing she brought to the classroom. In the second
episode, which sees Miss Sanne and Sofian engaged in the definition of the word
'culture', Moroccan and Dutch cultures are a gain constructed as incommensurable
entities. Miss Sanne, in fact, presupposed that when he would be thinking about
'culture' Sofian would have thought of Morocco and held onto cultural symbols
like 'camels' and 'a mosque' while Miss Sanne would use mainstream cultural items,
i.e., clogs. Miss Sanne reflected on the cultural practice of 'eating with hands' and
presents it as a widespread practice among Moroccans living in Morocco. Even
though, in terms her culturally relativist standpoint, Miss Sanne accepts this practice
as legitimate for her pupils, she still casts some doubts on whether the Moroccans
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in the Netherlands perform it too and she asserts that this practice is at least more
widespread among Moroccans in the Netherlands than among Dutch native peo-
ple. It follows that the identities of Moroccans in the Netherlands are twice con-
structed through indexes of peripherality (Gal 2006:19) with respect to two centres
of cultural practice. First, Moroccans in the Netherlands are positioned at the pe-
riphery of a practice carried out by the Moroccans in Morocco because they eat
with their hands less than Moroccans in Morocco. Second, Moroccans in the Neth-
erlands are also constructed at the periphery of the cultural practices of mainstream
Dutch society because eating with their hands more often than Dutch natives do.
The third episode reports Halar's presentation on Islam. It shows that Miss Sanne

proposes a monolithic category predicate which pictures 'Muslims' as a group om-
niscient about their religion. In the fourth episode, Miss Sanne's understanding of
Muslim girls' behaviour does not leave room for the girls' agency because it is
rooted ill the orientalised idea of women's lack of freedom in the Islam (cf. Van
Wiele, 2000:126). In the focused group discussion carried out with Samira, Lcmnia,
Ha ar, Siham and Lelia, it transpires that wearing a headscarf is common knowledge
to them all. They know when and why a headscarf should be worn and are pre-
pared to practice it in secondary education. However, they appear to have molded
this practice through their own agency and therefore either embrace (Samira and
I.emnia), refuse (Ha#rand Siham) or modify (Lejla) the meaning of being 'Muslim'
and of the devotional practices attached to it. They have found their own 'mode of
production' (Williams, 1977:125) that counteracts Miss Sanne's monolithic under-
standing of these girls' identities as 'Muslim' that, at the same time, is no simple

"return or recoverv to the ancestral past and which is not re-experienced through the
categories of the present" (Hall, 1992:258).

With regard to their own identity belongings, these pupils do not seem to be an-
chored on images of home that coilicide with their parents' country of birth.
Rather, once visiting these countries they were constructed as 'other' because they
speak Dutch with their family members or because of their family's material pos-
sessions.

Further, in terms of their language repertoires, these pupils all feel comfortable
with the use of Dutch. The use (or lack thereof) of community languages is moti-
vated by pragmatism. This pragmatism has different roots. First, a community lan-
guage does not hold the same position on the language market as international lan-
guages like English or French do and therefore it is not worth the effort. Second,
community languages are used for the construction of a 'we' code. Ethnolinguistic
boundaries, in fact, were crossed in peer friendship groups. This crossing contrib-
uted to the inclusion of pupils with diverse immigrant minority backgrounds in
what become multiethnic friendship networks. Last, community languages were
also an index of authenticity in terms of the speaker being a 'pure' member of an
ethnic group. This authenticity, that was associated with the use of a community
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language, i.e., Berber, entails those who are 'authentic members' to address those
who are not proficient in the community language as 'half Arabic', i.e., not pure
Berber. In another occasion, it is the use of Turkish that has become indexical of
the speaker being an authentic (male) member of the Turkish community. This very
same identity reification is challenged by a pupil of Turkish background through
'languaging'. Cemal uses a 'fake' Moroccan Arabic sentence popular on Dutch TV
that allows him to escape from an authentic (male) Turkish identity and from the
authority of the researcher interested in his language behaviour. Agency in carving
one's own identity space to be inhabited also results from the understanding that
these pupils hold in respect of the language market. Cemal disregards Turkish and
opts for languages, like English, that hold prestige on the language market. These
languages are international ones and, in a globalised urban space like the one that
these pupils are part of, international languages are worth the investment.



CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and discussion

6.1 Recapitulation

In this book, we have dealt with identities. More specifically, with the developing
identities of immigrant minority pupils and how these identities are constructed in
two multicultural primary school classrooms, one located in Flanders, the Dutch
speaking part of Belgium, and the other in the Netherlands.

Chapter 1 explained why and how these two case studies came into existence. In
doing so, it dealt with the culturally and linguistically heterogeneous nature of con-
temporary urban Flemish and Dutch societies as well as with the observed discon-
tinuity between the multicultural and multilingual character of current (primary)
schools' clienteles and the monolingual character of Flemish and Dutch public and
educational discourses. Further, this chapter spelt out the overarching focus, rele-
vance and terminology of the two case studies, and introduced the general research
questions that have guided data collection and analysis. These general research

questions were:

1. What ascribed identities are constructed in the discourses of two Dutch-me-
dium primary school teachers in a multicultural classroom in Flanders and the
Netherlands respectively, in terms of their immigrant minority pupils' cultural,
ethnic, linguistic and religious belongings?

2. What subscribed identities are constructed in the discourses held by the immi-
grant minority pupils of these two classrooms, in terms of their own cultural
ethnic, linguistic and religious belongings?

3. What identities are constructed, negotiated, or challenged during teacher-pupils
classroom interactions?

4. How can the identities constructed in the teachers' and pupils' discourses as
well as in their interactions be understood in relation to the meso-discourses
held at school level and the Flemish and Dutch macro-discourses of cultural,
ethnic, linguistic and religious otherness?
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In Chapter 2, the study's conceptual framework was presented. It started with the
concept of identity and linked it with the sensitising concepts that were encoun-
tered before the fieldwork was started, i.e., nationality, ethnicity, transnationality
and diaspora.  It subsequently dealt with the more general processes of identity as-
cription and identity subscription, and showed how people construct their identities
through categorisation. It elucidated that identity construction relies on 'discourse
models' (cf. Gee, 1999:43), i.e., explanatory theories that people have formed on
the basis of the associative networks they have been part of throughout their lives.
Discourse models therefore constitute the ground for identities to be ascribed
and/or subscribed and for (language) ideologies to be reproduced. The chapter
concluded with an elaboration on the concepts of community of practice and so-
ciolinguistic ethnography, both chosen and used because they are thought to be the
most viable options for reconstructing the cultural ecology that lies beneath the
normative nature of everyday classroom life. The choice for investigating a com-
munity of practice through a sociolinguistic ethnography approach was supported
by other ethnographic case studies that have dealt, either directly or indirectly, with
immigrant minority pupils' identity construction in primary school classrooms.

Chapter 3 dealt with the research design and gave an account of the rationale
that informed the choices made for particular cities, schools, classrooms and in-
formants. Further, it teased out the ethnographic approach employed, with the
delicate process of gaining access and establishing 'rapport' with key school and
classroom figures, as well as the methodology used in gathering, anal>,sing and in-
terpreting data. The chapter was divided into four sections, one for each of the
ethnographic corpora that were collected in both case studies, i.e., institutions, staff
members, pupils and interactions. Furthermore, each section illustrated the dis-
course sources that were consulted, the instruments that were employed for both
data elicitation and data analysis, and the methods of data analysis that were used.

Chapters 4 and 5 reported on the construction of immigrant minority pupils'
identities in the two case studies. The first dealt with Form 5 at the Rebus Catholic
Primary in Tervoeren, Flanders. The second dealt with Form 8a at St. Joseph
Catholic Primary in Duivenberg, the Netherlands. Both chapters followed a similar
structure. First, they both dealt with the specific data collection procedures for each
case study. They subsequently gave an overview of the time I spent as an (non-par-
ticipant) observer in the classroom, of the interviews held with staff members and
of the documents collected at the national, municipal, school and classroom level.
After this, each chapter introduced the organisation and the terminology used in
their respective education systems, followed by an analysis of how the identities of
immigrants and of their descendants have been constructed in the institutional dis-
courses of the last three decades. Further, the discourse of each municipality was
analysed. This analysis was followed by a description of both schools' daily life
routines together with an analysis of the discourse of the Rebus' school guide as
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well as of St. joseph's school guide and school plan. Each case study then moved
on to an analysis of the discourses held by staff members. In Chapter 4, these were
the Head and the class teacher of Form 5, while in Chapter 5 they were the Deputy
Head and the class teacher of Form 8a. First, the discourse models reconstructed
from the discourse of the staff members were presented. These were followed by
an analysis of selected key episodes retrieved from the synopsis compiled for each
classroom during the time I spent there as an observer. Finally, each chapter pre-
sented an analysis of the pupils' discourse in terms of their understanding of their
cultural, ethnic, linguistic and religious identity belongings. Both chapters con-
cluded with a summary of their respective findings and advanced a synthesis of the

macro-sociological concepts involved in the process of identity construction. For
the Flemish case study, these were indexicalisation of educationally disadvantaged
identities through linguistic practices, erosion of models of language use in the
classroom and agency in the management of language repertoires within and across
communities of practice. For the Dutch case study, these were indexicalisation of
educationally disadvantaged identities on the basis of parental linguistic practices,
indexicalisation of pupils' cultural otherness on the basis of parental and group af-
filiation to the culture of origin, erosion of the homogeneity proposed in terms of
pupils' cultural and religious belongings and pupils' agency in the management of

language repertoires and religious belongings
In this final chapter, the reconstructed realities o f both communities of practice

are compared and links are made with the larger Flemish and Dutch macro-institu-
tional discourses of representation of cultural, ethnic, linguistic and religious other-
ness. In a final section, the chapter presents the overall conceptual advancements
that this study has brought to the field of sociolinguistic ethnography with a focus
on the construction of identities in multicultural primary school classrooms.

6.2 Identity development across discourse layers

Form 5 in Flanders and Form 8a in the Netherlands were both approached as
socio-cultural spaces where both immigrant minority and native pupils come in
touch with the demands made on them by mainstream society and where they are
held accountable for fulfilling such demands. Consequently, pupils' identity ascrip-
tion relies on the characteristics that a pupil may or may not possess - for instance
'Mohammed has a language disadvantage' - and that show whether or not the ful-
filment of societal or educational demands has taken place. A pupil's ascribed iden-
tity is therefore based on discourse models contained in macro- and micro-social
discourses that spell out the characteristics that a 'good' or a 'bad' pupil should

possess. However, pupils are not passive inheritors of ascribed identities. Rather,
they own subscribed identities that may support, reject, challenge or sabotage those
discourse models held by key figures within the institutional contexts of schools
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and classrooms. It follows that identity ascription and subscription are not un-
equivocal top-down processes (cf Keddie, 1971; McDermott, 1974; McDermott &
Varenne, 1995). On the contrary, they are the product of the negotiation of mean-
ing embedded in the discourses that populate a community of practice. This
meaning negotiation process is not a purely synchronic phenomenon, that is to say
it is not just a 'one off thing' that happens at a given time and in a given space.
Rather, the process of meaning making that leads to identity construction can be
addressed as an 'identity learning' process (Holland et al, 1998) that takes place
over a prolonged period of time and where individuals within a given community
learn to be 'good' members of that community. In the case of primary school class-
rooms, like the ones investigated here, the identity learning process takes place,
mostly unconsciously, during daily classroom life through what is being said and
done by the classroom agents. Identity learning is therefore the result of a cyclical
process that sees diachronic meaning negotiation within a certain community of
practice being temporarily reified in moments of synchronic closure. These closures
manifest themselves in the discourses of teachers and pupils, and in their interac-
tions. As shown in Chapter 2, the analysis of the mutual engagement of subjects
over a prolonged period of time is a viable way for capturing the dynamics through
which identities of participants of a community of practice are constructed.

Uncovering the dynamics of identity construction was dealt with in Chapter 4
for the Flemish case study and in Chapter 5 for the Dutch case study. The Flemish
case study, for its part, has shown the strong role that language ideologies play in
the construction of pupils' identities at school level and how these language ideolo-
gles erode once we come to explore the reality of Form 5. Yet again, there are lan-
guage ideologies that are also present at classroom level. However, these also hap-
pen to erode. An example of this erosion is instanced through the metalinguistic
awareness verbalised by Form 5 pupils, such as Anthony and Joyce among others,
and by the pupils' management of their polyphonic language repertoires. The
Dutch case study, for its part, has had a double outcome. First, as shown by the
discourse models reconstructed from the institutional discourses of St. Joseph's
Catholic Primary, it became clear that ideologies of parent-based language disad-
vantage play a prominent role in the construction of immigrant minority pupils'
identities. Further, immigrant minority pupils' identity construction takes place
through discourse models of ethnic and religious belongings that presuppose group
homogeneity among all pupils. Yet again, erosion is brought about by the pupils'
agency expressed through the management of these belongings. Erosion is also
present in the discourses that school and classroom key figures contribute to once
engaged in reflecting on their pupils' linguistic practices and culturally bound be-
haviours.

In the following sections the Flemish and the Dutch case studies are compared
and contrasted.  In so doing, the three layers of discourse reconstructed in each case
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study, i.e., institutional, staff members' and pupils' discourse layers, are dealt with.
Further, links are made between those discourse models present across discourse

layers and within each discourse layer.

6.2.1 The institutional discourse layer
The analysis of the texts drawn up by the governments, municipalities and schools
in which Form 5 in Flanders and Form 8a in the Netherlands are situated, have
shown that immigrant minority pupils' identities are constructed at the periphery of
the educational and social mainstream. In the current institutional discourses issued
in Flanders, immigrant minority pupils' identities were reconstructed as being
caught between two discourse models. The first is a discourse model of preserva-
tion and nurturing of immigrant minority groups' identities and of immigrant mi-
nority languages. This discourse model stands in sharp contrast to the recognition
of and respect for values and norms of mainstream Flemish society, i. e., the accep-
tance of a Flemish national canon, which does not include immigrant minority
group members (De Caluwe et al, 2002). By contrast, the institutional discourse
issued in the Netherlands delegates catering for the needs of immigrant minority
groups to municipalities and schools. This delegated autonomy, which was effectu-
ated at the turn of the last century, is the practical result of an institutional dis-
course shift that sees the maintenance of cultural and linguistic group identity as a
matter that does not regard the State but the individual. Tangible demonstrations of
this shift are the abolition of State provisions for immigrant minority language
teaching, seen as being in contrast with integration policies, the growing focus on
Dutch as the sole vehicle of integration for (newly arnved) immigrants. These
'Dutch-only' initiatives coincide with the affirmation of increasing emphasis on a
cultural canon that calls for the respect of mainstream norms and values as a way
forward to an increased social cohesion (cf. Kroon, 2005).

In these institutional discourses, the Dutch language together with a growing
awareness of mainstream cultural norms and values are presented as Saint Peter's
key to paradise. However, a distinction has to be drawn across the respective insti-
tutional discourses that surround Dutch in Flanders and the Netherlands. The dis-
courses at macro- and meso-institutional level issued in Flanders present (profi-
ciency in) Dutch as a 'common sense' axiom, in that the immigrant who speaks
Dutch will have the same chances as their autochtonous counterpart to contribute
to mainstream socien· successfully. This discourse goes hand in hand with another
discourse that characterises Dutch as the official language of the Flemish territory.
However, as is typical of any area that tries to establish a standard language situa-
tion through policy action, Dutch in Flanders is surrounded by a call for language
uniformity that gives way to a correction practice paradox in education (laspers,
2005:65-68). On the one hand, this paradox sees teachers teaching the variety of
Dutch that someone should know and thus fulfils the task prescribed by language
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uniformity. On the other hand, teachers in the classroom allow the use of a local-
ised language variety through their own language use. Flanders is thus a multilingual
enterprise longing for internationalisation. At the same time, it is two-faced in two
respects The first paradoxical element comes out in the emphasis on uniformity
surrounding the Dutch language, which leads to a limiting of localised language
diversity in institutional settings (cf Geeraerts, 1999:30-31). The second paradoxi-
cal element lies in there being little or no recognition for immigrant minority lan-
guages and literacies at an institutional level (see Blommaert et al, 2006).  In short,
Dutch is vital to mainstreaming: a common sense logic that lies beneath the surface
of Flemish identity, Flemish territoriality and Flemish social cohesion and which
relegates permanent ethnic and language diversity to the margins.

In the Netherlands, macro- and meso-institutional discourses present (profi-
ciency in) Dutch as a prerequisite for successful integration and for furthering so-
cial cohesion. Proficiency in Dutch - together with the knowledge of national
norms and values - is essential for becoming a Dutch citizen and more recently
also for being granted permission to apply for Dutch residency before entering the
Netherlands (cf. Extra & Spotti, 2008). In the field of (primarv) education, institu-
tional discourses confront immigrant families and their children with the learning
of Dutch from an early age. Furthering parents' involvement to learn Dutch as a
second language and praising parental use of Dutch in the household are instances
of a 'Dutch-only' institutional discourse. Monolingual Dutch programming turns

out to be the measure for the enhancement o f integration and for the eradication of
immigrant minority pupils' educational disadvantage.

6.2.2 The staff members' discourse layer
All staff members that participated in the two case studies had management and/or
teaching experience in culturally and linguistically heterogeneous priman· schools
and classrooms. Their experience ranged from a couple of decades for the Head of
the Rebus and the Deputy Head of St. Joseph's, to approximately three years of
experience for both Aliss Irina, the class teacher of Form 5 at the Rebus, and Miss
Sanne, the class teacher of Form 8a at St. Joseph's. 'The discourse models recon-
structed from these staff members have all manifested some form of awareness of
the implications of dealing with culturally and linguistically heterogeneous pupils. It
was in reconstructing the discourse models held by staff members across the two
case studies that the use of the identin· ascription brought by the categc,n' term
'allochtonous pupil' served as our starting point.

In both case studies, the Head of the Rebus and the Deputy Head of St.
Joseph's proved to be aware of the institutional discourse model that gave meaning
to the category term 'allochtonous pupil'. However, in both case studies, reflection
on the institutional discourse model that lies beneath the identity category of 'al-
lochtonous pupils' shows that there is a process of erosion going on with respect to
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the meaning that this categon· term represents in institutional discourse. In the
Flemish case study, the term 'allochtonous pupil' referred to a pupil with an origin
other than Belgian. However, the Head of the Rebus challenged the meaning at-
tached to this category by pointing out that the vast majority of the Rebus' 'alloch-
tonous pupils' are naturalised and all hold Belgian nationality. Also in the Dutch
case study, the meaning attached to the identity category of 'allochtonous pupil'
turned out to be subject to erosion. Also erosion has taken place in other circum-
stances. First, there were 'allochtonous pupils' who were born and raised in the
Netherlands, as a result of which they could hardly be qualified as 'allochtonous'.
Next, there were pupils who speak Dutch and who were categorised as 'alloch-
tonous' only because of their origin. The erosion of the category 'alloclitonous pu-
pil' reached its climax with the Deputy Head's assertion that 'there are also [al-
lochtonous MS] children now who are as Dutch as they can possibly be'. In both
case studies, however, the erosion of the institutional meaning attached to the cate-
gory term 'allochtonous pupil' stopped when the Head's and the Deputy Head's
discourses came to deal with their pupils' language practices. In the Flernish case

study, conceptions of pupils' identity as 'allochtonous pupils' depend heavily on
inherited and regimented forms of language use. The Rebus, in fact, has a language
problem caused by the widespread use of the local non-standard variety of Dutch.
Standard Dutch is therefore presented by the Head as the only legitimate school
language, and speaking Dutch is 'sort of a rule' that applies to native Flemish pu-
pils, immigrant minority pupils, and teaching staff alike (cf. Bourdieu, 1982). Con-
sequently, pupils are referred to as 'allochtonous' if they have inherited 'illegitimate'
language practices from their parents, who do not use Dutch in their verbal ex-
changes with them. Furthermore, they have a even deeper deficit if the Dutch they
speak actually is the local dialect. Although this dialect does not differ greatly from
the more common variety of Dutch spoken in Tervoeren, it carries connotations of
low social prestige. In defining who is an 'allochtonous pupil', the Head's discourse
model mirrors the reconstructed Flemish institutional discourse of non-legitimisa-
tion of local varieties of Dutch for public and educational domains. It mirrors even
more strongly the non-legitimisation of immigrant minority languages spoken by
the parents because these fall outside the institutional equation of language as con-
veyor of mainstream (Flemish) cultural identity.

The discourse of the Deputy Head at St. Joseph's also categorises as 'alloch-
tonous' those pupils who were at first difficult to describe along the line of regi-
mented conceptions of language use. However, these pupils are ultimately reified as
'non-native speakers' of Dutch. This identity ascription is based on the 'illegitimate'
language use that these pupils inherit in their early years from their parents, who
either do not know any Dutch or just a little, and who even if they do know some
Dutch do not use it in their verbal exchanges with them. rhe ascription category
'allochtonous' mirrors the institutional discourse model of 'Dutch only' proposed
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in the institutional discourse of the Dutch government with the purpose to eradi-
cate the social and educational disadvantage of immigrant minority pupils from an
early age.

Awareness of the implications of having culturally and linguistically heterogene-
ous pupils also became apparent in Miss Irina's Form 5 and Miss Sanne's Form 8a.
In their discourse, both class teachers adopted culturally relativistic positions,
thereby accepting (or being non-judgemental about) their pupils' cultural affiliations
and practices. Furthermore, in the observed classroom practices, they also occa-
sionally went in for incidental intercultural education aimed at 'celebrating' their
pupils' cultural specificity. However, both Miss Irina and Miss Sanne displayed dis-
course models of homogeneity once they had ascribed the identities of their pupils
on the basis of their language disadvantage and used such disadvantages as index of
the marginal place occupied by their pupils' identities within regimented concep-
tions o f Dutch language use.

In the Flemish case study, Miss Irina used homogeneity within language disad-
vantage as an index for all her pupils' disadvantaged educational position in com-
pinson with pupils that go to 'better' schools than the Rebus, i.e., where pupils for
the most part are not from immigrant minority backgrounds. Further on, Miss Irina
presented the language disadvantage brought about by the use of the local dialect as
being an important complicating factor in the construction of disadvantaged iden-
tities for all pupils. In the end, though, the disadvantaged position of her immigrant
mlnority pupils is a double one. The presupposed proficiency in the local dialect
further complicates immigrant minority pupils having to learn standard Dutch as a
second language. Homogenisation is also found during classroom interaction when
pupils are asked to introduce themselves to the researcher, i.e., 'the guest' in their
classroom. Miss Irina disregards the differences in the identities of her pupils
whether they are native Flemish or from immigrant minority backgrounds because,
as she had already explained, 'these are all Belgian kids' because they function like
all other Belgian children do in society at large and in school and 'they have respect
for the culture'. However, there are two pupils to whom this homogenisation of
identities does not apply. The first is Sebastian, the most 'exotic' pupil of Form 5
who arrived in Flanders as a refugee only the year before. The second is Anthony, a
pupil who Miss Irina ascribes to an Italian identity to match that of the guest and
which made the ritual of having pupils introduce themselves by telling their name
and their origin worth the effort.

In the Dutch case study, Miss Sanne also presented conceptions of identit:y and
belonging that appear to rely heavily on ideologically regimented notions of lan-
guage use and cultural behaviours, where both these elements were used to indexi-
calise the identities of her immigrant minority pupils. For example, when she dealt
with her pupils' backgrounds, she employed a language regimentation that overlaps
strongly with the institutional discourse that proposed Dutch-only' from an early
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age so as to eradicate the educational disadvantage of immigrant minority pupils.
The teacher's proposed language regimentation, in fact, has taken the language
practices used by the pupils' parents as indexes of pupils' educationally disadvan-
taged identities. Educational disadvantage is brought about by parents at home ei-
ther not knowing any Dutch or using languages other than Dutch in their verbal
exchanges with their children. Further, there is an ideologically regimented notion
of cultural and religious belonging that causes Miss Sanne to construct the identity
of all her pupils through a discourse model of homogeneous cultural and religious
otherness. This happens during two observed classroom episodes. In the first epi-
sode, even though the class teacher is aware and respectful of the cultural behav-
iour of her pUpilS, she associates the pupils' cultural identities with cultural ele-
ments that belong to the culture of the pupils 'back home', i. e., the country where
their parents come from. She thus presents the cultural belongings of her pupils
and her own mainstream cultural belongings as incommensurable entities. Further,
Miss Sanne assumes that all the Muslim children of Form 8a know everything
about Islam, while she holds no such assumptions with regard to the knowledge of
Catholicism on the part of those who are assumed to be Catholics, i.e., herself,
some of her family members and the Form 82 Antillean pupils.

6.2.3 Erosion across institutional and staff members' discourse layers
Once compared, the discourse models that feed the normative order present in the
two investigated classrooms appear to contain signs of erosion.

In the Flemish case study, there are signs of erosion across the institutional dis-
course layer and the staff members' discourse layer. The teacher's choice of the
local dialect as a means of communication in the classroom has two consequences
both across and within discourse layers. The first consequence cuts across dis-
course layers in that it counteracts the discourse of correction that downplays any
local non-standard variety of Dutch as not being appropriate for the Flemish public
sphere. The second consequence rests within the institutional discourse layer in
that it counteracts the 'Dutch-only' 'sort of rule' held by the school Head. This type
of erosion though, is not the only erosion taking place in the Flemish case study.
Also within the staff members' discourse layer, the homogenisation of Form 5 pu-
pils' identities as 'all Belgian kids' is eroding. This erosion is a result of Miss Irina's
own reflections on the matter. She, in fact, constructs her immigrant minority pu-
pils as being pupils with a double disadvantage. On the one hand, like native Flem-
ish pupils, Form 5 immigrant minority pupils are users of Dutch. However, they
are 911 at a disadvantage because of the local dialect. On the other hand, these are
'all Belgian kids', but they are also the ones who, in addition to the burden of the
local dialect (which they share with the local 'autochtonous' kids), have to deal with
the specific problems brought about by their (presumed) home languages.
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Erosion has also taken place across and within the discourse layers of the Dutch
case study. In the Deputy Head's discourse, there is a strong overlap with the dis-
course model held in the institutional discourse layer, which presents immigrant
minority pupils' eradication of inherited language problems through Dutch. The
discourse of eradication of pupils' inherited language problems through Dutch
proposed by the Deputy Head, it is also partly reproduced by Miss Sanne, the class
teacher of Form 8a. Miss Sanne, in fact, constructs the identities of her pupils in
terms of a language disadvantage because of the language practices that these pupils
inherit from their parents. However, it is when Miss Sanne reflects on the identities
of Walid and Micheline, two of the best pupils of Form 8a, that the discourse
model of language disadvantage brought about by the lack of Dutch at home starts
to erode. The examples of Walid and Micheline are then downplayed as being ex-
Ceptions to the low educational profile and to the 'twisted' Dutch common to the
rest of the immigrant minority pupils of Form 82. Further, when reflections on
Form 8a pupils' cultural behaviours came into play, as for instance their eating with
their hands, discourse models of cultural and religious homogeneity also began to
erode within the staff member discourse layer. On the one hand, the Deputy Head
addresses the difficulties found in defining the term 'allochtonous' because some of
these kids are as Dutch as they can possibly be. On the other hand though, as in-
stanced by Miss Sanne's pondering on the cultural practices of her pupils, the iden-
tities of her pupils with a Moroccan background are reified through two orders of
indexicality that are peripheral to two centres of authority. First, the identities of
'the Moroccans' in the Netherlands - to whom she ascribes her pupils - appear to
be constructed at the periphery of the standard cultural practice set by their native
Dutch counterparts because the former are thought to eat more with their hands
than the latter. Secoild, the identities of'the Moroccans' in the Netherlands are also
reified at the periphery of their Moroccan counterparts living in Morocco because
the former eat less with their hands than the Moroccans in Morocco do but they do
so more frequently than the Dutch.

6.2.4 The pupils' discourse layer
In both the Flemish and the Dutch case studies, immigrant minority pupils seem to
be moving away from the discourse models that populate institutional and staff
members' discourses. These pupils' Dutch may indeed lag behind that of their
Flemish and Dutch native fellow pupils. This is so due to the lack of exposure to
Dutch in their early years. However, the discourse models of belonging held by the
pupils of the Rebus and St. Joseph's were not characterised by the desire to match
cultural, linguistic and religious in-group authenticity by doing things the way they
ought to be done in order to be a 'good' member of the group. Rather, as it is
shown in the group discussions held with pupils about legitimate classroom lan-
guage use or about wearing headscarves, it seems that through their agency, pupils
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mold the meanings that constitute their cultural, linguistic and religious belongings
across the arenas of identity construction that they inhabit. Borrowing the concepts
of residual, current and emergent affiliations (cf. Williams, 1977), it appears that the
way in which these pupils legitimise their identities appeals to residual cultural and
linguistic belongings of their ancestry. However, these belongings do not lead to a
revival of the patrimony that would (eventually) make them 'authentic' minority
group members like their parents or the people 'back home' These pupils work
with processes of meaning making linked to their linguistic. cultural and religious
belongings, which are polycentric in nature. This is neither to say that they propose
a mere novelty in their affiliations nor that they find themselves caught between
two contrastive cultures. Rather, while one of these belongings may be shown at a
given time in a certain community of practice where there is a centre that these
pupils want to be part of, the same belonging may be shadowed once they are in
another community of practice. In both the Flemish and the Dutch case, the dis-
course models reconstructed from the discourse of the pupils have highlighted that
their identity subscription is not to be understood as a group-related matter. In-
stead, it consists of individual efforts of capitalisation on diversity (cf. Rath, 2006)
within the semiotic economies of the communities that they inhabit. These pupils
are aware of their functioning in multiple communities where each community al-
lows for or invites different interactional regimes (cf Blommaert et al, 2005:214-
217). Consequently, the pupils show an awareness of the acceptable sets of (lan-
guage) resources to be enacted. Take for instance the case of Cemal in Form 8a and
his relationship with the Turkish language, or the cases of Anthony and Joyce in
Form 5 and their metapragmatic understanding of polyphonic language repertoires
and their deployment. As they suggest, these pupils have embarked on an identity
enterprise that has lost its group connotations. Rather, it is individual agency
(Thompson, 1968:9), instanced through acceptance, challenge, refusal and sabotage
of the meanings ascribed to their cultural, ethnic, linguistic and religious identity
belongings  that help them develop their space  for 'identity authoring'  (Holland et
al, 1998:128). It appears that through their agency, these pupils' 'inhabited identi-
ties' (Blommaert, 2006b:238)  come to erode a monolithic understanding of identity
that is driven by homogeneous ideologies of cultural and linguistic belonging. Even
though we have already seen that erosion does happen across and within the insti-
tutional and staff member discourse layers, these pupils' discourse kicks off a fur-
ther erosion that goes beyond the classroom walls. The pupils, in fact, have carved
their own space within a micro-classroom discourse that has repercussions for the
meso-educational discourses that surround their schools' key figures and, indirectly,
for the institutional discourse where their identities are constructed through a de-
fault axiom of disadvantage and a need of societal and linguistic integration.
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6.3 Conceptual advancements

In the last decade of the twentieth century, a great number of studies have
accounted for the construction of immigrant minority youngsters' identities in
society at large as well as in the context of schooling. On the one hand, even
though seminal for their approach to young people's agentive and creative cultural
syntheses (cf. Aalund, 1992; Aalund & Grandqvist, 1995, Hewitt, 1992), there are
quite some studies that have reduced the process of immigrant minority youngsters'
identity construction to a clash between minority and majority group cultures (cf
Ehn, 1992; Hermans, 1995; Rhatzel, 1995). On the other hand, studies rooted in a
tradition of broadly based sociohnguistic discourse analysis and British cultural
studies  (cf. Du Gay & Hall, 1996)  have put forward an understanding of immigrant
minonty youngsters' identities as emergent products of new solidarity within ethnic
groups. Instances of this newly constructed solidarity emerged through crossing.
Such crossings have been observed through code switching, mixing and borrowing
in multicultural neighbourhoods across Europe (cf. Auer & Dirim, 2003; Kotsinas,
1992). Crossings have also been observed through the willed accentuation of spe-
cific stylised features of speech during youngsters' verbal interactions at a multi-
cultural urban school in Britain (cf. Rampton, 1995a, 1995b, 1996, 1999,2005)
And so they were observed in the construction of new identity belongings among
youngsters of mixed descent (cf. Harns, 1997, 2004; Leung et al, 1997). It is with
the concept of community of practice (cf. Holmes et al, 1999; Holmes &
Meyerhoff, 1999; Meyerhoff, 2005b:526) that studies rooted in the former broad
paradigm of sociolinguistic discourse analysis experienced another methodological
and conceptual advancement. At the level of micro social interactions, as the pre-
sent case studies have shown, the community of practice has challenged ready-
made group categories and has dissipated (ethnic) group totalities. Rather, the
identity of any member of a community of practice is exposed to norms, i. e., orders
of indexicality, in order to arrive at an ascribed identity of 'righteous' member of
the community. This general conceptual reorientation, embraced in the present
study, has served the purpose of entering the process of identity construction
afresh.

For the two communities of practice under investigation, identity belongings are
not just products of ethno-genetic group descent alone. Although they are in-
stanced through synchronic events, identity belongings are the result of diachronic
developments and they are layered. They are diachronic in that they are subject to
the ongoing engagement that takes place among individuals at the centre and at the
periphery of a community of practice. They are layered in that they are not only
subject to the norms of the community of practice, i. e., the classroom. In other
words, identity belongings in a certain community of practice are the product of the
meaning making process that takes place at the interface across macro-, meso- and
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micro-discourse layers as well as within each of these discourse layers. These dis-
course layers are depositories of norms that ascribe the characteristics that some-
one should hold in order to be a community member. In the Flemish case, for in-
stance, both immigrant minority languages and the local dialect had no normative
validity at all in school, thus reflecting the Flemish macro educational discourse of
language correction. However, the use of the local dialect in the classroom eroded
this discourse model and the norm attached to it, both at the macro- and meso-
educational levels, i.e., at the level of the Flemish macro-educational discourse and
at the level of the discourse held by the Rebus' Head. Further, in both case studies,
pupils' identities were indexicalised on the basis of cultural behaviour. For the
Flemish case study, cultural behaviour did not have any implications in ascribing
these 'as Belgian kids' who can function in (mainstream) Belgian society. In the
Dutch case study, by contrast, Miss Sanne's discourse model has shown that, immi-
grant minority pupils are constructed as 'foreign Dutchmen'. This happens through
an indexical shift that assesses how these pupils' cultural practices fit within the
behavioural norm of mainstream Dutch culture and their compliance with their
families' cultural belongings. Finally, both case studies have shown the agency of
the pupils under investigation in molding the meaning attached to their identity
belongings. In both cases, the meaning making process proved to be driven by how
rewarding a certain cultural, ethnic, linguistic and/or religious identity belonging
may be on the globalised urban market as well as within and across the communt-
ties of practice these pupils inhabit.

Indexicalisation of identities through language behaviour, homogenisation of
identities through presupposed cultural and religious belongings, agency in molding
identity belongings, and erosion of discourse models across and within discourse

layers are all processes that can be found - either implicitly or explicitly - in other
contemporary ethnographies of multicultural primary school classrooms and be-
yond (cf. Bezemer et al, 2004; Jaspers, 2005:347-349; Rampton, 2006; Uitermark,
2002). However, from these two case studies, there are two conceptual insights to
be gained. First, in both of them, immigrant minority pupils appear to be the ex-
perts of the identity construction enterprise. The class teachers and to a certain
extent the Head and the Deputy Head came out as the novices who are confronted
with new formats of pupils' identity belongings that fall outside the socio-culturally
presupposed indexes of normativity that these staff members hold. Second, immi-
grant minority pupils' identity belongings become consumable products that are
(potentially) merchandised by these youngsters through appropriation, negotiation,
reJection and sabotage, both across and within the semiotic economies of the
communities of practice that they inhabit. This merchandising perspective finds its
roots in the att:ractiveness, or lack thereof, that identity belongings hold as life-style
options. It is through the pupils' agency in manipulating polyphonic language rep-
ertoires and in constructing meaning around cultural ethnic and religious belong-
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ings that these pupils erode mainstream ideologies of cultural and linguistic group
homogeneity. It turns out that these pupils manage their identities under the guise
of combinations of indexical orientations that range through multiple centres and
peripheries and that intelsect across and within the layers of the global and the
local (cf. Blommaert, 2006a:2).

As a final consideration, the present study has tried to answer questions relating
to the conditions under which immigrant minority pupils' identities are constructed
within a multicultural primary school classroom. In doing so, it has dealt with mul-
ticultural priman· school classrooms and their immigrant minority pupils' identities.
It has addressed how these identities are constructed, by doing what, when, where
and in relation to whom. As a result, the reading of identity proposed here has ex-
tended beyond the discourses uttered in the classroom alone. It has taken the per-
spective o f developing identities, in that these pupils' identities are subject to policy
demands, societal demands, school and classroom demands whereas the pupils are
engaged in following their own identity development track. This developmental
perspective therefore has shown identities both as subject and as object. Identities
are subjects in that they are directly developed by the pupils themselves, they are
obiects in that there are macro-, meso- and micro-social actors holding norms for
the development of these identities. In this development process, agency-driven
synchronic variation has turned out to play a relevant role. Agency, in fact, has
helped to unravel identity construction with respect to what institutional motives,
in which centre and at which periphery an identin· is developing (cf. Wortham,
2007). Furthermore, it has helped to tease out what was being accomplished across
and within three discourse layers, i.e., the macro-discourse layer at governmental
level, the meso-discourse layer at school level, the micro-discourse layer at class-
room level. With the exploration of what happens at the interface of macro-, meso-
and micro-discourse layers, the present study has illustrated that agency reverber-
ates on institutional discourses. Although it is happening at a slower pace, these
institutional discourses too, which rely on ideologies of culturally and linguistically
homogeneous nation-states, are starting to erode.
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SAMENVATTING

Identiteiten in ontwikkeling

Ieder mens heeft (meer dan) 66n identiteit. Iemand die bijvoorbeeld Italiaan is,
promovendus aan een Nederlandse universiteit en rechtsback van een elftal in de
vijfde klasse van de KNVB, kan aan elk van die drie contexten of aan een
combinatie daarvan (een decl van) zijn identiteit of ook verschillende identiteiten
ontlenen. Die verschillende ident:itetten kunnen door de persoon zelf en door
mensen in zijn orngeving overigens verschillend worden waargenomen en
geinterpreteerd. Dit boek gaat over de wi ze waarop dergelijke identiteiten worden

geconstrueerd. Meet specifiek gaat het over de identiteiten van allochtone
leerlingen in het basisonderwijs en over de wijze waarop deze zich ontwikkelen in
interactie met de contexten waarvan deze leerlingen deel uitmaken. Het onderzoek
is uitgevoerd in twee multiculturele basisschoolklassen in Nederland en Vlaanderen.
Daar, net als in andere West-Europese landon, ziet het onderwijs zich gecon-
fronteerd met enerzijds de roep allochtone leerlingen de kans te geven hun eigen

taal en identiteit te behouden en anderzijds de nadruk die gelegd wordt op het leren

en gebruiken van de meerderheidstaal, het Nederlands. Het Nederlands doet
daarbij niet alleen dienst als instructietaal, maar ook als middel om een nationaal-
culturele canon over te dragen. De combinatie van deze perspectieven roept de
vraag op hoe in de dagelijkse gang van zaken in een multiculturele klas de iden-
titeiten van allochtone leerlingen worden geconstrueerd.

Met deze vraag als uitgangspunt doet dit boek verslag van twee etnografische
case studies. Centraal in beide studies staat een diepgaand onderzoek naar de ma-

nier waarop de identiteiten van allochtone leerlingen in multiculturele klassen in
Nederland en Vlaanderen door henzelf en hun omgeving worden geconstrueerd.
Hierbij concentreert de studie zich op het discourse op macro-, meso- en micro-
niveau waarin deze identiteitsconstructie zichtbaar wordt. Op macroniveau richt de

studie zich op de discourseanalyse van geschreven documenten van Nederlandse en
Vlaamse overheden. Op mesoniveau richt de studie zich op de discourseanalyse

van offici8le schooldocumenten en op gesprekken met directieleden. Op micro-
niveau, ten slotte, wordt allereerst onderzocht hoe in het discourse van twee Neder-

landstalige basisschoolleerkrachten de identiteiten van hun allochtone leerlingen
worden geconstrueerd. Daarna wordt het discourse van de allochtone leerlingen
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onderzocht om te achterhalen aan welke culturele, etnische, talige en religieuze
identiteitskentnerken zij zelf de voorkeur geven. Tot slot wordt ook de identiteits-
constructie in de interactie tussen leerkrachten en leerlingen geanalyseerd.

In hoofdstuk 1 worden de achtergronden van de studie toegelicht en wordt inge-
gaan op de algemene probleemstelling, de relevantie en de concrete onderzoeksvra-
gen van de st:udle. Het hoofdstuk eindigt met een overzicht van de gebruikte termi-
nologie in het Vlaamse en Nederlandse publieke discourse.

In hoofdstuk 2 worden de richtinggevende elementen uit hoofdstuk 1 gekoppeld
aan de voor dit onderzoek gekozen conceptuele en empirische benadering. Hiertoe
wordt enerzijds ingegaan op uiteenlopende benaderingen van de begrippen identi-
teit en identiteitsconstructie in situaties die worden gekenmerkt door etnische, talige
en religieuze diversiteit en worden anderzijds de discourseanalyse en de socio-
linguistische etnografie als analysekader voorgesteld. De nadruk ligt daarbij op de
vraag op welke wi ze identiteiten in de praktijk door individuen worden gekozen
dan wel door derden aan hen worden toegeschreven.

Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een uitgebreide beschrijving van de opzet en de onderzoeks-
vragen. De gekozen sociolinguistisch-etnografische benadering wordt toegelicht,
evenals de keuze voor de steden, de scholen en de klassen en het gebruik van
verschillende dataverzamelingstechnieken. Op de geselecteerde scholen zi n klas-
senobservaties uitgevoerd, interviews afgenomen bij directieleden en leerkrachten
en documenten verzameld zoals de schoolgids, het schoolwerkplan en inspectie-
rapporten. Bij de leerlingen zijn gegevens verzameld door middel van vragenlijsten,
interviews, groepsgesprekken en door de leerlingen zelf geschreven opstellen. Ten
slotte zijn sleutelfragmenten geanalyseerd dat inzicht verschaffen in de identiteits-
constructie in de klas. Een sleutelfragment verbindt gebeurtenissen in de klas met
uitspraken van de betreffende leerkrachten, met de verschillende documenten en
met theoretische concepten. De analyses en interpretaties ziln tot stand gekomen
door triangulatie van de verschillende genoemde gegevensbronnen.

De Vlaamse case studie wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 4, de Nederlandse in
hoofdstuk 5. Beide hoofdstukken hebben dezelfde structuur. Begonnen wordt met
een uiteenzetting over de wijze van dataverzameling, gevolgd door een korte
beschrijving van het Vlaamse en Nederlandse onderwijssysteem. Vervolgens wor-
den de belangrijkste documenten uit het Vlaamse en Nederlandse institutionele dis-
course geanalyseerd, en wordt aangegeven waar dit discourse de identiteiten van
leden van allochtone minderheidsgroepen en hun kinderen plaatst. Daarna volgen
analyses van het meso- en microdiscourse dat zich op school en in de klassen af-
speelt. De hoofdstukken besluiten met een samenvatting van het 'verhaal' dat op
basis van de case studies kon worden gereconstrueerd. Ze gaan daarbil met name in
op de gevonden processen van identiteitsconstructie en de daarin geconstrueerde
identiteiten van allochtone leerlingen.
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In hoofdstuk 6 worden de twee case studies in vergelijkend perspectief geanaly-
seerd. Daarbij worden enerziids de uitkomsten van de studies onderling vergeleken
en worden anderzijds ook de interpretaties van de verschillende discoursenniveaus
binnen elk van beide studies met elkaar in verband gebracht. Die vergelilkingen
leiden tot de formulering van antwoorden op de gestelde onderzoeksvragen.

De belangrijkste bevinding van het onderzoek is dat identiteitsconstructie, ook al
wordt deze meestal geinitieerd door synchrone gebeurtenissen, tegelijkertild di-
achroon en gelaagd is. Identiteitsconstructie is diachroon in die zin dat ze het ob-
ject is van de voortdurende confrontatie tussen individuen in het centrum en de

periferie van een bepaalde socioculturele omgeving (hier: een basisschoolklas). Ze is
gelaagd in die zin dat identiteiten het product zijn van betekenisconstructie die te-
gelijkertijd plaatsvindt op macro-, meso- en microdiscourseniveau, en op de raak-
vlakken van deze niveaus. Deze discourseniveaus bevatten (taal)normen die de ken-
merken vastleggen die iemand moet bezitten om deel te kunnen uitmaken van een
bepaalde gemeenschap. Deze normen bli ken echter aan erosie onderhevig te zijn

De case stuclie in Vlaanderen laat zien dat taalideologieen weliswaar een belang-
rijke rol spelen in de identiteitsconstructie van basisschoolleerlingen op schoolni-
veau maar dat deze ideologieen tegelilkertijd eroderen wanneer gekeken wordt naar
de dagelijkse realiteit van de onderzochte klas. De taalideologieen op macroniveau
worden vervangen door nieuwe ideologieen op het microniveau van de klas. Een
voorbeeld van zo'n ideologie is de overtuiging van de leerkracht dat alle leerlingen,
allochtone en autochtone, haar beter begrijpen wanneer zij de plaatselijke varieteit
van het Nederlands gebruikt (die algemeen geassocieerd wordt met een lage sociale

status). Deze overtuiging is gebaseerd op de informele theorie dat alle leerlingen in
haar klas een taalachterstand hebben als gevolg van het feit dat zij allemaal de plaat-

seliike varieteit van het Nederlands gebruiken. Allochtone leerlingen hebben in dit
perspectief nog een dubbele taalachterstand, aangezien zi j niet alleen de nadelen
ondervinden van de lokale varieteit maar ook van de invloed van hun thuistaal op
het Nederlands. Dat echter de door de leerkracht aan de allochtone leerlingen toe-

geschreven identiteit aan erosie onderhevig is, blijkt uit de uitingen van meta-
linguistisch bewustzi n die de leerlingen in deze klas zelf aan de dag leggen.

Ook de case studie in Nederland leidde tot uitkomsten die in verband staan met

taalideologieen. Door de analyse van het mesodiscourse wordt duidelilk dat ideolo-
gieen met betrekking tot een veronderstelde taalachterstand als gevolg van het taal-
gebruik van de ouders, een belangrijke rol spelen in de identiteitsconstructie van
allochtone leerlingen. Alleen door thuis Nederlands te spreken, aldus deze ideolo-

gie, dragen ouders bij aan de ontwikkeling van het Nederlands van hun kinderen.
Wanneer de leerkracht echter reflecteert op de (uitstekende) taalvaardigheid van
twee allochtone leerlingen in haar klas, begint ook deze ideologie barsten te verto-

nen.
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De identiteiten van de leerlingen worden in beide case studies, behalve aan de
mal, ook gerelateerd aan het gedrag van de leerlingen . In de Vlaamse studie bleek
het gedrag van de leerlingen geen invloed te hebben op de toeschrijving van een
Vlaamse identiteit, zolang zil de Vlaamse normen en waarden respecteren. In de
Nederlandse studie daarentegen, schrijft de leerkracht aan haar allochtone leerlin-
gen de identiteit van 'buitenlandse Nederlanders' toe. Zij relateert het gedrag van de
allochtone leerlingen daarmee aan het gedrag dat deel uitmaakt van de Nederlandse
cultuur. Het gedrag van de leerlingen in de klas laat zien dat de identiteiten die ze
zelf kiezen samenhangen met hun inschatting van de mate waarin bepaalde etni-
sche, talige of religieuze identiteitskenmerken lonend ziln in de socioculturele
ruimten en contexten van de geglobaliseerde steden waarin zi! zich begeven.

De indexering van identiteiten door middel van taal, de homogenisering van
ident)iteiten door middel van vooronderstelde culturele en religieuze kenmerken, de
erosie van beide en de manier waarop identiteitskenmerken door de leerlingen wel
of niet wor(len ingezet, constitueren de processen die een rol spelen in de identi-
teitsconstructie van allochtone leerlingen in de onderzochte klassen. Deze proces-
sen werpen niet alleen een nieuw licht op het onderzoek dat in de laatste twintig
laar in multiculturele klassen is uitgevoerd, ze bieden ook aanknopingspunten voor
de ontwikkeling van nieuwe conceptuele inzicliten.

Allereerst komen in beide case studies de allochtone leerlingen naar voren als
experts in identiteitsconstructie. De leerkrachten en directieleden daarentegen ont-
poppen zich als beginnelingen op dit gebied, die zich gaandeweg bewust worden
van een nieuw begrip van de identiteitskenmerken van allochtone leerlingen. Dit
nieuwe begrip komt niet overeen met het normenkader dat deel uitmaakt van hun
discourse. Op de tweede plaats komen de identiteitskenmerken van allochtone
leerlingen naar voren als bruikbare en waardevolle producten, die door deze leerlin-
gen kunnen worden gepromoot door middel van toe-eigening, onderhandeling,
afwlizing, uitdaging en sabotage van bestaande normen, zowel tussen als binnen de
socioculturele mimten waarin zil zich begeven. Het promoten van identiteitsken-
merken is gebaseerd op de aantrekkelilkheid die deze kenmerken hebben als moge-
lilke levensstijlen. Ten slotte kan worden vastgesteld dat de analyse van de actieve
rol die leerlingen spelen in de omgang met hun identiteitskenmerken een belang-
rijke bijdrage levert aan het ontrafelen van het gelaagde proces van identiteitscon-
structie. Ze geeft bovendien meer inzicht in de wijze waarop ident:iteitsconstructie
plaatsvindt in het discourse op macro-, meso- en microniveau en ze laat zien dat
wat er gebeurt op het microniveau van de klas ook consequenties heeft voor het
institutionele discourse op meso- en macroniveau. Hoewel het discourse op meso-
en macroniveau reel resistenter is tegen veranderingen dan het discourse op het
microniveau van de klas, laat de stuclie zien dat ook het institutionele discourse,
gebaseerd op ideologieen van nationaal-culturele en talige homogeniteit, langza-
merhand begint te eroderen.
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